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ABSTRACT 
 
 
This thesis analyses patterns of growth, decline, clustering and dispersal of live music in Sydney and 
Melbourne between the early 1980s and mid-2000s, a period of change for the status of live music in 
Australian cities. During the study time frame the apparent decline of Australian live music venues 
gained profile as a matter of community concern and public policy. Drawing on both quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, this thesis contributes to the understanding of long-term change in live music 
in two Australian cities and demonstrates a unique approach to using Geographical Information 
Systems (GIS) for applied social research. 
The project developed a novel methodology combining GIS with interviews with music scene 
participants. A substantial part of the research project comprised the development of a historical 
geodatabase, leveraging the spatial and temporal data embedded in historical live music performance 
listings (‘gig listings’) sourced from archived publications in Sydney and Melbourne. This geodatabase 
ultimately incorporates over 20,000 live music listings and over 2500 geocoded venues.  
The historical geodatabase was built incrementally to adapt to the format of the historical data. The 
structure maintains a one-to-one relationship to primary sources from different publications, allowing 
for quality checks, but can produce normalised outputs that allow live music venues, performances, 
and bands to be analysed separately. Outputs from the geodatabase have facilitated the quantitative 
analysis and geovisualisation of live music data over the study time frame in Sydney and Melbourne.  
An important concern was that quantitative analysis ought to be developed with reference to, and 
informed by, the everyday realities of live music scenes. The quantitative analysis was combined with 
interviews with music scene participants (12 live music organisers and 40 musicians). Through their 
learnt knowledge of locations and issues, participants helped generate new insights into factors 
affecting the patterns of live music apparent in the quantitative results.  
The thesis examines quantitative patterns of growth, decline, clustering, and dispersal in music 
activity. It finds little quantitative evidence of aggregate decline in live music venues, performances, 
or bands. The quantitative analysis presented in the thesis shows the number of live music 
performances increasing over the study time frame in Sydney and Melbourne, but with more growth 
in Melbourne. In both cities, the number of venues did not decline, but also did not keep pace with 
the number of live music performances. The number of bands increased in both cities, but more so in 
Melbourne. The number of performances per band declined consistently. Patterns in performances 
per venue showed differences between cities, with greater concentration in Melbourne and greater 
homogeneity in Sydney. On average, Melbourne live music venues and performances became closer 
together over the study time frame; while Sydney venues and performances became, on average, 
further apart. Melbourne live music clustering patterns were sharper than those in Sydney; with a 
“northward drift” and with activity growing only in a small area in high profile venues. Geovisualisation 
tools showed some areas of each city persistently hosting live music, while others declined or 
“hollowed out”. The tools also showed a decline in the suburban live music circuit, particularly in 
Melbourne. 
The thesis identifies patterns of restructuring, rather than aggregate decline, which can contribute to 
the understanding of concerns about live music. Combined with the lower frequency of performances, 
clustering and dispersal patterns can produce a sense of decline for participants even as aggregate 
performances, bands and venues increased. The increased concentration of live music into top 
Melbourne venues may have contributed to the sense of a strong scene, but meant that external 
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threats to these venues were felt more keenly and that subsequent closures were felt more than had 
growth been dispersed. Sydney live music activity did not decline across the study time frame as much 
as existing reports suggested, but lacked the visible scene and concentrated venues that were both 
the strength and weakness of the Melbourne scene.  
Interviews with people active in the music scene over the study time frame in Sydney and Melbourne 
explored possible factors shaping these patterns in the distribution of live music. Existing research has 
emphasised the role of urban development and gentrification on music venue closures. The qualitative 
analysis presented in this thesis suggests that while patterns of change are influenced by external 
factors (including property prices, liquor licensing, and poker machines), that above all these factors 
serve to exacerbate tensions within the live music industry that were already underway.  
Factors internal to the music industry identified in interviews included: i) declining access to music 
scene infrastructures (including media, managers, agents and record companies) which would 
previously have increased the ‘push’  or ‘reach’ of bands beyond friends and family; ii) a reduction in 
recording costs meaning fewer formal ties to record companies, booking agents, and suburban touring 
circuits; iii) an associated redirection of booking agents toward top-tier, established artists; iv) the 
prominence of particular venues as public address systems were acquired by venue operators; and v) 
the interstate migration of musicians to cities, with Sydney attractive in the 1980s and Melbourne in 
the 1990s and 2000s. A confluence of factors made Melbourne a more appealing location for 
musicians while Sydney musicians directed efforts to informal venues.  
Drawing on the combination of historical GIS with interview data, the thesis argues that the 
restructuring of traditional music scene infrastructure can be seen to intersect with technological 
changes in music, and with external processes of urban change. External factors included noise 
complaints; poker machines introduced to Sydney hotels in 1997; drink-driving enforcement; and 
property prices — with a threefold impact on audiences, musicians, and venues. Rather than an 
aggregate decline in music performances or venues; the thesis argues that music scenes in Sydney and 
Melbourne became increasingly characterised by informality, inequality, and reliance on social capital. 
The hollowed out structure of music scenes by the early 2000s placed pressure on venues in lieu of 
access to other infrastructure for musicians, who operated on an increasingly do-it-yourself basis.  
 1 
CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION: NO MUSIC, NO MELBOURNE? 
 
“I’ve always felt in retrospect we were at the tail end of what they call the “golden era” of 
rock in Australia. The venues were just starting to change and something was different. People 
were changing their behaviour, poker machines were coming in, Breathalyser. I don’t ever 
remember people saying, “wow this is a healthy scene, this is fantastic.” They still complained. 
But if you compare it to what happened afterwards, it was incredibly healthy…” 
Musician active in the mid-1980s Sydney, interview 2015 
 
This research project analyses the patterns of growth, decline, clustering and dispersal of live music in 
Sydney and Melbourne between the early 1980s and mid-2000s, a period of change for the status of 
live music in Australian cities. The methodology combines Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and 
interviews with music scene participants. Spatial data was built into the research design from the 
outset, as a common ground between qualitative and quantitative data.  
As part of the methodology, a historical source of live music dates and locations (‘gig listings’, which 
are notifications of upcoming performances) were assessed and built into a custom historical 
geodatabase. The outputs from the historical geodatabase made it possible to quantify and to 
geovisualise patterns in live music over time.  
An important concern was that quantitative analysis should be developed with reference to, and 
informed by, the everyday realities of live music scenes. Hence, the quantitative analysis was 
combined with interviews with music scene participants (live music organisers, n=12, and musicians, 
n=40). Due to their learnt knowledge of locations and issues shaping local music scenes, participants 
could help generate new evidence regarding factors affecting the location of live music.  
This chapter introduces the background and objectives of the research, and outlines the thesis 
structure. The background provides a brief introduction to the current status of live music in Australia 
(with a focus on Sydney and Melbourne). This is followed by a statement of objectives and research 
questions. Next, significance and innovation outlines the opportunity presented by a comparison of 
Sydney and Melbourne live music, and the role that Geographical Information Systems play in adding 
to existing knowledge of live music. Methodological approach describes the method very briefly. 
Finally structure of thesis outlines the content of each of the thesis chapters. 
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1.1.  BACKGROUND: A PLACE FOR MAPS IN MUSIC? 
 
Live music in Australian cities is a part of the wider music industry as well as a contemporary policy 
issue. Live music is now something that some policy makers wish to encourage, as it offers prospects 
for localised social and economic development and vibrancy (Beer, 2011; Burke & Schmidt, 2012; 
Homan, 2008b; Music Victoria, 2010b). Nonetheless, it seems that live music can, and does, disperse 
from particular locations even when it is valued. It is a highly contingent practice, dependent on 
participants (musicians, audiences, promoters, booking agents) and on a physical location (venue, 
stage and sound system). Live music cannot occur without a place to play, and people to participate. 
The factors which encourage or deter this are only partly understood. 
Since the early 2000s, music scene participants in Australian cities have shown increased literacy in 
the web of policy issues relating to saving live music. This reflects a concern among music scene 
participants and lobbyists, in both Sydney and Melbourne, that live music venues are under threat 
from competing land uses such as residential development (Delaney, 2013; Donovan, 2003; Gough, 
2013); leisure activities such as gambling that have moved into live music spaces (Catanzaro, 2010; 
MacLennan, 2009); and by legislative frameworks which make live music administratively onerous 
(Bell, 2015; Creagh, 2008a; Walker, 2012). In both policy and activism, one thing that is apparent is 
that the idea of live music thriving, or growing, is set in the past ('Aussie Batla', 2013; Emery, 2012; 
Purcell, 2009). Shane Homan, an expert on live music policy history in Australia, notes that many music 
industry participants date the heyday as between 1978 and 1988: “a unique period of local and 
overseas success” (Homan, 2000, p. 33). By the mid-2000s, live music came to be regarded as 
something not only worth saving, but in need of saving. The most visible representation of decline 
was venue closures, which in Australian cities are primarily (but not exclusively) licensed pubs and 
bars (see Chapter 4).  
Amidst accounts of change, there are differentiations within and between the two cities under 
discussion. The Melbourne live music scene is reported upon positively as a “music city” in terms of 
aggregate live music activity (Arts Victoria & Deloitte Access Economics, 2011; Boulton, 2013; Music 
Victoria, 2012), and is a migration destination for musicians from interstate (Rogers, 2008). But it is 
also the subject of very visible activism about decline in music venues (Doman, 2014; Homan, 2010; 
Music Victoria, 2010a; Patterson, 2010). The 2010 Save Live Australian Music (SLAM) rally drew many 
thousands of protestors to the Melbourne CBD (Homan, 2010; Levin, 2010a). This rally was triggered 
by the closure of the Tote Hotel (see Figure 1.1), an inner city live music venue which had operated 
since 1981 (Patterson, 2010; van der Dungen, 2012).  
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Figure 1.1 
Scene from the Tote Hotel rally, Melbourne 2010. 
 
Compared to Melbourne, Sydney is often described as a more extreme example of a depleted live 
music scene and as an example of what not to do to keep live music (Burke & Schmidt, 2009; Purcell, 
2009). A variety of accounts point to the 1990s as a particularly difficult time for live music in Sydney 
(Carroll & Connell, 2000; Holmes, 1993; Johnson & Homan, 2003). In the 1980s, moving to Sydney to 
further one’s music career had been a reasonable prospect borne out by numerous interstate success 
stories such as Cold Chisel, Paul Kelly, Tex Perkins, The Triffids, and the Hoodoo Gurus (Dell'oso, 1984; 
Walker, 1996). Yet by the close of the 1990s, even the successful home-town band The Whitlams 
looked favourably to Melbourne (Carroll & Connell, 2000)(p. 148) and (Gibson & Homan, 2004). 
Local policy makers in Sydney have since been working to turn this around, working with the 
assumption that whatever happened to Sydney live music in the 1990s, would be preferable to undo 
(City of Sydney, 2013; Faulkner, 2013; Homan, 2008b; Johnson & Homan, 2003). Nonetheless, 
accounts of live music in Sydney remained negative (Ozi Batla, 2013; Blanchett & Upton, 2012; Calvert, 
2012; Purcell, 2009). Simply wanting live music in Sydney was not enough. In the meantime, the 
different outcomes for live music opportunities in the different Australian cities were stark enough to 
be able to function as a form of humorous geographical shorthand: placards at the Save Live Australian 
Music rally included: “Don’t Make Melbourne Perth”; “No Music, No Melbourne”; and “Are We In 
Sydney?” (Figure 1.2) 
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Figure 1.2 
Scene from the Save Live Australian Music Rally, Melbourne 2010. 
 
As a musician in Melbourne at the time, I got the joke. Sydney seemed, above all, to be almost 
humorously unwelcoming to live music. However, I did not really know if what had happened to 
Sydney could happen in Melbourne. I did not have much first-hand knowledge of the music scene in 
Sydney, aside from a road trip in 2006, when my friend’s band had performed at the Hopetoun Hotel 
in Surry Hills. The event ended seemingly early at 11pm, and the bar staff were keen to pack up — 
very keen, they said, to actually go out themselves. It was ok, but something was a little off. Sydney 
live music just seemed...hard to find. Or hard to get an invite. 
On the other hand, and I would have been loathe to admit it at the time, I had no particular personal 
attachment to the Tote. Its imminent closure promised little immediate impact on the gigs I played or 
watched. Neither I nor my peers had managed more than a few Sunday afternoon shows there, for 
which we felt surprised and flattered to be offered a spot, and were anxious not to ruin things by not 
drawing a big enough crowd or by looking too nervous, or both. But nor could I see any benefit, 
whatsoever, in it being closed. I knew, very personally, that location could play a significant role in 
music. I simply could not have imagined becoming involved in music if there had not been open mics 
at the nearest pub to my house, the Empress Hotel in North Fitzroy, and had they not offered us 
(myself and my sister) other gigs from there. The role of location was palpable, even scary, in my own 
“musical pathway” (Finnegan, 1989), to the extent that I suspected if I ever moved to Sydney, I would 
in all likelihood cease to be a musician, and find another hobby. 
Events such as the Save Live Australian Music rally, focused on protecting venues, tapped into some 
of these concerns. They seemed a good enough fit, but I felt that something was missing. Thus, the 
impetus for this research was formed: I wanted to know more about what was happening to live 
music, and wanted to do this in a manner that leveraged different sources of information that were 
already available, but hidden in plain sight.  
Rich qualitative data is available on Australian popular music (Gallan, 2012; McFarlane, 1999; Morrow, 
2013; Riley, 1992; San Miguel, 2011; Schaefer, 2014a; Stafford, 2006; Turner, 1992; Walker, 1996). 
But for a subject so laden with dates, places, and people, live music is rarely approached in terms of 
these themes. As a result, the wider story of change at an intra-city and inter-city scale can be difficult 
to synthesise. Focusing on specific venues can heighten perceptions of imminent collapse, and elevate 
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venues and venue operators to near-mythical status. By contrast, approaching live music at an 
aggregate city or state level (Ernst & Young, 2011; Music Victoria, 2012), can give a very positive 
picture of live music as an industry and as a local community asset, but not account for the level of 
concern expressed by live music participants.  
  
1.2.  OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
The objective of this research is to determine which changes have occurred to the geography of live 
music in Sydney and Melbourne, between the early 1980s and the mid-2000s. 
More broadly, the research aims to highlight the historical, geographical, and human data already 
present in live music data — the untapped potential of gig listings, complemented by the detailed 
recollections of musicians and live music organisers. A further aim of the research is to present a 
meaningful and achievable application of GIS to social research.  
The research questions are: 
Research Question 1 
What are the key patterns of growth, contraction, clustering and dispersal of live music in 
Sydney and Melbourne from 1981 to 2006? 
Research Question 2 
What are the key factors shaping the concentration and dispersal of live music in Sydney and 
Melbourne from 1981 to 2006? 
Research Question 3 
What are the existing sources for live music performances in Australia? 
Research Question 4 
How can different geovisualisations add to understanding of live music? 
 
The methodological approach incorporated the design and implementation of a new historical 
geodatabase. Research Questions 3 and 4 are specific to the tailored methodological approach: 
identifying historical sources for live music performances in Australia (Research Question 3), and 
communicating the geospatial data (Research Question 4).  
 
1.3 SIGNIFICANCE AND INNOVATION 
 
Live music is valued by policy makers for bringing social vibrancy and economic activity (Arts Victoria 
& Deloitte Access Economics, 2011; Carbines, 2003; City of Sydney, 2013; Ernst & Young, 2011; 
Johnson & Homan, 2003), but it can be difficult to predict and implement in practice. For its 
participants it can bring a powerful sense of community, or cause worry when a practice they value 
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appears to be under threat. For musicians, it is also a precarious and spatially dependent labour 
market (Maclean, 2012; Salmon, 2011), so that understanding its organisational dynamics and 
responses to change can be of interest to a wider audience. 
This research fills a gap in knowledge about Australian live music by enabling a long-term, 
metropolitan perspective. It looks at change within and between cities, and in particular it leverages 
the contrasting accounts of live music outcomes in Melbourne and Sydney. 
In the 1980s and 1990s research into Australian popular music practices was particularly focused on 
the national scale (Fiske, Hodge, & Turner, 1987; Sturma, 1991; Turner, 1994; Zion, 1988). Shane 
Homan’s work on Sydney live music (2000, 2003) brought groundbreaking insights into the 
overlapping policies and commercial interests which impacted upon the material circumstances of live 
music practices. High levels of expertise in the web of policies affecting the material and economic 
viability of live music have developed within the last decade, many from authors with an urban 
planning background (Beer, 2011; Burke & Schmidt, 2009; Homan, 2011; Lobato, 2006; Shaw, 2005a; 
Wardle, 2008). This existing literature has brought a thorough understanding of external threats to 
live music venues but — often out of concern for preventing immediate closures — has not 
documented the extent of live music closures at an inter-urban or metropolitan scale, nor 
documented the human dynamics within venues.  
The use of GIS can bring new perspectives to live music. This technology is suited to integrating 
overlapping patterns set at multiple scales, of which live music scenes are an example. Examples of 
GIS applied directly to music are few, but fall into extremes of scale: between large scale quantitative 
business and employment data (Florida, Mellander, & Stolarick, 2010), or qualitative hand-drawn 
maps from musicians (Cohen, 2012a). This research recognises the validity of both these approaches, 
but highlights the abundance of historical and geographical data already available at the inter-city and 
intra-city scale in Australian cities, but under-utilised: precise dates and locations from gig listings 
(which leave historical traces of events rather than just venues), and the in-depth, learnt spatial 
knowledge held by musicians. 
This thesis will contribute a wider historical and geographical perspective on live music in the two 
main Australian cities, which acknowledges the role of location but does not focus exclusively on 
individual venues. It will set out a tailored methodology developed to achieve this, using GIS and 
interviews with live music scene participants.  
A comparison of Sydney and Melbourne presents a useful case study because these two Australian 
cities have experienced different reported outcomes for live music — with Sydney live music a cause 
for concern (Donovan, 2000; Faulkner, 2013; Shaw, 2005a; Walker, 2012), and Melbourne live music 
simultaneously viewed as thriving and threatened (Arts Victoria & Deloitte Access Economics, 2011; 
Ernst & Young, 2011; Music Victoria, 2012; Newstead, 2013; Roberts, 2011). The two cities have also 
experienced differing policy configurations across this time frame, with regards to poker (automatic 
gaming) machines, residential development, and liquor licensing, factors cited in live music cause-and-
effect public commentary (Catanzaro, 2010; Creagh, 2008a, 2008b; Homan, 2010, 2011; Johnson & 
Homan, 2003; MacLennan, 2009; Wardle, 2008). A comparative study helps to identify patterns of 
changing live music locations in each city, and to use this to contextualise different factors correlating 
with change.  
This research contributes a particular regional example to work which explores the relationship of 
popular music to geography (Bennett, 2004; Connell & Gibson, 2003; Hudson, 2006; Krims, 2007; 
Whiteley, Bennett, & Hawkins, 2004). Methodologically, it takes inspiration from mixed methods 
applications of GIS (Brennan-Horley & Gibson, 2009; Cope & Elwood, 2009; Knigge & Cope, 2009; 
Watts, 2010), many of which are aimed at “representing the spatiality of social processes” (Kwan & 
Knigge, 2006, p. 2001). By incorporating historical data it combines this with the experiences of 
researchers in historical GIS (DeBats & Gregory, 2011; Gregory & Healey, 2007; Klenotic, 2011; 
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Knowles, 2005; Verhoeven, Bowles, & Arrowsmith, 2009). By recognising the world of activity 
occupied by musicians it incorporates work from pioneering ethnographic studies (Cohen, 1991; 
Finnegan, 1989; Shank, 1994). 
It is the intention of the author that the tailored methodology set out in this thesis, drawing on 
multiple disciplines but with GIS incorporated from the outset, will bring insights into the extent and 
nature of change to live music in Australian cities, and in doing so present a practical and meaningful 
example of GIS applied to social research.  
1.4 METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH 
 
The overall approach taken was one of mixed methods, anchored by quantitative historical spatial 
data. GIS played a central role in the methodology design from the outset, in recognition of the spatial 
data already embedded in accounts of live music and the potential it offered for understanding 
change. This was incorporated in a mixed methods approach, supported and framed by the use of 
qualitative data from interviews with music scene participants. 
A tailored historical geodatabase was created to enable analysis of the location of live music 
performances in Sydney and Melbourne at different points in time. The target time frame was chosen 
to encapsulate a period of change in the status of live music in these Australian cities, from a relative 
heyday in which reports of decline were very rare, through to an era in which it is valued but seen as 
a cause for concern (early 1980s to mid-2000s). In particular, the early 2000s saw a marked increase 
in commentary on live music venues (Donovan, 2003; Fair Go for Live Music, 2003; Gibson & Homan, 
2004; Haxton, 2003; Johnson & Homan, 2003; Live Music Working Group, 2001; Shaw, 2003; Tomazin, 
2002). The study time frame for this research project will put this era in context. 
Qualitative data was collected from interviews with live music scene participants, undertaken in two 
groups: a pilot group of live music organisers (n=12), and a second group comprising musicians (n=40) 
who had performed in either Sydney or Melbourne during the study time frame. The personal 
experiences of musicians in different cities and time frames provided evidence to help interpret the 
quantitative data: in how patterns in live music were experienced in person. 
The geodatabase development process comprised a significant part of the research time. However, 
the basic concept was resilient: dates and locations are found in abundance in the live music data, so 
that transforming this to a historical geodatabase was a matter of leveraging, rather than adding, data. 
Gig listings were chosen as the primary source for the historical geodatabase. ‘Gig listings’ is an 
Australian music scene vernacular term for printed notifications of forthcoming concerts. The details 
of gig listings are described in Chapter 6. 
Figure 1.3 shows the historical geodatabase in context with participant interviews. 
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Figure 1.3 
Geodatabase in context with interviews 
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1.5 STRUCTURE OF THESIS 
 
This thesis is set out in four main sections:  
 
- A review of literature and of the local policy context of live music in Australia (2-4) 
- The method development, including building the historical geodatabase (5-6)  
- Results from quantitative and qualitative data (7-9) 
- Conclusions (10) 
 
The appendices to some chapters contain data tables and other material too detailed for the main 
text but which may assist in interpretation.  
The individual chapters are as follows: 
Chapter 2 summarises the literature on music and place, from geography, cultural studies and 
ethnography, and cultural policies and creative cities. This helps to set accounts of live music in Sydney 
and Melbourne within a broader context. 
Chapter 3 sets out the contribution that GIS and social research can make to understanding music 
scenes at an urban scale over long time frames; offering new insights that cannot be gained from 
national level data or fine grained ethnographic studies. The methodologies described in this chapter 
were key influences on the approach taken to investigating live music for this research project. 
Chapter 4 presents existing accounts of the live music scene in the case study cities, showing the rise 
of live music activism and policy within the context of urban development and industry restructuring. 
This sets the scene for the contribution of the primary research.  
Chapter 5 overviews the mixed methods GIS methodology, providing a road-map for the chapters 
that follow.  
Chapter 6 focuses on the development of the historical geodatabase, from assessing sources through 
to structuring the custom geodatabase and producing outputs for analysis.  
Chapters 7 and 8 present the substantive quantitative and GIS analysis of outputs data from the 
historical geodatabase.  
Chapter 7 focuses on measures of growth and decline by presenting non-spatial descriptive statistics: 
total venues, performances, and bands, and the ratios between them. This chapter also quantifies 
differences between gig listing sources. 
Chapter 8 focuses on measures of clustering and dispersal by presenting statistical spatial analyses, 
and a series of geovisualisations.  
Chapter 9 presents data from qualitative interviews with live music scene participants, which offer 
insights into the factors influencing patterns in live music, and serve to ground truth the quantitative 
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methods. Interviews with musicians capture personal and everyday experiences of those scenes and 
highlight the extent to which geospatial and personal perspectives overlap.  
Chapter 10 summarises the thesis, and sets out the conclusions, limitations, and suggestions for 
further research. 
 
 
1.5.1 CONTEXT MAPS 
 
The following maps place the project boundaries in context. 
 
The quantitative boundaries of the project were defined by a combination of the Greater Melbourne 
Capital City Statistical Area and the Greater Sydney Capital City Statistical Area, as described by the 
Australian Bureau of Statistics1 in 2011. Greater Melbourne and Greater Sydney are shown in a 
national context in Figure 1.4. 
 
Over 60 maps are included in the thesis. To facilitate comparisons between styles, cities and time 
frames, all maps (with the exception of those using non-standard projections) are set to one of only 
four map extents (or, in less formal terms, ‘map sizes’). The different map extents are shown in Figure 
1.5 and Figure 1.6, respectively, which provide overviews of Greater Melbourne and Greater Sydney. 
The scales used in Melbourne and Sydney are comparable (1:70,000 for inner city maps, and 1:250,000 
for suburban maps, respectively). Both Figure 1.5 and Figure 1.6 also feature 5 kilometre buffer rings 
from the central city (up to 40 kilometres), and labels for selected major outlying suburbs. These 
feature in most maps throughout Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, and can be used for orientation. 
 
                                                 
1 Metadata and downloads for the Australian Standard Geographical Classification (ASGC) Digital Boundaries, 
Australia, 2011, can be found at:   
www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/Lookup/1259.0.30.001Explanatory%20Notes10July%202011?OpenDocu
ment 
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Figure 1.4 
Map of project boundaries in national context 
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Figure 1.5 
Map of project boundaries in context: Melbourne 
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Figure 1.6 
Map of project boundaries in context: Sydney  
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CHAPTER 2 – MUSIC AND PLACE 
 
This chapter introduces literature which connects music to place. It describes how music has been 
regarded by diverse disciplines, how the spatial aspects of music have been conceptualised, and the 
ways music production and consumption have been linked to wider processes of globalisation and 
technological change, albeit with local impacts (Massey, 2005). 
Before exploring the role that Geographic Information Systems (GIS) can play in understanding live 
music in Australian cities, this chapter sets out the insights that geographical approaches to music, 
and cultural studies engaging with place, each offer in understanding live music, the factors that shape 
the rise and fall of music scenes and the methods and concepts used to make sense of these 
relationships.  
Only a minority of the sources referred to in this chapter make specific use of maps. However, the use 
of GIS in music industry research is described in more detail in Chapter 3. Whether using maps or 
referring to locations, this literature shows many variations in the scales at which music and place are 
discussed: global, national, individual cities, or the neighbourhoods of individual musicians. At times, 
there is implicit tension in reconciling different scales, when researchers regard the idea of the ‘local’ 
in music as being over or under emphasised (Bennett, 2004; Connell & Gibson, 2003; Maxwell, 2008; 
Nevarez, 2013). In turn, this underscores the contribution of this research project, incorporating intra-
urban and inter-urban scales, as well as the perspectives of individual musicians. 
 2.1  A PLACE FOR MUSIC? 
 
In literature connecting music and place, tension exists between acknowledging the ability of music 
and musical styles to transcend distance (for instance through the distribution of music online or 
through recordings), alongside the tendency of the people who make and listen to music to be less 
mobile. Since music is so closely linked to people and their places in the world, “what we talk about 
when we talk about music” can — in fact — be an effective lens with which to develop greater 
understanding of broad themes in human geography, such as globalisation and urban change. 
However, the specific cases of music production are inherently tied to interactions of people in specific 
places and times. This is especially relevant for live music performances. The material and social 
practicalities of playing live music — who, what, where and how — mean that the scale of enquiry in 
the social and spatial analysis of live music scenes must always refer back to the local scale of everyday 
activities. The task of balancing this with an awareness of factors and patterns operating at different 
scales (for instance at the metropolitan level, or national level) can be informed by the literature in 
this chapter.  
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The literature connecting music and place can be grouped into two key approaches as follows:  
1)  Geographical research 
(a) “Traditional regional geographic perspective2”: Geographical research up until the 
1990s which took an interest in describing music styles across different regions. This 
research tended to be more descriptive, documenting the diffusion of musical styles 
rather than analysing the patterns that emerged.(Carney, 1974, 1994, 1998; Ford, 
1971; Francaviglia, 1978; Nash, 1968; Nash & Carney, 1996). 
(b) “Contemporary human geography”: Economic and cultural geographical research 
which looked closely at music as an important contribution to cities and regions, in 
terms of economic and cultural development. Music was also seen as a lens through 
which to unpack key themes in human geography associated with the wider ‘cultural 
turn’ within the discipline. This refers to both a growing recognition of cultural 
industries as economically significant in the social sciences, as well as broader 
recognition of the ways power can be expressed discursively and the diverse social 
groupings that comprise late 20th century societies. (Connell & Gibson, 2003; Kong, 
1995; Krims, 2007; Leyshon, 2009; Leyshon, Matless, & Revill, 1995a, 1998; Smith, 
1997; Watson, Hoyler, & Mager, 2009). 
2)  Cultural studies and ethnography: the spatial turn 
(a) Researchers in ethnography taking a “spatial turn” (see: Withers, 2009) have also 
contributed to knowledge of live music, by engaging with location when researching 
music practices (Anderson, 2009; Cohen, 1991; Finnegan, 1989; Lashua, 2011; Shank, 
1994). 
(b) Music scenes: a move away from the relatively placeless and class-focused subcultural 
theories in cultural studies, to the concept of the ‘music scene’, operating at either a 
local, trans-local, or virtual level (Bennett, 2002; Bennett, 2004; Bennett & Peterson, 
2004; Bennett, Stratton, & Peterson, 2008; Hodkinson, 2002, 2004; Straw, 1991). 
 
 
  
                                                 
2 “Traditional regional geographic perspective” is a helpful term used by Watson et al. (2009) to describe 
geographical research advanced by the Berkeley School of Cultural Geography. 
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 2.2 MUSIC IN GEOGRAPHICAL RESEARCH  
 
Researchers within geography have periodically pursued a personal interest in music (see reviews in: 
Carney, 1998; Connell & Gibson, 2003; Hudson, 2006; Kong, 1995; Leyshon et al., 1995a, 1998). But 
music geography is not a field unto itself, and remains an interdisciplinary area. 
Connecting music and place can seem at once too easy, and too important, to take lightly. When 
organising a conference on ‘the place of music’ in 1993, one group of geographers noted that:  
“… we organised the conference with some trepidation. The critical analysis of music seemed 
to be a field relatively unexplored by geographers and one temptation was to let the topic 
alone. The appeal of music was in part as a significant element in our lives that was not subject 
to academic reflection. Would making a geography out of it ruin things?” 
 (Leyshon, Matless, & Revill; 1995b, p. 423) 
Many contributions to the study of music and place have been undertaken by researchers outside of 
geography, particularly in the 1990s, with less trepidation about the interest value of either music or 
location (see below, Cultural studies of music: a spatial turn). Studies of music with a specifically 
geographical framework are relatively rare, but carefully considered, as outlined below. 
 
2.2.1 TRADITIONAL REGIONAL GEOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES 
 
The traditional regional geographic perspective is mainly descriptive, documenting and highlighting 
musical development, particularly in the USA (Carney, 1974, 1994; Ford, 1971; Francaviglia, 1978; 
Nash, 1968). A collection of papers in the Journal of Cultural Geography (1998) forms something of a 
bookend to this first slow wave of contributions to music and geography. Key research areas for 
traditional geographic research in music, as described by Kong (1995) were: 1) documenting the 
spatial distribution of musicians, music clubs and music styles; 2) describing the agents and barriers 
for the diffusion of musical styles; 3) delimiting areas with common musical traits; 4) interpreting 
landscapes evoked by the lyrics and sound of music; 5) engaging with descriptions of environment 
expressed in lyrics. The net effect is analogous to a hydrological musical mapping project: mapping 
the movement, containment, flow, and descriptions of music, moving, mixing and interacting with 
landscape, but rarely causing friction. Early geographical research into music essentially documented 
the diffusion of musical styles in space. It now tends to be described as admirably detailed, but missing 
explanatory power, as: 
- “… descriptive and conceptually limited” (Hudson, 2006, p. 626); 
- “… neither theoretically or methodologically sophisticated… beyond the 
meticulous attention to details and the wealth of descriptive information derived 
as a consequence, such works yield little in terms of providing an understanding 
of such distributional patterns” (Kong, 1995, p. 185) 
While this literature has been criticised for not engaging with the socially constructed nature of space 
and place, it does recognise that music is not placeless. Traditional geographic perspectives take 
seriously the material and embodied spaces in which music occurs; that “producers and consumers of 
music are located in specific times and places” (Kong, 1995, p. 195). This work also documented music 
styles and music participants that might otherwise have gone unnoticed: an aim common to many 
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researchers in music and place (Bennett, 1997; Cohen, 1991; Finnegan, 1989), even to the present day 
(Brennan-Horley & Gibson, 2009; Hracs, Grant, Haggett, & Morton, 2011; Rogers, 2008). Maps 
produced by Carney (1974), depicting the growth of bluegrass festivals in the US, and touring patterns 
of musicians, are not greatly dissimilar to those made with the benefits of GIS decades later (Florida 
et al., 2010; Watson, 2008), and will appear again in Chapter 3 (‘GIS and Social Research’).  
 
2.2.2 MUSIC IN CONTEMPORARY HUMAN GEOGRAPHY 
 
Interest in music as a way in to broader theoretical and methodological questions in human geography 
emerged in the 1990s, with several reviews looking back on, and pointing to ways forward for, 
research into music in geography (Kong, 1995; Leyshon et al., 1995a, 1998; Smith, 1997). The 
contemporary wave of interest in geography tended to take an interest in music as a way in to 
understanding processes of human geography: how connections are made between music and place, 
in addition to where this occurs. This interest extended to understanding how the idea of music in 
place is constructed (Carroll & Connell, 2000; Connell & Gibson, 2004; Gallan, 2012), as well as the 
physical manifestations of people and products involved in music (Cummins-Russell & Rantisi, 2012; 
Florida et al., 2010; Leyshon, 2009; Scott, 1999; van Heur, 2009; Watson et al., 2009). 
A key characteristic of contemporary geographical research on music is its potential to research 
below-the-surface power relations (Smith, 1997). For Susan J. Smith, music could be regarded not as 
an agreed-upon style shared by many people in a region, but more as a non-visual clue to voices from 
the margins. Smith argued that researching music could drive a new way of listening to (not just 
looking at) people in place: 
“… the spaces of music are… driven by the economy, since they are governed by changing 
technology, commercialism and professionalism. They are embedded in a social and cultural 
context…And they have a political dimension, because they are mediated by ideology…But, as 
well as being bound or constrained by these parameters, I hope I have gone some way to 
showing that of all the arts, music has perhaps the most transgressive potential. To explore it 
further, one might hope for a geography in which sound is as important as sight and hearing 
as valued as looking.”  
(Smith, 1997, p. 524) 
Sound Tracks: Popular Music, Identity and Place (Connell & Gibson, 2003), reviewed a wide range of 
literature related to music and place, and developed a broad framework for synthesising different 
concepts about music and geography. For Connell and Gibson, “what we talk about when we talk 
about music”, is an amalgam of commerce and culture, evolving within globalised processes of capital 
investment and human migration, which “creates places and networks of cultural flow, but does not 
do so beyond the worlds of politics, commerce and social life” (p. 18). In Sound Tracks, music flows, 
not unlike the music-as-water images of traditional geographical approaches to music, but also takes 
on virus-like qualities, travelling always with people and products, with both “order and frenzy” (p. 
281). Connell and Gibson used the framework of fluidity and fixity (p. 10) to denote the different ways 
in which music travelled across space, but was also fixed (or seen to be fixed) in particular locations:  
“If music is simultaneously a commodity and cultural expression, it is also quite uniquely both 
the most fluid of cultural forms (quite literally, as sound waves moving through air) and a 
vibrant expression of cultures and traditions, at times held onto vehemently in the face of 
change. This tension, between music as itinerant and fleeting, and music as something static, 
fixed and immobile, underpins much of the discussion in this book. Both ‘fixity’ and ‘fluidity’ 
operate as umbrella terms that reflect a range of spatial practices, tendencies, decisions and 
physical objects.”  
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(Connell & Gibson, 2003, p. 9) 
A table from Sound Tracks is shown in Figure 2.1, listing examples of material and discursive processes 
in music which exhibit either fluidity or fixity, i.e. different ways in which music can be, or is seen to 
be, either mobile or fixed in place. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 
Examples processes which exhibit either “fluidity” or “fixity” in music. From Sound Tracks (Connell 
& Gibson, 2003, p. 10) 
 
Unlike regional geographical approaches, contemporary human geographers have sought 
explanations for the emergence of music scenes. Factors identified by Connell and Gibson (2003) that 
lead to the emergence of a particular ‘sound or scene’ include a concentration of musicians, 
audiences, recording and performance spaces, venues and booking agents, creating a ‘critical mass’ 
of resources and participants. They also noted the predominance of university towns and port cities 
in the pantheon of celebrated music scenes. This said, Sound Tracks challenges the idea of the “local” 
as a bounded or coherent scale. Seeing commonalities between many different accounts of (allegedly) 
unique local music places, Connell and Gibson emphasised that music is often conceptualised as 
“local” at the point at which it is either packaged for sale or viewed in nostalgic opposition to 
contemporary social worlds. As they note:  
“Many local recording houses such as flying nun (Dunedin New Zealand), Island (Jamaica), 
Mushroom (Australia) or Factory Records (Manchester) were linked into the global distribution 
networks of major infotainment corporations that avoided erasing the signifiers of localism and 
uniqueness…”  
(Connell & Gibson, 2003, p. 113) 
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Sound Tracks emphasises that geographies of music can be constructed discursively as well as 
materially: that is, musical styles and norms can travel through clever marketing, often connecting the 
idea of certain music styles to particular places. Record companies, fans and musicians can work to 
construct an exotic ideal of music in distant places to market particular music styles, such as reggae 
and dub (Connell & Gibson, 2004), or to create coherent narratives of music scenes in the past such 
the jangle pop music scene in 1980s Dunedin, New Zealand (McLeay, 1994) and the Manchester early 
1980s post punk scene (Nevarez, 2013). This can lead to a simplified, idealised concept of music in 
place.  
However, narratives are not just discursive, but can have material consequences in maintaining these 
scenes. In other words, maintaining a music scene and talking about a music scene are mutually 
reinforcing and co-constitutive. An obvious example lies in music tourism.  
In a comparatively rare — but effective — mixed method project, Brandallero and Pfeffer (2015) 
studied the history of the Dutch music industry using both quantitative spatial data (documenting 
artist location, genre and social network from pop charts and industry directories), and qualitative 
accounts from popular music history books. They found both quantifiable spatial differences between 
sites of music production across the Netherlands, but also differences between quantifiable patterns 
and qualitative historical accounts of music scenes. Qualitative accounts of smaller centres tended to 
downplay the role of particular people in maintaining and promoting the local music scene, so that 
they are “are remembered as having ‘music in the air’ or in the ‘blood’, through carefully crafted 
narratives” (p. 15). By contrast, larger centres which produced many commercial successes in music, 
tended to have less “memory work” (p. 2) attached to them. Nonetheless, the memory work attached 
to smaller centres of production had material consequences, contributing to their ongoing survival as 
niche centres of production. 
 
2.2.3 ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHIES OF THE MUSIC INDUSTRY 
 
The music industry is an amalgam of culture and commerce, and has therefore also come to the 
attention of economic geographers, examining the clustering tendencies of music businesses in 
relation to different choices of location, or examining the restructuring patterns of the global music 
industry.  
Over 20 years, economic geographer Andrew Leyshon has periodically looked in at the music sector 
as an example of an industry in transition. First, in the 1990s Leyshon and colleagues examined the 
intensification of globalised corporate agglomeration3 processes in the recorded music industry 
(Leyshon, Matless, & Revill, 1995b; Leyshon et al., 1998). They noted that the era from the 1980s until 
the late 1990s was characterised by the rise of the major record companies, often referred to as “the 
majors”4.  
“If one looks beyond these indications of market power, then it is possible to discern a process 
of corporate restructuring which provides a fascinating case study of an industry being remade 
in line with corporate strategies informed by a discourse of globalisation which seek to reap 
the benefits of merger and acquisition activity on a global scale.” 
(Leyshon et al., 1995a, p. 427) 
                                                 
 
4 The globalised corporate record companies known as “the majors” were constantly in flux and are now, as at 
2016, mostly defunct. In the late 1990s, the majors referred to companies such as Sony, BMG (Bertelssman 
Music Group), EMI, Seagram, Universal, and Time Warner.  
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These recorded music firms pursued strategies of vertical and horizontal integration. Large recording 
companies purchased smaller recording companies and manufacturers of audio reproduction 
purchased recording companies (as in the case of Phillips electronics owning PolyGram) (Leyshon et 
al., 1995). This was known as vertical integration. Some of the majors also expanded their scope into 
aligned industries — that is, pursuing strategies horizontal integration — for instance, Sony’s 
acquisition of CBS records and film studios, Columbia and Tristar. 
Later, Leyshon and colleagues observed the fragmentation and crisis of this global agglomeration, 
catalysed through technological change (Leyshon, 2009; Leyshon, Webb, French, Thrift, & Crewe, 
2005). In the mid-2000s this included the largely unforeseen crisis unfolding in recording studios in 
London, brought on by the development of home recording software (enabling musicians to record at 
home on desktop computers), and compression software (the mp3 compression software which 
facilitates digital file sharing, both legal and illegal). Here, the music industry formed an economic 
geography case study not so much of creative industry clustering, but of radical internal restructuring 
interacting with technological change.  
Allen Scott (1999) contributed early inter-city and intra-city research into the geography of the music 
industry. The case study of the US recorded music industry formed part of Scott’s wider interest in 
cultural industries (fashion, film, music) as indicative of the post-Fordist economic landscape: 
industries which produced goods of almost entirely symbolic value, but which exhibited material 
geographical patterns nonetheless, distinct from those of older manufacturing industries (Scott, 
1996a, 1996b, 1999).  
In the late 1990s, compared to research on production and manufacturing, it was considered a novelty 
to approach film, fashion or music as industries at all. Suspecting that cultural industries like music 
were, in fact, indicative of future economic trends, Scott mapped out both the physical locations of 
record music firms in the US, and the business relationships between them. He noted a two-tiered 
system, with the top tier occupied by the majors, located mostly in Los Angeles, New York and 
Nashville, and the second tier occupied by a “constellation” (p. 1968) of associated businesses5. 
Relationships between organisations were also characterised by complex, unstable, constantly 
evolving ties. This unstable set of relationships had spatial effects, both between cities and within 
cities, translating into patterns of agglomeration and clustering. As he notes:  
“… where strong market instabilities are present (as in the case of the recorded music 
business), the clustering together of many different types of firms and specialised workers in 
one place provides all participants in the industry with a form of social insurance in the sense 
that clustering will almost always guarantee a relatively high probability of finding just the 
right kind of input within easy access.”  
(Scott, 1999, p. 1971) 
Hence, Scott identified clustering as a key pattern in music production, and instability as a key factor 
shaping those patterns. It is important to note that Scott’s case study of recorded music was published 
during the late 1990s, at the peak of global music industry agglomeration, incorporating many of the 
cities in which major recording companies were headquartered. This organisational structure, already 
described as “more like a loose coupling of quasi-independent units under a single ownership umbrella 
than an unbroken production chain” (p. 1967, referring to the example of Time-Warner), would 
fragment even further in the ‘mp3 crisis’ of the 2000s. Hence, Scott’s case study was at once a 
preliminary economic and geographical study of a creative industry, as well as a historical geographical 
                                                 
5 Examples of associated businesses: recording companies, creative workers (composers, musicians, lawyers, 
artist managers), and related businesses (such as compact disc manufacturing, video production, packaging, 
and musical instruments). 
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document of the recorded music industry on the cusp of massive restructuring, to be shaped by home-
recording and file-compression software.  
And so, like many geographers from the 1990s onward, Scott regarded music as a way in to 
researching broader economic change, predicting that “… the cultural economy is likely to become a 
major investigative priority for geographers and other social scientists in the decade to come” (p. 
1981). In this prediction Scott was correct (Baum, O'Connor, & Yigitcanlar, 2008; Brennan-Horley & 
Gibson, 2009; Florida, 2002b; Gibson & Brennan-Horley, 2006; Landry, 2000; Peck, 2005; Pratt, 2008; 
van Heur, 2009; Watson, 2008).  
In common with Allen Scott, Richard Florida also looked to music as part of a geographic appraisal of 
the new economy. However, Florida’s initial interest in music was less focused on the internal 
workings of the recorded music industry, than on the economic importance of retaining musicians and 
a visible live music scene within a city. For many readers, Richard Florida requires little introduction 
— his rationale, methodology, and popularity amongst policy makers have generated a virtual sub-
discipline of commentators (Flew, 2012; Gibson & Brennan-Horley, 2006; Luckman, Gibson, & Lea, 
2009; Pratt, 2008; Robert, 1988). Florida’s best-known book, The Rise of the Creative Class: And How 
It’s Transforming Work, Leisure, Community and Everyday Life (Florida, 2002b) explicitly linked 
economic prospects of cities to their capacity to attract and retain the “creative class” — workers who 
are drivers of economic growth and exemplary survivors of the new economy, particularly in 
technological innovation, and who are able to choose their cities in which they live and work. The 
presence of musicians and a visible music scene was posited by Florida as a desirable feature for inter-
urban competitiveness:  
“I like to tell city leaders that finding ways to help support a local music scene can be just as 
important as investing in high-tech business and far more effective than building a downtown 
mall.” 
(Florida, 2002b, p. 229).  
This was not necessarily because music scenes would make money, but because creative people who 
do make money often like to have music around (Hesmondhalgh, 1999). Live music scenes were seen 
to add to the cultural capital of cities, thus considered a way to attract visitors, workers, immigrants, 
investors and businesses (Shaw, 2008). 
For Florida’s work in the early 2000s, the music industry was bundled with other indicators with which 
to measure city competitiveness (Florida, 2002a). Later in the 2000s, Florida and colleagues looked 
directly at the geography of the US music industry (Florida & Jackson, 2009; Florida et al., 2010). In 
two related articles6, Florida and colleagues sought to establish counts of musicians and music 
businesses relative to populations in different US cities, at different points in time from the 1970s to 
2000s. Through a focus on city-level location quotients, these analyses kept to the methodological 
framework of inter-city comparison which had characterised Florida’s earlier work, but also 
incorporated historical data and a focus on the music industry itself. The task of quantifying music 
activity at city level was made practicable by the use of official labour force and business data but this 
meant the exclusion of part time venues and musicians, with the rationale that it would be preferable 
to knowingly under-represent rather than over-represent music employment (Florida & Jackson, 
2009).  
                                                 
6 These two articles were interrelated and presented similar points, but have different co-authors and differing 
levels of data and analysis. The first article focused more on the location choices of musicians and did not yet 
include historical music establishment data; the second article included more data (from both music 
establishments and musicians) and more correlation analysis.  
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While suited to the US music industry, this approach is dependent upon sufficient numbers of 
professional musicians, full-time music businesses, and large cities to make comparisons between 
(features likely to be lacking in Australia). Nonetheless, an unabashedly quantitative, historical and 
spatial approach to music data enabled detailed time-series analysis: producing maps of growth and 
decline, and testing for explanatory variables. Florida and Jackson concluded that while musicians 
could, in theory, increasingly choose to locate almost anywhere, they showed no signs of doing so. 
Instead, they clustered in larger centres of music industry activity (particularly Nashville, Los Angeles 
and New York), as well as exhibiting a “modest countertrend” of niche scenes catering to specialist 
genres (Florida & Jackson, 2009). Thus, for Florida, “what we talk about when we talk about music”, 
were patterns of geographical competitiveness:  
“On the one hand, we are seeing the consolidation of the already established music centers 
into an increasingly smaller group of production centers as markets narrow and new 
technological innovations begin to displace the previous commercial models. On the other, 
we are seeing the emergence of new genres and new places with strategic advantages of their 
own. For the foreseeable future, the geography of the music industry will be shaped by the 
push and pull of these two powerful forces.” 
(Florida & Jackson, 2009, pp. 319-320) 
In subsequent research, incorporating more historical data, a contrast was noted by Florida between 
the mobility of musicians and of the recording industry. The locations of musicians in 1970 or 1990 
showed no significant correlation with the locations of musicians in 2000; but concentrations of 
recording studios were more fixed:  
 “… path dependency is much stronger for recording industry establishments than for 
musicians themselves. One likely reason is that musicians are more mobile. Musicians can pick 
up and move easily. They can migrate at a much lower cost and can perceive benefits to 
moving among locations where the recording industry and other employment opportunities 
are located. Recording industry establishments are less mobile because of higher fixed costs.”  
(Florida et al., 2010, pp. 798-800) 
The idea that “musicians can pick up and move easily” is nonetheless at odds with direct research on 
musicians. Indeed, the economic geography of music has been examined at both a macro and micro 
scale. Brian Hracs for example, has highlighted the effect of the “mp3 crisis” (see Leyshon, (2009; 
2005)) on the micro scale of musicians. Based on interviews with musicians in Canada, he noted a 
change in working conditions for musicians between the 1980s and 2000s: from a time when 
independent music production7 was an aesthetic and creative choice, to more recent years, when 
independent music production was the default:  
“… the declining number of recording contracts has left over 95 per cent of all musicians in 
Canada without major or independent label affiliation, making them by definition, 
independent.” 
(Hracs, 2012, p. 454) 
Hracs observed that technological change had made it possible for music industry activity to cluster 
outside the traditional big city hubs analysed by Scott (1999), into a system based on financially 
accessible home recording and low-to-no-cost mp3 file sharing. However, the interviews with 
musicians at the micro scale also revealed the mixed benefits of democratisation, with one 
interviewee noting that “The best thing about technology is that now anyone can make music but the 
                                                 
7 ‘Independent’ music production in this context means without the assistance of major record companies.  
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worst thing is that now anyone can make music” (2012, p. 459). In an accessible but individualised 
system of music production and distribution, Hracs found musicians to be increasingly time-poor, 
earning less, and spending less of their time on performing and songwriting as they took up the 
administrative and promotional tasks traditionally performed by recording companies:  
“The most obvious consequence of this shift is the redistribution of time and energy musicians 
can now afford to allocate to each task. Under the major label model, signed musicians spent 
the vast majority of their time seeking inspiration and being creative, but these activities have 
now been curtailed out of necessity…the independent musicians in my sample are now 
working longer hours and devoting more time to non-creative tasks, such as booking shows, 
applying for grant money, and promoting their music online. Despite “working more,” 
however, musicians are earning less money.”  
(Hracs, 2012, p. 458) 
Hracs also noted a geographic outcome to this microscale: musicians in Canada increasingly found 
independent work easier in the less competitive and expensive environs of the small city of Halifax, 
rather than Toronto. With major labels no longer based in Toronto, and earnings from music in decline 
but the costs of living in Toronto increasing regardless, Hracs argued that this impacted on the 
geography of musicians: 
“As earning a living as an independent musician is difficult no matter where one lives, some 
independent musicians may be reconsidering their locational choices and placing a higher 
emphasis on the social dynamics of place. In that context, Halifax — with its dynamic 
community of collaborative musicians — enjoys some advantages that Toronto lacks…Prior to 
the late 1990s, the spatial patterns dictated by recording contracts superseded individual 
locational preferences.” 
(Hracs et al., 2011, pp. 368-370). 
Overall, the work of economic geographers has, on the one hand, sought to explain particular patterns 
of concentration – for instance, those cities where the majors and their affiliates have clustered 
around each other. This work tends to explain the emergence of particular locations through 
industrial, technological and global corporate change, as well as the importance of shared knowledge 
and social trust built through proximity. On the other hand, economic geographers such as Hracs have 
focused on the relationship between individual musicians and the spatial and temporal patterns of 
the music industry at an urban scale. This latter approach opens up opportunities for a deeper 
exploration of the different ways in which music activities concentrate or cluster beyond high profile 
precincts (e.g. New York or London or Los Angeles) or those areas with already high concentrations of 
equipment, infrastructure, venues and so on. It also means moving beyond the binary of “clustered” 
or “not clustered” and attending to the myriad of forces of structuring and restructuring shaping 
music, people and place. 
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Figure 2.2 
Different scales and perspectives on music production: interactions between firms, at a 
metropolitan scale, and trans-local scale (Watson, 2008) 
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Figure 2.3 
Different scales and perspectives on music production: musician perspective (Hracs, 2012) 
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 2.3 CULTURAL STUDIES OF MUSIC: A SPATIAL TURN  
 
While the “cultural turn” saw a new interest by geographers in music, a “spatial turn” from within 
cultural studies and social science more broadly (popular music studies, media studies, ethnography) 
has also contributed much literature to understanding of music and place. For Krims (2007), this 
entailed a conscious crossing-over to adopt urban geography to musicology, because “it answered a 
lot of questions that musicologists and music theorists were asking…from a totally new perspective” 
(Krims, 2007, p. ix). In other cases, researchers engaged with the role of location in music to such an 
extent, with “regular boundary crossings into the traditional territory of geography” (Watson et al., 
2009, p. 858), that their work gained later recognition as de facto music geography texts (Breen, 1993; 
Cohen, 1991; Finnegan, 1989; Frith, 1996; Mitchell, 1996).  
 
2.3.1 MUSIC SCENES  
 
The term “music scene” was long used by journalists and musicians to informally describe territories 
or groups of people involved in music, but was not adapted to formal research until the 1990s, starting 
with an essay by Will Straw (1991). Music scenes were defined by Straw as:  
“… actualis[ing] a particular state of relations between various populations and social groups, 
as these coalesce around speciﬁc coalitions of musical style.” 
(Straw, 1991, p. 379, also quoted in Bennett, 2004) 
A key feature in the adaptation of music scenes to cultural studies research was that they offered a 
framework to incorporate detailed descriptions of different people, processes and places involved in 
music, without being prescriptive about how this would work. In particular, the concept of a scene 
could accommodate descriptions of overlapping connections, rather than comprising a specific set of 
people: 
“… participation in music production and consumption in a music scene did not derive from a 
specific class or ethnic community experience and was not restricted to specific local sites, 
but could exist simultaneously within and across a range of sites and spaces…” 
(Bennett et al., 2008, p. 593 referring to Straw, 1991) 
As such, it was possible for music scenes to grow, alter, or decline. The “music scene” term was 
deployed increasingly in research during the 1990s and 2000s, as part of diverse case studies of music 
making and music consumption (Bennett, 1997; Bennett & Peterson, 2004; Hodkinson, 2004; McLeay, 
1994; Shank, 1994). The use of the scene term functioned partly as a rejection of more prescriptive 
terms like “subculture” and “community”, but also as part and parcel of an increased interest in the 
everyday practices of music consumption and production. Rather than a top-down model of assuming 
that music was produced and consumed homogenously, this field of research looked to documenting 
specific examples, finding a greater variety than one would expect from music texts alone, and also 
finding spatial variations. Looking back on music scenes research in 2004, Bennett argued that the 
“scenes perspective” in research was “inherently linked with attempts over the past 25 years to map 
the socio-cultural significance of music in the context of everyday life” (2004, p. 223). 
Andy Bennett and Richard Peterson further distinguish the ways scenes operate at, and across, 
different scales (Bennett & Peterson, 2004; Bennett et al., 2008). Local music scene refers to music 
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connections made through face-to-face music production and consumption. They comprise the 
overlapping networks of live music audiences, venues, and musicians, bookers, independent record 
companies, music press, and associated local music operations which operate within particular cities 
or parts of cities. The key concept is that local music scenes are maintained by in-person interactions 
between participants: at concerts, dances, music stores, rehearsal spaces, and so forth. As such, 
studies of local music scenes engage with the local constraints and opportunities for participation in 
music.  
Trans-local music scene refers to connections between performers and/or fans in different towns and 
countries, which can be sustained through media and touring circuits (e.g. for DJs). The trans-local 
scene concept is often invoked to acknowledge that local music scenes do not exist in total isolation. 
For example, Shank’s study of Austin, Texas details both the local live music scene, and its connection 
to economic interests from further afield (e.g. recording companies). “Goth” style is also cited as a 
trans-local music scene example (Hodkinson, 2002, 2004).  
Virtual music scenes are those that are sustained through online technologies. Kruse argued that the 
internet had fundamentally altered the configurations of music scenes, as participants can easily 
“access and connect with each other, whether they are nearby or far away.” (Kruse, 2010, p. 632). The 
“Canterbury sound” forms an instructive example of how “scenes” can form in virtual interactions ( 
Bennett, 2002). In this case, an online forum developed to discuss Canterbury folk musicians from the 
1960s, which generated arguably greater participation than the original local music scene to which 
the discussions referred. 
 
2.3.2 ETHNOGRAPHY 
 
Several ethnographic studies have also focused on music practices in particular locations, and in doing 
so have contributed greatly to literature on music in place (Anderson, 2009; Cohen, 1991; Finnegan, 
1989; Maxwell, 1994, 2008; Shank, 1994). These studies have used locations as a way in to 
understanding people making music. Through their spatially prescribed limits, they can all be classed 
as “local music scene studies”, even if they predate this term. Ethnographic research offers the 
potential for depth over breadth. Compared to regional and cultural traditions within geography, the 
ethnography of music has brought the lives of those making music to the front of analysis, focusing 
on the experiences musicians and how they navigate the opportunities and limits of live music scenes, 
making the most of the resources they can access. These examples also explore a wide range of 
themes simply by tracking music at a particular place. Increasingly however, ethnography has 
documented the growing individualisation of music production (Rogers, 2008; Umney & Kretsos, 2013, 
2015). For Ian Maxwell (2008) in his research on hip hop musicians in Western Sydney, ethnography 
presented a grounding strategy, and a counterpoint to the de-humanising tendencies he saw in global-
scale studies of musical flows. 
Ruth Finnegan’s The Hidden Musicians: Music-Making in an English Town (1989) was an influential 
ethnographic work on music practice in place. Finnegan observed different music-making groups 
across many genres operating within the same English town8. From this, she found music to be a 
pervasive part of social life, held up by myriad contributions of time and energy by musicians across 
the “complex amateur-professional continuum” (Finnegan, 1989, p. xii). In comparison to 
contemporary geography, Finnegan adopted a specific, ethnographic methodology, focusing on 
painstaking documentation of different people and practices which might otherwise go unrecognised 
(p. 327). This task, even in a small town, was larger than imagined at the outset (p. xii), and only at the 
conclusion of the book does she venture into drawing general conclusions from specific observations. 
                                                 
8 Chapter 3 of The Hidden Musicians describes the historical background of Milton Keynes, a “new town” 
developed in the 1960s.  
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Finnegan concluded that growth (and continuation) of music in place was inherently social, built on 
human interactions and sustained by continuous reproduction of music-making practices which were, 
in turn, impossible to truly separate from the wider social and economic worlds in which music played 
an integral, if often unacknowledged, role: 
“It is partly through the often invisible work of such people along both established and 
innovative musical pathways that, ultimately, the institutions and traditions of our society are 
perpetuated and recreated.” 
(Finnegan, 1989, p. 331) 
Despite a focus on a single town, Finnegan did not describe a fixed musical scene or world. Rather, 
she saw musical pathways (p. 305) — long-term career and/or hobby paths, seemingly chaotic to 
outsiders, but on closer examination always found to be working within constraints and opportunities 
learnt from musicians before them. The concept of the mobile but spatially constrained musical 
pathway was taken up in later ethnographic mapping work by Sara Cohen (2012a, 2012b). 
Sara Cohen’s Rock Culture in Liverpool: Popular Music in the Making (1991) is a widely influential, 
detailed ethnographic study of the local bands culture in Liverpool in the 1980s. Cohen chronicled the 
overlapping music-making practices of two young rock bands– who could unkindly be described as 
unsuccessful, or, in Ray Hudson’s review, “poised between success and failure” (Hudson, 2006, p. 627) 
— and explicitly linked the bands culture to local economic circumstances and attitudes to gender and 
work. Cohen did not regard it as coincidental that there were many bands alongside a high local 
unemployment rate: 
“... in a city where the attitude of many young people was that you might as well pick up a 
guitar as take exams, since your chances of finding full-time occupation from either were just 
the same, being in a band was an accepted way of life and could provide a means of justifying 
one’s existence.”  
(Cohen, 1991, p. 3; also quoted in Bennett, 2004) 
 
A local vantage point allowed for the identification of diverse factors at work sustaining live music, 
and Cohen was unflinching in describing these overlapping factors. For example, the participants in 
Liverpool rock music scene were overwhelmingly male, and made concerted, unsubtle efforts to 
discourage female band membership. As such, band membership in Liverpool functioned as a “way of 
life”, and was as gender-segregated as the formal employment it replaced (Cohen, 1997). Local social 
practices were crucial in sustaining the band scene, but at the same time, the hope of “making it”, by 
being signed to a record company, underscored almost all these activities, so that the “local music 
scene” did not exist as a conscious rejection of the global music industry.  
Barry Shank’s Dissonant Identities: the Rock ‘n’ Roll Scene in Austin, Texas (Shank, 1994) presented 
another detailed local case study of music in place. Shank documented the local music scene in Austin, 
Texas, from the 1960s to the early 1990s, from the rise and decline of one music scene (progressive 
country music, through to another (punk). Shank always navigates between different scales, and 
different types of geographies: he makes clear that “Texan music” requires conjuring up of an 
imaginary geography rife with gender and race politics (pp. 20-39); but also, he traces growth and 
decline of local music activity with reference to particular venues and types of venues which 
undoubtedly did influence the music scene. The book starts with a map and a detailed tour of sites 
within Austin significant to the local music scene, both past and present (pp. 1-19). 
Crucial to the development of the progressive country scene was the spatial and aesthetic 
phenomenon of “honky tonks”: bars outside the city limits, literally and figuratively, where music 
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accompanied drinking and dancing. This appealed to students at the local university, and the style of 
music associated with honky tonks became commercially successful. When the local progressive 
country scene became centred, instead, on a large downtown venue, this altered the nature of the 
scene, and decline followed, aided by the popularity of discos in the late 1970s. The punk scene 
developed after the progressive country scene fragmented, and was characterised by informal gigs 
throughout the city, at different types of venues, such as Mexican restaurants. The status of the punk 
scene was greatly expanded by the Austin Chronicle, a local music press started in 1981, and by an 
MTV (Music Television) broadcast about the local music scene in 1985. After this, the growth, 
alteration and decline of the previously marginal punk scene was characterised by a focus on recorded 
music rather than live shows, with live music seen only as stepping stones to record contracts. 
Nonetheless, Shank saw that the potential for live music to remain strong in Austin, given the “honky 
tonk” history, and the appeal of the city as an alternative place to live. In this respect he was right — 
Austin is still regarded as a “music city”, decades later, for which direct comparisons have been made 
to Melbourne (Cuthbertson, 2014). 
Tammy Anderson (2009) pointed to a lack of research on alteration and decline of scenes; with few 
exceptions, including Shank’s study of Austin, Texas (1994). The majority of scene studies, she argued, 
concentrated on origins and growth, rather than following up on alternation and decline.Using the 
case study of Philadelphia Electronic Dance Music, Anderson derived 2003–2005 data from DJ listings 
in a local newspaper, and combined this with scene participant interviews. The proportion of DJ 
listings for Electronic Dance Music, compared to other genres, did exhibit decline over time. Anderson 
looked to qualitative data for explanations. From this, she identified five factors which caused 
alteration or decline in the local EDM scene: 
1. Generational schism 
Anderson observed generational schism causing decline in the scene in two ways: older 
participants drifted away, and there was a “failure to recruit” younger participants to 
maintain “critical mass” (Boyd, 2005). Original participants in the scene found it harder to 
commit to regular attendance when work and family commitments arose, and also felt 
less connection to alternative subcultures when their own lives were increasingly 
connected to mainstream institutions. The high burnout rate of this particular genre 
(requiring all-day recuperation) sped up this process. Younger people were steered away 
from the EDM scene towards the growing popularity of hip-hop, and were likely to have 
been deterred by the negative associations with “raves”.  
2. Commercialisation 
This genre had begun with informal dances outside of commercial venues. When events 
began to be staged in commercial, formal venues, this altered the nature of scene 
participation. “Superstar” DJs were good for marketing events, but challenged the 
egalitarian participation which had appealed to original scene participants. Their large 
performance fees motivated larger events for which cover charges were high, social 
cohesiveness was low, and crowds were often too small to cover costs.  
3. Cultural otherness ⁄ deviance and self-destruction 
The deviance associated with “raves” was originally a selling point, but overtime became 
off-putting to potential new participants, as well as original participants who suffered 
financial and social consequences. 
4. Social control 
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Law enforcement agencies began to target informal EDM events because of their 
association with illicit drug use. The main effect of this was not to remove drug use, but 
to encourage professionalisation of fixed venues which could comply with regulations, 
rather than informal, mobile events. This, in turn, altered the nature of scene 
participation, with fewer social ties. This finding is consistent with Shane Homan’s 
observations of dance music culture in Sydney (Homan, 2003). 
5. Genre-based scene fragmentation 
A key feature for gaining “critical mass” at early EDM events was the co-existence of 
multiple styles in one place, with many (thousands of) people. These large events 
eventually became alienating, and fragmented — almost inevitably — into smaller 
subscenes, thus losing critical mass at single events.  
 
Not all factors were seen as contributing immediately to decline: commercialisation, cultural 
otherness, and social control could lead to alternation but not necessarily decline. The idea of “critical 
mass”, as cited by Boyd in his analysis of black musicians migrating to northern American cities (Boyd, 
2005), was also feature in Anderson’s analysis. Critical mass refers, in this context, to the tipping effect 
of having enough people with similar interests, in the same place, to be a factor in itself in changing 
music practices. Anderson observed that just as it was possible to grain critical mass in a music scene, 
so too was it possible to lose this. Both growth and decline in the scene showed spatial patterns: initial 
growth was defined by very large events at mobile locations; while decline was defined by scattered, 
smaller events at fixed locations.  
In a stylistically different music scene, with no signs of overall decline, Umni and Krestos (2013, 2015) 
conducted interviews with jazz musicians in London. Here, they found that the musicians navigated 
different quadrants of performance opportunities: between better-paid but creatively frustrating jobs 
in orchestras and at functions, “peripheral” work providing background music at bars, and gigs 
organised by groups of musicians at low to no profit. Better paid work was associated with creative 
restriction, but creative autonomy was associated with individualisation, heightened rivalry with other 
musicians, and a tendency to accept poor working conditions.  
There were, however, some positive effects of low profit, door deal “showcase gigs”, which allowed 
musicians to build up social contacts and play a variety of music. Musicians came to navigate, rather 
than avoid, levels of precariousness, and since the financial rewards were low, the main rewards to 
be found were in accruing prestige. As such, there was an over-representation of jazz musicians from 
wealthy backgrounds, with more personal resources to navigate these challenges (Umney & Kretsos, 
2015, p. 13). This research demonstrates that music scenes can alter and become harder at an 
individual level, without necessarily declining in aggregate. It also gives a sharp edge to the term 
“creative industries”: for these musicians, “creative” work meant individualised work with less pay 
and less social cohesion. 
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 2.4  CONCLUSION TO CHAPTER 2 
 
This chapter has introduced diverse literature which connects music and place. Together they offer 
insights into defining, interpreting and understanding the music industry, musicians and music scenes.  
First, this literature has established that music is part of the social and economic worlds in which it is 
produced and consumed. As such, “what we talk about when we talk about music” can be complicated 
but interesting for geographical research: discourse on music in place tends to also be an implicit 
commentary on wider social and economic forces. It can be argued that music has much to offer 
geography, and vice versa.  
Second, this literature has established some specific economic and geographic trends occurring within 
the time frame for this research project. The global music industry has changed since the early 1980s. 
During the 1980s and 1990s the music industry exhibited patterns of increasing global agglomeration, 
led by “the majors”. This process peaked in 1999. Technological change spurred on a radical restricting 
in the 2000s. Home recording software and music file compression software spurred on a crisis: music 
production became more democratised, with lower barriers to entry. With access to home recording 
and online sales, musicians could now, in theory, locate anywhere. But evidence from the USA, 
Canada, UK and Netherlands — both qualitative and quantitative — suggests that they still cluster 
significantly, choosing to live close to networks of music production or to supportive communities of 
musicians. Evidence from musicians in Canada suggests that the democratisation of the music industry 
has meant musicians work more but earn less, and spend less time playing music and more time on 
administration and marketing. A further consequence of the “mp3 crisis” is that live music is now an 
important source of revenue for many types of musicians.  
Third, literature on music and place is characterised by empirical and methodological diversity. 
Contributions have been made from geographers and from different facets of cultural studies. 
Together, they suggest that music production is supported by a mix of infrastructure and social 
networks. A fundamental tension exists between reconciling evidence of music defying distance (by 
exhibiting fluidity), or being spatially constrained (by exhibiting fixity).  
Despite the diversity of methods employed, developing an understanding of change over time that 
resonates with the “musical pathways” of everyday activities, but still incorporating an appreciation 
of wider changes from globalisation and technological change, is challenging. The next chapter 
explores the ways in which GIS might be enlisted to bridge this gap. 
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CHAPTER 3 – GIS AND SOCIAL RESEARCH 
 
“I see the shapes 
I remember from maps… 
It’s not even worth talking 
About those people down there.” 
Lyrics to “The Big Country”, Talking Heads (1978) 
 
“… a map of a geography is no more that geography — or that space — than a painting of a 
pipe is a pipe. Obviously maps are ‘representations’… Obviously, and inevitably too, they are 
selective (as in any form of re-presentation)…. The problem only comes if you fall into 
thinking that that vertical distance lends you truth.” 
(Massey, 2005, pp. 106-107) 
 
This chapter sets out the role that Geographic Information Systems (GIS) can play in developing 
knowledge and perspectives on music scenes. It reviews literature which has taken on the task of 
bringing the tools of GIS into combination with social research. This review emphasises the shift in GIS 
research away from positivism towards the representation of diverse social groups and processes that 
may otherwise be unrepresented in research and policy. In addition, it shows that historical GIS can 
further illuminate that spatial patterns change over time: these patterns are not fixed ‘once and for 
all’ but reflect changing social context. Brown and Knopp refer to the combination of GIS with social 
research as a site for “productive tensions of colliding epistemologies” (Brown & Knopp, 2008; see 
also: Gibson et al., 2010). Innovative work which manages to acknowledge both the problems and 
possibilities of GIS in social research — rather than simply avoiding them — present a particular 
inspiration for this project.  
Chapter 3 concludes with examples of existing research which directly combine popular music and 
maps. This includes snapshots of the different styles of maps which have emerged from this small area 
of music research. Even within this small group, the choices for map-making are varied in scale, data 
type, and purpose. Before moving to these examples this chapter sets out the status of GIS in social 
research more broadly, as this can provide context and also a reminder that tensions about what 
spatial data can or cannot achieve are not unique to music. 
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 3.1 GIS AND “COLLIDING EPISTEMOLOGIES” 
  
Like music and geography, researchers who integrate social research and GIS must grapple with 
competing outlooks: between hopes for the potential benefits of new methodologies that could 
quantify aspects of social life, and the fears of falling into previous traps that could oversimplify the 
complexity of social processes. The recognition that, following Massey (2005), all maps are ‘selective’ 
in terms of the viewpoints, experiences and processes they represent, posed a new challenge to the 
perceived objectivity of GIS. However, through new applications that sought to represent those 
groups and processes often overlooked in spatial analyses, GIS was newly appreciated as a way to 
make visible “under-represented social practices” (Pavlovskaya, 2002, p. 284). These more recent 
methodological approaches have strongly influenced this research project, particularly with regard to 
capturing the spatial patterns and personal viewpoints of informally employed participants in the 
music sector. 
 
3.1.1 Critical GIS 
 
In her retrospective account of GIS in Geography at the end of the 1990s, Nadine Schuurman, (2000) 
charted the rise of critical GIS. Critical GIS can be defined not so much as a field of research, but an 
area of discourse regarding the place of GIS within geographical research. After encountering little 
friction as an emergent technology during the 1980s, a schism developed during the 1990s between 
supporters of GIS who focused on its restorative capabilities in geography. In particular GIS was seen 
as a salve which could centralise spatial analysis at a time when geography was splitting into many 
subfields, facetiously described as “using GIS to put Humpty-Dumpty together again” (Openshaw, 
1991). On the other side were detractors who were wary of the limitations, inaccessibility and military 
origins of GIS (Crampton, 1995; Openshaw, 1991; Pickles, 1995a, 1995b; Taylor & Overton, 1991). 
Table 3.1 summarises the positive and negative associations attached to GIS within critical GIS 
discourse: on the one hand, GIS presented opportunities for new insights, explorations, and 
information management with a speed that was hitherto impracticable; on the other hand, GIS was 
also expensive, militaristic, and uncomfortably reminiscent of the ill-fated “quantitative revolution” 
(Taylor & Johnston, 1995). Researchers were particularly wary of claims for its ability to describe social 
worlds, to represent diverse viewpoints, or substitute for other methods and data in research. 
Schuurman explicitly linked GIS debates within geography to the broader, and longer running, “science 
wars”, wherein specific disagreements were also “an expression of differing approaches to the study 
of the physical and social world” (Schuurman, 2000, p. 570). Similar “science war” style tensions still 
erupt periodically within geography, such as debates about the creative class (Gibson, 2010; Pratt, 
2008) or “big data” (Graham & Shelton, 2013). 
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Table 3.1 
Summary of the positive and negative connotations of GIS within critical GIS 
Positive connotations Negative connotations 
New insights through expanded technical 
capacity to generate and analyse data 
Objective 
Innovative 
Explorative 
Superior information management 
Old mistakes of simplifying social life through 
quantification 
Positivist 
Inaccessible 
Surveillance / military 
Inadequate analysis 
 
Sources: (Chrisman, 2005; Pickles, 1995; Taylor & Johnston, 1995) 
 
3.1.2 Reappraisal of GIS 
 
New approaches to using GIS in social geographical research emerged in the early 2000s. This new 
research tended to accept the criticisms levelled at certain uses and interpretations of GIS, but also 
pointed to ways forward (Chrisman, 2005; Kwan & Knigge, 2006; Pavlovskaya, 2002). An important 
step was the recognition that GIS was not necessarily objective but that it could still be useful to social 
research because of, not in spite of, its qualitative and subjective attributes. By this I mean the idea 
that once the unreachable goal of total objectivity from GIS is forfeited, the tools of GIS can be 
harnessed to better understand different, subjective experiences of the world. Moreover, the use of 
GIS could be expanded to also “incorporate situated knowledge and ethnographic material”' 
(Sheppard, 2001, quoted in Kwan and Knigge 2006, p.1999).  
Kwan (2002), for instance, saw a potentially fruitful combination of GIS with feminist research, noting 
that while GIS had been primarily used by men, it did not have to be. Kwan saw that GIS could also be 
leveraged for research which was sympathetic to conveying lived, corporeal experiences, rather than 
attempting the “god trick of seeing everywhere from nowhere” (Haraway, 1991 quoted in Kwan 2002, 
p. 647). By way of example, the map in Figure 3.1.1 depicts the restricted movements of African-
American women in urban space, details which would likely be obscured by Census tract data. Kwan 
was at the vanguard of reappraising GIS for social research, noting that: 
“The purpose of using GIS in feminist geographic research is not to discover universal truth 
or law-like generalisations about the world, but to understand the gendered experience of 
individuals across multiple axes of difference. It aims at illuminating those aspects of 
everyday life that can be meaningfully depicted using GIS methods.” 
(Kwan, 2002, p. 648) 
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Figure 3.1.1 
“Space-time paths of a sample of African-American women in Portland, Oregon” (Kwan, 2002) 
 
Pavlovskaya (2002) also specifically made use of GIS as a tool for feminist research, using GIS to 
highlight gendered experiences of economic restructuring. Pavlovskaya undertook research into the 
participation in the formal and informal economies by households in Moscow during the 1990s. Using 
geocoded addresses of businesses listed in telephone directories within a neighbourhood of Moscow 
before and after transition to the market economy, Pavlovskaya showed growth in the tertiary 
services sector (e.g. retail and financial services). However, interviews with households with children, 
combined with cartographic methods, showed many of these residents and their families located near 
the expanding tertiary sector were not using or accessing these services. In fact, their domestic labour 
and participation in the formal economy as a survival technique had expanded.  
In this exploration of economic transition GIS was considered “fundamental” in the research and a 
“fruitful combination” with feminist theory (p. 282), helping to examine the “underrepresented social 
practices” (p. 284) taking place at a household and neighbourhood scale, which would otherwise be 
obscured by aggregate analysis. There are parallels between this work and Brennan-Horley and 
Gibson’s (2009) later work with GIS that sought to recover the informal and non-monetised creative 
economy that had been overlooked in existing research on cultural economy workers. In both cases, 
GIS served as a way in to understanding social processes which would otherwise be hidden. 
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Figure 3.1.2 
GIS as research tool for “underrepresented social processes” (Pavlovskaya, 2002) 
 
Brown and Knopp (2008) chronicled their own experiences as self-identified queer researchers using 
GIS to facilitate a research project on gay and lesbian history in Seattle. This project involved “quite 
simply, making a map”, for which the researchers and a volunteer community group “developed a GIS 
database of major sites of significance to the lesbian and gay populations of Seattle.” (p. 41). GIS 
emerged as a cross-disciplinary “catalyst”, helping to document an under-represented and historically 
stigmatised community. A key point for the authors was that they would “not just let the map speak 
for itself” (p. 44), and instead, included the views of research participants in deciding which historical 
points to include or not to include, and how to present this in map form. Ultimately, the authors 
reflected on the map-making process in a positive but not positivist fashion:  
“… despite limited resources, imperfect knowledge, and a very informal and all-volunteer 
working environment…[the map] gave us a clear focus, and its completion would bolster the 
group’s sense of purpose…the alternative was to forego an important and practical form of 
visualisation and representation (i.e., to not make the map).”  
(Brown & Knopp, 2008, p. 52) 
 
Gibson et al. (2010) built on Brown and Knopp’s work, adopting the “colliding epistemologies” term 
for their review of GIS and spatial technologies9 in cultural research. This review article explained the 
potential of spatial technology for cultural research, but also warned against the tokenistic use of 
“Geographic Information Technologies as mere ‘problem-solving’ tools brought down off the shelf 
when needed” (p. 331). The authors conceded that the actual uptake of GIS in cultural research — as 
opposed to its potential benefits and the hypothetical interest shown by researchers — had still been 
                                                 
9 Gibson et al. use the term GIT (“Geographic Information Technologies”), encompassing GIS as well as Global 
Positioning System (GPS) and Web 2.0 mapping applications.  
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very slow, perhaps owing to a lack of clarification about what could or could not be achieved. The 
article concluded with a set of examples of mixed-methods GIS research undertaken at the University 
of Wollongong, which resonated with the work of Kwan and Pavlovskaya by visualising social process 
which might otherwise be unacknowledged:  
“Our projects sought to undertake creative city research and address ethical and empirical 
problems, using mapping as a central methods…We argue that GIS was one means to render 
otherwise non-numerical information ‘empirical’, to ‘speak’ to those community members 
and policy makers otherwise skeptical of cultural research.”  
(Gibson et al., 2010, p. 333) 
Crutcher and Zook (2009) highlighted the ways in which spatial technology can both represent and 
perpetuate the power relations of the social world in which it is used. Writing about the debut of 
Google Earth in 2005 and the “unintended field test” (p. 528) presented by Hurricane Katrina shortly 
afterwards, the authors contrasted the utopian ideas of what Google Earth could, hypothetically, 
achieve for communicating disaster information, and the spatial unevenness of its actual use. The 
Google Earth platform made it possible for web users to create placemarks (i.e. images with precise 
locations) using diverse image sources including news media, national environmental agencies and 
civilian photographs, and thus make information about “conditions on the ground” theoretically 
widely available (p. 529). However, by mapping placemarks and overlaying this with Census data, the 
authors concluded that the placemarks tended to reproduce pre-existing race lines within New 
Orleans, more than actual hurricane damage.  
In drawing attention to the tendency of new technology to reproduce rather than supersede existing 
power relations, they nonetheless used the classic GIS techniques of overlaying datasets through 
common locations. The article thus highlighted that spatial technology is unlikely to produce data 
untouched by existing social power relations, but it can act as an effective tool for understanding these 
relations. 
As some of the examples above already suggest, one aspect of GIS which has advanced its usage in 
social research is its ability to handle and communicate both quantitative and qualitative data. At first, 
it can seem surprising — or “oxymoronic” (Kwan & Knigge, 2006) — to think of qualitative or mixed 
methods GIS. After all, lines, polygons and points are represented in GIS software as precise objects 
defined by numerical coordinates. However, the precision of presentation belies the amount of 
human decision making that goes into the creation of spatial datasets, and the many types of data — 
including the temporal and spatial features of qualitative data-such as where people live, work, over 
what years and so on— that can be attached to the points, lines and polygons as table attributes 
within the same dataset. In some cases, qualitative data can reveal social uses of particular spaces 
that might not be discernible in existing quantitative data sets, particularly around the informal use of 
space. Researchers have pointed to these characteristics of GIS as a helpful research tool: since it can 
contain the spatial and temporal features of both qualitative and quantitative data, GIS can act as a 
“glue” (Knigge & Cope, 2006), “catalyst” (Brown & Knopp, 2008; Gibson et al., 2010), or “anchor” 
(Brennan-Horley & Gibson, 2009) in social research. 
Using a mixed methods GIS approach, LaDona Knigge and Meghan Cope (2006) combined GIS with 
ethnography to investigate vacant properties in Buffalo, New York. Described by the authors as 
“grounded visualisation”, in this study, property grid GIS data was used to identify vacant lots in the 
city, and this was followed by in-person ethnographic investigation of the locations. This process 
helped to add nuance, by investigating locations in person and finding some lots identified as “vacant” 
in GIS property data were also the sites of community garden ventures. GIS and ethnographic 
techniques both played a role in research: without GIS data the researchers would not have been able 
to identify patterns of vacant lots; without qualitative investigation they would not know about the 
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variation in land use beyond the categorisation of vacant or not-vacant. In a further article reflecting 
on the role of qualitative GIS, one of authors argued that:  
“GIS not only is suitable for quantitative analysis, but also has potential for use as a critical 
visual method for representing the spatiality of social processes, for facilitating critical 
thinking throughout the entire research process, and for building theory that is grounded in 
both quantitative and qualitative data.”  
(Kwan & Knigge, 2006, p. 2001) 
Overall, the different projects set out above have sought to integrate GIS in social research not as a 
goal in itself but as a way in to understanding spatial power relationships developed in cities and 
localities. This did not mean that GIS became common in social research, but the 2000s did mark the 
emergence of more nuanced uses of GIS including its use in non-traditional areas and/or mixed 
methods research (Bagheri, 2013; Chrisman, 2005; Dennis, 2006; Doran, McMillen, & Marshall, 2007; 
Elwood, 2006; McLafferty, 2002; Watts, 2010; Yeager & Steiger, 2013). Some of this research came 
from historical fields of enquiry outlined below.  
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 3.2 HISTORICAL GIS 
 
 
Historical GIS is another spatial research technique that can be used to illuminate, rather than 
generalise, the complex interaction of society and space. It refers to the use of GIS and related 
techniques within historical research, a combination of research techniques which “provides the tools 
to… study patterns of change over space and time” (Bailey & Schick, 2009; Knowles, 2002). Examples 
from historical GIS are instructive for this research project through their interest in geographies of the 
past, and their encounters with the attendant challenges posed by making use of historical data.  
Having grown from near obscurity in the 1990s, historical GIS now comprises not so much a distinct 
linear field of enquiry but a large and diverse collection of applied examples. Subjects include cinema 
(Klenotic, 2011; Verhoeven, Bowles, & Arrowsmith, 2009), literature (Cooper & Gregory, 2011), 
industry (Knowles & Healey, 2006; Robichaud & Steiner, 2010), urban history (DeBats & Gregory, 
2011; Lelo, 2014; Weaver & Bagchi-Sen, 2013), and public health (Orford, Dorling, Mitchell, Shaw, & 
Smith, 2002). The diversity of topics concurs with the observation that: 
“… almost anything that interests a historian — goods and services, capital and labor, ideas 
and innovations, fashions and epidemics — moves from one place to another, thus space 
enables and contains their spread.”  
(Gregory, 2008b, pp. 126-127 quoted in Klenotic, 2011). 
Interest in historical GIS has been driven by different researchers, often outside of geography, with 
their own diverse research questions for which GIS offers new exploratory possibilities. While separate 
to the field of critical GIS, the use of historical data with GIS presents a fundamental, implicit statement 
about the contingent nature of spatial data. All the maps produced within historical GIS necessarily 
represent an impermanent view of the world, subject to change over time. As such, GIS within 
historical research invokes a relational view of space and time, wherein space functions not as a static 
plane, but a dimension through which power relations are constantly played out (Massey, 1992, 2005). 
Furthermore, historical researchers are accustomed to working with fragmented and partial data 
sources, seeing their value but working within their limitations — a research mindset which fits well 
with recent approaches to using GIS in social research. Nonetheless, the “great divide” (Baker, 2003) 
between historical and geographical research means that historical researchers often adopt GIS 
techniques in isolation from their peers (Knowles, 2014).  
 
3.2.1 What Can Historical GIS Illuminate? 
 
Introducing a collection of research of GIS within historical research, Anne Knowles saw a common 
interest in “the use of geographical evidence to understand the shaping influence of geography on 
history… [and] use of GIS to re-examine historical interpretations or to illuminate historical events.” 
(Knowles, 2005, p. 8). Ian Gregory and Richard Healey see the practical benefits GIS can bring to 
historical research as a database technology that makes possible the handling of data which is both 
spatial and temporal, noting that “although mapping is one of the key abilities of GIS, it is perhaps 
better regarded as a database technology” (Gregory & Healey, 2007, p. 638). Whether used for maps, 
data handling, or spatial statistics, historical GIS makes it possible to assess patterns of growth, 
decline, clustering and concentration over time. These approaches can which “breathe life into old 
documents” (Robichaud & Steiner, 2010), and, at times, reassessment of prevailing theories. Key to 
this is the ability to include different scales: locking analysis neither to the broad national narratives 
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that imply entirely temporal narratives, nor to intensely local case studies. Both scales have something 
to offer to historical analysis, but other scales of relationships in between (within cities, between 
cities, between properties, and so forth) can otherwise evade consideration.  
For example, “Scaling the Dust Bowl” (Cunfer, 2008) is a study that combines historical geographical 
evidence with GIS techniques to test a prevailing historical narrative of decline: in this case, the theory 
that poor farming techniques had caused decline of soil quality on the American Great Plains and thus 
caused the dust storms of the 1930s. The research looks beyond detailed case studies characterising 
earlier historical research on this subject, even though these case studies were deemed the “obvious 
choice” when GIS was not accessible in earlier decades (e.g. Worster, 1970). Cunfer used historical 
geographical data from county level agricultural records to study the dust bowl phenomenon at a 
wider temporal and spatial scale, giving different results about the nature of decline than the case 
studies. This approach to a historical subject generated new evidence on the nature of decline 
(namely, that wind damage did not vary by farming technique, but by local rainfall), and prompted a 
re-examination of historical interpretations of decline.  
Patterns of concentration and dispersal have also been explored through digitising events over time: 
for example, patterns at sub-county level for population loss during the Irish potato famine (Ell & 
Gregory, 2005; Gregory & Ell, 2005). In this study, data was obtained regarding housing quality, literacy 
rates and population, from the Census at different points in time before, during, and after the famine, 
and from agricultural returns. This analysis found spatial unevenness in famine population decline, 
with different patterns in the east and west of Ireland. In the west, population loss occurred first in 
areas with high rates of illiteracy and substandard housing, while population loss in the years after the 
famine was greater in areas with lower levels of illiteracy and substandard housing, suggesting that 
the effects of the famine were felt by higher classes in the years after the famine. The opposite trend 
was seen in the west of Ireland. This approach added new information to existing understandings of 
the famine, which had hitherto focused on either detailed local case studies, or studies at the national 
level. The study also demonstrates that historical GIS techniques can facilitate analysis which is not 
locked to a broad national scale nor to an intensely local scale 
 
3.2.2 Cinema with Historical GIS: Close Parallels to Music 
 
Research into cinema history using GIS techniques presents important methodological parallels to live 
music, as it is built on historical data of locations and dates, from cinemas and screenings, respectively 
(Arrowsmith & Verhoeven, 2011; Klenotic, 2007, 2011; Verhoeven et al., 2009). Cinemas also present 
strong parallels to music venues: locations for entertainment, which exhibit growth and decline over 
time. Engaging with location-specific growth and decline coincided with a shift in historical cinema 
studies, a “scaling down” from detailed analysis of films, to acknowledge that attendance at cinemas 
is motivated by more than the individual films being screened, and is situated within local social and 
economic conditions as well as the logistics of film distributions (Bowles, 2009, pp. 85-89). 
“Putting Cinema History on the Map: Using GIS to Explore the Spatiality of Cinema” (2011) presents 
the results of applied historical cinema research (examining the historical geography of cinema 
exhibitions in early 20th century New Hampshire), but also includes wider reflections on film historian 
Jeffrey Klenotic’s journey into using historical GIS. Klenotic’s long-term research into the social history 
of movie audiences already “had a considerable geographic dimension which demanded further 
exploration” (p. 3), but effort and time was required to cross disciplinary boundaries and make use of 
GIS. The “bottom up” use of GIS by a non-expert, in their own field of expertise, was seen by the 
author as a fruitful research process, one which “enabled me to think more carefully about cinema 
history as a history of spatial relations” (p. 3). The GIS techniques used were (in the author’s opinion) 
relatively simple: overlaying historical census data with cinema locations, first in a study of 
Massachusetts (Klenotic, 2007), or, as in New Hampshire, overlaying Census and railway data with 
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cinema locations (Klenotic, 2011). These analyses suggested social and spatial reasons — well beyond 
the content of films — for particular cinemas opening and closing.  
While Klenotic mapped cinema locations, Arrowsmith, Verhoeven and Bowles also tracked the 
movements of individual films (Arrowsmith & Verhoeven, 2011; Verhoeven et al., 2009). The project 
involved collecting data from archival newspapers, oral history, government records, and theatre 
license and companies records relating to the Greek cinema circuit active in Melbourne in the 1950s 
and 1960s. The data collection process built up a geodatabase of film titles, production companies, 
dates of screenings, venue names, venue addresses, and venue suburbs. The individual screenings 
could be represented as geocoded points, and date and film attributes. The geodatabase enabled 
analysis and visualisation of the movements of individual films (at this time, films were moved as 
physical prints) and testing for correlation with Greek-born populations. One finding was that the 
exhibition of Greek films often preceded rises in nearby Greek populations, and not the other way 
around. The format of the geodatabase also enabled experimentation with different geovisualisation 
strategies in subsequent work (Arrowsmith & Verhoeven, 2011; Davidson, 2011; Davidson, 
Arrowsmith, & Verhoeven, 2011).  
 
3.2.3 Limits to Historical GIS: “Lost in Space” 
 
Despite the benefits, the work of compiling historical spatial databases often comprises large amounts 
of time and resources (Gregory & Healey 2007), which often goes unrecognised and thus can deter 
further research with historical GIS. Historical data derives from many original purposes, often — in 
fact nearly always — not collected for the purposes of historical GIS. As such, the available data is 
often “accidentally or intentionally selective” (Lloyd, Gregory, Shuttleworth, & Lilley, 2012). 
Meanwhile, administrative boundaries can change over time (and almost always do), so that what is 
referred to in textual descriptions of locations such as countries, cities, or Census districts is historically 
relative (Bailey & Schick, 2009; Wainer, 2010). While other research methods can evade such 
complexities, use of historical GIS in research can mean confronting them head on, sometimes in 
excruciating detail. 
Reflecting on the research process for Mapping Decline: St. Louis and the Fate of the American City10 
(2008), a study of racialised social change in St Louis using historical spatial data, Gordon (2011) 
describes a rewarding but oftentimes harrowing experience. The sources presented technical 
challenges which did not negate the value of the project, but were not appreciated by the author at 
the outset. Hence, he later cautioned against becoming “lost in space”, and likened the research 
approach to a learner driver who: “discovered all sorts of challenges I should have expected, and only 
understood their full import when it was too late.” (p. 5).  
In common to many historical GIS projects, administrative boundaries presented the greatest 
stumbling block for the St Louis project: seemingly simple textual descriptors like towns or electorates 
were, on closer inspection, constantly shifting and fragmenting. Census and election data were 
available in archives, but were unusable in a conventional GIS without details of the accompanying 
tract and ward boundaries, for which the records were stored in multiple different locations. In 
addition, the administrative boundaries in the St Louis area changed to an unusual extent. Gordon 
was also able to reflect upon this as both a technical stumbling block and as an incessant clue to 
underlying social processes: the changing boundaries were indicative of local government areas 
breaking off from each other, forming a “patchwork metropolis” (Gordon, 2008, p. 112) which both 
reflected and reinforced social and economic decline. 
                                                 
10 Online maps of the St Louis project are accessible at: http://mappingdecline.lib.uiowa.edu/ 
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By contrast, Irish administrative boundaries have remained relatively fixed over time, meaning that 
Census data presented fewer technical challenges (Gregory & Ell, 2005). But the areas are large, so 
that understanding patterns within these boundaries requires sophisticated techniques for 
interpolation and, preferably, accompanying use of spatial statistics (Ell & Gregory, 2005). 
Working with polygon administrative boundaries is often a step on the way to making use of a single 
data source, as publicly available historical records health, population, and political records tend to be 
listed by administrative areas. National historical GIS projects provide assistance by working on 
reconstructing administrative boundaries for shared use, in recognition that this work comprises more 
than a token step for individual research projects (Bol & Ge, 2005; Gregory et al., 2002).  
Where possible, historical point data presents some pragmatic advantages for smaller historical GIS 
projects, evading the time consuming reconstructive work of administrative boundaries. Point data is 
suited to particular types of historical geographical enquiry, where individual locations, and their 
changes over time, are of direct interest rather than a means to an end: features such as cinemas 
(Klenotic, 2007), industry locations (Robichaud & Steiner, 2010). Brown and Knopp (Brown & Knopp, 
2008), described earlier) also used point data in their historical map of gay and lesbian Seattle: this 
was a pragmatic choice, given that gay and lesbian history was obscured from official records. Point 
data tends to be associated with data that was not collected by governments, but which leaves 
historical traces nonetheless. The challenge for Brown and Knopp (albeit a productive one) lay in 
deciding which points to include or exclude (p. 49). In this case, the researchers were able to leverage 
the opinions of a volunteer community group. For more distant historical subjects, a clear definition 
of scope — what to include, what not to include — is helpful. 
Comparing “like with like” to track change over time is preferable but not always possible (Lloyd, 
Gregory, Shuttleworth, & Lilley, 2012). As noted, the challenge with using administrative boundaries 
more often lies in the boundaries changing (even when the source is constant). For fine grained data, 
scope is easier to define with a single source. For example, the London Historical GIS project (Gregory 
& Ell, 2007; Orford, Dorling, Mitchell, Shaw, & Smith, 2002) is based on a single, albeit very large, 
source: Charles Booth’s Inquiry into Life and Labour in London (1886–1903)11. Working with a single 
source helps to keep historical GIS projects relatively free from external (albeit sometimes productive) 
decision-making processes. However, multiple, fragmented sources are often a reality of historic 
research.  
With this in mind, the more successful historical GIS projects tend to adapt to both the limits and 
possibilities of the data, and proceed in small steps: an approach with many parallels to the adaptive 
software development process (to be discussed in Chapter 6). The China Historical GIS project 
encountered a particular issue in that, over centuries of Chinese history, some administrative 
boundaries were never precisely defined. Instead, areas were governed, and data collected, from 
administrative centres. Rather than forfeit the spatial and temporal data attached to these centres, 
or construct precise but inaccurate polygon boundaries, the geodatabase was adapted to the data and 
the subject at hand, using administrative points with “spheres of influence” radiating out from them 
(Bol & Ge, 2005). A comparable approach was used to interpolate population growth from mosque 
locations in Turkey (Ayhan & Cubukcu, 2010). Historians working with mediaeval data, in particular, 
adapt to the sources available (Taylor, 2013). 
 
 
 
                                                 
11 Online maps from the Charles Booth Inquiry are available at: http://booth.lse.ac.uk 
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3.2.4 Geovisualisation for Historical GIS 
 
“Geovisualisation” refers to trying different approaches and techniques for representing spatial data, 
including but not limited to traditional, uniformly scaled maps (Dykes, MacEachren, & Kraak, 2005).  
Geovisualising data can be a rewarding component of a historical GIS research project: a colour map 
of Charles Booth’s 1896 poverty survey, surprisingly familiar to late 20th century London in its 
distribution of socioeconomic status (Orford et al., 2002); or maps of San Francisco slaughterhouses, 
showing a strong association with railway infrastructure and helping to “breathe life into old 
documents” (Robichaud & Steiner, 2010).  
Geovisualisation is not a single step. In practice, it is a process characterised by choices, all of which 
can exaggerate or downplay different aspects of the same data. It is not possible — or even necessary 
— to avoid these choices. In How to Lie with Maps, Mark Monmonier argues that: 
“Not only is it easy to lie with maps, it’s essential… To avoid hiding critical information in a fog 
of detail, the map must offer a selective, incomplete view of reality… Maps have three basic 
attributes: scale, projection, and symbolisation. Each element is a source of distortion. As a 
group, they describe the essence of the maps’ possibilities and limitations.” 
(Monmonier, 2014, p. 5) 
Monmonier cautions against “cartophobia” — meaning, fear of maps, deriving from the idea that since 
maps are not as objective as are sometimes implied, they should be avoided altogether — but does 
stress that maps should be read with an awareness of the choices of scale, projection, and 
symbolisation, and how these different choices can impact on the message conveyed. Scale, in 
particular, has a fundamental impact on how much or how little detail can be conveyed (or implied).  
However, arriving at the moment of actually being able to produce maps from historical data can be 
a hard-won process (as described above). Combined with the fact that representing change over time 
can be challenging even for expert cartographers, the resultant geovisualisations in historical GIS 
projects are often limited in comparison to the accompanying analysis and the work spent on 
compiling data (Arrowsmith & Verhoeven, 2011; Gregory, 2008a). An unfortunate risk is that readers 
may find issue with the choices of geovisualisation style — that is, scale, projection, or symbolisation 
— but lack the map literacy to describe these limitations and instead take it as evidence of the 
unsuitability of using maps, at all, in historical research.  
One issue is that, often, a single map style is used, which tends to imply (intentionally or otherwise) 
that only one style is possible. Ian Gregory is a proponent of historical GIS methods (Gregory & Ell, 
2007; Gregory & Healey, 2007), but also points to the limitations of reading too much into one map. 
Using a series of different geovisualisation styles for the same dataset (infant mortality in England and 
Wales), he foregrounds the number of unavoidable and arbitrary choices in map-making, and the 
different clustering patterns they imply (Gregory, 2008a). As a balance to the dangers of reading maps 
unquestioningly, he advocates for using multiple geovisualisation styles, and for the use of spatial 
statistics to accompany historical maps (Gregory, 2008b). Some patterns of clustering and dispersal 
will be unrecognisable if multiple geovisualisation styles are not used, and some may be overstated 
without being statistically significant. 
In the maps of music in the next section (3.3), fundamental variations will be seen in:  
- Scale (how close or how far the view is set — this has a powerful impact on how much detail 
can be included).  
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- Projection (whether to use two dimensional representations of the surface of the earth, and 
which particular distortion to use when doing so; or, alternatively, whether to free-form or 
three dimensional representations).  
- Symbolisation (which features are included, whether they are represented as points, lines, or 
polygons, and whether attributes are represented in a thematic style). 
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 3.3 APPROACHING MUSIC SCENES WITH GIS 
 
 
In comparison to the wealth of literature on music scenes, there are relatively few examples of 
approaching music scenes with GIS. This is true even when extending the definition of “GIS” in this 
case, to simply “including maps”. Still, in the examples below, GIS has been used to produce new 
understandings of music mirroring the breadth of approaches to GIS in social research more broadly. 
Different scales and types of data can be found: from the national to the hyper-local, from national 
quantitative economic data (Florida, Mellander, & Stolarick, 2010), to qualitative hand-drawn maps 
from individual musicians (Cohen, 2012b), and mixed methods compilations of maps at a metropolitan 
scale (Brennan-Horley & Gibson, 2009).  
What these studies share, however, is a commonality in acknowledging the spatial data to be found 
within music. They often also emphasise patterns of clustering and dispersal: music, musicians, or 
music businesses found together in some places, apparently absent in others, but always in flux.  
An early attempt to map music can be found in “Bluegrass Grows All Around: the Spatial Dimensions 
of a Country Music Style” (1974). Here, George Carney presented something of a 1970s proto-GIS of 
musical geography. Part of the research involved mapping concert locations and touring circuits for 
bluegrass musicians in different years (see Figure 3.2.1). These maps focus on regional patterns and 
diffusion of musical styles, and are indicative of regional geographical approaches more broadly, 
known for descriptive rather than analytic qualities (see Chapter 2). However, even with pre-GIS 
mapping techniques the maps provide a clear reminder of the materiality of live music — embedded 
in particular locations and places—as well as its propensity to change over time.  
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Figure 3.3.1 
Proto-GIS: extracts from Carney’s 1974 bluegrass music analysis (1974) 
 
Allen J Scott (1999) integrated music industry maps into his study of the economic geography of the 
US music industry (as described in Chapter 2). Scott did not foreground the use of GIS explicitly but 
integrated maps and spatial statistics in the analysis of major recording company locations (see Figure 
3.2.2), during the peak period of global music industry agglomeration as described in Chapter 2. Scott 
focused on inter-urban comparisons with a national scale map, but also included a metropolitan scale 
map, showing Manhattan with record companies geocoded to street level. From this, Scott observed 
that “the same pattern of agglomeration is dominant” (p. 1972). He tied these map patterns back to 
the underlying social processes: concluding that instability in the industry and the dominance of major 
companies encouraged clustering of “constellations” of loosely affiliated firms. Proximity offered 
greater prospects for knowledge transfer and “social insurance”. 
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Figure 3.3.2 
Record labels and affiliates in the US (Scott, 1999) 
 
More recently, but set at a similar scale to the preceding two authors, Florida et al. (2009, 2010) use 
a quantitative approach to describing patterns in the US music industry, from 1970 to 2004. Based on 
employment, census and business data for professional musicians and music businesses in the US 
across several decades the authors used maps and spatial statics in an analysis which asserted the 
significance of cultural industries to the intra-urban competitive qualities of cities. Quantitative GIS 
was used to test for correlation between music industry concentration levels (business locations, 
proportion of musicians) and other population variables, and also to test for the impact of pre-existing 
concentrations of musicians and recording businesses on future concentrations.  
These papers demonstrate that the ability to undertake statistical analysis is an analytical advantage 
of purely quantitative spatial data, but relying on formal employment data can obscure the substantial 
informal contributions — from under-employed, non-employed, unpaid or only partially paid 
musicians — to the sector. Leaving part time and casual musicians out is a pragmatic step but risks 
under-estimating both the breadth of participants and their precarious position within the industry 
and scenes. 
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Figure 3.3.3 
Maps from quantitative GIS approach to US music industry (Florida et al., 2010) 
 
Brett Lashua (2011) and Sara Cohen (Cohen, 2012a) also took an interest in the movements of 
musicians, but at a different scale to those seen above for the US music industry. Map-making 
exercises featured in a wider historical research project which aimed to document the relationships 
of musicians to the urban environment in Liverpool (Cohen, 2012b). Part of the methodology involved 
interviewing 60 musicians and asking that they draw maps of “their routes, routines and memories of 
the city” (Lashua, 2011, p. 135). Some examples are shown in Figure 3.2.4. Maps and mapping served 
as a “methodological and analytical tool”, in spite of the researchers’ appreciation of the limitations 
of maps in conveying change and movement:  
“… although maps are in many ways problematic …whilst drawing their maps, musicians 
talked to us about their music-making activities and experiences and some of the sites 
involved. In doing so, they showed how at particular moments, and within particular 
circumstances, the act of mapping can prompt memories and stories of music and place.” 
(Cohen, 2012a, p. 137) 
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Lashua notes that these maps mark out contestations over urban space during gentrification. Many 
of the venues and rehearsal spaces referred to during interviews had closed, and the considerations 
of amateur musicians were too difficult to count, and therefore not counted, in “creative city” 
developments spurred on by Liverpool’s 2008 City of Culture Award (Lashua, 2011, p. 134). Cohen 
(2012a) also notes that the absence of fixed scale in these musician maps is a source of information in 
itself. Some musicians chart extensive journeys through the city, while others (namely, hip-hop 
musicians) focus on features very close to home, revealing differing relationships to the urban 
environment. The paper emphasises the ways in which genre/race manifest in place, coalescing in 
what she calls “bubbles, tracks, borders and lines”: traces of where musicians can and cannot go, and 
the paths they navigate. Cohen relates these explicitly to Finnegan’s (1989) concept of “musical 
pathways” (Cohen, 2012a, pp. 163-164). Further, she argues that line objects are the most map 
symbolisation of musical pathways, giving an impression of mobility and transience more than point 
objects. 
 
Figure 3.3.4 
Hand-drawn, unscaled maps of Liverpool from musicians with different backgrounds (Cohen, 
2012a; Lashua, 2011) 
 
Kate Shaw (2013, 2014) is a planning academic and activist, whose work will appear later in this thesis 
through her role in the defence of the Esplanade Hotel, a music venue in St Kilda (see Chapter 4). Like 
Sara Cohen (discussed above, and in Chapter 2) Shaw’s ongoing interest in the politics of music in 
place, has also prompted the use of maps. Shaw produced time-series maps of Melbourne 
independent art, cinema, and music venues in different Census years: 1991, 1996, 2001, 2006, and 
2009. While not explicitly framed as GIS, this work located and mapped these venues, using addresses 
sourced from newspapers and the street press, in a comparable manner to the methodology 
described in this thesis, and similar to the cinema research described earlier in this chapter. Data 
collection was restricted to venues (rather than events). The maps presented use point locations at a 
metropolitan scale, in time-series format. The changing location of venues over time is considered in 
relation to changing housing prices, drawing connections between venues, residential densification, 
social change, and gentrification in Melbourne. In particular, dispersal can be seen in the inner east of 
Melbourne in 2009 (see Figure 3.3.5, right). 
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Figure 3.3.5 
Maps of Melbourne independent music/art/cinema venues: quantitative GIS outside economic 
geography (Shaw, 2013) 
 
Tironi (2012), by contrast to Shaw, is interested in virtual space (e.g. online music platform MySpace). 
Focusing on a group of experimental musicians, the author mapped their socialisation spaces, 
performance spaces, rehearsal spaces, and residential spaces, as address points (see Figure 3.3.6). 
Tironi took the diversity of locations, in combination with an awareness that they changed over time, 
as evidence for the mutability of local in music making: “the spaces comprising the scene’s geography 
are mobile: they emerge and die, they change location and members are constantly on the move” (p. 
198). While Shaw considers change over time to be symptomatic of politics in place, Tironi interpreted 
this as evidence of the concepts of local or trans-local music scenes being problematic (and not, as per 
Cohen and Lashua, as cues for trying different map styles). 
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Figure 3.3.6 
Maps of differing rehearsal, performance and residential spaces in Santiago (Tironi, 2012) 
 
The concept of the “creative cluster” has contributed to some recent research incorporating music 
and maps, spurred less by specific interests in music (as in Carney, 1974, or Cohen 2012), than by the 
suitability of music to act as a practical case study for exploring the spatial dynamics of creative 
industries (Currid & Williams, 2010; Florida et al., 2010; Gibson & Brennan-Horley, 2006; Harvey, 
Hawkins, & Thomas, 2012; Watson, 2008). This research engages with questions of whether creative 
industries exhibit strong clustering tendencies, why they cluster (or not), and whether clustering 
brings any benefits to the locations in which it occurs. The research posits different opinions and 
relatedly — different map scales and symbolisation for “clusters”. The variety of approaches 
underscores the vagueness of the term “cluster”, in spite of its popularity, as identified by Martin and 
Sunley (Martin & Sunley, 2003). Research which incorporates music as part of an interest in clusters, 
rather than a specific interest in music or musicians, tends to describe patterns in the present tense 
(with industries that “cluster” or “are clustered”), rather than engaging with dispersal over time. 
In “The Clustering of Creative Networks: Between Myth and Reality” (2011), Bas van Heur critically 
engages with the idea of creative clustering, stressing that there is strong evidence for the existence 
of creative clusters, but that their inter-personal workings are misinterpreted as having special 
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qualities, rather than reflecting wider patterns of capital accumulation. As a case study, van Heur 
collected and mapped music industry “nodes” (meaning venues, record labels, event organisers, 
booking agencies, and smaller related businesses), in both London and Berlin, sourced from music 
magazines and street press. The node locations were mapped to postcodes and presented as polygon 
maps (see. Figure 3.3.7). In both cities, the author saw clear evidence of clustering (in marked contrast 
to Tironi, above), but stressed that the organisational dynamics shaping these clusters were not 
unique to creative industries. 
 
Figure 3.3.7 
London music map (van Heur, 2011). Music firm locations by postcode.  
Note the contrast with London music map at the same scale from Watson (2008), below. 
 
Watson (2008) also examined the music industry in London, but with a slightly different approach to 
scale and symbology, in comparison to van Heur (above). In common with van Heur, however, this 
focused on business locations, albeit with a further focus on recorded music and music publishing 
(rather than venues and other music businesses). Part of the methodology involved a “cluster mapping 
exercise” of compiling a database of record label and music publishing firms locations in the UK, 
sourced from music industry association membership lists and music industry publications (p. 14). A 
total of 1310 business locations were collected and then geocoded, then presented as points in maps 
of the UK and of London (Figure 3.3.8). In addition to the cluster mapping exercise, interviews were 
conducted with music industry employees to gauge the level of connectedness between music 
businesses. The interviews informed a diagram depicting trans-local connections with music 
businesses outside the UK (seen in Figure 2.2, Chapter 2). From this, Watson found evidence of strong 
clustering in London, but also smaller niche centres of production throughout the UK. Based on 
interview evidence, he concluded that it was possible to maintain music industry connections further 
afield from major clusters, such as between different cities and countries, or between cities and 
smaller regional centres, but that face-to-face connections and strong social contacts were important 
for establishing trust and reciprocity. Hence, for the most part — but not entirely — the music 
businesses exhibited clustering.  
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Figure 3.3.8 
Maps of geocoded points for UK recorded music industry firms (Watson, 2008).  
Britain (top), and London (bottom). Note the contrast with London music map from van Heur 
(2011): Same scale, different symbology.  
 
Brennan-Horley and Gibson (2009) also incorporated maps and interviews to investigate creative 
workers, but with a tailored methodology suited to the study of a regional city (Darwin, Northern 
Territory). Here, the majority of creative workers and sites of creativity would not be locatable or 
mappable if a strict definition of “creative worker” were applied; the vast majority of people engaged 
in creative work were both multi-disciplinary (including, but not restricted to, music), and “pro-am” 
(professional quality, no pay, p. 2597). These activities would be invisible in mapping styles that 
preference employment or business locations, as per many of the examples above. Rather than 
overlook the very active (but largely unpaid) creative community operating in Darwin, the authors 
adopted a tailored, mixed methods GIS methodology incorporating elements of ethnography and of 
quantitative GIS, explaining that:  
“We...looked to social and cultural geography for methodological directions —specifically, 
interviews and ethnographic research — but sought to combine these with digital mapping 
technologies that are able to visualise geographical patterns and divergences.”  
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(Brennan-Horley & Gibson, 2009, p. 2598).  
 
The implementation of this approach involved conducting interviews with creative workers in Darwin 
(including but not limited to musicians), who were asked to hand draw sites of significance to their 
own creative work, onto a scaled background map of Darwin. The map-making exercise served as 
“anchoring devices” in interviews with spatially oriented questions aimed at better understanding 
sites of creative activity in Darwin which might otherwise remain hidden. This is comparable to the 
mental mapping exercises conducted by Cohen and Lashua (above), and in the wider tradition of 
“mental mapping” exercises (Tuan, 1975). However, the use of scaled backgrounds also enabled the 
results to be incorporated into quantitative GIS: the features drawn by creative workers could be 
digitised and then analysed and geovisualised in a variety of ways, such as the map of creative site 
counts by Statistical Local Area, shown in Figure 3.3.10. While the authors acknowledged the loss of 
what they termed “useful mental mapping distortions” (i.e. insightful differences in scale, projection 
and symbolisation from unscaled hand-drawn maps), the incorporation of a fixed scale opened up 
many practical mixed methods GIS techniques, in particular the use of multiple geovisualisations.  
The mixed methods GIS approach to mapping the informal economy is also reminiscent of 
Pavlovskaya’s (2002) work on informal household economies in Moscow. The key difference lies in 
the use of mental maps during interviews, but they share a common ability to represent sites of day-
to-day activity which are spatially specific but fall outside conventional data collection. Nonetheless, 
the similarities between these two papers also unintentionally reveal a sobering similarity between 
“new” creative workers, and households responding to economic hardship in a restructuring 
economy. 
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Figure 3.3.9 
Hand-drawn map by a creative worker interviewed for a mixed methods approach to creative city 
mapping (Brennan-Horley and Gibson, 2009).  
Hand-drawn features on a scaled map background.  
A composite of these maps contributed to the quantitative representation below. 
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Figure 3.3.10 
Choropleth12 map of creative sites aggregated by Statistical Local Area in Darwin (Brennan-Horley 
and Gibson, 2009). 
This map represents aggregate feature counts from maps like that shown in Figure 3.3.9. 
  
                                                 
12 Choropleths are thematically coloured polygons, discussed further in Chapter 8.  
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 3.4 CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
 
 
Chapter 3 has introduced literature of GIS in social research. The methodologies described in this 
chapter were very influential on the approach taken to live music for this research project. This 
literature points to some of the opportunities and the limitations of using GIS in social research, while 
accounts from researchers in historical GIS, in particular, help to anticipate some of the time 
constraints and technical challenges that are likely to be encountered. 
Section 3.1 established that the use of GIS in social research has undergone periods of controversy, 
particularly in the 1990s, by virtue of its positivist connotations and technocratic origins. In the early 
2000s, new research developed which accepted the criticisms levelled at certain uses of GIS, but also 
saw that GIS can be used in research as a way in to understanding spatial power relationships and 
“representing the spatiality of social processes” (Kwan & Knigge, 2006, p. 2001).  
Section 3.2 described historical GIS, less a defined field than a collection of researchers with a common 
interest in exploring their own existing research areas in new ways, by paying attention to geographic 
evidence within historical data. Historical GIS scholarship has demonstrated that is possible to explore 
change in social processes, in space, over time.  
Historical GIS scholarship is also instructive in terms of practical examples, making clear that:  
- Time commitment will be required to implement historical GIS methods within the research 
process.  
- It is preferable to avoid use of administrative boundaries, where possible, as these present 
particular challenges which can be insurmountable in a small research project. 
- It is preferable to use single sources where possible, as this can make the scope easier to 
define and facilitate “like with like” comparisons. 
- It is preferable to use multiple geovisualisation styles, as these will provide different 
perspectives on the same data and increase openness about the effects of scale, projection 
and symbolisation. 
- Spatial statistical analysis can complement geovisualisation, to test if patterns of clustering 
and dispersal suggested in maps are statistically significant. 
- Historical GIS work should be embedded within wider research methods rather than 
superseding them, and researchers should avoid the temptations of becoming “lost in space”.  
 
Section 3.3. presented examples of GIS and/or maps with music research. These examples tend to 
consider the perspectives of musicians, or make use of the analytical capabilities of quantitative GIS, 
but rarely do both. Different insights can be found from different scales.  
In terms of data collection, the mental mapping exercises from musicians described above (Brennan-
Horley & Gibson, 2009; Cohen, 2012a), and US music industry location maps Scott and Florida et al. 
(Florida & Jackson, 2009; Florida et al., 2010; Scott, 1999), represent very different choices of scale 
and symbolisation. Both suit their subject and respond to data availability: consideration of the US 
music industry required pruning back data; consideration of the Darwin creative scene required a 
relaxing of boundaries between professional and amateur workers, and a mixed methods data 
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collection technique (lest the entire city be rendered blank). In between, music data from the UK, 
Berlin, and the Netherlands was able to be collected at a manageable scale, but was restricted to 
individual music businesses (Brandellero & Pfeffer, 2015; van Heur, 2009; Watson, 2008). 
Geodatabases of 3000 records or fewer appear to be most common, with the exception of the US 
work described by Richard Florida and colleagues (Florida & Jackson, 2009; Florida et al., 2010), which 
appears to have encountered many of the humbling technical challenges common to historical GIS 
(Florida & Jackson, 2009, p. 313). 
Within existing research, few studies consider change within cities, and none look at variations 
between venues, for instance, venues by the number of performances. Instead venues appear as 
identical points, or in aggregate. Notably, where the mainstream music industry is small (i.e. 
everywhere except the US), maps from individual musicians have been used productively as a way in 
to exploring the spatiality of music and the “musical pathways” of musicians.  
In subsequent chapters, a project designed to harness the spatial and temporal data in gig listings (a 
form of historical and geographic evidence regarding live music in Australian cities) will be developed. 
This has many methodological parallels to the research presented in this chapter, but also takes a 
tailored approach to suit the subject of live music in Australian cities. It will incorporate perspectives 
on live music at inter-city and intra-city scales, as well as incorporating individual musicians’ 
perspectives. This acknowledges that patterns in music can and do operate at different scales, as well 
as change over time, and that a gap in the literature exists in integrating multiple scales and change 
over time.  
In the next chapter, the thesis considers long-term narratives of growth and decline in Australian 
popular music, with live music as an increasingly prominent part of this. This will describe trends at 
different geographical scales, and forms of conflict that point strongly towards patterns of growth and 
decline, clustering and dispersal, impacting upon the “musical pathways” of musicians in Australian 
cities. 
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CHAPTER 4 – NARRATIVES OF GROWTH AND DECLINE IN 
AUSTRALIAN POPULAR MUSIC 
 
“It's a scene that was one replicated in pubs around the country. Live musicians setting up 
stage and playing original music to an appreciative crowd. That scene is increasingly 
sounding more like...the sound of silence.” 
ABC News report (Haxton, 2003) 
 
“Don’t go to Sydney, baby 
if you know what’s good for you 
I have my fears it’ll end in tears if you do 
Don’t go to Sydney 
It’s a city without a heart.” 
Lyrics to “Don’t Go to Sydney”, by Zimmermen, quoted in Juke magazine (Eliezer, 1986b) 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter traces currently available evidence — and popular narratives — of the growth and decline 
of Australian popular music, and of the status of live music within this. It presents this in the form of 
a timeline, covering several key phases leading up to the late 2000s, by which time live music was 
established in policy, media and activist discourse as a valuable but threatened practice in Australian 
cities (Arts Victoria & Deloitte Access Economics, 2011; Homan, 2010; Levin, 2010a).  
The timeline includes wider contextual information on the Australian music industry, and the different 
rationales and geographic scales for governments taking an interest in music. Live music has been a 
persistent presence in Australia this time frame, but its prominence in the wider Australian music 
industry in comparison to recorded music has fluctuated, similar to descriptions of the UK music 
industry (Frith, Brennan, Cloonan, & Webster, 2010). 
The literature highlights that live music has long been associated with narratives of growth and 
decline, but that these narratives have changed in economic ambition and geographic scale. Today, a 
prominent narrative from music scene participants and in press coverage, is of a pattern of venue 
closures over time, of live music having once been thriving but now increasingly under threat from 
external factors (Beck, 2013; Faulkner, 2013; Gough, 2013; Newstead, 2013). But looking back, and 
focusing on references to venues (that were rarely foregrounded until the 2000s), unevenness is also 
apparent. The available evidence hints at a complex and changing set of “musical pathways”, shaped 
by multiple factors but rarely seen beyond individual experiences (Cohen, 2012b; Finnegan, 1989). 
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4.2 SOURCES 
 
 
This chapter draws on a mix of academic research, newspaper and magazine sources, and the pool of 
popular and richly detailed books on Australian popular music. Research into Australian live music has 
grown significantly within the last decade, but before the 2000s was more scattered.  
Interest in Australian popular music as a specific research topic began in the late 1980s (Breen & 
Brunton, 1987; Fiske et al., 1987; Milsom, Thomas, & Hawkes, 1986; Zion, 1987). In the 1990s this 
interest continued steadily (Breen, 1993, 1999; Mitchell, 1996). The Australia-New Zealand branch of 
the International Association for the Study of Popular Music was formalised with its first conference 
in 1993 (G. Smith, 2011). The compilation book, From Pop to Punk to Postmodernism: Popular Music 
and Australian Culture from the 1960s to the 1990s (Hayward, 1992), contained several contributions 
to the study of Australian popular music: from the status of multinational record labels within Australia 
(Breen, 1992), a retrospective on the 1970s post-punk Melbourne scene (Riley, 1992), to the 
successful pop star export Kylie Minogue (Rex, 1992).  
1980s and 1990s research into Australian popular music practices were particularly focused on the 
national scale, concerned with issues of media ownership, cultural practices, or the ever-elusive 
‘Australian sound’ (Fiske et al., 1987; Sturma, 1991; Turner, 1994; Zion, 1988). Shane Homan’s work 
on Sydney live music (2000, 2003), marked a change in scale, focusing on the overlapping policies and 
commercial interests which impacted upon the material circumstances of live music practices. High 
levels of expertise in the web of policies affecting the material and economic viability of live music 
have developed within the last decade, many from authors with an urban planning background (Beer, 
2011; Burke & Schmidt, 2009; Homan, 2011; Lobato, 2006; Shaw, 2005a; Wardle, 2008).  
Outside of formal research, many writers have contributed to the task of documenting Australian 
music history (Cockington, 2001; McFarlane, 1999; Nichols, 2009; Spencer & Nowara, 2002; Walker, 
1996). Australian music is a popular topic, and is the subject of tributes which are sizeable and richly 
detailed. A relatively concise introduction, covering a similar time frame to this chapter (but stopping 
short of the live music activism of the 2000s), can be found in the television documentary series, Long 
Way to the Top (2001).  
There is no shortage of material on Australian popular music. But amongst detailed temporal accounts 
of success stories it is difficult to gain a clear perspective on long-term change, particularly for factors 
affecting live music. Historical accounts tend to emphasise success stories rather than the live music 
scene as a whole: understandably so, as this would be very difficult to do so without expanding an 
already lengthy amount of material. Added to this, it is rare to find published information on the day-
to-day norms of organising live music. The details of who is in charge, which venues host live music 
more or less frequently, what is expected for payment, how to attract a large enough audience, and 
how to move sound equipment, are of significant immediate interest to musicians, but are less 
interesting for fans or policy makers. Thus, they are rarely found in print, and more often are only 
hinted at in current sources. Two collections of interviews with well-known performers, Pay to Play: 
the Australian Rock Music Industry (Milsom et al., 1986) and Funemployed: The Life of an Artist in 
Australia, from Cradle to Centrelink (Heazlewood, 2014), are exceptions. 
Hence, while excellent literature exists on Australian popular music, gaining a perspective on long-
term change in live music requires a diverse mix of sources.  
In addition to issues described above, added challenges were found in:  
- Qualitative descriptions of live music decline which named short lists of venues and then 
inferred aggregate decline from this; 
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- Quantitative reports which periodically assessed live music and/or the music industry as a 
whole to be ‘large’ or ‘very large’, which were not repeated to allow comparison, and which 
sat confusingly alongside qualitative reports of decline;  
- A mix of government jurisdictions: the Australian federal government, state governments, and 
numerous local governments (many of which changed boundaries during the study time 
frame).  
The methodology set out later in this thesis presents one way to gain a more consolidated 
understanding of trends in live music in Sydney and Melbourne. In the meantime, the timeline 
describes patterns and factors in live music referred to in currently available material on the 1980s, 
1990s, and 2000s. This traverses a period of change, from a somewhat exotic era when live music 
organisers were “familiar with the corrupting practices of unregulated expansion” (Homan, 1998), p. 
50), through to an era of intensive policy interest and protests focused on particular locations (Ozi 
Batla, 2013; Donovan, 2003; Homan, 2008b; Johnson & Homan, 2003; Levin, 2010b).    4.3 BEFORE THE STUDY TIME FRAME: 1950S, 1960S, 1970S 
 
 
In this thesis, the early 1980s is used as a starting point from which to investigate narratives of decline. 
But, of course, popular music and live music performance existed in Australia before the early 1980s, 
with their own patterns of growth and decline. By the 1980s there had already been three ‘waves’ of 
Australian rock and pop performers, and the beginning of the ‘golden era’ of the Australian music 
industry, as described below.  
 
4.3.1 First Wave 
 
The first wave, 1955 to 1962, coincided with the introduction of rock music to Australia (see: Sturma, 
1991; Wilson, 2013). Well-known performers included Johnny O’Keefe and Col Joye. With notable 
exceptions (including O’Keefe’s iconic song “The Wild One”, 1958) this first wave of rock musicians 
primarily performed copycat versions of rockabilly and rock and roll songs from the US or UK. The 
most common venues for live performances were town halls and other teenage dance circuits 
(including surf clubs in Sydney), which were organised in an ad-hoc and competitive fashion (Homan, 
2003). Live music at this time can be characterised as loosely organised but with bursts of popularity, 
and very teen-oriented.  
 
4.3.2 Second Wave 
 
The second wave, 1964 to 1969, began with the Beatles’ tour of Australia (see: King, 2010; Zion, 1987). 
British popular culture was in fashion and many of the performers were recent British migrants, 
including the Bee Gees and the Easybeats. Melbourne-based pop magazine Go Set was an important 
chronicle of this time (King, 2010). Primary live performance venues were still dance circuits, as well 
as inner city unlicensed, all-ages dance clubs (“discotheques”), including the Thumpin’ Tum in 
Melbourne and Surf City in Sydney (Barrett, 2012; Casimir & Elder, 1997). These unlicensed clubs 
provided opportunities for young people to engage in live music, dancing and to be seen in fashionable 
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clothes (Homan, 2003), while pubs were still primarily the domain of older male drinking culture 
(Oldham, 2014). 
 
4.3.3 Third Wave 
 
The third wave, 1970 to 1975 was characterised by (much) louder sound systems, a rougher and more 
blues-oriented sound, and a move into festivals and pubs (Oldham, 2014; Walker, Hogan, & Beilharz, 
2012). Festivals in the early 1970s helped pioneer massive sound systems and bring high profiles to 
performers (McFarlane, 1999, p. 218). But the longer term change in live music performance sites was 
the nascent merger of pubs and Australian rock music (see below, “Pubs”). Well-known performers 
from this third wave include Billy Thorpe (reinventing himself with a harder sound), Lobby Loyde, and 
AC/DC, who went on to considerable overseas success in the ensuing decades.  
Promoters and organisers who would remain influential gatekeepers in the Australian music industry 
got their start in the early 1970s: Michael Gudinski, John Woodruff, and Michael Chugg (Guilliatt, 1997; 
Milsom et al., 1986; Morrow, 2013). Also in the early 1970s, a smaller and artier scene could be found 
in the inner suburbs, centred on occasional events referred to as ‘happenings’, such as the T.F Much 
Ballroom and Reefer Cabaret in Melbourne (Donovan, 2004; Nichols, 2009; Shaw, 2005a). 
It is also to this era that the connection between Australian live music and pubs was forged. For much 
of the 20th century, Australian pubs and live music had little in common — as noted, popular music 
performers primarily played in dance circuits, surf clubs, and all-age clubs. This changed considerably 
and quickly, as pubs became the key site for popular music consumption in Australian cities from the 
1970s onwards (Fiske et al., 1987; Homan, 2000; Oldham, 2014). 
Shane Homan (2000, 2003) has described in detail the myriad social and policy factors which combined 
to encourage the transition to pub rock in Sydney in the 1970s. A key factor, though by no means the 
only one, was the phasing out of six o’clock closing times, in place in most Australian states since the 
First World War. Phasing out six o’clock closing was not specifically intended to affect live music. 
Campaigners for extended trading hours simply envisaged a more sophisticated night life than the 
hose-down spectacle of the “six o’clock swill” — the practice of fitting maximum drinking into minimal 
time.  
An example of a “swill” era public bar is shown in Figure 4.1. This pub environment was described by 
Oldham as “entertainment free” and “steeped in decidedly adult masculine traditions” (Oldham, 
2014).  
With a new gap in pub operating times, younger rock music audiences stepped in to provide a 
profitable use of pub space and time in the evenings, particularly in large suburban venues. In 
particular, this new audience comprised young working class males, but it also included new female 
patrons who were beginning to be granted begrudging entry to public bars. In Melbourne, a similar 
but not identical set of legislative and social circumstances also transpired to usher in the transition 
from halls and dance clubs, to pub rock (Barrett, 2012; Oldham, 2014).  
It is important to note that the transition to pub rock was not universal, just that the combination of 
pubs and rock music — and more specifically, the type of rock music suited to large suburban pubs — 
was very successful. However, Shane Homan emphasised that the merger of pubs and live music was 
forged on a “fragile contract” (Homan, 2000, p. 45) to boost liquor sales. From the 1970s onward, 
“music venue” in Australia defaulted to meaning “licensed premises”, with all the problems and 
benefits this implies.  
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Figure 4.1 
Public bar in Melbourne, 1953 — the era of the “six o’clock swill”. 
Photo: Museum Victoria (Laurie Richards Studio, 1953). 
 
4.3.4 Late 1970s: Start of the Countdown Era and the “Golden Age” 
After the three “waves” of Australian popular music, the next phase tends instead to be described as 
“the Countdown era” (1975 to 1987), “the golden age of pub rock”, or the “Oz Rock heyday” (Duffield, 
2009; Rhodes & Pullen, 2012; Stratton, 2006). These terms are approximately interchangeable with 
respect to years, but emphasise different features: Countdown was a popular music television show 
which ran from 1975 to 1987, pubs became the primary venue for live performances, and Oz Rock was 
an aesthetic and attitude associated with pubs (particularly suburban ones).  
This is also the era to which Australian community radio can trace its origins, enabled by Federal 
Government legislation in 1975 (Collingwood, 2008; MILESAGO, 2004). The few years between 1975 
and 1979 saw the establishment of Triple R, PBS, and 3CR in Melbourne, 4ZZZ in Brisbane, and 
government funded youth radio network Double J in Sydney (Austin, 2005; Dawson, 1992). 
Countdown, pubs, and Oz Rock were not universal to participants in the music industry, but together 
they constituted a recognisable mainstream in an decade which formed not so much a wave in 
Australian popular music but a high water mark. Sales for Australian recordings rose to unprecedented 
levels: up 626 per cent between 1968 and 1978 (Breen, 1992; Milsom et al., 1986). This trend 
continued into the 1980s, by which time Australian popular music was big business, enjoying a high 
profile, and associated with a renewed nationalism (Stratton, 2006). 
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4.4 AUSTRALIAN POPULAR MUSIC DURING THE STUDY TIME FRAME 
 
4.4.1  EARLY 1980S 
By the early 1980s — the historical starting point for this thesis — live music in Australian cities was 
already an established industry, that had also begun to diversify. While defining music genres is a 
difficult task in any context (Aucouturier & Pachet, 2003; Hesmondhalgh, 1999), key commentators 
such as rock journalist Clinton Walker maintained there was a fundamental division between 
independent and mainstream production at this time (Walker, 1996, 2005; Walker et al., 2012). Both 
John Stratton and Shane Homan used the categories of “pop-rock”, “Oz Rock”, and “alternative rock” 
(Homan, 2003; Stratton, 2006) to describe various genres within this era. These categories were also 
associated with particular geographical scales. For example, Stratton described pop-rock as national 
because of “the national reach of ABC television”, Oz Rock as national “primarily because of their 
unrelenting touring”, but alternative rock as having “remained local” (Stratton, 2006, p. 244). 
Table 4.1 goes some way to explaining these different contemporaneous groupings of Australian 
popular music, but it is a guide only — few performers fitted neatly into any one category. These are 
discussed in turn below. 
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Table 4.1 
Groupings for Australian popular music during the 1970s and 1980s 
Based on terms used by John Stratton (2006) and Shane Homan (2003) 
Name Oz Rock Pop-rock Alternative Rock 
Also known 
as 
Pub rock Pop Post-punk, punk, 
independent 
Primary 
venues 
Large suburban pubs Stadiums, television 
programs 
Inner city pubs 
 
Some 
Example 
Performers 
Cold Chisel, Angels , Rose 
Tattoo, Divinyls 
 
Hush, Sherbert (pictured), 
Skyhooks 
 
 
Saints, Radio Birdman, 
Birthday Party (pictured) 
 
Scale of 
operation 
National National, international 
 
 
Local, trans-local 
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4.4.1.1 Pub Rock 
 
By the 1980s rock music in Australian pubs was a “structural feature of the music industry” (Fiske et 
al., 1987, p. 17). In spite of the newness of the merger, pubs and rock music were a recognised part of 
everyday life (Homan, 2003; Turner, 1992). The demands of pub spaces, which were never designed 
for live music but were simply appropriated, and the hard-to-please audiences looking for a big night 
out, produced Oz Rock, less of a distinctive sound than a set of performance ideals emphasising hard-
working entertainment in an unforgiving environment (Homan, 2008a; Oldham, 2014). Fiske, Hodge 
and Turner (1987) argued that the practices of Oz Rock were not that dissimilar to the six o’clock swill 
which it had replaced: male dominated, alcohol fuelled, and almost ritualistically overcrowded.  
With this amalgam of crowds and alcohol consumption, gross earnings for live music were high even 
by today’s standards and live music venues were not financial underdogs (Freeman, 1981, p. 114; 
Homan, 2003; Hutcheon, 1982; Southward & Skinner, 1990). In Sydney, minimal-to-corrupt 
enforcement of building and licensing codes helped to sustain overcrowding: a practice which was 
immediately profitable, and also bolstered the reputation of pub rock and its performers (Homan, 
2000). Many Australian musicians in this period became household names: Cold Chisel, Men at Work, 
INXS, Midnight Oil, Divinyls, Models, Paul Kelly, Hunters & Collectors, Hoodoo Gurus, Mental As 
Anything. Live music performance skills were a point of pride in Australian music exports (Homan, 
2003, p. 110; Homan, 2008a). 
Figure 4.2 shows Men At Work, a notable “Cinderella” story, who moved from playing Melbourne pub 
gigs to earning millions in the coveted US market (Muhvich, 1983). This success influenced other 
Australian performers to try pushing into overseas markets, with mixed success (Dell'oso, 1984; 
Eliezer, 1986a; Milsom et al., 1986).  
 
Figure 4.2 
The “Cinderella” story of Men At Work — pub rock as launching place for bigger things (Muhvich, 
1983). 
 
Countdown, the ABC television music program filmed in Melbourne and hosted by Ian “Molly” 
Meldrum, was a powerful gatekeeper during its run from 1974 to 1987 (Duffield, 2009; Stratton, 
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2006). In Melbourne, the Mushroom/Premier-Harbour group13, founded by Michael Gudinski in 1972, 
was influential as both a record company and booking agency (Guilliatt, 1997). With both 
Mushroom/Premier-Harbour and Countdown based in Melbourne, this city was described as being 
tightly controlled (Milsom et al., 1986, p. 2; Walker, 1996, p. 189). In 1978, the Dirty Pool booking 
agency in Sydney formed in competition with Premier-Harbour (Morrow, 2013). Bands who interacted 
directly with venues rather than with an agent, were considered to be going against the mainstream 
practice, as in the example of Midnight Oil in Sydney (Milsom et al., 1986, p. 28). 
The music industry, formerly a rebellious and “wild west” enterprise, was now sufficiently well-
established and corporatised within Australia to be the source of more anxiety amongst music scene 
participants than external pressures (Barber, 1987; Beavis, 1980; Hutcheon, 1982; Miner, 1981; White, 
1983a). Furthermore, live music was not generally viewed as something in need of saving. It was 
profitable (for some) and was viewed as a means to an end: fame and fortune via a successful 
recording. But live music, in and of itself, did not enjoy status as a cultural or economic selling point 
for cities, bundled up as it was with nationalism (Turner, 1992), macho behaviour (Hawkings, 2014), 
and corporations (Barber, 1987). 
In spite of boom times, high overheads combined with various unscrupulous operators meant that 
aspiring musicians encountered the phenomenon of “pay to play”, i.e. bearing net losses from 
performing live, but persisting in the hopes of greater success (Legge, 1981; Milsom et al., 1986; 
Thomas, 1976). Bands needed to own or hire large sound systems, along with a crew of ‘roadies’ to 
move them (Seymour, 2009). The dynamics of live music organisation in the early 1980s come through 
in contemporaneous quotes such as this:  
“The new wave in Australian music, so-called ‘pub rock’, is already big business. In Sydney 
alone it has an annual turnover of around $10 million. And this takes no account of the money 
rung up in the cash registers… According to the Australian Contemporary Music Association 
pub rock provides full-time work for more than 4000 people in NSW. For the majority of the 
groups, playing the pub circuit is the means to a very definite end — stardom via a hit 
recording. If they don’t make it, their financial outlook is bleak.”  
 (Freeman, 1981) 
 
 
  
                                                 
13 Mushroom was the parent name for a group of related operations for booking live music (Premier Artists 
in Melbourne, The Harbour Agency in Sydney), touring international artists (Frontier Touring), recording 
(Mushroom Records) and publishing (Mushroom Publishing). This Mushroom group arrangement changed 
over time as a 50 per cent shared of Mushroom Records was sold to News Corp in 1992, followed by a full sale 
in 1998. Other parts of the Mushroom group continue to the present day.  
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4.4.1.2 Pop-Rock 
 
Pop-rock was also part of the mainstream, but with fewer ties to pub performance and more oriented 
towards television and non-pub venues. Stratton has suggested that pop-rock was advanced and 
developed in particular through Countdown. In addition, pop-rock was seen as a less masculinised 
space of popular music (Young and Evans 2004, Pullen and Rhodes 2008, Hawkings 2014). This was in 
contrast to the space of Oz Rock that was marketed towards the “hard drinking man understood as 
the other to ‘sheilas and pooftas’” (Rhodes and Pullen 2012, p. 37-38). If Oz Rock was seen as a hyper-
masculinised scene, it was also linked to the distinctively masculine space of the Australian pub. Pop-
rock in contrast, was not as embedded in the historically gendered space of the local city pub 
(Hawkings, 2014; Rex, 1992; Stratton, 2006; Young, 2004). 
 
4.4.1.3 Post-Punk / Inner City Sound 
 
The post-punk music set of participants operated outside of Countdown, large record companies, and 
their associated booking agencies, in a more do-it-yourself fashion. Its boundaries had a geographical 
narrative: Oz Rock was generally associated with the large suburban pubs, and post-punk with the 
inner city, even if this was not strictly policed and, of course, it was not quite the case that “a brick 
wall ran all the way along Cleveland Street” separating the two scenes (Roger Grierson quoted in 
Homan, 2003, p. 96). Its heyday overlapped with Oz Rock, and left a sufficient impression to be 
chronicled shortly afterward: by Clinton Walker in his collection of clippings, Inner City Sound (2005, 
originally published 1982), and director Richard Lowenstein in his semi-biographical film Dogs In Space 
(1986). Riley (1992) also looked back with affection to the same era. 
Decades later, Melbourne post-punk scene received renewed attention as a historical example of a 
thriving local music scene (Donovan & Murfett, 2009; Lowenstein, Lynn-Maree, 2011; O'Brien, 2010; 
San Miguel, 2011). It helped that some of its original participants had gone on to achieve long-term 
recognition: Nick Cave, Rowland S. Howard, Hunters and Collectors, Models, Dead Can Dance, Dave 
Graney, Paul Kelly. The revival of interest in the post-punk scene included a documentary, We’re Livin’ 
on Dogfood (Lowenstein, 2009), The documentary participants commented on factors which they 
thought had contributed to the scene: this included the start of community radio, the dole (“the state 
paid us to reject it”), affordable housing, and St Kilda’s inspiringly grimy atmosphere.  
In spite of its more recent appreciation, participants in the Australian post-punk scene often left in 
search of seemingly greener pastures. Sojourns overseas, most often in difficult conditions in the UK, 
are a recurrent feature in biographies of 1980s Australian bands from the edge of the mainstream 
(Cockington, 2001; Nichols, 2003; Riley, 1992; Stafford, 2006; Walker, 1996). 
Other independent musicians expressed frustration from the margins of the Australian music industry 
(Best, 2001; Totaro, 1982). For example, the 1983 Sedition festival at the Sydney Trade Union Club, 
Surry Hills, whose organisers were “… sick of the claims that the inner city is a closed, avant-garde, 
elitist scene…you’d get the idea that we are not even part of the Australian record industry” (White, 
1983b). The Sedition Festival also marked a switch of focus for Australian independent music to 
Sydney, where for several years independent music activity was focused — at least according to 
Clinton Walker — on a few blocks of Surry Hills (Walker, 1996, p. 128). Several commentators refer to 
this period in the early to mid-1980s as a benchmark of relatively carefree and fruitful independent 
music in Sydney (Blanchett & Upton, 2012; Hargreaves, 1997; Purcell, 2009).  
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4.4.1.4 Early Music Protests 
 
While live music scenes in Australia were by many accounts booming in the early 1980s, sporadic 
music protests from this era point to a set of factors including competition from other music styles 
(disco), the economic plans of venue owners (brewery chains and licensee) and changes in policy 
settings (liquor licensing, fire regulations). These were regarded by music scene participants as placing 
pressure on the continuation of live music but they also point to the fragility of arrangements that had 
brought about the boom times. Examples of protests were, in chronological order:  
- “Death to Disco” concerts staged by the Musicians Union from 1977 to 1979, with prominent 
support from political / Oz Rock band Midnight Oil. Discos were seen as a threat to live 
performance revenue and were at odds with the ‘hyper-heteromasculinity’ (Hawkings, 2014) 
of Oz Rock norms (Homan, 2000, p. 98; Walker, 2012). 
- The Star Hotel riot in Newcastle, New South Wales, in November 1979. The venue was closed 
after the building’s owner (a brewery chain) went into receivership and the licensee was 
unable to complete required building works. On the last night of live music, a riot erupted 
between patrons and the police, replete with missiles and police car toppling (Homan, 2003; 
Sheather 2013).  
- In December 1979 the NSW Liquor Act was amended so that hotels could trade on Sundays, 
but were also required to close an hour earlier during the week. A temporary organisation — 
the NSW Contemporary Musicians’ Association, comprising musicians, venue operators, and 
booking agents — submitted to the NSW Attorney-General that 4000 jobs would be lost 
(Homan, 2003, p. 115). Booking agents organised for a blockade of trucks on the Sydney 
Harbour Bridge. The campaign was successful (“Pub Rock Saved! Rock Muscle Scores Notable 
Political Victory,” RAM, 9 December 1980).  
- During the early 1980s, proposed amendments to fire regulations in New South Wales rallied 
concern from musicians. These changes were prompted by the Luna Park Ghost Train fire in 
1979, which had caused seven deaths. While the rationale for change was sound, the 
proposed changed imposed greater exit width requirements for venues hosting live 
entertainment than those hosting televised sport or gambling (Monaghan, 1983; O'Meara, 
1985; Stafford, 1983). The changes were resisted by a temporary organisation of musicians, 
the Liquor Act Reform Group (Cribb, 1984; Maddox, 1984), but were enacted anyway in 1985 
as another amendment to the NSW Liquor Act (Homan, 2000, p. 39). As these events unfolded 
slowly, live music was defended as “bread and butter” employment from which it was possible 
to be “laid off” because of bureaucratic intervention (Homan, 2003, p. 124; Maddox, 1984; 
O'Meara, 1985).  
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Figure 4.3 
Early live music venue protests. 
Left: Star Hotel riot, Newcastle 1979 (Huxley, 2004).  
Right: Liquor Act Reform Group, Sydney 1984 (Cribb, 1984).  
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4.4.2  LATE 1980S / EARLY 1990S: DECLINING BUT NEW OPPORTUNITIES 
In the late 1980s and early 1990s reports of live music decline in Australian cities increased. A change 
in tone for reportage on live music could be detected in newspaper and magazine sources around 
1988, with reports of several live music venue closures in Sydney (Brown, 1988; Cockerill, 1988; 
Holmes, 1988). Meanwhile, the Countdown television program stopped broadcasting in 1987, marking 
the end of an era for some (Duffield, 2009; Stratton, 2006). At this point, Australian record sales were 
not declining but were flattening out (St John, 1994), buoyed by the extravagant CD prices which 
would soon draw the industry to the attention of the Prices Surveillance Authority (Breen, 1999; C. 
Walker et al., 2012). 
From 1989 onwards, reports of decline particularly in the Sydney live music scene became more 
routine and started to refer to the live music scene as a living creature with medical symptoms: 
“Sydney’s bands are all dressed up with nowhere to go… A once flourishing pub and club scene 
is ailing, squeezed by tough economic times and competition from popular dance clubs or 
almost weekly parties at the Hordern Pavilion”.  
(Bilic, 1989) 
“There are heaps of bands out there. The dream of being in a band has not changed at all… 
but there are not as many venues. It is much harder to get gigs in the inner city now.”  
(Howell, 1989) 
“The pub scene in Sydney is in very bad shape… the development that's been going on in 
Sydney has seen the closing down of venues like the Tivoli, the Chevron, and now the Sydney 
Cove Tavern is about to close."  
(Rolling Stone editor Toby Creswell, quoted in O'Donnell, 1989) 
“The dance party, now a regular Saturday night event, attracts huge crowds. It's a 
phenomenon — a monster that, with a whip of its tail, has all but wiped out what was already 
becoming a pretty wobbly live music scene.”  
(Squires, 1989) 
“…in the past few months, there has been a buying and selling frenzy in the local hotel market 
that has slammed a few nails into the coffin of local live music…At this rate, Sydney’s music 
scene will be dead, buried and all but forgotten by the time Mark Holden and Maria Venuti 
belt out the national anthem to welcome Juan Antonio’s Olympic circus in seven years.” 
(Holmes, 1993) 
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Figure 4.4 
“Rock Dream: For Sale, Never Used”, Sydney 1989 (Bilic, 1989). 
 
4.4.2.1 Big Day Out / The Sell-In 
In the meantime, not everyone mourned the waning of the golden age of pub rock — some 
commentators had a “good riddance to bad rubbish” tone (Casimir, 1990b, 1993; Thurlow, 1995). Plus, 
new avenues were opening up. As Craig Mathieson (2000) describes in The Sell-In, from the early 
1990s major international record labels courted Australian bands from the independent / inner city 
scene. Bands such as Ratcat, the Hummingbirds, You Am I, Spiderbait, Regurgitator, and The Cruel Sea 
became broadly popular in spite of their inner city origins — the kind of performers who would 
hitherto have operated on the fringe of the music industry or migrated in search of more sympathetic 
environs. Small Australian record labels, particularly in Sydney (Waterfront, Phantom, RooArt, Red 
Eye) were vindicated for their faith in left field performers, before being absorbed into multinationals, 
or simply folding, during the ensuing decade.  
The first Big Day Out festival, in 1992, and a concurrent sell-out tour by American grunge group 
Nirvana, marked the point when ‘grunge’ or ‘alternative’ music achieved widespread popularity in 
Australia (Shea, 2014). Other successful Australian music festivals were established in a similar time 
frame: the Livid Festival in Brisbane in 1989, the East Coast Blues and Roots Festival in northern NSW 
in 1990, and the Meredith Music Festival in 1991 (McFarlane, 1999, p. 220).  
This trend toward festivals and “break through” success reflected other Western music industry 
events (see: Bell, 1998; Schuftan, 2012). But while this represented a moment of vindication for 
advocates of independent music who had spent a decade on the fringes (Guilliatt, 1997; Walker, 1996, 
p. 293), the do-it-yourself ethos was still mixed with a wider preference for record company 
assistance. Reports of mountainous piles of demo tapes at independent record stores and record 
labels increased (Howell, 1989; Walker, 1996, p. 268). In one case, Bruce Milne, manager of Au-Go-Go 
records, was concerned that even participating in an interview might add to the pile (Winkler, 1994). 
A 1996 Beat article encouraged young bands to play live, not to get paid but because “you never know 
who might be watching” (Bolster, 1996).  
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At a wider scale, as noted in Chapter 2, the 1990s was also a peak period of globalised agglomeration 
processes for the music industry. As much as participation in the music industry had opened up, its 
global ownership was less diverse (Leyshon et al., 1995a; Peterson & Berger, 1996). Marcus Breen 
observed that “the global nature of the record industry means that it is ‘Australian’ only in the sense 
that it exists within the territorial boundaries of the country” (Breen & Hayward, 1990). Mushroom 
Music was an exception to this — a large record company operating outside of the purview of the 
“majors”, and enjoying considerable success with pop star export Kylie Minogue (Rex, 1992). But, in 
an interesting twist, Michael Gudinski sold 50 per cent of the company to Rupert Murdoch’s Newscorp 
in 1993, as a form of protest against proposed changes to federal copyright changes (see below: The 
federal and state “policy moment” 1982-1996). 
 
4.4.2.2 Melbourne: Different Outcomes 
 
The focus in Australian popular music writing in the 1980s and 1990s tended to be on a national scale, 
and on recorded music (Breen & Brunton, 1987; Harford, 1994; Hayward, 1992; Jinman, 1998; Sturma, 
1991; Zion, 1988). Hence, discerning trends in live music at an intra-city or inter-city scale in the same 
time frame requires some reading between the lines.  
When the Australian music industry boom of the 1980s began to slow, commentators tended to look 
for explanations at a wider geographical scale: the economic recession (Holmes, 1992; Scatena, 
1991a); the habits of young people (Casimir, 1990a; Cochrane, 1993; St John, 1994); federal radio 
policy (Casimir, 1990a; Counsell, 1991; Pottinger, 1994); federal copyright policy (Scatena, 1991b; 
Smith, 1991); or young musicians not pulling their weight (Molitorisz, 1997). Nonetheless, sub-
national trends in live music, particularly between Sydney and Melbourne were becoming gradually 
discernible. When live music became the subject of research and policy discussion in the 2000s, a 
common theme in retrospect was that during the 1990s Sydney live music had fared worse than other 
Australian cities, particularly in comparison to Melbourne (Bartlett, 2006; Burke & Schmidt, 2009; 
Faulkner, 2013; Shaw, 2005a; Walker, 2012).  
Accounts of live music in Melbourne written during the 1990s — before this retrospective recognition 
of Sydney’s difficult decade — were not particularly positive, but differed from those in Sydney. They 
did not suggest that venues were closing rapidly or that an all-out malaise had affected the city’s live 
circuit. Rather, they suggested that it was hard to attract large crowds, or to compete with other bands 
(Masterson, 1993; Plunkett, 1992; Schwartz, 1996; Winkler, 1994).  
In a 1994 survey of the Australian music industry noted that Sydney was home to more music industry 
power brokers, but Melbourne had “by far the more productive and vibrant music scene” (Adams, 
1994). Bands who soon achieved chart success — The Meanies, Spiderbait, Frente! Magic Dirt, and 
Mavises — all began performing in inner city Melbourne in a short time frame. These bands were 
linked to three key inner city venues: The Punters Club in Fitzroy, the Tote in Collingwood, and the 
Prince of Wales in St Kilda (Mathieson, 2004; McFarlane, 1999; Schaefer, 2014a). The Melbourne 
music scene was also described as “as healthy as it’s ever been” by the band booker at the Punters 
Club (Jellie, 1995), and in 1994 American Billboard magazine ran a feature on Melbourne’s local music 
scene:  
“Melbourne, Australia, is fast emerging as a major new music center. The mainstream success 
of Frente! in the US has focused attention on the immense wealth of musical talent which can 
be found playing in the city's 200-odd clubs. Until recently, Australian music was more 
identified with Sydney, which is the home of the major multinational labels and bands such as 
INXS and Midnight Oil. However, an increasing number of Australian groups are realizing that 
Melbourne can also be a stepping stone to future success.” 
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(Duffy, 1994) 
 
4.4.3  LATE 1990S / EARLY 2000S 
A second, and more youthful, group of musicians became nationally prominent in the 1990s. These 
performers could be distinguished from earlier “break through” successes by not having spent much 
(or any) time on the pub circuit or the less-commercial fringe of the industry. Formal talent 
competitions, although not a new phenomenon14, enjoyed a resurgence. A case in point was 
Silverchair, a group of teenagers from Newcastle who won the evocatively titled “Pick Me” 
competition run by SBS-TV and Triple J, and then went on to achieve enviable sales in the US 
(McFarlane, 1999, p. 575), a kind of 1990s version of the Men At Work story. The Triple J Unearthed 
competition, launched in 1995, provided a different route to recognition for young bands, with a 
particular impact in regional Australia (Ames, 2004).  
The Silverchair fairytale loomed large, and pointed to both possibilities and challenges in a more open 
but also less structured music industry:  
“For all the fanfare that greets the international success of a Silverchair and the kudos that 
goes to those who make a name overseas…a horde of lesser knowns receive little reward, 
financial or otherwise... With fewer opportunities to play at pubs, bands must make an 
increasingly difficult leap from the suburban garage to success.” 
 (Schwartz, 1996) 
Meanwhile, differences between Sydney and Melbourne were becoming more apparent. An article in 
the Sydney Morning Herald conceded that “The crumbling live scene, you see, is not a national 
malaise: Melbourne, for one, is thriving. In Sydney, though, no-one disputes that the live scene is 
contracting” (Molitorisz, 1999). The Melbourne Age reported “dozens” of bands moving from Sydney 
to Melbourne (Donovan, 2000). Musician Tim Freedman, of the Whitlams, previously something of a 
booster band for inner city Sydney (Carroll & Connell, 2000), described the Sydney scene as “scattered 
to the wind” in comparison to Melbourne:  
“I love Melbourne. We go down about four or five times a year. I just fell in love with it, the 
people have a bigger sense of community, in pubs and being part of a crowd, compared to 
Sydney…. Ten years ago in Sydney, Surry Hills used to be full of students and people on the 
dole, so all the pubs in the city were crowded with people who loved music. But since all the 
rents went up and Sydney got gentrified that sort of crowd has been scattered to the wind a 
bit, whereas Melbourne has retained its inner-city ring of suburbs.” 
Musician Tim Freedman, Australian Music Show, Triple J, September 3rd 1997 (quoted in 
Carroll and Connor, 2000) 
Even though venue closures did occur in Melbourne in this time, commentators suggested that new 
venues also emerged and the live scene was resilient. The closure of the Punters club in 2002 was 
noted as the end of an era, but not the end of the Melbourne live music scene (Cummings, 2002; 
Roberts, 2003). Further, the basic business model established in the Punters Club — a small but high 
profile inner city venue, with a high volume of independent bands — had a greater longevity than the 
venue itself. Its band booker, Richard Moffatt, continued to operate the Way Over There agency, 
                                                 
14 “Hoadley’s Battle of the Sounds” was a high profile Australian talent quest which ran 1966-1972. First prize 
was a trip to London. Winners included well-known bands The Twilights, Fraternity and Sherbet. (Stacey & 
Kimball, 2002). 
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booking for high profile venues the Corner Hotel and the Northcote Social Club, for many years after 
the Punters Club closure (Levin, 2012; Newstead, 2014; O'Farrell, 1995). 
In a 2014 tribute event for the Punters Club (Schaefer, 2014a, 2014b) former bar staff and musicians 
emphasised features which were social and local, rather than economic and expansive:  
“Just from seeing all the posters on the wall you realised it was a hive of activity and was the 
epicentre of a lot of really interesting things…I was being included in this music scene and that 
was very exciting. I’d walk down from my house in North Fitzroy to play a gig, back in the days 
when you could still rent in that area, get drunk, and walk home with my guitar.” 
 Musician Kirsty Stegwazi (quoted in Schaefer, 2014b) 
Appreciation of the local music scene sat alongside a massively changing global music industry. The 
mid-2000s marked the point when the looming “mp3 crisis” impacted noticeably. Physical record sales 
fell, and after their peak of agglomeration in the late 1990s, the “majors” of world music production 
began to fragment (Leyshon, 2009). In the late 1990s and early 2000s, music file sharing was 
associated with illegal activity resisted by the major record companies (file sharing platform Napster 
formed in 1999); although Napster was shut down, in the mid-2000s online music crossed over to the 
(mostly legal) mainstream (Hracs, 2012). In 2005, the music website MySpace — wherein musicians 
could host their own songs and profile — produced the first “internet music stars” (Dwyer, 2006). 
Youtube, the video sharing website, also launched in the same time frame (Brown, 2012). With the 
ability to distribute music digitally, musicians could, in theory, transcend their material limitations 
described in detail by urban researchers. In the same time frame, however, data from the UK and US 
indicated that live music was not decreasing in economic significance, but in fact was increasing (Frith, 
2007; Frith et al., 2010). In Australian cities this apparent contradiction also played out: recorded 
music was made digital, mobile and global by technological change, but more attention was paid to 
material, immobile and local music venues. The irony that much effort was expended by the Australian 
music industry to resist CD imports, was left politely unstated. 
Against the backdrop of these technological changes, Sydney was seen to lose its status as a thriving 
scene and industry power base, while Melbourne seemed to develop a more friendly, accessible space 
for live music performance. Melbourne was a place to move to, while “it just didn’t make sense to be 
in Sydney anymore” (Donovan, 2000). 
With growing recognition of its economic and social value, popular music in the 1980s onwards 
became a subject of national policy. However, live music was not always a prominent part of these 
policies: initially, it came to the policy table as part of a larger music industry package. Narratives of 
decline took on increasing importance through the 1990s and 2000s, with a particular spike in activity 
in the early 2000s, when noise complaints entered mainstream discourse. Drawing on key policy 
debates around popular music (and, increasingly, live music in and of itself), the next part of the 
chapter explores these narratives in more detail. 
 
 4.5  THE FEDERAL AND STATE “POLICY MOMENT” 1982–1996 
 
During the 1980s and 1990s, governments showed increasing interest in Australian popular music. A 
key writer on this topic is Marcus Breen, whose Rock Dogs: Politics and the Australian Rock Industry 
(Breen, 1999) chronicles an unusual “policy moment”, for the relationship between governments and 
the Australian music industry, from 1982 to 1996. The “policy moment” refers not to a single issue but 
rather to a trend for popular music appearing in policy debates where it had hitherto not rated any 
mention. Breen documents the growth of popular music as a policy platform in Australia, first through 
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a connection to Australian Labor Party’s pluralist social policy issues, including youth unemployment 
and engaging young voters (in the mid-1980s, for example, concerts were used to promote 
employment and training programs for young people; pp. 24-33). Government interest in popular 
music became more formalised after the Federal parliamentary report Patronage, Power and the 
Muse: Inquiry into Commonwealth Assistance to the Arts (commonly referred to as the McLeay 
report), which recommended the expansion of the criteria for Federal support for the arts away from 
‘high art forms’ (Homan, 2013; House of Representatives Standing Committee on Expenditure & 
McLeay, 1986). From an economic perspective, the Australian Music Industry and Economic 
Evaluation report, funded by the Australia Council of the Arts, confirmed that the music industry was 
economically significant, on par with the clothing and footwear industry (Guldberg, Australia Council, 
& Music Board, 1987; Homan, 2013). By the 1990s, federal and state policy had nonetheless begun to 
focus on the challenges facing the sector. 
In 1990 for example, the Victorian Rock Foundation (an organisation established to promote music 
tourism, see Breen 1999, pp. 162-173) hosted the “State of Play” conference. At this event, an 
assemblage of agents, promoters, venue owners, managers and musicians aired concerns about 
declining audience numbers in live music, the changing preferences among younger cohorts for dance 
and disco, unpleasant and ‘male-dominated’ venues, musicians touring overseas earlier and lack of 
radio support for local acts (Casimir, 1990b). Similarly, in 1993 the Stayin’ Alive NSW report by 
Ausmusic (the Federal Government Peak body in popular music training and education) noted that 
suburban rock pubs within New South Wales had “all but disappeared” (Ausmusic, 1993, p. 14, quoted 
in Johson & Homan, p. 3). This report, and a national follow-up (Ausmusic, 1994), offered official 
acknowledgement that live music was no longer a dominant practice in Australian cities. The reference 
to suburban pubs also hinted at spatial unevenness in decline.  
The first Stayin’ Alive report was based on New South Wales data but subsequent reports adopted a 
national focus on fostering employment and export opportunities through live music. The 
investigating agency itself (Ausmusic, established 1988), were characteristic of state and federal 
government interest in popular music at the time. The reports looked to the successes of electronic 
dance music — then experiencing unprecedented successes — as a model through which live music 
could survive, with the right marketing and training. Also characteristic of the time, the Stayin’ Alive 
reports did not yet focus on venues as a competing land use or a community asset. The single page 
devoted to red tape concerns for venue operators, contrasted strongly with reports a decade later 
(Carbines, 2003; Johnson & Homan, 2003).  
Efforts to promote the music industry as a stable employer or export earner met with occasional 
successes but simply never matched the levels projected (pp. 198-199). Policy makers grappled with 
the not-so-friendly face of the upper echelons of the music industry. The Inquiry into the Price of Sound 
Recordings conducted by the Prices Surveillance Authority (PSA) reported very negatively on the 
conduct of the Australian domestic music industry (in as much as it could be considered domestic), 
and recommended changes to federal copyright policy to allow “parallel imports” (i.e. more than one 
copyright owner, thus presenting competition to local subsidiaries of global music companies). Parallel 
imports were fought by prominent music industry participants and presented as a major threat to the 
Australian music industry (Scatena, 1991b; M. Smith, 1991). Other musicians opposed parallel imports 
with less vigour — noting that the record companies were, parallel imports or not, “bastards…who jerk 
us around all the time” (Rowe, 2001).  
Figure 4.5 shows some prominent Australian musicians and industry personnel protesting parallel 
imports. 
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Figure 4.5 
Prominent members of the Australian music industry mobilising against proposed copyright 
changes and the Prices Surveillance Authority (Smith, 1991). 
Left to right: John Farnham, Michael Gudinski, Jenny Morris, Kate Ceberano, Molly Meldrum, Ivor 
Davies 
 
Training initiatives presented a less controversial government intervention: though they could also be 
read as an acknowledgement of the exploitative potential of the music industry, mixed with hopes for 
future professionalisation in an era of uncertain youth employment. The federal government 
established Ausmusic in 1988 as a training, research and advocacy body for popular music (Ausmusic, 
1991). The New South Wales state government contributed funds towards musician training seminars 
(Cochrane, 1993; Marx, 1994) and a surprisingly candid Rock Music Self Management Manual 
(Christie, 1991). A comparable government-endorsed survival document for musicians could be found 
in Victoria, with The Push Young Players Guide (Butler, 2004; The Push, 1990).  
The more successful popular music policy ventures in the 1980s and 1990s aspired neither to being 
particularly profitable nor particularly spatially expansive: The Push, a Victorian initiative for young 
people to host live shows in regional areas, survived and thrived (Breen, 1999), pp. 112-119), while 
the more explicitly commercial Victorian Rock Foundation went into liquidation in 1995 (Eliezer, 2014; 
Trioli, 1995). 
The Australian Labor Party’s loss at the 1996 federal election and subsequent passage of the copyright 
amendment ended the “policy moment” quietly. Breen presents these events as an unflinching 
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portrait of fraught political manoeuvring, but also concludes by relating them to a bigger picture of 
governments grappling with increasing economic globalisation. The idea of a national music industry 
ready to triumph on the global stage — “a minnow somehow bestowed with the mighty jaws of a 
ravaging shark” (Breen, 1999, p. 3) — was both imagined and then radically downsized within the space 
of a decade. Subsequent authors have also picked up on the theme of fragmenting nationalism found 
within these music industry policy events (Homan, 2013; McLeay, 2006; Rowe, 2001).  
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4.6  URBAN-SCALE ACTIVISM AND LIVE MUSIC POLICIES 
While the “policy moment” defined by Marcus Breen was closing in the late 1990s, another arena of 
activity was opening up, this time at a much closer geographical scale. From the late 1990s, live music 
was increasingly framed against processes of gentrification and urban development as a competing 
land use. With increased residential development in inner-city locations, noise complaints placed 
venues under pressure to undertake expensive soundproofing. The first Melbourne reports of noise 
complaints by residents about venues appeared in 2000 (Donovan, 2000), then more seriously in 2002 
(Coslovich & Donovan, 2003a; Tijs, 2002; Tomazin, 2002). At the same time, live music scenes were 
seen as a potential selling points for cities to attract tourists, new residents and businesses (Green & 
Rood, 2004; Lobato, 2006; Shaw, 2005a). Live music, and live music venues in particular, increasingly 
became a subject for activism (Fair Go for Live Music, 2003; Tijs, 2002; VicMUSIC, 2003), for policy 
documents (Carbines, 2003; Flew, 2001; Johnson & Homan, 2003; Live Music Working Group, 2001), 
and for researchers (Bavinton, 2004; Burke & Schmidt, 2009; Gibson & Homan, 2004; Lobato, 2006; 
Shaw, 2005a). Before setting out a case in which competing land uses between residential 
development and live music converge, this section explores key research and policy in live music.  
 
 
4.6.1  “VANISHING ACTS”  
An early contributor to venue-focused research was Shane Homan, whose work presented pub rock 
as both a mythologised cultural geography and a highly contingent material practice. In “Losing the 
Local: Sydney and the Oz Rock Tradition” (2000), and The Mayor’s A Square: Live Music and Law and 
Order in Sydney (2009), Homan examined the history of live music in Sydney with reference to liquor 
licensing, fire regulations, property ownership, amenity regulations, and other local commercial and 
regulatory factors which could either work for or against live music but which were nonetheless 
downplayed in marketing and the popular mythologies of pub rock:  
“Even within its period of greatest commercial success, within the seemingly ‘typical’ home of 
the 1980s rock pub, a series of governmental strategies revealed the fragile contract upon 
which live rock was constructed… State policies, primarily expressed through local 
government and State government amenity and liquor laws, have shared a historic purpose 
in making strange the place of rock within the cityscape...In the grand tradition, local rockers 
have employed such dichotomies within performance mythologies and marketing strategies. 
Yet the contexts of performance — the rock and roll concert in the police boys’ club, in the 
city ballroom or crowded pub — often remain more critical than the performance itself...”  
(Homan, 2000, p. 45) 
After The Mayor’s A Square, Homan co-authored Vanishing Acts: an Inquiry into the State of Live 
Popular Music Opportunities in New South Wales (Johnson & Homan, 2003), a report into the state of 
New South Wales live music funded by Ausmusic and the NSW Ministry for the Arts. Vanishing Acts 
referred to a survey of the Musicians Union in which 67 per cent of jazz musicians had noted a drop 
in performance opportunities in 1999. Further data for Vanishing Acts was obtained from a survey of 
444 New South Wales venue operators. Gaming machines (“pokies”) were a large part of the report, 
prompted by negative coverage about their introduction to New South Wales pubs in 1997 after 
decades solely in clubs (Hargreaves, 1997; Johnson, 1999; Molitorisz, 1999; Tsavdaridis, 1999).  
Vanishing Acts noted that 93 per cent of New South Wales hotels operated poker machines (p. 16), 
but that “issues affecting performance opportunities include, but are much broader than, the gaming 
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environment” (p. 39). The summary findings on “considerations making live music difficult” for venues 
were, in order of frequency of responses from NSW hotel operators: noise complaints (31 per cent of 
respondents), security requirements (26 per cent), trading hours (13 per cent), building/fire 
regulations (13 per cent), dealing with bands (nine per cent), dealing with booking agencies (eight per 
cent). Vanishing Acts also pointed to the impact of gentrification in inner city Sydney and the irony of 
new residents making noise complaints about pre-existing music venues (p. 43).  
Vanishing Acts was part of a wider trend. Across Australia, several state and local government reports 
concerned with live music venues were released within a short time frame:  
- Live Music Task Force Progress Report (Tsavdaridis, 1999) 
Marrickville Council, a local government area in inner western Sydney. See details in 
Gibson and Homan (2004) 
- Live Music in South Australia: Report of the Live Music Working Group (Live Music Working 
Group, 2001) 
South Australian state government, prompted by a rally about the Governor Hindmarsh 
Hotel.  
- Music Industry Development and Brisbane’s Future as a Creative City (Flew, 2001) 
Brisbane City Council, prompted by the Save The Music campaign in Fortitude Valley. See 
details in Burke and Schmidt (2009, 2012) 
- Victorian Live Music Taskforce Report and Recommendations (Carbines, 2003) 
Victorian state government taskforce report.  
 
Several of these reports were the result of mediation processes established by politicians — working 
groups, task forces, and the like, established in response to tensions between live music venue 
operators and residents. At a wider scale the reports also pointed toward the bourgeoning wider 
Western interest in creative industries, which could now be seen as selling points for cities (Florida, 
2002b; Green, 2004; Landry, 2000; Lobato, 2006).  
The Victorian state government report was the product of one such task force, framed at the outset 
by the Planning Minister as a mediation between residents and venues, with noise complaints at the 
forefront of concerns: 
“It's about balancing the rights of residents… against the rights of legitimate business... 
Melbourne's live music culture is internationally recognised and locally celebrated, but as 
more people move to the inner city, tensions have risen about the noise coming from pubs 
and clubs.”  
Victorian Planning Minister Mary Delahunty (quoted in Coslovich & Donovan, 2003b) 
 
Faced with increasing noise complaints venue operators were under pressure to undertake costly 
soundproofing and manage resident complaints. The Fair Go 4 Live Music group headed by live music 
venue operators Jon Perring and James Milne was established in response to the increasing pressures 
felt by venues due to increased frequency of noise complaints in the early 2000s in Melbourne. The 
Fair Go 4 Live Music public meeting in June 2003 attracted over 1000 attendees (Webb, 2003) where 
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the spectre of Sydney’s live music scene was referred to by Jon Perring as a motivating factor to 
becoming involved in lobbying in Melbourne: 
“… where pretty much the whole live music scene has been shut down by exactly these 
issues…There is only a handful of venues now operating in Sydney, where just in Fitzroy alone, 
there is about 35 venues that (present) live music” 
Venue operator and activist Jon Perring (quoted in Webb, 2003) 
 
The Fair Go 4 Live Music successfully lobbied for a Live Music Taskforce established by the Victorian 
State Government, leading to an injection of media interest. However, by most accounts the Victorian 
taskforce report was very conservative in mediating between developers, residents and venue owners 
and was seen to have “deferred rather than resolved several key issues” (Lobato, 2006, p. 69; see also 
Donovan, 2003). Drawing on the case of Melbourne’s iconic Esplanade Hotel, the next section explores 
the tensions between competing land uses in more detail.  
 
4.6.2 ESPLANADE HOTEL: LOCAL POSSIBILITIES 
The Esplanade Hotel (“Espy”) is a long-running music venue as well as a well-recognised feature in the 
Melbourne seaside suburb of St Kilda. At the time of writing (2016) it is (ominously) on hiatus for 
renovation but has otherwise operated continually as a music venue for over one hundred years 
(Balfour, 2015). Locally focused activism in St Kilda was a key factor in helping The Esplanade to 
continue as a music venue through a series of contested development proposals spanning from late 
1980s to the early 2000s. Throughout this activism, the presence of live music at the Esplanade was 
established in discourse as a link to the past and to the community: literally so, as the heritage 
protection eventually gained for hotel in 2002 noted “the physical survival and continuation of the 
hotel as a live music and entertainment venue...achieved in large part through community action” 
(Port Phillip City Council cited in Shaw, 2005b, p. 165) 
Figure 4.6 features the Esplanade Hotel in an early example of anxiety about live music as a competing 
land use, featured in street press, university magazines, and promotional flyers in 1988 (Porteous, 
1988; Shaw, 1999; Zot, 1988). Here, the Esplanade Hotel is seen transforming into “a hardened and 
cynical pub like all the other buildings around him.” 
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Figure 4.6 
Early example of live music as competing land use.  
Flyer for Save St Kilda Benefit, cartoon by Fred Negro (Shaw, 1999, p. 94) 
 
The cartoon refers to wider changes in St Kilda in the later 1980s, then experiencing rent rises and 
property speculation (Shaw, 1999, pp. 53-62) several years after its celebrated role in the post-punk 
scene (as described in Riley, 1992; San Miguel, 2011). New ownership for the Esplanade Hotel’s 
neighbour, the Prince of Wales, generated concern that “they want people who haven't got high 
incomes out, and they want rock and roll out” (Porteous, 1988). At this stage, concerns about ‘yuppies’ 
(Young Urban Professionals) were expressed in the Melbourne street press (Duke, 1988), but this was 
seen as an inevitable takeover and not (yet) channelled into practical lobbying issues. “Die Yuppie Die” 
was a hit song for local band Painters and Dockers (1987). In the ensuing decade, the Esplanade Hotel 
did not — after all — undergo a full yuppie conversion, although St Kilda did change considerably. The 
defence of the Esplanade Hotel against development proposals set a novel and symbolic precedent 
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that it was possible to negotiate with the material effects of gentrification; live music was part of this, 
and thus became associated with sophisticated community activism, as described below.  
Activism to protect the Esplanade Hotel as a live music venue moved through different phases. 
Planning academic Kate Shaw was active in all these phases, and subsequently wrote extensively 
about the process (Shaw, 1999, 2005a, 2005b, 2013). Each phase showed a different geographical 
scope, and a different status for live music: 
1) In the late 1980s the Esplanade Hotel was one point of interest for St Kilda community groups 
which aimed to slow development, retain affordable housing, and increase social services in 
the rapidly gentrifying suburb (Peterson, 2005; Shaw, 1999, pp. 79-83). At this stage, the 
principle of saying “no” to property development on cultural and historical grounds was still 
a novelty. 
The “Save St Kilda” group lobbied for the preservation of the Esplanade Hotel as a meeting 
place for low income and diverse residents. The group “attempted to capture the relationship 
between low-income housing and architectural preservation” (Shaw, 1999, p. 80). The “Turn 
The Tide” group won seats on local council in 1987. Save St Kilda did not run for council but 
continued to lobby and fundraise on issues pertaining to the Esplanade or affordable housing. 
The two groups’ mutual interests were successful in gaining heritage protection for the façade 
of the Esplanade and in imposing eight-story height restriction on the site (R. Peterson, 2005). 
2) In the late 1990s, the principle of saying “no” to development on cultural and historical 
grounds did not require a general defence, as it had a decade earlier (Shaw, 1999, p. 148). 
However, the details of defending the specific cultural and historical value of the Esplanade 
Hotel became more sophisticated. The first action of the Esplanade Alliance was to release a 
report on the cultural significance of the hotel, including its use as a live music venue (Paine 
& Shaw, 1998). 
In 1998, the Esplanade Alliance group was formed to formalise community negotiations about 
development proposals for the Esplanade Hotel site (L. Martin, 1998). The Esplanade Alliance 
was a successor to the Save St Kilda group, but Kate Shaw (involved in both groups) noted that 
the Esplanade Alliance comprised more home owners, and fewer renters and public housing 
tenants (Shaw, 1999, p. 146).  
In 1995 the Esplanade Hotel was purchased by Carlton and United Breweries, with reported 
plans to install poker machines (Jellie, 1995). It changed owners again in 1997, to property 
group Becton, who made plans to construct a 38 storey high rise apartment tower (Brady, 
1997). Over several years of lobbying and legal manoeuvres, the Esplanade Alliance achieved 
a separation of the hotel from the remainder of the development site, and an amendment to 
the local planning scheme to prioritise “the on-going use and operation of established hotels 
as incubators of independent local music and comedy” (Martin, 1998; Shaw, 2003).  
3) From 2003, with the hotel itself relatively secure, the interests of the Alliance segued with 
those of VicMUSIC and Fair Go 4 Live Music, two newly formed lobby groups concerned with 
the protection of live music venues (Bavinton, 2004; Roberts, 2003; Schlappe, 2004; 
VicMUSIC, 2003). In the wider live music lobbying context, the Esplanade formed both a 
success story and a cautionary tale that considerable pushback was required to maintain live 
music in gentrifying suburbs (Fair Go for Live Music, 2003).  
Having been involved in all stages of the campaign, Kate Shaw wrote with cautious optimism 
about what had been achieved with the Esplanade (Shaw, 2003, 2005b), and chronicled the 
history of independent music venues in Melbourne (Shaw, 2005a). This latter account — 
“Gentrification and the Inner City Blues” — described periods of growth and decline for 
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independent live music venues in Melbourne, with reference to different waves of 
gentrification.  
 
The Save St Kilda and Esplanade Alliance campaigns leveraged community values and local 
government planning mechanisms to preserve a single live music venue. This contrasted with the 
federal and state music policies which had received attention during the 1982-1996 “policy moment” 
described by Marcus Breen. Live music was placed on the local stage, but also within a symbolic 
geography of globalised urban politics. In many ways, the original aims of the Save St Kilda group had 
not been met: affordable housing in St Kilda was even rarer than it had been in the 1980s. But it was 
possible to maintain live music, in lieu of affordable housing. Hence, it is worth reflecting that, just as 
in the discussion of music and geography in Chapter 3, “what we talk about when we talk about 
music”, can be very complex and interesting, inextricable from its wider social and economic contexts.  
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4.6.3 LATE 2000S: “SAVE LIVE AUSTRALIAN MUSIC” 
 
After the batch of government reports and press coverage in 2002 and 2003, several researchers and 
interest groups worked steadily to implement strategies to encourage live music, such as the Live 
Music Working Group in New South Wales (Homan, 2008b), and the Raise The Bar campaign, headed 
by John Wardle (Wardle, 2008). In 2008 these efforts helped the Place of Public Entertainment (PoPE) 
regulations to be overturned (Creagh, 2008a). As Homan put it (2013), music now had a “place at the 
government table” (p. 388). Live music was regarded less in a nationalist homology, and more in a 
comparative sense, with growing awareness that decline or growth could happen, or not, according 
to place-specific policies (Homan, 2008; Lobato, 2006; Wardle, 2008).  
Problem-solving strategies for live music were increasingly sophisticated, but with a particular focus 
on venues: the impact of factors like liquor licensing codes, building codes, and apartment 
construction acoustics, were extrapolated in this period. Policy makers attempted to balance this 
complexity against the promises of vibrancy and economic growth (Bavinton, 2004; Beer, 2011; Burke 
& Schmidt, 2009, 2012; Lobato, 2006; Shaw, 2013). 
The late 2000s in Sydney were marked by slow and steady live music policy initiatives — but, 
nonetheless, continued reports of venue closures, including prominent inner city venue the Hopetoun 
Hotel (Blanchett & Upton, 2012; Purcell, 2009).  
In Melbourne, the recommendations of the 2003 state government report had little to no policy 
impact (Lobato, 2006), but media coverage of live music venues was relatively quiet until later in the 
decade. When Melbourne live music returned to headlines in 2010, it did so with gusto. The Save Live 
Australian Music (SLAM) rally, held in Melbourne in 2010 (Levin, 2010a), drew a crowd of 
approximately 20,000 protestors to the Melbourne CBD. The protest featured a re-performance of 
the 1978 Countdown film clip for the iconic Oz Rock song “It’s a Long Way to the Top” (...if you wanna 
rock and roll), thousands of placards with the slogan “Don’t Kill Live Music”, and several home-made 
placards such as “Don’t make Melbourne Sydney” and “No Music, No Melbourne” (Emery, 2012; 
Homan, 2010; Levin, 2010a, 2011).  
The issues leading up to the SLAM rally were multifaceted and can be viewed as both a symbolic 
flashpoint in wide reaching changes to the music industry and in Melbourne more generally (“what 
we talk about when we talk about music”), as well as having quite obvious immediate factors. The 
Victorian Liquor Act was amended to automatically categorise licensed venues hosting live music as 
“high risk” and therefore requiring extra security personnel; additional charges and administration 
also applied automatically to late-opening venues. When long-running music venue, the Tote Hotel, 
was closed and cited these legislative changes as a key tipping point, Melbourne music scene 
participants rallied and organised, first with a spontaneous rally at the Tote, and then at the larger 
SLAM rally (Homan, 2011; Levin, 2010b; René Schaefer, 2010). The Tote Hotel later reopened with 
new licensees, thus presenting an optimistic outlook on the resilience of live music in Melbourne (Bell, 
2015; Roberts, 2011). 
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Figure 4.7 
Save Live Australian Music rally, and presenting the petition to amend liquor licensing regulations 
with respect to live music venues, Melbourne 2010.  
(Fair Go 4 Live Music, 2012) 
Several reports into the value of live music were published shortly after the SLAM rally (Ernst & Young, 
2011; Arts Victoria & Deloitte Access Economics, 2011; City of Sydney, 2013; Music Victoria, 2012). 
These echoed the government reports a decade prior (Vanishing Acts, et al.), except that the more 
recent reports emphasised live music as a city asset — having been elevated from only the status of 
“legitimate business” (Coslovich & Donovan, 2003b). These reports outlined the overall size and 
contribution of live music at respective city, state, and national level, respectively, but downplayed 
spatial unevenness within cities (Arts Victoria & Deloitte Access Economics, 2011; Ernst & Young, 
2011; Music Victoria, 2011, 2012). These also sat confusingly against the level of anxiety expressed 
about live music decline (Ozi Batla, 2013; Beck, 2013; Delaney, 2013; Newstead, 2013; Silmalis, 2011; 
Walker, 2010), and negative reports about the relationship between venues and musicians (Maclean, 
2012; Salmon, 2011). 
The focus of this thesis is from the 1980s to the mid-2000s: by this time, the status of live music as a 
valued but threatened part of Australian cities was well-established. However, developments in the 
status of live music continued through the late 2000s and, at the time of writing, still make occasional 
news headlines, particularly on account of the “lockout" laws in Sydney. The lockout laws (which have 
imposed earlier closing times in the city and Kings Cross) have been the subject of extensive protests, 
and have been directly blamed for live music decline (Evershed, 2016; Kovacevic, 2016). With the 
lockout laws posited as a cause of venue closures in a one-thriving music scene, Sydney live music has 
thus — if accounts are to believed — been in continuous precipitous decline for a full thirty years. This 
suggests that there are causes for concern among live music scene participants, but that narratives of 
continuous venue closures are not adequately capturing this.   
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4.7 SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 4 
 
Chapter 4 has established that narratives of growth and decline have threaded through Australian live 
music for many decades, but that discerning trends at an intra-city or inter-city scale requires a mix of 
sources and some reading between the lines. 
Since the early 1980s the descriptions of live music in Australian cities changed from that of being a 
booming but not particularly inclusive industry, to something deserving of, and in need of, protection 
from external factors. This chapter has traced this progression from available evidence, but many gaps 
remain, particularly in linking literature about the experiences of musicians navigating the music 
scene, to literature about venues. 
A wealth of historical accounts of Australian popular music are available, but these (understandably) 
emphasise success stories rather than the scene as a whole. In addition, accounts from music industry 
participants in the 1980s and 1990s tended not to convey details of live music organisation.  
Expertise on policies affecting live music in Australian cities began to develop from the late 1990s. This 
research helped to foreground the complexity and contingency of live music as a competing land use. 
This expertise has helped to inform recent government interest in live music, as well as lobbying from 
live music participants. 
Despite the current focus on saving live music, qualitative accounts over several decades point to 
different periods of growth and decline, and different potential factors. The literature also points to 
shifting geographical scales at which growth and decline in live music has been discussed. Prior to the 
2000s, discourse of live music as a competing land use was not common, even if events were occurring 
at this scale. Instead, references to spatial unevenness are threaded through accounts, but were rarely 
pieced together or attributed to particular local factors. Nonetheless, descriptions of live music tend 
to invoke a general sense of decline over time.  
The late 1970s to late 1980s is regarded as having been a boom period for the Australian music 
industry, for both suburban pub rock and for inner city independent music. However, few authors 
would regard this as having been particularly inclusive or friendly music industry. 
Reports of live music decline began in earnest in the late 1980s. The outcomes appear to have been 
worse in Sydney than in Melbourne. By the late 1990s, press coverage indicated that Melbourne’s live 
music scene was healthier than Sydney’s, and that Sydney had been fragmented and significantly 
declined. However, by the late 1990s the definition of a “healthy” live music scene also appears to 
have shifted from being profitable, to being busy.  
The Esplanade Hotel in St Kilda (an inner Melbourne suburb) set a precedent for venue-focused 
activism. Local community groups and planning academics preserved the hotel as a music venue. 
Other cases in Adelaide and Brisbane in the late 1990s catalysed interest in live music activism, as well 
as an awareness that live music could grow or decline at the local rather than national level.  
Government-sponsored reports on live music were produced in three waves: the early 1990s, the 
early 2000s, and again after the 2010 SLAM rally. Noticeable in these reports is the sharpening focus 
on venues, and on live music adding cultural and economic value to individual cities. However, activists 
in both Sydney and Melbourne were simultaneously suggesting live music was under threat. 
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4.8  SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW CHAPTERS (2-4) 
 
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 have introduced three sets of literature which do not often overlap but which can 
potentially work together for helping to bring a new perspective on patterns in live music. 
Chapter 2 introduced diverse literature connecting music and place. This can help to set accounts of 
live music in Sydney and Melbourne within a broader context. Music is both a cultural and economic 
entity and hence has come to the attention of researchers for different reasons: from geography, 
ethnography and cultural studies, and public policy. 
A key feature of contemporary geographical research on music is that “what we talk about when we 
talk about music” is complex, as music is connected to the social and economic contexts in which it is 
produced and consumed. Economic geographers have noted the significant global restructuring of the 
recorded music industry: from a globalised agglomeration process peaking in the late 1990s, to 
fragmentation during the 2000s catalysed by home recording and file sharing software.  
Ethnographic research on music making within particular towns has helped to provide insights into 
the localised social and economic contexts which influence music production. Ruth Finnegan 
described the detailed “musical pathways” of musicians: complex and seemingly random, but also 
spatially and socially constrained. The concept of the “music scene” was adopted in cultural studies 
during the 1990s, as an alternative to the more class-based and static concepts of “community” or 
“subculture”.  
Researchers in both geography and cultural studies have highlighted that the idea of music in place 
can be powerful but still have material consequences. For example, in music tourism, and in fostering 
continuation of music activity in particular places.  
Policy makers have also considered the spatiality of music. Interest in music (whether cultural or 
economic) as a policy issue engages with ideas of how to encourage music production in particular 
locations while also underestimating the complexity and informality of music scenes. This research 
field was enlivened — but made more contentious — by the advent of the “creative cities” concept, 
which elevated the status of live music scenes as selling points for cities.  
Chapter 3 introduced literature of GIS in social research. It established that the use of GIS in social 
research has undergone periods of controversy: GIS has been criticised for its overtly positivist and 
technocratic origins, and can seem to sit at odds with qualitative research. A crucial step in the early 
2000s, was to establish that GIS was not necessarily objective but that it could still be useful to social 
research — because of, not in spite of, its qualitative and subjective attributes. Researchers have 
highlighted that Geographic Information Systems can facilitate mixed methods research, leveraging 
GIS not as a research goal in itself but as a way in to understanding spatial power relationships and 
“representing the spatiality of social processes” (Kwan & Knigge, 2006, p. 2001).  
Chapter 4 traced currently available evidence of growth and decline of Australian popular music, and 
of the status of live music within this, over several decades. It highlighted that live music has 
transitioned from being a profitable but not particularly inclusive industry in the early 1980s, to being 
the subject of intensive venue-based activism in the 2000s, valued for its social and economic 
contributions to cities, but also a competing land use assailed from outside forces.  
The recent focus on music venues has helped to highlight the materiality and spatiality of live music 
in Sydney and Melbourne, but there is a gap in this knowledge base, that to date, focuses on key 
venues. This obscures both the wider patterns of change over time at a metropolitan scale; and the 
everyday experiences of participants as they negotiate and shape these changes.  
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GIS can help here, with sophisticated possibilities to track patterns in live music, and connecting this 
to experiences of musicians. Given the limits to current knowledge of live music in Sydney and 
Melbourne, the next chapter sets out a method incorporating GIS with qualitative approaches to 
better understand the changing nature of music scenes in both cities.  
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CHAPTER 5 – OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY 
 
 
This research project analyses the location-specific growth and dispersal of live music in Sydney and 
Melbourne between the early 1980s and mid-2000s. As explored in the preceding chapter, this was a 
period of change with differing reported outcomes for each city. 
This chapter describes the overarching methodology used in the research project, and provides a road-
map for the chapters that follow. 
As set out in Chapter 2, one of the key challenges in developing new knowledge about music scenes 
is balancing different scales and perspectives. Aggregate music industry data can conceal significant 
spatial variation within cities, whereas a focus on specific locations can under-emphasise the different 
scales at which activities take place as well as the role of people involved in organising live music. 
Ethnographic-based research with musicians provides rich detail about the places and processes 
negotiated by performers participating in live music scenes, but fall short of providing a broad 
perspective of whether and how scenes consolidate or disperse. 
As set out in Chapter 3, one of the key challenges in developing knowledge through Geographical 
Information Systems (GIS) is avoiding the oversimplification of geographically and socially diverse 
processes. In the context of live music, this has prompted a range of innovative approaches to maps 
and music. These have included, for instance, the digitisation of mental maps developed by creative 
industry workers (Brennan-Horley & Gibson, 2009), and hand-drawn mental maps from musicians 
whose varying scales revealed different perspectives on the city (Cohen, 2012a, 2012b). Approaches 
to mapping music activity have tended to use business locations (without accounting for variation 
between different points), or maps from musicians. 
Many of the concerns addressed by Australian live music scene participants relate to potentially 
quantifiable spatial changes within and between cities over time. The richness of such changes is 
unlikely to be captured by any single data source or approach. In order to add to existing knowledge, 
while also responding to methodological challenges identified in the literature, the research design 
for this project sought to integrate both geospatial analysis at the metropolitan scale, and qualitative 
data sourced from music scene participants. The two principle data sources are outlined below, as 
well as their relationships within the wider research project.  
 
5.1 A HISTORICAL GEODATABASE 
 
A tailored historical geodatabase populated with data harvested from gig listings (see below) was 
designed and created by the research project. The aim of the historical geodatabase was to enable 
investigation of the growth, decline, clustering and dispersal of live music within Sydney and 
Melbourne, at an intra-urban and inter-urban scale. The target time frame, from the early 1980s to 
the mid-2000s, was chosen to encapsulate the transition of Australian live music from an early 1980s 
heyday (Hutcheon, 1982; White, 1983a) to more recent years from the early 2000s on, when it came 
to be regarded as valuable but in need of saving (Johnson & Homan, 2003; Levin, 2010a). 
Gig listings were chosen as the primary source for the historical geodatabase. Broadly, ‘gig listings’ 
refer to the printed notifications of forthcoming concerts found in the weekly entertainment section 
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of newspapers or the ‘street press’ (free weekly music magazines distributed in particular cities, see: 
Brennan, 2007). As these listings are used by musicians, bands and venues to promote their 
performances to audiences they thus offer a precise record of live performances at specific venues 
and points in time. A page of gig listings is comparable in appearance to a TV or cinema guide (see 
Figure 5.1). Their common elements are date, venue and performer name/s.  
While gig listings did not present a readymade dataset for analysis, the data embedded in gig listings 
could be made available for analysis through the construction of a custom geodatabase. Doing so 
unlocked the potential for quantitative descriptive statistics, measurements of clustering, and 
different forms of geovisualisation, derived from the historical inputs. The historical inputs were full 
of dates and locations, but (in primary form) presented only in text form.  
The concept of the geodatabase is depicted in Figure 5.2. The process of building from historical data 
to a functioning geodatabase involved many steps, although the basic concept of translating gig 
listings into a format suitable for use in GIS (via the listed dates and locations) was straightforward. 
Like other historical geodatabases, the process of development comprised a significant part of the 
research time (Gregory & Ell, 2007).  
 
 
Figure 5.1 
Examples of gig listings as used in the historical geodatabase 
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Figure 5.2 
Geodatabase concept — gig listings as historical input, leveraged for quantitative analysis and 
geovisualisation 
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5.2 PARTICIPANT INTERVIEWS 
 
 
While the geodatabase enabled quantitative analysis of inter-urban and intra-urban live music data, 
an important concern was that this analysis ought to be developed with reference to, and informed 
by, the everyday realities of live music scenes.  
For this reason, interviews with live music scene participants were incorporated into the research 
process. These helped establish participants’ perspectives of the live music scene, overlapping with 
the same places and time frames as the historical geodatabase content.  
A pilot group of interviews (organisers, n=12) were conducted early in the research process, with live 
music organisers (venue operators, bookers, journalists), some of whom were also musicians. These 
interviews helped identify broad themes and to give feedback on the primary sources used to 
populate the historical geodatabase. The experiences and views of this group of music scene 
participants were used to identify specific gig listing publications that were most commonly used by 
musicians and bookers at particular times. This informed the hierarchy of input data collection. 
A second round of interviews (40 musicians) was conducted later in the research process, when the 
historical geodatabase was nearing completion. These interviews were more detailed, and comprised 
three parts. Part A established how the participants had become involved in live music and how they 
organised and advertised performances. Part B established which specific venues they had performed 
in, and incorporated lists of venues as output from the geodatabase. Part C presented maps from the 
geodatabase, with opportunity for feedback. 
The musicians were required to have performed live music in public more than ten times, while living 
in either Melbourne or Sydney at any time within the study time frame. As such, they had direct 
experience with live music in the time frames and cities covered by the historical geodatabase. Due 
to their learnt knowledge of locations and issues shaping local music scenes, participants could help 
generate new evidence regarding factors affecting the location of live music. The time frames and 
locations referred to in interviews were used later to cross-check the geodatabase content. 
 
5.3 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE DATA 
 
 
The qualitative and quantitative data collections, database development and analysis proceeded in 
tandem. This process is depicted in Figure 5.4, and described in more detail in Table 5.1. 
The first step was to explore achievable data sources for live music, with the first group of interviewees 
then used to inform the choice of input data sources. The building of the historical geodatabase was 
undertaken in several steps – as will be set out in detail in the next chapter, Chapter 6. Key outputs of 
the historical geodatabase were used to produce descriptive quantitative statistics; spatial statistics; 
and geovisualisations. Initial outputs of this type were used with second round interviewees, both as 
prompts for the interviews and as a means of cross-checking the data. The methodology ultimately 
enabled an exploration of patterns of growth, decline, clustering and dispersal in live music over the 
study time frame. The final outputs are informed by qualitative data from the interviews, and the 
results are interpreted drawing both on the geodatabase and on interview data.  
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The methodological design takes elements from ethnographic research, mixed methods GIS, and 
historical GIS. It aims to incorporate the perspectives of live music scene participants, but to also gain 
perspective on wider patterns, and change over time. 
 
 
Figure 5.3 
Gig listings in context — interwoven with musicians and organisers. 
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Figure 5.4 
Geodatabase and interviews in wider research project. 
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Table 5.1 
Overview of methodological steps 
Description Details in Chapter 
Explore achievable data sources for describing dates and 
locations of live music 
Chapter 6 
Pilot interview group (live music organisers), including 
feedback on gig-listing sources to use in historical geodatabase 
Chapter 6 (gig listing feedback) 
Chapter 9 
Build first stage of historical geodatabase Chapter 6 
Second group of interviews (musicians), including use of some 
geodatabase outputs  
Chapter 9 
Final stage of historical geodatabase: producing outputs for 
quantitative analysis 
Chapter 6 
Quantitative analysis Chapter 7 (descriptive statistics) 
Chapter 8 (spatial statistics, 
geovisualisations) 
Qualitative analysis Chapter 9 
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CHAPTER 6 – BUILDING A HISTORICAL GEODATABASE 
 6.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The preceding chapter described the overarching methodology used in the research project, including 
interview data with live music scene participants. This chapter describes in more detail the 
development of a major component of the methodological approach: a historical geodatabase of live 
music in Sydney and Melbourne. The historical geodatabase was built to enable quantitative analysis 
of patterns in live music in Sydney and Melbourne: its growth, contraction, concentration and 
dispersal. By incorporating the dates and locations of many thousands of events and performers over 
multiple years, the resultant historical geodatabase enables a long-term, intra-city and inter-city 
perspective on live music from the early 1980s to the mid-2000s. Analyses enabled by the outputs of 
the historical geodatabase are presented in the subsequent chapters (Chapters 8 and 9) after which 
their implications are discussed through the on-the-ground perspectives offered by interview data. 
Choosing to foreground the work of building the historical geodatabase in a separate chapter is 
important. As noted by Gregory and Healey (2007), research time spent on building historical 
geodatabases is often under-acknowledged, and contributes to lower uptake of historical GIS as a 
research tool. 
This chapter charts the decisions taken in bringing the historical geodatabase from a preliminary 
investigation of sources, up to a working geodatabase with which to help address research questions. 
The chapter has three main parts. First, it sets out the process of investigating input data. The 
potential data sources are described, followed by a rationale for using gig listings. Next, the chapter 
documents the considerations for managing gig listings as a data source. This includes a list of 
differences between publications, library locations for different study areas, and a hierarchy of 
publications for use in the geodatabase (informed, in part, by the pilot interview group). Lastly the 
chapter reports on implementation, charting the decisions taken in design and in processing to bring 
the historical geodatabase to the point where it could produce suitable outputs for the quantitative 
analyses presented in the next sections of this thesis.  
The historical geodatabase was enabled by the present-day capabilities of GIS and database 
applications, so that, practically speaking, the same project would have been impossible in past 
decades. As noted by Cunfer (2008), it was understandable, albeit ultimately problematic, that 1970s 
researchers did not use historical GIS as a tool to understand socio-spatial phenomena. However the 
implementation of the geodatabase was also grounded in the time-honoured, familiar research 
challenges of navigating imperfect or inaccessible historical data, and of working within finite 
timelines. A balancing act threads through this chapter: avoiding the pitfalls of trying to capture 
everything, but also not missing out on the insights that new data (or, more accurately, new ways of 
formatting old data) could bring to the research questions. 
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 6.2 INVESTIGATION OF INPUT DATA 
 
 
The first step in building the geodatabase was establishing the requirements for input data to best 
address the research questions (Table 6.2.1). Specifically, the historical geodatabase needed to enable 
insight into patterns of growth, decline, clustering and dispersal of live music in Sydney and Melbourne 
across the study time frame (Research Question 1); and be suitable for experimenting with different 
kinds of geovisualisation (Research Question 3).  
As the nature and quality of existing live music data sources had yet to be established, identifying 
potential sources constituted a research question of its own (Research Question 4). 
During investigation, precise dates and address locations for live music performances were identified 
as a requirement for input data. Individual dates and address locations would bring the greatest 
flexibility for changes to spatial scales or temporal sampling frames. While for many historical GIS 
projects the complexities of administrative boundaries are unavoidable as data is not available at a 
finer level (DeBats & Gregory, 2011; Florida et al., 2010; Gordon, 2011), for live music, dates and 
addresses were a real possibility. Live music performances (‘gigs’) comprise particular dates, 
performers and locations, the details of which are more often than not made publicly available. 
Precise dates and locations would also bring greater flexibility in the identification of fine-grained 
spatial patterns, such as those operating at an intra-city scale. Point data also reduces the effect of 
Modifiable Aerial Unit Problem (MAUP), and opens up the possibility of point cluster analysis (Currid 
& Williams, 2010; Ripley, 2005).  
There were thus four requirements for the input data: it needed to have coverage from 1981 to 2006; 
to cover both Sydney and Melbourne; to be accessible; and to contain precise dates and addresses. 
(See Table 6.2.1). 
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Table 6.2.1   
Requirements for input data 
Input Data Requirement Rationale 
Coverage from 1981 to 2006 Enable tracking of long-term patterns 
Coverage of both Sydney and Melbourne Enable inter-city comparisons 
Contain records of precise locations (street 
address level) and precise dates of live music 
performances 
Flexibility in geographic scale and sampling 
frames  
Greater possibilities for identifying intra-city 
patterns 
Greater possibilities for cluster analysis 
Reduced Modifiable Aerial Unit Problem (MAUP) 
Accessibility Timeline and budget 
 
 
In Australia, historical records of live music performance data can be divided into two rough types. 
First, records of individual performances are regularly created by musicians and venues to attract 
audiences in the form of advertisements, gig listings, websites and social media (see: Verhoeven et 
al., 2014). This data is continually produced and contains details of dates and locations, but is informal 
and kept in scattered locations. Second, datasets have been collected by government and industry 
organisations such as Arts Victoria, Music Victoria, the Australian Bureau of Statistics, and the Australia 
Council for the Arts (APRA AMCOS, 2014; Ernst & Young, 2011; Music Victoria, 2011, 2012).These 
datasets are more formal and expansive, but also more sporadic in their collection.  
A hybrid of these two types — data created by musicians, and data collected by government and 
industry organisations — can be found in the Australian Performing Right Association (APRA) Live 
Performance Returns, for which songwriters provide performance data for the purposes of 
distributing royalties.  
Live music data collected by government and industry organisations tends to incorporate extensive 
research and a wide geographical reach (e.g. entire cities, states, or nation-wide), but to be presented 
in aggregate and hence underplay spatial variations and change over time. For example, the Stayin’ 
Alive reports (Ausmusic, 1993, 1994), the various state-government reports on live music in 2003 
(Carbines, 2003; Johnson & Homan, 2003), and the Victorian Live Music Census (Music Victoria, 2012). 
Such reports are valuable as thorough analyses of live music activity in particular time frames, but are 
less valuable for tracking change over time, especially since they are rarely replicated. 
Given these considerations, the research project prioritised investigating two particular input sources: 
APRA Live Performance Returns, and Gig listings. Each is discussed in turn below.  
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6.2.1 APRA Live Performance Returns (LPRs) 
Live Performance Returns (LPRs) are collected by the Australasian Performing Right Association 
(APRA)15 from registered songwriters in order to distribute the funding pool from Live Performance 
Licence fees paid to APRA by participating commercial venues. As at 2015, APRA had approximately 
60,000 registered songwriters (Australian Copyright Council, 2015). Songwriters submit their LPRs on 
a yearly basis in order to be eligible for a proportion of license fees. LPRs comprise a summary of the 
commercial venues in which the songwriter’s material had been performed.  
LPRs contain a range of data about live music performances. The input form requires a date, venue 
name, venue street, and venue suburb, and performer names for individual live music performances 
anywhere in Australia in the preceding financial year. Hence, with individual dates and locations for 
live music across Australia, APRA LPRs showed great potential as an input data source.  
Despite the range of information captured in LPRs, this dataset also presented practical limits. First, 
LPRs specifically exclude a variety of live music performance locations — festivals, halls, community 
centres, or any other venues outside the purview of the APRA licensing network (generally non-
commercial and non-permanent venues). Second, they by definition exclude performances by 
musicians who have not registered as songwriters with APRA. Third, LPRs utilise dates and locations 
as a check on overall reliability, but these are not the primary purpose of collection. Hence, accuracy 
hinges on the memory (or record keeping) of musicians for the preceding year. Finally, LPRs have been 
collected electronically only since 2006, and prior to this are retained as paper records. 
Despite these limitations, the overriding appeal of LPRs lay in the fact that they are retained in a 
‘ready-made’ dataset collected by a single authority, with coverage of live music performances in both 
Sydney and Melbourne. Accordingly, negotiations were conducted with APRA staff early in the 
research process for potential access to and use of LPRs. These negotiations were, ultimately, not 
successful. Subsequently, pursuing gig listings as an input source came to the fore. Gig listings also 
contain dates and locations of live music performances, but they are not collected by a single 
organisation. This was both their strength and weakness: they were publicly available, but also 
presented greater time overheads for collection and management.  
 
6.2.2 Gig Listings 
‘Gig listings’ is a vernacular term for the printed notifications of forthcoming concerts found in the 
weekly entertainment section of newspapers or the ‘street press’. The street press are free weekly 
music magazines distributed in particular cities, advertising performances (Brennan, 2007). Gig listings 
of one kind or another are a recurrent feature in Australian live music across many decades. In their 
original use, gig listings are intended to advise potential audiences of upcoming events, thereby 
providing an accurate indication of the date, venue name and performer name/s. As a result they are 
inherently spatially enabled and date-stamped: they are made with the intention of being found.  
Gig listings are usually placed by individual musicians or venues, and collated by magazines or 
newspapers. Gig listings are comparable in appearance to a TV or cinema guide. 
Gig listings tend to be focused on short time frames and single cities, since their intention is to attract 
local audiences. They are most often printed on a weekly or fortnightly basis. Some listings may 
contain additional attributes about individual live music performances, such as entry price, genre, or 
start time, depending on the publication and year. While there is variation in the ways multiple listings 
                                                 
15 The Australasian Performing Right Association (APRA) is a copyright collective representing New Zealand and 
Australian composers, lyricists and music publishers. www.apraamcos.com.au 
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are handled across different sources, most gig listings are brief, consisting of one to three lines of text, 
and most often only listing the venue name rather than full address details. This venue name and 
location is, however, rarely ambiguous in the context of the city and time frame in which the gig listing 
is found.  
Figure 6.2.1 shows a small section of gig listings from two different publications. Looking closely, the 
examples comprise several specific locations (Hopetoun Hotel, Esplanade Hotel, The Basement, etc.), 
performer names (Andy 500, Temple of Boom, Gruesome Twosome, etc.), and dates (in the 
subheadings: Tuesday 3 August, Saturday). Translating this text-based historic data into a functional 
historical geodatabase would require work, but finding historical spatial data in gig listings would not 
be inherently difficult.  
In effect, gig listings consist of row upon row of precise dates and locations for live music. With 
reference to the spatial and temporal focus of the research, gig listings also offered the key features 
of: 
- Always containing dates and venue locations for individual live music performances; 
- Being available throughout the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s; 
- Being available in both Sydney and Melbourne; and 
- Being publicly available.  
However, as a data source, gig listings were not without complications and limitations. Like music 
venues, the gig listing publications (newspapers, magazines, street press) have opened, closed, or 
changed format over the study time frame. In order to use them as a source for historical GIS, multiple 
relevant sources needed to be identified to give continuity of listings over decades. With the exception 
of web-based listings since the late 2000s, gig listings are not digitised, so bringing hard copy data into 
a GIS environment required time to collect and format. 
Despite these challenges, it was determined that gig listings met the input data requirements 
described in Table 6.2.1. The next section goes into further details of gig listings, and the logistics of 
incorporating them into a historical geodatabase.  
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Figure 6.2.1  
Examples of gig listings 
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 6.3  MANAGING GIG LISTINGS AS A DATA SOURCE 
 
 
Embarking upon the use of gig listings to populate a historical geodatabase required time. In addition 
to the challenges above, gig listings are available in huge numbers16, and in multiple sources (different 
newspapers, magazines, and street press).  
From a resource perspective it was not practical to gather every gig listing. And it was important to 
manage the ever-present possibility of becoming “lost in space” when pursuing large historical 
geographical datasets (Gordon, 2011). Indeed, gig listings bore more than a passing resemblance to 
the 1970s London Stage Project (Schneider & Daland, 1971), from which the researchers had emerged 
successfully but not unscathed, to tell the tale of being “lost in computer land” (Schneider, 1974). 
While working with scattered and limited data sources is a style of research with which historians are 
comfortable, it nonetheless challenges the bounds of traditional GIS-based research (see discussion 
by: Davidson, 2011).  
 
6.3.1 IDENTIFYING AND LOCATING GIG LISTING SOURCES 
 
Information on which gig listing sources were available, where they were located, and what their 
respective attributes were, was not already available. Understanding the different publications and 
their respective locations, publication times, data format and background information was a necessity 
for the research project, and identifying and locating gig listing sources formed a step in the database 
development process. Hence, sources of live music data are a separate research question (Research 
Question 4).  
Gathering information on gig listing sources occurred at different points in the research process. The 
attributes of each source were determined through library catalogue holdings (see list in Appendices 
to Chapter 6); then through in-person investigation of gig listings at libraries17, and information 
gleaned in the process of data capture and processing. The first group of interviews with music scene 
participants (live music organisers, n=12) gave feedback on the main gig listings used in Sydney and 
Melbourne across the study time frame.  
Information on gig listing publication histories and library locations was collected and added to a 
spread sheet, summarised in the Appendices to Chapter 6.3 (“Details of Library Holdings for Gig 
Listings”). The spread sheet contains details about 12 different gig listing publications relevant to the 
study time frame and cities, including the city of publication, year of publication and other relevant 
background. For example, the fact that Drum Media was formed in 1990 when all staff at On The Street 
left in a walk-out. 
In terms of library storage format, some publications could be easily accessed and saved as PDF files 
(Juke, The Age, Sydney Morning Herald). Others were stored in hardcopy archives only. Notably, this 
latter category included all street press publications (Beat, Drum Media, On The Street) as well as The 
Ultimate Gig Guide. These needed to be digitally photographed at a high resolution. The interest value 
of these publications was high enough to warrant this extra processing work, but the extra time and 
resource requirements impacted on the number of street press editions that could be processed. The 
                                                 
16 As an approximate guess this would entail around one million listings for the study time frame. 
17 Aside from the online Fairfax archive for the Sydney Morning Herald, two main libraries held the great bulk of 
publications: State Library of Victoria, and State Library of New South Wales.  
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repercussions of this can be seen in quantitative analysis in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9, when street 
press sources are only included at five year intervals.  
 
6.3.2  MANAGING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GIG LISTING SOURCES 
 
The formatting characteristics of different gig listing sources were established through both online 
and in-person investigation. These differences had implications for the hierarchy of publications to 
target for processing, and for the structure of the geodatabase. The key differences are listed in Table 
6.3.1, and considered in more detail below.  
Table 6.3.1 
Key differences between gig listing sources 
Difference between 
sources 
Implications 
1. Publication types  Preferable to compare Sydney and Melbourne using similar 
publications operating at the same time.  
2. Representing multiple 
performers  
A source of inconsistency and redundancy in representing live music 
activity. Counting gig listings without accounting for this would be 
problematic.  
3. Scattered 
advertisements or 
dedicated gig guide page 
Publications with dedicated gig guide pages were more efficient to 
process, and easier to define scope. Publications without dedicated gig 
guide pages placed lower in the hierarchy. 
4. Varying auxiliary 
Information 
Possible to add information about entry price, start time and genre to 
individual maps, but difficult to reproduce consistently across the study 
time frame.  
Some processing required to fill in all date fields.  
 
 
A first basic distinction between types of gig listings was publication type: the overall format of the 
publication: content, circulation, cost and regularity of publication. The main types are listed in Table 
6.3.2: newspapers, street press, music newspapers, and magazines.  
Table 6.3.2 also lists examples of publications grouped by type and city. When making inter-city 
comparisons, it was preferable to use publications of the same type and time frame, e.g. comparing a 
1990s Sydney street press with a 1990s Melbourne street press.  
A second difference between sources involved representing multiple performers (“headliner” and 
“supports”). Important variations were noted in how multiple performers at one event were 
represented in gig listings. These variations were noted both between different publications and in 
the same publications in different years.  
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The majority of gig-listings included only one performer: the “headliner”. Others included, or made it 
possible to infer, multiple performers at the same event, either in multiple separate gig listings, or in 
a single gig listing with multiple performer names. Like genre (see below) the variation was a source 
of qualitative information in itself, showing the changing emphases placed in how live music 
performances were presented. But for quantitative analysis it contributed a type of redundancy and 
inconsistency which the structure of the historical geodatabase needed to account for. Simply 
counting gig listings would be problematic. 
A general pattern was that listings in the 1980s tended not to make support bands obvious. The 
presence of multiple performers would become evident only when grouping the separate gig listings 
by venue and date — until this processing occurred, they would appear as multiple gigs. See example 
from 1983 in Figure 6.3.1. From the late 1990s through to 2000s, multiple performers at one event 
were much more often (but not always) listed in one line. See example from 2006 in Figure 6.3.2. A 
less common variation was that support bands might still provide individual listings in a separate 
order, either putting themselves first or ignoring the headline band!  
Table 6.3.3 shows simplified examples how multiple performers at the same venue on the same date 
could be represented in different gig listing sources. The implication of this inconsistency was that 
single gig listings could represent different levels of live music activity, because the same performer, 
venue and date could appear multiple times (or, perhaps, only in one line). The ability to break up gig-
listing data into more consistent entities, without redundancy, was needed to enable comparison of 
“apples with apples”. 
A third difference between data sources lay between the use of scattered advertisements or dedicated 
gig guide pages. Some publications had particular pages set aside in which all gig listings could be 
found, regardless of whether or not they were mentioned elsewhere in the edition (e.g. in paid 
advertisements). But other publications scattered the gig listings throughout different pages, or left 
this entirely to the advertisements. Of particular note, shown in Figure 6.3.4, is that 1980s editions of 
the street press — On The Street and Beat — did not contain single pages of gig listings, but instead 
comprised different advertisements with gig details throughout the entire editions. This changed for 
street press by the 1990s. But much earlier publications of newspapers and magazines, like Go Set and 
Juke, always contained these pages.  
The lack of dedicated gig guide pages was manageable on a case-by-case basis, and editions from both 
these 1980s street press sources were processed early in the research process, but ultimately this 
came to be regarded as a less desirable feature. The requirements for processing were higher because 
more images needed to be collected, and dates needed to be found and data entered individually. 
Without dedicated gig listing pages it was harder to make direct comparisons between years or 
between cities, as more decision-making was required — for instance, deciding on whether editorial 
references to gigs comprised gig listings too. It was simpler and more consistent to use data which 
was clearly flagged as gig listings.  
The fourth and final difference between sources concerned varying auxiliary information. Performer, 
date18, and venue were reliable inclusions, but other auxiliary information varied across publications 
and years. Entry price, start time and/or finish time, for example, were included consistently in some 
years and publications and entirely absent in others (particularly the densely packed Drum Media 
pages).  
This inconsistency extended to genre. Music genre (style) can be notoriously difficult to define 
(Aucouturier & Pachet, 2003). This was reflected in the gig listing sources, where genre information 
                                                 
18 Some publications named only the day of week, from which the numeric date could be inferred in with 
publication date. Others listed only the numeric date but not the day of the week, and so forth. Varying 
degrees of post-processing were required. 
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was either entirely absent, or indicated in the use of subheadings which were inconsistent between 
and within publications. Table 6.3.4 in the Appendices to Chapter 6 shows examples of different 
subheadings. The names vary between different publications and, to a lesser extent, between 
different years. “Jazz” and “Rock” are relatively consistent but not universal. In some instances they 
are merged with other groupings, e.g. “Jazz/Acoustic” or “Rock/Pop”. 
While it would be possible to pursue further genre information by linking to an external resource (e.g. 
The Encyclopedia of Australian Rock and Pop), the practical implication was that analysis of patterns 
genre was outside the scope of the historical geodatabase. Nonetheless, listings from two 
subheadings were specifically excluded: “Classical” and “Club” (the latter generally referring to 
nightclub theme nights). These subheadings were included in early processing, but as performer name 
became an increasingly important part of the geodatabase structure (see Section 6.4), listings under 
these subheadings were excluded as they rarely included performer names. Electronic dance music 
gig listings listed outside the “Club” category were not excluded. 
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Table 6.3.2 
Gig listing publication types 
Publication Type Characteristics Sydney examples Melbourne 
examples 
Newspapers Paid. 
Daily publication with varied content, but 
weekly entertainment sections.  
City-wide distribution. 
Sydney Morning 
Herald 
The Age 
Street Press Free.  
Entertainment and music content only. 
Weekly. 
City-wide distribution. 
On The Street, 
Drum Media 
Beat, 
Inpress* 
Music magazines Paid.  
Fortnightly or monthly. 
National distribution but tending to have a 
bias towards city of publication. 
Fancier/glossier format compared to 
street press.  
Most Australian music magazines ceased 
publication by the early 1990s, with the 
exception of Rolling Stone.  
Juke RAM 
Music 
newspapers 
Paid but low cost. Usually made available 
in record stores. 
Short-lived phenomenon of the late 1970s 
and early 1980s.  
TAGG TAGG 
Sydney, 
Streetbeat* 
 
* = Difficult to access 
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Figure 6.3.1 
Example gig listing section from 1983 of multiple performers at the same venue and date listed 
separately. 
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Figure 6.3.2 
Example gig listings from 2006, with multiple performers at the same venue and date listed 
together. 
 
Figure 6.3.3 
Example gig listing from 1991, with multiple performers at the same venue and date listed 
multiple times but in different orders. 
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Table 6.3.3 
Simplified examples of presenting multiple performers at the same venue on the same date 
Description Simplified Example Notes 
One venue and date, 
multiple performers, listed 
separately 
- Date, Venue, Performer A 
- Date, Venue, Performer B 
More common in the 
1980s, but still found 
throughout time frame. 
Associated with support 
bands being needed more 
for logistical support than 
shared publicity.  
One venue and date, 
multiple performers, listed 
together 
- Date, Venue, Performer A, 
Performer B 
More common in the 1990s 
and 2000s, but still found 
throughout time frame. 
Associated with bands 
pooling audience capacity.  
One venue and date, 
multiple performers, listed 
separately in different order 
- Date, Venue, Performer A, 
Performer B 
- Date, Venue, Performer B, 
(Performer A) 
Less common. Found in 
different time frames. 
Likely to be indicative of 
double handling publicity 
by different bands and 
venues. 
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Figure 6.3.4 
Scattered gig listings (left) and dedicated gig guide (right). 
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6.3.3  FEEDBACK ON GIG LISTINGS FROM PILOT INTERVIEW GROUP 
 
Participants in the first group of interviews were asked to give feedback on gig listing sources for the 
geodatabase, indicating whether they had ever made use of each particular publication for placing or 
reading gig listings. Participants’ responses to different gig listing publications were coded as either a 
“yes”, “no” or “maybe”, and coded to the era and city in which the participant was most active.  
Table 6.3.4 in the Appendices to Chapter 6 is a colour-coded representation of responses to gig listing 
publications from the first group of participants. Darker shades indicate a greater number of positive 
references. 
Table 6.3.5 (below) summarises the gig listing feedback from the first group of interviews, for 
respective cities and time frame. This is independent of formatting issues described above, and 
summarises feedback on whether participants were more or less familiar with using each respective 
publication for gig listings. 
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Table 6.3.5 
Summary rankings of gig listing source by era and city, based on first group of interviews 
 
Era MELBOURNE SYDNEY 
1960s /  
Early 1970s 
 
1. Go-Set 
 
- 
Late 1970s 1. TAGG 
2. The Age 
3. Juke 
4. Triple R (radio) 
1. TAGG 
2. RAM 
3. Juke 
4. Sydney Morning Herald 
Early 1980s 1. TAGG 
2. The Age 
3. Triple R (radio) 
4. Juke 
1. On The Street 
2. TAGG 
3. RAM 
4. Sydney Morning Herald  
5. Juke 
Late 1980s  1. The Age 
2. Beat 
3. Juke 
1. On The Street 
2. Sydney Morning Herald 
3. Juke 
Early 1990s 1. Beat 
2. Inpress 
3. The Age 
4. Juke 
1. Drum Media 
2. 3D World (electronic dance 
music) 
3. On The Street 
4. Sydney Morning Herald 
Late 1990s/ Early 
2000s 
1. Beat 
2. Inpress 
3. Triple R (radio) 
1. Drum Media 
Late 2000s  1. Beat 
2. Inpress 
3. Internet 
1. Drum Media 
2. Internet 
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6.3.4 ESTABLISHING A HIERARCHY OF PUBLICATIONS 
 
Taking into account the variations in gig listing formats, their respective publication time frames and 
their rankings by the first group of interview participants, a hierarchy of fitness for purpose between 
different publications was drawn up, differentiated by year and city. Table 6.3.6 lists the main 
considerations in the hierarchy. Figure 6.3.5 shows the results of applying the hierarchy to the 
available publications, in a colour-coded table: here, the more preferences were met in each year, the 
darker the colour coding and the higher the priority to include that source in the geodatabase.  
The hierarchy meant that some high quality publications were not targeted. For example, The Ultimate 
Gig Guide did not have an accessible equivalent publication in Sydney, so only one edition was 
processed.  
 
Table 6.3.6 
Considerations for gig listings source hierarchy 
Consideration Description 
1 Received positive feedback in participant interviews. 
2 Accessible at libraries. 
3 Comparable over multiple years (i.e. published for a reasonably long time, 
definitely for more than five years, preferably for more than ten years). 
4 Comparable between Sydney and Melbourne (i.e. a publication of a similar 
type existed in the other city in the same time frame). 
5 Contains dedicated gig guide section. 
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Figure 6.3.5 
Hierarchy of gig listing publications by year and city 
* = number of preferences met. Darker shades meet more preference criteria, lighter shades meet fewer. Census years are highlighted at left.  
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6.3.4 TARGETED DATA CAPTURE (SAMPLE FRAME) 
 
With the hierarchy of source publications established, a sampling frame for data collection was 
required. For resourcing reasons, it was not achievable to collect all gig listings in the study time frame. 
The aim instead was to build up a sampling frame to capture enough data in comparable samples 
across different years in both Sydney and Melbourne, to be able to analyse patterns in live music 
distribution.  
To achieve this, targeted data capture (sample framing) was used when collecting gig listings data.  
Initial data capture was aimed towards August of relevant Census years. That is: August of 1981, 1986, 
1991, 1996, 2001, 2006. These very specific target months were intended to enable overlay with ABS 
Census of Population and Housing data, conducted in August in the same five year intervals. However, 
the number of gig listings in each publication increased during the 1990s and 2000s (a finding in itself 
as discussed in Chapter 7). In combination with the additional data capture requirements for street 
press, this meant a downgrading of data capture in the 1990s onward; rather than aiming to collect a 
full months’ worth of data, one full edition was collected from same time each year.  
Yearly samples from Fairfax newspapers were added from 1983 through to 1993. Fairfax newspapers 
were quicker to process than street press because they did not require the additional step of taking 
digital photographs. These yearly samples made it possible to check if broader trends across the 
research timeline were replicated within shorter term comparisons in individual publications. Overall, 
as shown in Table 6.4.1, more gig listings data was collected and processed than was ultimately 
included in the quantitative analysis. These records nonetheless remained in the geodatabase, but not 
in the refined output used for analysis. 
 
 6.4 IMPLEMENTATION: BUILDING GIG LISTINGS INTO A FUNCTIONING GEODATABASE 
 
 
So far we have seen that gig listings contain large numbers of precise dates and locations of live music 
performances. They are publicly available across multiple years in Sydney and Melbourne. The 
concept for utilising gig listings in a historical geodatabase of live music was, at its core, 
straightforward: leverage the dates and locations in gig listings, as historical geographical evidence of 
live music activity, and then assess whether these locations changed over time.  
However, the functionality of a custom geodatabase was needed to unlock this potential of gig listings. 
This would need to balance the requirements of the research questions and the particularities of gig 
listings as historical sources, as noted above. Output data for use in quantitative analyses needed to 
be uniformly formatted and spatially enabled, and to enable comparisons between data from 
different years and different cities, the amount of data processed, and the format of the outputs for 
analysis, needed to enable meaningful comparison of live music activity between different years and 
between Sydney and Melbourne. Gig listings data would not achieve this task without some 
customisation.  
With these requirements in mind, the remainder of this chapter sets out the development approach 
and a description of the resultant geodatabase.  
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6.4.1 DEVELOPMENT APPROACH 
 
 
Figure 6.4.1.1 
“Automation” (From xkcd.com) 
 
Software development can adhere to various methodologies. The most ad-hoc approach can be 
described as “cowboy coding” and the most planned-out approach as “waterfall” coding (with a linear 
progression from specifications through to implementation). In-between these are a range of software 
development methodologies with their own respective histories and proponents (Beck, 2003; Boehm, 
1988; Cockburn, 2004; Highsmith, 2013; Highsmith & Cockburn, 2001; Poppendieck & Poppendieck, 
2003).  
The different methodologies can also be broadly classified along a spectrum between prescriptive and 
adaptive approaches. That is, how much it is thought can be reasonably known about the code before 
it is produced. The suite of approaches at the adaptive end of the spectrum segued into the umbrella 
term ‘Agile’ in 2001 (Highsmith & Cockburn, 2001; Orr, 2002).  
The number of differing methodologies points to a fundamental tension: planning everything about 
code before writing it is not only impossible but often counterproductive, but a lack of planning makes 
delays inevitable and mistakes nearly impossible to fix. At present, there is no single accepted 
approach to software development (or herding cats). The tension here is captured in the cartoon 
illustration of the theory and reality of “automation”, shown in Figure 6.4.1.1.  
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Researchers in Historical GIS have unwittingly encountered these wider software debates when 
dealing with historical data in their own projects. Bringing historical data into a GIS environment 
requires some degree of small-scale database and software development, no matter how software-
enabled the subsequent GIS analysis can be. In a sense, historical data presents a particularly inflexible 
“client” who will never change their content to suit the software, nor in many cases even provide 
background documentation. Indeed, literature on historical GIS projects is rife with tales of encounters 
with the historical data “client”, during which a hardy and flexible approach was key to success. (For 
example: Brown & Knopp, 2008; Gordon, 2011; Gregory & Healey, 2007; Lloyd et al., 2012). 
The unchangeable and often sparsely documented content of historical data points towards the 
adaptive end of the software development spectrum. An adaptive approach “embodies the belief that 
continuous adaptation of the process to the work at hand is the normal state of affairs” (Kavithna & 
Thomas, 2011). Hence, the idiosyncrasies of gig listings as a historical data source, influenced the 
development of the custom geodatabase, as much as the desired outputs. 
 
6.4.2 FLAT INPUT / NORMALISED OUTPUT 
 
Data collection, data entry and data storage were a large component of the research process. Gig 
listings are found in multiple sources (different newspapers, street press, and magazines), and contain 
redundancies and inconsistencies (as described in Section 6.3). For a much smaller set of data, this 
kind of complexity would be possible to account for with human decision-making during data entry. 
For example, in choosing not to type in a similar event twice. But making this a requirement on a larger 
scale was not desirable as it would be resource intensive and prone to error.  
Checking data entry, however, was very desirable. Keeping a one-to-one relationship between listings 
in the original source and rows in data entry would mean data could be quickly entered as it was 
found, and then checked against the primary source one row at a time. With this in mind, a key 
development decision was to structure the geodatabase so that input data could be collected without 
corrections for redundancy and inconsistency, then formatted and normalised later in output.  
The historical data could not be expected to conform to rules of normalised databases (i.e. highly 
organised data with minimal repetition), but the benefits of a fully normalised database would be 
important for outputs. For example, simply counting the gig listings as they were found in the historical 
sources, and comparing these in different years, would be problematic. Geocoding would be 
impractical (if not inaccurate) without normalisation, as venue locations were almost certain to be 
used repeatedly. 
These considerations together pointed towards a dual functionality for the geodatabase.  
- Storing raw gig listings data with a one-to-one relationship with the original source;  
- Compiling, geocoding and normalising gig listings into uniform outputs for use in quantitative 
analysis.  
This was a compromise between the practicalities of managing historical data sources, and the ideal 
format for analysis and geovisualisation. This meant that geodatabase was effectively acting as a data 
warehouse: a type of data storage system which stores real-world transactions (such as bank 
transactions, website visits) in unedited and de-normalised form and from disparate sources, but 
contains functionality for normalised analysis (Kimball & Ross, 2011; Miller & Han, 2009).  
Figure 6.4.2.1 depicts this concept for the gig listings geodatabase. At top right are the gig listings 
(historical input data), which were expected to contain some inconsistency and redundancy. At lower 
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right, the statistics and geovisualisations made possible by data which could not contain inconsistency 
or redundancy. At left, acting as intermediary, is the geodatabase in which the storage and processing 
occurs. Separating the two components and processed minimised the scope for omissions and errors; 
while also increasing the scope for iterative checks on data quality.  
Figure 6.4.2.2 shows a simplified Entity Relationship Diagram19 for the historical geodatabase. At the 
top right at are the Gig Listings, contained in many separate tables (one per edition). The red action 
arrows indicate the process for creating unique combinations of Performer, Data, Source, and Venue. 
This forms the consistent and normalised output called “performance listings”: unique combinations 
of source, performer, date and venue. Outputting performance listings required custom code. The key 
section of code is listed in the Appendices to Chapter 6.  
“Source” refers to publication and edition (e.g. Sydney Morning Herald, August 7th, 1987). “Band” is 
used for unique performer names, to avoid confusion with Performance.  
 
 
 
Figure 6.4.2.1  
Geodatabase as intermediary between historical data and analysis 
  
                                                 
19 The Entity Relationship Diagram is simplified because the relationship between Gig Listings and Performance 
Listings is outside the scope of relational databases, being implemented through custom code for removing 
duplicates and simplifying strings, as per data warehouses.  
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Figure 6.4.2.2 — Simplified entity relationship diagram for inside of geodatabase, showing both 
storage and output. The processing for outputs is implemented with custom code. 
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6.4.3 DATABASE DEVELOPMENT LIFECYCLE 
The geodatabase was built over an 18 month period, during which other facets of the research project 
continued.  
The first, prototype format of the geodatabase was simply an Excel file with two worksheets. One 
worksheet contained the 1027 gig listings from a single edition of The Alternative Gig Guide (TAGG) in 
1981, the other worksheet contained the coordinates of the 148 Melbourne venues listed in this 
edition. This early Excel file contained the essential seeds of the larger geodatabase to come. It did 
not yet compensate for redundancy (single events listed multiple times). It was, however, already able 
to produce maps. From here, more editions were processed, one edition and one map at a time. Fields 
describing publication name, year and edition became essential for keeping track of progress, as more 
and more editions were added.  
The database was developed in an iterative process alongside the collection and data entry of gig 
listings: 23,918 in total (see Table 6.4.1). A valuable start to the development process was the 
provision of several hundred Melbourne venue names, addresses, and coordinates, provided by 
another researcher, deriving from her work on independent venues in Melbourne (Shaw, 2014) .  
The second prototype form of the database comprised an access database in-progress. The transition 
from the flat and flexible Excel file, towards the use of a database management system (DBMS) was 
always planned for, but deferred until the complexity of handling the records and sources was greater 
than the complexity of writing new code. The Access database environment added the ability to 
compile data together gig listings in different, normalised outputs when required, while continuing 
data entry and maintaining a clear link with the primary source. Details of image capture, geocoding 
and data entry are listed in the Appendices to Chapter 6. 
During this phase of development, custom code was written inside the Access database, to perform 
all the tasks necessary for compiling data together, producing normalised outputs, but also storing 
data with direct links to the primary source. The code development occurred alongside continual data 
entry. Since the format of data entry did not change, the code primarily concerned producing 
normalised outputs: venues, performance listings, and bands, for different samples.  
The historical geodatabase was developed and populated incrementally and was always geared 
towards being capable of producing maps of live music, but also being able to check digitised records 
against original gig listings. Meeting this test-driven requirement helped to ground the development 
process. 
The final form of the geodatabase was an Access database storing over 20,000 gig listings, and 
containing custom code to produce outputs for analysis and geovisualisation.  
Figure 6.4.3.1 shows the home page of the Access database.  
From the home page the custom output code can be accessed. Gig listing records are contained in 
permanent tables, which this custom code accesses but does not alter.  
“Performance listings” are the normalised equivalent of gig listings – unique combinations of 
performer name, venue, source, and date. They contain no redundancies, and are consistently 
formatted. They also contain venue coordinates, so they can be output for use in ArcGIS as geocoded 
points. See Figure 6.4.3.2 
Because the process for removing redundancies included the identification of unique performer 
names, statistics about unique performer names (referred to as “bands”), were available for each 
sample. These are included in the outputs and analysis featured in Chapter 7. 
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More details about the Access database are contained in the Appendices to Section 6.4.  
As shown in Table 6.4.1, a total of 23,918 individual gig listings were collected and processed into the 
historical geodatabase20.  
 
Table 6.4.1 
Gig listing collection figures 
Number of different publications processed 7 
Number of individual gig listings collected and processed 23,918 
Number of venues geocoded 2,698 
Number of gig listings collected and processed, but not included in 
the final outputs for quantitative analysis 
6,606 
Number of gig listings included in the final outputs for quantitative 
analysis 
17,312 
 
 
 
                                                 
20 Of these, a portion (6,606) were collected and processed but not included in the final outputs: these were 
either publications for which an equivalent was not found in both Sydney and Melbourne (namely, TAGG and 
Juke), or extra editions which were processed for particular years but not able to be matched in others. 
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Figure 6.4.3.1 
View of geodatabase in Microsoft Access 
 
 
Figure 6.4.3.2 
View of geodatabase in ArcGIS 
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6.5.  DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUTS FOR ANALYSIS 
 
All data used for quantitative analysis in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 uses normalised outputs from the 
historical geodatabase.  
Different output formats from the historical geodatabase provide different perspectives on the same 
original gig listings data.  
The three main outputs from the geodatabase — venues, performance listings, and bands — are 
summarised in Table 6.5.1. 
 
Table 6.5.1 
Outputs from historical geodatabase used in analysis 
Venues Venues are any unique location which appears in a gig listing. They are geocoded 
to street addresses. 
Venues only appear for a given sample if they are named in a gig listing. 
Performance 
Listings 
Performance listings are any unique combination of venue, band, and date which 
appears in a gig listing. They are geocoded to venue locations. 
Performance listings might also be referred to as “gigs” for individual bands. 
Bands Bands are any unique performer name which appears in a gig listing. 
The term “band” is used rather than “performer”, simply to avoid terms like 
“performances per performer”. 
 
 
Table 6.5.2 and Table 6.5.3 show two examples of these different outputs, demonstrating how the 
outputs relate to the historical input data. Understanding these examples is helpful for interpreting 
the results in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. 
The outputs used for spatial analysis were represented as points on earth. The points can be thought 
of as sets of “events”, in that the observed locations are sources of information in themselves, rather 
than being pre-defined locations to which attributes are attached.  
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Table 6.5.2 
Example 1 of gig listing input (left) and outputs (right) 
 
 Venues: 
1. Kinselas 
2. Hopetoun Hotel 
3. O’Malley’s Hotel 
4. Tom Tom Club 
Performance Listings: 
1. Andy 500 at Kinselas on Tuesday 3 
August 
2. Anti Anti at the Hopetoun Hotel on 
Tuesday 3 August 
3. Beau Smith at O’Malley’s Hotel on 
Tuesday 3 August 
4. Fathom at Tom Tom Club on 
Tuesday 3 August 
5. Flipper & Humphrey at the 
Hopetoun Hotel on Tuesday 3 
August 
Bands: 
1. Andy 500 
2. Anti Anti 
3. Beau Smith 
4. Fathom 
5. Flipper & Humphrey 
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Table 6.5.3 
Example 2 of gig listing input (left) and outputs (right) 
 
Venues: 
1. Marble Bar 
2. Forest Inn 
3. Mars 
4. Craig Brewery 
5. Rokoko 
Performance Listings: 
1. The Avengers Tuesday 6 August at 
Marble Bar 
2. And The Holy Thursday 8 August at 
Forest Inn 
3. Aya Larkin Monday 12 August at 
Mars 
4. Absolutely Wednesday 7 August at 
Marble Bar 
5. Absolutely Friday 9 August at 
Marble Bar 
6. Absolutely Thursday 8 August at 
Craig Brewery 
7. Absolutely Saturday 10 August at 
Rokoko 
Bands: 
1. The Avengers 
2. And The Holy 
3. Aya Larkin 
4. Absolutely 
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6.6 CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS: AN INVESTMENT IN ANALYSIS 
 
 
This chapter described the process of building a historical geodatabase of live music. Building the 
historical geodatabase was a large component of the research project. Nearly 30,000 individual listings 
were processed, alongside the work of designing an appropriate database structure with which to 
build a tool to address the research project’s questions. The outlay of time and resources put into the 
geodatabase was motivated by the unique perspective that a historical geodatabase covering two 
cities and multiple years could bring to understanding patterns in live music.  
Like other historical GIS projects, the historical geodatabase was a research output in itself, and a long-
term part of the research project (Gordon, 2011; Gregory & Healey, 2007; Lloyd et al., 2012).  
The chapter began by describing the process of investigating input sources, the reasons for proceeding 
with gig listings, and the features of gig listings which would impact on the development process. It 
then described the features of gig listings, and established a hierarchy of which publications were 
most suited to the project, based on features of each publication, and on feedback from pilot 
interviews with music scene participants. The presence of vast numbers of precise dates and locations 
for live music performances held great potential for use in a historical geodatabase. However, the 
scattered locations and inconsistent format of sources meant that leveraging this potential was not a 
trivial undertaking. 
The chapter then profiled the process of developing a database structure and processing strategy with 
which to leverage the research potential of gig listings. An adaptive approach was taken to design, 
taking into account the unchangeable format of historical data. A key design strategy was separating 
the historical geodatabase into processes for collecting and storing historical data (with redundancy 
and inconsistency allowed); and processes for producing a uniform, normalised output for use in GIS. 
Some customised scripts were written to enable this. Throughout development, an adaptive approach 
was taken. 
Finally this chapter gave a description of the working historical geodatabase and of the outputs 
enabled by it. These outputs will be seen in detail in the next chapter, where they are used to produce 
summary statistics, maps, and spatial statistics relating to live music distribution. 
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CHAPTER 7 – QUANTITATIVE RESULTS: DESCRIPTIVE 
STATISTICS 
 7.1. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS: STRUCTURE AND NOTES FOR INTERPRETATION 
 
 
The next two chapters use outputs from the historical geodatabase described in Chapter 6, to assess 
quantitative evidence of patterns in live music. Quantitative results are presented to assess patterns 
of growth, decline, clustering, or dispersal, over the study time frame 1981 to 2006, in both Sydney 
and Melbourne. 
Chapter 7 presents non-spatial descriptive statistics.  
Chapter 8 makes use of spatial data in spatial analysis and geovisualisations. 
The quantitative results provide context for the interviews with music scene participants in Chapter 
9, which refer to the same cities and time frames, from the perspective of being involved in organising 
and/or performing live music. 
The different quantitative approaches to live music data are arranged as follows: 
Section 7.2 (Performance Listings, Venues, Bands) starts the analysis without the use of spatial data. 
Aggregate totals from each sample are presented from each source and year, to indicate overall live 
music growth or decline: total venues, total performances, and total bands. In this section, 
newspapers and street press are presented separately. 
Section 7.3 (Comparison of the Newspaper and Street Press Sources) examines the differences 
between the two main publication sources used in the historical geodatabase (newspapers and street 
press). The gap in totals for the years in which they are both available (1986, 1991, and 1996) is 
examined. After this, newspapers and street press are presented in parallel.  
Section 7.4 (Measuring Concentration Ratios) explores an aspect of the data which suggests itself as 
important in the preceding section: the changing ratios of different elements in the data. This section 
presents the average number of performances per band, and average number of performances per 
venue, and measures of concentration using the “five firm” test for the top five venues, bands, and 
suburbs. 
Section 8.1 (Spatial Analysis) begins to leverage the spatial data in the geodatabase outputs. In this 
section, spatial statistical methods are deployed to measure clustering and/or dispersal in the live 
music data. In exploring these methods, this section also unpacks what can be meant by “clustering” 
for live music.  
Section 8.2 (Geovisualisations) makes further use of the spatial data in the geodatabase outputs, by 
presenting a series of geovisualisations of live music in Sydney and Melbourne in different years. This 
helps to illuminate patterns which would not otherwise be evident. Most are two dimensional maps 
with variations to symbol sizes and labels, but cartograms and three dimensional views are also 
explored. 
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All data in these chapters derive from the historical geodatabase described in Chapter 6. The different 
ways of presenting data demonstrate the utility of the geodatabase structure — which is able to isolate 
different components of gig listings, and to map them. 
The outputs from the historical geodatabase take three main forms: venues, performance listings, and 
bands. The primary sources in the historical geodatabase derive from two main publication types: 
newspapers, street press.  
Each individual sample is derived from a single edition of a gig listing publication. Hence, “sample” 
refers to a whole edition of a publication, not a single gig listing.  
The samples are taken from different years and cities. Each edition is taken from the first week of 
August. There is no single source of gig listings in either Sydney or Melbourne which covers the study 
time frame. Refer to Chapter 6, for a description of different gig listing publications. Section 7.3 looks 
more closely at the different gig listing sources.  
The Appendices contains more detailed data tables and analyses throughout Chapters 7 and 8. Also 
included at the start of the Appendices are reference tables summarising the main outputs from the 
historical geodatabase, and the sample frame used for the data in this chapter.  
Table 7.1.1 in the Appendices summarises three main outputs used from the historical geodatabase. 
Table 7.1.2 in the Appendices summarises the sampling frame, derived from newspapers and street 
press publications. 
One benefit of setting out to quantify patterns in live music is to also take stock of what is meant by 
growth, decline, clustering, and dispersal. Seemingly contradictory patterns appear side by side, but 
these can be deciphered with an appreciation for relative growth and decline. Growth for one measure 
of live music can — and often does — translate to decline in another.  
The simplest place to start is to measure basic growth and decline: how many live music performance 
listings, venues, and bands, are found in different gig listing samples. If simple aggregate decline in 
live music were present, one might expect to see declining numbers in these measures. 
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 7.2 HOW MANY? PERFORMANCE LISTINGS, VENUES, BANDS 
 
 
This chapter first presents basic totals of live music activity output from the historical geodatabase: 
the total performance listings, total venues, and total bands, found in gig listings from samples in 
respective years and cities. To begin with, these results are presented separately for the two main gig 
listing source types: 
- Newspaper totals (1981—2006), in Section 7.2.1; and 
- Street press totals (1986—2006), in Section 7.2.2; 
 
Section 7.2.3 discusses whether growth or decline shows in these basic totals. Section 7.3 analyses 
the differences between the two main gig listing source types, after which, from Section 7.4 onward, 
newspapers and street press results are presented in parallel.  
 
7.2.1 NEWSPAPERS (1981–1996) 
 
Considered first are basic totals in newspapers. Newspaper samples were available from 1981 to 1996 
in Melbourne, and from 1983 to 1996 in Sydney. There are three measures: performance listings, 
venue listings, and bands.  
Considered first are the total performance listings in newspapers. Figure 7.2.1 shows total 
performance listings in newspaper samples from Melbourne. Figure 7.2.2 shows the same figures for 
Sydney.  
Full details and summary statistics are listed in the Appendices in Table 7.2.1.  
In Melbourne newspapers, there were an average of 455 performances listed in each sample, ranging 
from 321 to 600. These showed an upward trend overall, particularly in the late 1980s and early 1990s. 
After a low in 1986, totals increased almost yearly through to the 1990s. There were 360 total 
performance listings in the 1983 sample, and 600 in the 1993 sample (+67 per cent in 10 years).  
In Sydney newspapers, there were an average of 483 performances listed in each sample, changing 
little between 1983 and 1993. There were 540 total performance listings in the 1983 sample, and 485 
in the 1993 sample (-11 per cent in 10 years). From 1993—1996 the totals dropped, to a low of 402 in 
1996. 
By the early 1990s, there were more performance listings in Melbourne newspapers than in Sydney 
newspapers, and divergent trends in the two cities. Melbourne totals climbed steadily throughout the 
late 1980s before plateauing. Sydney totals changed little in the 1980s then declined in the 1990s.  
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Figure 7.2.1 
Total performance listings in newspaper samples, Melbourne. 
 
 
Figure 7.2.2 
Total performance listings in newspaper samples, Sydney. 
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Turning next to total venues in newspapers, Figure 7.2.3 shows total venues in newspaper samples 
from Melbourne; and Figure 7.2.4 shows the equivalent figures for Sydney. The details and summary 
statistics are listed in the Appendices in Table 7.2.2.  
Total venues in newspapers (1981—1996) showed an upward trend in Melbourne, particularly from 
the late 1980s, and some fluctuations but little long-term change in Sydney.  
In Melbourne newspapers there were an average of 153 venues in each sample, ranging from 106 to 
190. There were 120 venues in the 1983 sample, and 190 in the 1993 sample (+58 per cent in 10 years). 
In Sydney newspapers there were an average of 177 venues in each sample, ranging from 143 to 200. 
There were 188 venues in the 1983 sample, and 195 in the 1993 sample (+4 per cent in 10 years, with 
a high of 200 in 1994). After many fluctuations in the 1980s and a drop in 1988, the venue total in 
Sydney rose through the late 1980s / early 1990s before dropping again. 
Together, the newspaper venue totals suggest similar, but not identical, trends for total performance 
listings in newspapers: growth in Melbourne in the late 1980s after a low in 1986; and little change in 
Sydney through the 1980s, followed by decline in the mid-1990s.  
However, different patterns to the performance listings are also apparent. Total venues in Sydney do 
not suggest as much decline in the 1990s, as for total performance listings (performance listings began 
dropping in 1991). Total venues in Melbourne show a similar trend to total performance listings by 
increasing steadily in the late 1980s. However, the rate of increase is lower for venues than for 
performance listings (+67 per cent in 10 years for performance listings, +58 per cent for venues).  
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Figure 7.2.3 
Total venues in newspaper samples, Melbourne. 
 
 
Figure 7.2.4 
 Total venues in newspaper samples, Sydney. 
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Turning finally to total bands in newspapers, Figure 7.2.4 shows total bands in newspaper samples 
from Melbourne, Figure 7.2.4 shows total bands in newspaper samples from Sydney. The details and 
summary statistics are listed in the Appendices in Table 7.2.3. It is important to remember that 
“Bands” in this context refers to unique performer names found in gig listings. 
Total bands in newspapers showed a strong upward trend in Melbourne, and minimal change followed 
by decline in Sydney (with a peak in 1991). 
In Melbourne newspapers, there were an average of 339 bands in each sample, ranging from 231 to 
458. There were 264 bands in the 1983 sample, and 457 in the 1993 sample (+73 per cent in 10 years). 
Like total performance listings and venues, the late 1980s showed the most growth in Melbourne, but 
the rate of increase in bands was higher than in either preceding measure. 
In Sydney newspapers, there were an average of 356 bands per sample, ranging from 315 to 414. 
There were 322 bands in the 1983 sample, and 373 in the 1993 sample (+16 per cent in 10 years). 
After a peak in 1991, total bands in Sydney returned to a similar level to the early 1980s.  
The overall growth in bands in Melbourne was greater than in Sydney. In the early 1980s there were 
more bands listed in Sydney newspapers than in Melbourne, and by 1993, this had reversed.  
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Figure 7.2.5 
Total bands in newspaper samples, Melbourne. 
 
 
Figure 7.2.6 
Total bands in newspaper samples, Melbourne. 
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7.2.2 STREET PRESS (1986–2006) 
 
This section looks at the same three totals (performance listings, venues, bands) presented above for 
newspapers, but in this case as sourced from the street press.  
Street press samples were collected at five year intervals from 1986 to 2006. There are fewer samples 
than for newspapers because street press gig listings required more processing (as described in 
Chapter 6).  
Street press were published in both Sydney and Melbourne by 1986. Feedback on gig listing sources 
in interviews with live music organisers (summarised in Section 6.3.3) indicated that the street press 
were very popular in the 1990s through to the 2000s.  
Note that Melbourne street press samples in 1986 should be viewed with more caution than Sydney 
street press samples in the same year. In August 1986, the Sydney street press (On The Street) had 
been in publication for several years, whereas the Melbourne street press (Beat) had only begun 
publishing one month prior.  
Looking first at total performance listings in street press samples, Figure 7.2.7 shows the total 
performance listings in Melbourne street press samples, at five year intervals from 1986 to 2006. 
Figure 7.2.8 shows the same figures in Sydney street press. The details and summary statistics are 
listed in the Appendices in Table 7.2.4.  
Total performance listings in street press (1986—2006) showed a very strong upward trend in 
Melbourne, and an upward trend in Sydney. However, there was a relative low in Melbourne in 2001, 
and in Sydney in 1991.  
In Melbourne street press there was an average of 455 performance listings per sample, ranging from 
129 to 816. There were 129 total performance listings in the 1986 sample, 355 performance listings 
in 1991, and 816 in the 2006 sample (+533 per cent in 20 years, +130 per cent in 15 years). However, 
2001 was a relatively low point for total performance listings in Melbourne (432), in an otherwise 
steep incline lasting from 1986 through to 2006.  
The totals varied more in Melbourne than in Sydney. Although the average in Sydney was higher 
overall, by 2006 there were more performance listings in the Melbourne street press than in the 
Sydney street press. 
In Sydney street press there were an average of 571 performance listings per sample, ranging from 
460 to 707. There were 460 total performance listings in the 1986 sample, 424 total performance 
listings in the 1991 sample, and 707 in the 2006 sample (+54 per cent in 20 years, +67 per cent in 15 
years). This growth in Sydney street press performance listings contrasts to the trend in Sydney 
newspapers, which changed little and then declined (1983—1996).  
While performance listings grew in both cities, the rate of increase in Sydney was slower 
(approximately half) than that in Melbourne.  
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Figure 7.2.7 
Total performance listings in street press samples, Melbourne. 
 
 
Figure 7.2.8 
Total performance listings in street press samples, Sydney. 
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Next, the total venues in street press samples are considered. Figure 7.2.9 shows total venues in 
street press samples from Melbourne. Figure 7.2.10 shows total venues in street press samples from 
Sydney. The details and summary statistics are listed in the Appendices in Table 7.2.5. 
Total venues in street press samples showed growth over time (1986—2006), but the rate of growth 
was much lower than for total performance listings. Unlike total performance listings, there was 
greater growth in venues in Sydney street press than in Melbourne street press. 
In Melbourne street press, there were an average of 94 venues in each sample, ranging from 21 to 
135. There were 21 venues in the 1986 sample, 99 venues in the 1991 sample, and 135 in the 2006 
sample (+543 per cent in 20 years, +46 per cent in 15 years). The number of performance listings 
(described above) had increased at a higher rate in the same time frame (+129 per cent in 15 years). 
The total venues in Melbourne street press samples dipped in 2001 but showed little long-term change 
between 1996 and 2006.  
There were fewer venues in Melbourne street press samples than Melbourne newspaper samples. In 
1991 there were 164 Melbourne newspaper venues and 99 street press venues. This difference will 
be examined in more detail in Section 7.3.  
In Sydney street press there were an average of 169 venues in each sample, ranging from 91 to 217. 
There were 91 venues in the 1986 sample, 136 venues in the 1991 sample, and 217 in the 2006 sample 
(+138 per cent in 20 years, +60 per cent in 15 years). This was a higher rate of increase than for total 
venues in the Melbourne street press in the same time frame.  
The increase in Sydney street press venues 1991—2006 more closely paralleled the increase in total 
performance listings, than those in Melbourne: a 60 per cent increase in venues in Sydney, and a 67 
per cent increase in performance listings; a 46 per cent increase in venues in Melbourne, and a 129 
per cent increase in performance listings.  
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Figure 7.2.9 
Total venues in street press samples, Melbourne. 
 
 
Figure 7.2.10 
Total venues in street press samples, Sydney. 
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Turning finally to the total number of bands in street press samples: Figure 7.2.11 shows total bands 
in street press samples from Melbourne, and Figure 7.2.12 shows total bands in street press samples 
from Sydney. The details and summary statistics are listed in the Appendices in Table 7.2.6.  
Total bands in street press samples showed very strong growth over time, particularly in Melbourne. 
The rate of increase for bands, in both Sydney and Melbourne, was higher than for performance 
listings or for venues.  
In Melbourne street press, there were an average of 362 bands in each sample, ranges from 86 to 
645. There were 86 bands in the 1986 sample, 269 bands in the 1991 sample, and 643 in the 2006 
sample (+650 per cent in 20 years, +139 per cent in 15 years). Like total performance listings and 
venues in Melbourne, 2001 was a low point in an otherwise steep incline from 1986 to 2006.  
In Sydney street press, there were an average of 433 bands in each sample, ranging from 279 to 587. 
There were 279 bands in the 1986 sample, 305 bands in the 1991 sample, and 587 in the 2006 sample 
(+110 per cent in 20 years, +92 per cent in 15 years). 
By 2006 there were more bands listed in the Melbourne street press than in Sydney. But, based on 
sampled street press, growth in total bands was apparent in both cities. 
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Figure 7.2.11 
 Total bands in street press samples, Melbourne. 
 
 
Figure 7.2.12 
Total bands in street press samples, Sydney. 
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7.2.3 DISCUSSION: DOES GROWTH OR DECLINE SHOW IN BASIC TOTALS? 
This section has presented a preliminary set of totals from the historical geodatabase: counting the 
number of performances, venues, and bands listed in gig listing samples from respective years across 
the time frame, in both Sydney and Melbourne.  
The results are complicated by the fact that no single source was available for gig listings across the 
study time frame. Instead, results were presented separately for newspapers (1981—1996), and street 
press (1986—2006). Differences between these sources were apparent. These differences will be 
explored in Section 7.3.  
With the set of basic totals presented in this section, there is little evidence of a precipitous decline: 
either in the total number of performances, the total number of venues, or the total number of bands, 
in Melbourne or Sydney.  
However, there is evidence of change over time, and of differences between Sydney and Melbourne. 
Few totals were static, and where changes over time were found, they were rarely identical. There 
were, for example, different rates of growth between total bands and total performance listings, and 
between Sydney and Melbourne.  
Trends noted in basic totals from newspapers (1981—1996) included a growth in total performance 
listings in Melbourne through the late 1980s and early 1990s, after a low in 1986 (+67 per cent 
between 1983 and 1993). There was little change in Sydney performance listings in the 1980s, and 
decline in the early 1990s (-11 per cent between 1983 and 1993). By the early 1990s, there were more 
performances listed in Melbourne newspapers than in Sydney newspapers (in 1993: 600 in Melbourne 
and 485 in Sydney) 
Meanwhile there was growth in total venues in Melbourne through the late 1980s (+58 per cent 
between 1983 and 1993) but less growth for venues than for performance listings. There were 
fluctuations in total venues in Sydney, but little long-term change (+4 per cent between 1983 and 
1993, with a high of 200 in 1994). And there were consistently more venues in Sydney than in 
Melbourne, even though by the early 1990s there were more performance listings in Melbourne. 
For bands, the analysis showed a strong upward growth in total bands in Melbourne through the late 
1980s and early 1990s (+73 per cent in 10 years). In Melbourne, there was more growth in total bands 
than in either total venues or total performance listings. The analysis showed a peak of total bands in 
Sydney in 1991, but little long-term change. In the early 1980s, there were more bands listed in Sydney 
newspapers than in Melbourne newspapers, but by 1993 this had reversed, with more bands listed in 
Melbourne newspapers than in Sydney newspapers. 
Trends noted in basic totals from street press (1986—2006) included very strong growth in total 
performance listings in Melbourne street press (+130 per cent between 1991 and 2006). There was 
some growth in total performance listings in Sydney street press (+67 per cent between 1991 and 
2006). The street press analysis showed growth in total performance listings in both Sydney and 
Melbourne, but a lower growth rate in Sydney (approximately half that of Melbourne). By 2006, there 
were more performance listings in Melbourne street press than in Sydney street press. However, there 
was a relative low in total performance listings in Melbourne in 2001; and in Sydney in 1991.  
Street press analysis showed a growth in total venues, in both Sydney and Melbourne, but a much 
lower growth rate than for performance listings. There was more growth in total venues in Sydney 
street press than in Melbourne street press. The growth in total venues in Melbourne street press was 
+46 per cent between 1991 and 2006, but with a low in 2001, and with less growth than for 
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performance listings. The street press analysis showed a growth in total venues in Sydney (+60 per 
cent between 1991 and 2006); and a similar growth rate in Sydney venue totals to Sydney 
performance listings totals.  
Street press analysis showed very strong growth in total bands listed in street press (+139 per cent 
between 1991 and 2006 in Melbourne, +92 per cent between 1991 and 2006 in Sydney). In Melbourne 
street press, there was a higher rate of increase for total bands than for total venues or total 
performance listings. There was more growth in total bands in Melbourne than in Sydney, but growth 
in both cities. 
Taken all together, these trends in both newspapers and street press suggest that growth or decline 
in live music was not a simple case of aggregate totals rising or falling in tandem. The totals of 
performance listings, venues, and bands found in each sample increased at different rates, and in 
different cities. There were some measures on which little change occurred, but overall there was 
little evidence of strong decline. 
In some respects, the basic totals concur with qualitative accounts (from existing accounts of 
Australian live music in literature described in Chapter 4, and from the music scene participant 
interviews to be described further in Chapter 9), by suggesting that: 
- Melbourne was more attractive to musicians from the 1990s onwards; 
- The early 2000s were a difficult time for venue operators; 
- There are now a great number of bands (“too many”) in Melbourne. 
But overall, the growth in net totals in live music activity ran counter to reports of general decline in 
live music in totals and the increased tension about the survival of live music from the early 2000s (as 
described in Chapter 4). This is not necessarily a contradiction, but suggests that experiences of 
“growth” and “decline” were relative. 
One possibility is that experiences growth or decline for live music scene participants may have been 
related to the ratios between different elements in the live music data, in addition to, or instead of, 
overall totals. This will be explored later in this chapter (Section 7.4).  
A further possibility is that growth was geographically uneven. Since live music scene participants can 
only be in one place at a time, uneven geographic trends would make a big impression. This will be 
explored through use of spatial data in Chapter 8. 
First, however, the complication of dealing with two difference sources (newspapers and street press), 
in two different cities, will be examined. Increasing an understanding of the difference between the 
two sources can allow them to be presented in tandem throughout the remainder of this chapter, if 
not as identical sources.  
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7.3 “MIND THE GAP”: COMPARISON OF THE NEWSPAPER AND STREET PRESS 
SOURCES 
 
Section 7.2 presented totals of performance listings, venues, and bands derived from gig listings in 
newspapers, available between 1981 and 1996. It then presented the same totals derived from gig 
listings in the street press, available between 1986 and 2006. A gap was apparent between these two 
historical sources, which will be investigated in more detail in this section.  
In the geodatabase, there are three years where both newspaper and street press samples are 
available concurrently: 1986, 1991, and 1996. In these overlapping years, the totals in newspapers 
and street press were not the same. There tended to be more venues and performances listed in 
newspapers than in the street press, but this gap varied by year and city. The gap tended to be greater 
for total venues than for total performance listings, and greater in Melbourne than in Sydney. 
Such a gap between sources is only quantifiable after having completed data entry and produced the 
normalised outputs with the geodatabase. But as much as the gap could not be quantified in advance, 
it is also not entirely surprising. 
Newspapers and street press are two different publication types which both contain gig listings. They 
have enjoyed different periods of publication and of predominant use by live music scene participants. 
These differences were already apparent in Chapter 6 (Building a historical geodatabase). Section 
6.3.3 summarised the feedback from live music organisers with regards to the gig listing sources they 
used. These preferences varied by time frame, with street press dominating by the late 1990s. The 
Appendices to Chapter 6 include publishing details and library availability for different gig listing 
publications. These details show that the street press were published in both Sydney and Melbourne 
by 1986, but they did not include dedicated gig guides until the 1990s.  
In short, there is no single source of gig listings in either Sydney or Melbourne which spans the 1980s, 
1990s, and 2000s. Choosing to use a single source would be simpler, but it would also necessarily 
shorten the time frame and present a limited view on how much can be captured by a single 
publication. 
Together, the two source types span the study time frame and present more quantifiable information 
than would be possible from any single publication, or from any single music scene participant, but 
the gap serves as a reminder that the outputs derive from historical sources, specific and limited in 
their own ways.  
This section investigates “the gap” in the following ways: 
- Describing the gap between sources for total performance listings and total venues in 
overlapping years (1986, 1991, and 1996); 
- Visualising the gap by presenting pie charts of the proportion of venues listed exclusively 
in either source, and the proportion listed in both sources, in each successive overlapping 
year; and 
- Mapping the gap, by presenting spatial maps of venues listed exclusively in either source, 
and venues listed in both sources, in each successive overlapping year.  
These are then followed by:  
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- Concluding with a discussion of how to include both sources, and when to give more 
weight to the other.  
 
7.3.2 THE SIZE OF THE GAP 
Considered first are differences between newspaper and street press data for performance listings. 
Figure 7.3.1 shows total performance listings in Sydney and Melbourne, from both newspapers and 
street press, with gaps highlighted. Figure 7.3.2 shows total performance listings in Sydney and 
Melbourne, from both newspapers and street press, with gaps highlighted.  
For Melbourne performance listings, the street press appeared to be “catching up” to newspapers, 
having started with a much lower total in 1986 and reaching near-parity in 1996. A very wide gap 
between total performance listings in Melbourne street press and newspaper samples was apparent 
in 1986 (321 performance listings in the newspaper sample, and 129 in the street press sample). This 
gap narrowed in 1991 (484 / 355). By 1996 the totals were nearly identical (554 / 544).  
For Sydney performance listings, the street press could be seen starting with a smaller gap than for 
Melbourne street press, and total performance listings in the Sydney street press overtook those in 
newspaper by 1996.  
A very small gap between total performance listings in Sydney street press and newspaper samples 
was apparent in 1986 (481 performance listings in the newspaper sample, and 460 in the street press 
sample). In 1991, the gap widens somewhat (509 / 424). In 1996 the Sydney street press performance 
listings total was higher than for newspaper sample (402 in the newspaper sample / 627 in the street 
press).  
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Figure 7.3.1 
Total performance listings in newspaper and street press, Melbourne, with gaps highlighted. 
 
 
Figure 7.3.2  
Total performance listings in newspaper and street press, Sydney, with gaps highlighted. 
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The gap between sources was more conspicuous for total venues than for total performance listings. 
Figure 7.3.3 shows total venues in Sydney and Melbourne, from both newspapers and street press, 
with gaps highlighted. Figure 7.3.4 shows total venues in Sydney and Melbourne, from both 
newspapers and street press, with gaps highlighted.  
For Melbourne venues, the street press never truly “caught up” with newspaper totals, starting with 
a much lower total in 1986 and only narrowing this by 1996. A very wide gap between total venues in 
Melbourne street press and Melbourne newspaper samples was apparent in 1986 (106 venues in the 
newspaper sample, 21 venues in the street press sample). This narrowed somewhat in 1991 (164 / 
99). The gap narrowed slightly in 1996, but with the total for street press still lower than for 
newspapers (164 / 122).  
For Sydney venues, there was a wider gap between sources for total venues than for total 
performance listings, but the gap did narrow and the street press total overtook newspapers in 1996.  
A wide gap between total venues in Sydney street press and newspaper samples was apparent in 1986 
(164 venues in the newspaper sample, and 91 venues in the street press sample) This narrowed in 
1991 (182 / 136). In 1996 the total venues in the Sydney street press total overtook the newspaper 
total (200 / 178).  
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Figure 7.3.3 
Total venues in newspaper and street press, Melbourne 
 
 
Figure 7.3.4 
Total venues in newspaper and street press, Sydney 
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Next, two visualisation strategies are used to better understand the overlap (or lack thereof) between 
the two sources: first, pie charts of venue shares, and secondly, a set of maps for 1986–1996. 
As it showed similar trends to performance listings, the gap between sources for total bands is shown 
only in the Appendices to Section 7.3.  
 
7.3.3 VISUALISING THE GAP 
 
From totals it is not possible to know whether the newspaper and street press totals represent entirely 
different sets of venues, or some overlap. The visualisation in this section helps to inform 
understanding of when the street press listed a greater share of venues than newspapers, in Sydney 
and Melbourne, respectively.  
The pie charts in Table 7.3.1 help to visualise the proportion of venues listed exclusively in each 
source, and the proportion listed in both sources, for each city in each overlapping year in the 
geodatabase (1986, 1991, 1996). 
For this visualisation, an additional list of venue names was collected for Melbourne newspapers in 
2001, in order to check if the trends continued from the three overlapping years in the geodatabase.  
The details for the data in these pie charts are included in the Appendices, in Tables 7.3.2 and 7.3.3.  
In these pie charts:  
- The proportion of venues listed exclusively in newspapers is shown in blue; 
- The proportion of venues listed exclusively in street press is shown in red; 
- The proportion of venues found in both sources is shown in green. 
The pie charts visualise the proportions of venues listed in newspapers and/or the street press in 
successive years. The charts are placed chronologically from top to bottom. Melbourne charts are 
shown in the left column, and Sydney charts are in the right column. The side-by-side chronology helps 
to emphasise that the trends in Sydney and Melbourne are similar, but start at different times.  
Here, it is important to note that the Sydney street press began publishing several years before 
Melbourne. On The Street began publishing in 1982, so by the time of the August 1986 sample used 
here, it was well established. By contrast, Beat in Melbourne only started publishing in July 1986. The 
August 1986 edition here is among the first ever for this publication.  
Also note that “street press” in Sydney refers to On The Street in 1986, and Drum Media thereafter. 
This is because the staff at On The Street left en masse in 1990 to found Drum Media. 
Overall, the trends seen in this visualisation concur with the information from Chapter 6 and Chapter 
7, which indicated that the street press became dominant by late in the 1990s, with overlap in the 
1980s, particularly in Melbourne.  
In both Sydney and Melbourne, the proportion of venues listed exclusively in newspapers (blue) 
declines in each overlapping year. However, the Sydney street press are always “one step ahead” of 
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Melbourne street press, with a higher proportion of venues in Sydney street press than in Melbourne 
every year.  
In Melbourne in 1986, only a tiny proportion (4 per cent) of venues were listed exclusively in the street 
press, while 81 per cent of venues were listed exclusively in newspapers and 15 per cent of venues 
were listed in both. In Sydney in 1986, 15 per cent of venues were listed exclusively in the street press, 
51 per cent were listed exclusively in newspapers, and 37 per cent of venues were in both.  
Hence, in 1986 the Sydney street press appear to have been on a more even footing with newspapers 
when compared to Melbourne. However, in both cities in 1986, newspapers were still the dominant 
of the two sources, with more venues listed exclusively in newspapers.  
In Melbourne in 1991, the proportions resemble those from Sydney five years earlier. 19 per cent of 
Melbourne venues were listed exclusively in the street press, 51 per cent were listed exclusively in 
newspapers, and 30 per cent were in both. In Sydney at that time, the proportion of venues listed 
exclusively in newspapers dropped further, with 34 per cent of Sydney venues listed exclusively in the 
street press, 24 per cent listed exclusively in newspapers, and 42 per cent listed in both.  
In 1996, a continuation of these trends in Sydney and Melbourne can be seen: the share of venues 
listed exclusively in newspapers dropped again, and the share of venues listed in both sources 
increased again, and Sydney street press were still “ahead” of Melbourne. This can be seen most in 
the shrinking blue proportion of each pie chart — the two cities show similar trends, but on different 
rows.  
The more even footing for Sydney street press is almost certainly on account of the earlier publication 
— the 1986 Melbourne street press was a fledgling publication, while in Sydney it had been published 
for several years. Thus, Sydney street press in 1986 can be considered as a more representative gig 
listing source than the Melbourne street press in the same year. From 1986 onwards, the street press 
can be seen becoming the more representative of the two sources (street press or newspapers), but 
this is not a binary switch.  
In both cities, the proportion of venues listed exclusively in newspapers did not shrink entirely away 
— about one quarter of venues are not listed in street press, even by 2001 in Melbourne.  
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Table 7.3.1 
Visualisation of proportion of venues listed in newspapers and street press 
YEAR Melbourne Sydney 
1986 
  
1991 
  
1996 
  
2001 
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7.3.4 MAPPING THE GAP 
 
Finally, venues listed in newspaper and street press are shown in map form: with venues from each 
source shown in different colours, for each overlapping year. The maps help check for any obvious 
spatial skew between the venues listed in newspapers or street press. 
Venues in street press and newspaper sources, and Sydney and Melbourne, are shown in the following 
maps:  
- Melbourne in 1986 (Figure 7.3.5) 
- Melbourne in 1991 (Figure 7.3.6) 
- Melbourne in 1996 (Figure 7.3.7) 
- Sydney in 1986 (Figure 7.3.8) 
- Sydney in 1991 (Figure 7.3.9)  
- Sydney in 1996 (Figure 7.3.10) 
 
Each figure includes a larger and smaller scale map of the city, as well as interpretive comments below.  
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Figure 7.3.5 
Maps of 1986 Melbourne venues listed in newspapers (blue squares) and/or street press (green circles) 
 
In this year, the first Melbourne street press (Beat) had only very recently started publishing, and there were many more venues listed in the newspaper source (The Age). An inner city skew is clearly seen for street press venues, while venues 
listed in the newspaper cover more of Melbourne (particularly the outer suburbs). 
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Figure 7.3.6 
Maps of 1991 Melbourne venues listed in newspapers (blue squares) and/or street press (green circles) 
 
In this year, venues listed in the Melbourne street press had grown in number and in spatial extent since 1986. However, more venues were still listed in newspapers. Venues listed in the street press are seen in the outer suburbs as well as the 
inner suburbs. Venues listed exclusively in the newspaper are seen most in the middle-ring suburbs (e.g. Caulfield, Alphington, Northcote, Footscray and Flemington). 
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Figure 7.3.7 
Maps of 1996 Melbourne venues listed in newspapers (blue squares) and street press (green circles), at city-wide and inner city scales. 
 
In this year, the proportion of Melbourne venues listed exclusively in the newspaper source (The Age) was lower than in 1991, and 43 per cent of Melbourne venues were listed in both the street press and newspapers. The venues listed in the 
street press are less obviously focused on the inner city than in 1986 or 1991. The small number of venues listed exclusively in the newspaper source still skew towards middle ring suburbs (e.g. eastern suburbs like Hawthorn and Kew), and in 
parts of the CBD and South Melbourne. Some of these (Hawthorn, Kew, Essendon) are readily identifiable as being wealthier suburbs of Melbourne.  
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Figure 7.3.8 
Maps of 1986 Sydney venues listed in newspapers (blue squares) and/or street press (green circles). 
In this year in Sydney, most venues were listed exclusively in the newspaper source (Sydney Morning Herald, 51 per cent) but a large number were listed in both street press and newspaper (37 per cent). There are pockets where different 
sources prevail. Venues listed exclusively in the newspaper are concentrated in the CBD and The Rocks, along the northern beaches (up to Palm Beach), parts of the Balmain peninsula, and parts of the inner east (Darlinghurst and surrounds). 
The strongest footing for street press appears to be immediately south of the CBD, around the suburbs of Chippendale, Camperdown, Paddington and Kensington. This may relate to university locations. 
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Figure 7.3.9 
Maps of 1991 Sydney venues listed in newspapers (blue squares) and/or street press (green circles). 
In this year in Sydney, the proportion of venues listed exclusively in the newspaper source was lower than in 1986. Many venues were listed in both newspapers and street press. The CBD and northern beaches are no longer dominated by 
newspapers (as in 1986). Most areas are shared but there are pockets where newspaper listings are more prevalent, such as Mosman, Rozelle, and middle-ring suburbs to the south west and south east of the CBD. 
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Figure 7.3.10 
Maps of 1996 Sydney venues listed in newspapers (blue squares) and/or street press (green circles). 
In this year in Sydney, the majority of Sydney venues were listed in both the street press and the newspaper, and many more venues were listed exclusively in the street press than in the newspaper. Pockets where venues are still listed 
exclusively in the newspaper can be seen in the northern beaches, parts of the CBD and Mosman, and parts of the middle ring south west and western suburbs. 
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7.3.5 DISCUSSION: HOW DIFFERENT ARE NEWSPAPERS AND STREET PRESS? 
The preceding graph and map visualisations showed the differences noted between newspaper and 
street press sources. Ultimately, newspapers and street press are separate publications, and should 
be regarded as such. But together, the gig listings contained in these respective publications can span 
the study time frame from 1981 to 2006. 
Their differences are most apparent in the gaps between totals of performance listings, venues, and 
bands, in the three years for which both sources are available in the geodatabase: 1986, 1991, and 
1996.  
This section has looked more closely at these differences. From the analyses, the key trends apparent 
in comparing the two data sources are:  
- The proportion of venues listed exclusively in newspaper sources dropped successively in 
1986, 1991, and 1996.  
- The street press is more representative in Sydney in 1986 than in Melbourne. 
- There was a gradual succession to street press being more representative than newspapers, 
across 1986 to 1996, but the switch was not instant nor total.  
- Instead, street press lagged behind newspapers, catching up in successive years.  
Overall, the street press can be regarded as becoming a more reliable source for gig listings than 
newspapers during the 1990s, with this trend starting earlier in Sydney. The 1986 Melbourne street 
press should be viewed with more caution than in Sydney. However in both cities, gig listings in the 
street press did not supersede newspapers entirely.  
Drawing on the maps analysis, it is apparent that street press began with an obvious inner city bias in 
comparison to newspapers. This softened over the years but even in 1996 there were still pockets in 
which some venues were only listed in the newspaper sources. These tended to be middle-ring 
suburbs — neither outer suburbs, nor inner city. These also seemed to be skewed towards higher 
income areas (e.g. Mosman and Rozelle in Sydney, Kew and Hawthorn in Melbourne), though this is 
not tested definitively in this thesis.  
There is a case to argue that both newspaper and street press can be considered in parallel when they 
are both available, with increased weight given to street press in each successive overlapping year, 
but a constant mindfulness of the fact that they are separate historical sources. This is exactly how 
the two sources are represented during the remainder of this chapter.  
For the remainder of this chapter, the two sources are presented in parallel where possible, with 
separate data series in shared charts, and separate columns in shared tables. This is less practicable 
for geovisualisations: in these, newspapers are used in the 1980s, and street press in the 1990s and 
2000s. In all cases, the sources are named, and the patterns should not be read as “all live music”. 
Patterns which are evident across both sources and within each source are given the most weight 
when assessing long-term live music trends, but newspapers and street press should always be 
considered as separate historical sources. 
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7.4 DIFFERENT SLICES OF THE PIE: MEASURING CONCENTRATION RATIOS 
 
This section explores an aspect of the data which suggested itself as being important in Section 7.3: 
namely, the uneven rates of growth between performance listings, venues and bands. The basic totals 
in Section 7.3 showed no signs of precipitous decline in live music performances, venues or bands — 
only variations on a theme of strong growth, steady growth, or little change, with variations between 
Sydney and Melbourne on all fronts. This raised the possibility that growth and decline might be seen 
in changing ratios between the different elements of the available live music data: performance 
listings, venues, and bands. 
Having examined the differences between gig listings sources (newspapers and street press) in detail 
in Section 7.3, the two sources are now presented in parallel, as separate data series in shared charts 
or separate columns in shared tables, but should still be seen as separate sources. Trends seen both 
within and across sources are given the most weight.  
The ratios are explored in two main ways: 
- In Performances Per Band and Per Venue, the average and standard deviation of 
performances per band and per venue are presented. These provide measures of aggregate 
proportions in different years and cities.  
- In Concentration Ratios: Venues, Suburbs, Bands the proportion of live music performances 
concentrated in the top five venues, suburbs, and bands are presented. These provide 
measures of diversity.  
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7.4.1 PERFORMANCES PER BAND AND PER VENUE 
Considered first are the average number of performances listed per band.  
This figure will always be at least 1, as “bands” in this context refers to unique performer names found 
in gig listings, so bands (or other musicians) with no live music performances listed in the sample will 
not appear.  
After seeing growth or little change in the total number of performance listings, venues, and bands in 
Section 7.2, the average number of performances listed per band is the first measure on which 
consistent decline is apparent.  
Figure 7.4.1 shows the average number of performances per band in Melbourne. Newspaper and 
street press are shown as separate data series. 
Figure 7.4.2 shows the average number of performances per band in Sydney. Newspaper and street 
press are shown as separate data series. 
The details and summary statistics are listed in the Appendices in Table 7.4.1 (newspapers) and Table 
7.4.2 (street press).  
In Melbourne newspapers, the average number of performances listed per band was highest in 1981 
(1.55), and lowest in 1996 (1.2). There were some variations between these times but overall a strong 
downward trend. 
In Sydney newspapers, there was a short period of growth in the average number of performances 
per band, leading up to a high in 1986 (1.53), followed by ongoing decline to a low in 1996 (1.24).  
In Melbourne street press, the average number of performances listed per band was highest in 1986 
(1.27), followed by ongoing decline to a low in 2001 (1.11), with little change by 2006 (1.12). 
In Sydney street press, a steady and steep decline was apparent. The average number of 
performances listed per band was highest in 1986 (1.55), and lowest in 2001 (1.16), with little change 
by 2006 (1.17). 
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Figure 7.4.1 
Average performances listed per band, newspaper and street press samples, Melbourne 
 
 
Figure 7.4.2 
Average performances listed per band, newspaper and street press samples, Sydney 
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Considered next is the standard deviation in the number of performances listed per band. 
Figure 7.4.3 shows the standard deviation of performances listed per band in Melbourne. Newspaper 
and street press are shown as separate data series. 
Figure 7.4.4 shows the standard deviation of performances listed per band in Sydney. Newspaper and 
street press are shown as separate data series. 
The details and summary statistics are listed in the Appendices in Table 7.4.3 (newspapers) and Table 
7.4.4 (street press).  
These standard deviation figures all declined slowly over time, from highs in the 1980s to lows in the 
2000s.This suggests that the decline in the average number of performances listed per band was not 
attributable to a divide between some bands having many performances and other bands having few, 
but was more likely to be a downward trend affecting all bands. 
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Figure 7.4.3 
Standard deviation of performances listed per band, newspaper and street press samples, 
Melbourne 
 
 
Figure 7.4.4 
Standard deviation of performances listed per band, newspaper and street press samples, Sydney 
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Next, the average number of performances listed per venue are considered. 
Figure 7.4.5 shows the average number of performances listed per venue in Melbourne. Newspaper 
and street press are shown as separate data series. 
Figure 7.4.6 shows the standard deviation of performances listed per venue in Sydney. Newspaper 
and street press are shown as separate data series. 
The details and summary statistics are listed in the Appendices in Table 7.4.5 (newspapers) and Table 
7.4.6 (street press).  
On this measure, different trends were seen in Sydney and Melbourne.  
In Melbourne newspapers, the average number of performances listed per venue was lowest in 1981 
(2.52), and showed minor growth to be highest in 1996 (3.38).  
In Sydney newspapers, the average number of performances listed per venue was highest in 1983 
(2.87), and showed minor decline to be lowest in 1996 (2.26).  
In Melbourne street press, the average number of performances listed per venue was very high in 
1986, but this is best viewed with caution on account of the very small share of venues listed in the 
Melbourne street press in this year (see Section 7.3). After this, the average number of performances 
listed per venue rose steadily from a low in 1991 (3.59) to a high in 2006 (6.04).  
In Sydney street press, the average number of performances listed per venue was also very high in 
1986 (5.01). After this, the average “flat lined”, with almost no change between 1991 (3.12) and 2006 
(3.26) 
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Figure 7.4.5 
Average performances listed per venue, newspaper and street press samples, Melbourne 
 
 
Figure 7.4.6 
Average performances listed per venue, newspaper and street press samples, Sydney 
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Finally, the standard deviation in the number of performances listed per venue is considered. 
Figure 7.4.7 shows the standard deviation of performances listed per band in Melbourne. Newspaper 
and street press are shown as separate data series. 
Figure 7.4.8 shows the standard deviation of performances listed per band in Sydney. Newspaper and 
street press are shown as separate data series. 
The details and summary statistics are listed in the Appendices in Table 7.4.7 (newspapers) and Table 
7.4.8 (street press).  
On this measure, Melbourne showed growth and Sydney showed little change.  
In Melbourne, steady growth in the standard deviation of performances listed per venue, in both 
sources, suggests that growth in average performances listed per venue was also associated with a 
divide, rather than a uniform pattern for venues. It suggests that some venues hosted many more 
performances than others. 
In Sydney, there was very little change in the standard deviation of performances listed per venue, in 
either source across the time frame.  
These trends suggest that some very busy venues with large proportions of live music performances 
were emerging in Melbourne, but not in Sydney, where little growth and little variation was seen in 
the number of performances per venue.  
This potential trend can be explored further in the next section, using concentration ratios.  
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Figure 7.4.7 
Standard deviation of performances listed per venue, newspaper and street press samples, 
Melbourne 
 
 
Figure 7.4.8 
Standard deviation of performances listed per venue, newspaper and street press samples, Sydney 
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7.4.2 CONCENTRATION RATIOS: VENUES, SUBURBS, BANDS 
Concentration ratios are a basic measure of the extent to which industry activity is shared between 
different places and/or people. They express the proportion of the market share shared by the largest 
“firms”, and can thus measure whether an industry is more or less diverse. 
Concentration ratios have been used to measure diversity in recorded music sales (Peterson & Berger, 
1996; Rothenbuhler & Dimmick, 1982). These studies showed increased concentration over time for 
recorded music sales by the top recording companies, in spite of increasing diversity of performers. 
Common choices of concentration ratios are the ‘four-firm test’ and ‘eight-firm test’ (i.e. the 
proportion of market share held by the top four and top eight firms, respectively). The less common 
five-firm test was used here, after considering that the total performances for the top fourth and fifth 
ranked venues and bands were often identical (hence, a four-firm test would potentially 
underestimate concentration and eight-firm test would potentially overestimate concentration).  
Although it can seem incongruous to refer to a band or to a music venue as a “firm”, when they often 
operate at low or no profit, concentration measures are a simple measure to quantify the extent to 
which an industry — in this case the live music industry in two cities — is diverse or concentrated. This 
helps to inform an understanding of the extent to which the live music scene is dependent on 
particular ‘suppliers’ (venues or bands); or the extent to which there are apparent opportunities for 
new bands or venues.  
Considered first are the five-firm concentration ratios of performances per venue. These ratios 
express the percentage of performances in each sample that were listed in the top five venues. 
Figure 7.4.9 shows the five-firm concentration ratios of performances per venue in Melbourne. 
Newspaper and street press are shown as separate data series. 
Figure 7.4.10 shows the five-firm concentration ratios of performances per venue in Sydney. 
Newspaper and street press are shown as separate data series. 
The details and summary statistics are listed in the Appendices in Table 7.4.9 (newspapers) and Table 
7.4.10 (street press).  
In Melbourne newspapers, the five-firm concentration ratio of performances per venue showed little 
change in the early 1980s, then, after a low in 1987, an upward trend through the late 1980s and into 
the 1990s. In 1996 the five-firm concentration ratio was 19 per cent, compared to 13 per cent in 1987. 
In Sydney newspapers, the five-firm concentration ratio of performances per venue fluctuated in the 
1980s, with a low in 1987 (just as in Melbourne). Growth was seen between 1987 and 1989 (from 9 
per cent to 14 per cent), and from 1994 to 1996 (from 13 per cent to 17 per cent).  
Overall, the five-firm concentration ratio of performances per venue was lower and showed less 
growth over time in Sydney newspapers than in Melbourne newspapers.  
In Melbourne street press, the five-firm concentration ratio for venues grew over time and peaked21 
in 2001, at 25 per cent, before declining in 2006. In 2001, 25 per cent of all live music performances 
listed in Melbourne street press were in five venues, specifically: The Arthouse Hotel (Carlton); The 
                                                 
21 Note that the 1986 Melbourne street press also showed very high five-firm concentration ratio but on 
account of having so few venues (21) and being an early publication (see Section 8.3) this result is considered 
an outlier.  
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Punters Club (Fitzroy); The Dan O’Connell Hotel (Carlton); The Empress Hotel (Fitzroy North); and 
Revolver Upstairs (Prahran).  
In Sydney street press, the five-firm concentration ratio for venues peaked in 1991 (at 21 per cent) 
and declined thereafter, reaching its lowest in 2001 (14 per cent). In 1991, 21 per cent of all live music 
performances listed in Sydney street press were in five venues, specifically: The Real Ale Café (Sydney 
CBD); The Sandringham Hotel (Newtown); Mars nightclub (Darlinghurst); Soup Plus (Sydney CBD); and 
the Ananandale Hotel (Annandale). Also of note is the fact that both Soup Plus and the Real Ale Café 
were marketed primarily as jazz venues. After this peak in Sydney, venue concentration in Sydney 
street press declined until 2001. 
Hence, while the five-firm concentration ratio for venues in Melbourne street press increased over 
time and peaked in 2001, the same measure in Sydney declined after 1991 and was at a low in 2001.  
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Figure 7.4.9 
Five-firm concentration ratio of performances per venue, newspaper and street press samples, 
Melbourne 
 
Figure 7.4.10 
Five-firm concentration ratio of performances per venue, newspaper and street press samples, 
Sydney 
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Considered next are the five-firm concentration ratios of performances per suburb.  
These results are likely to be affected by the larger area of Greater Sydney compared to Greater 
Melbourne, and by the Modifiable Aerial Unit problem (MAUP) — a confounding effect wherein the 
boundaries of geographical areas (in this case, suburbs) will influence the results in addition to the 
actual trend being measured. Nonetheless, a trend was suggested in suburb concentration by the fact 
that four of the top five venues in Melbourne in 2001 were in adjacent suburbs (Carlton, Carlton North, 
Fitzroy and Fitzroy North).  
Figure 7.4.11 shows the five-firm concentration ratios of performances per suburb in Melbourne. 
Newspaper and street press are shown as separate data series. 
Figure 7.4.12 shows the five-firm concentration ratios of performances per suburb in Sydney. 
Newspaper and street press are shown as separate data series. 
The details and summary statistics are listed in the Appendices in Table 7.4.11 (newspapers) and Table 
7.4.12 (street press).  
Both Melbourne newspapers and Melbourne street press showed growth over time in the five-firm 
concentration ratio of performances listed per suburb.  
In Melbourne newspapers, the concentration ratio of performances in the top five suburbs was 39 per 
cent in 1983, and 52 per cent in 1993. In Melbourne street press, the concentration ratio for 
performances listed in the top five suburbs was 57 per cent in 1991 and 62 per cent in 2006.  
Both Sydney newspapers and Sydney street press showed slow decline over time (until a low in 
2001) in the five-firm concentration ratio of performances listed per suburb. In Sydney newspapers, 
the concentration ratio of performances in the top five suburbs was 28 per cent in 1983, 27 per cent 
in 1993, and 25 per cent in 1996. In Sydney street press, the concentration ratio for performances 
listed in the top five suburbs was 35 per cent in 1991 and 30 per cent in 2006. 
In 2006, the peak year of suburb concentration in Melbourne, 62 per cent of live music performances 
listed in the Melbourne street press were located in five suburbs, specifically: Melbourne CBD; Fitzroy; 
St Kilda; Brunswick and Prahran. 
In 1991, the peak year of suburb concentration in Sydney, 35  percent of live music performances 
listed in the Sydney street press were located in five suburbs, specifically: Sydney CBD; Darlinghurst; 
Parramatta; Surry Hills and Newtown.  
Again, it should be noted that part of these differences in suburb concentration ratios would be 
attributable to the relatively larger size of Greater Sydney compared to Greater Melbourne, and to 
the Modifiable Aerial Unit Problem (since suburbs are not uniform size). But in combination with the 
results shown above for the five-firm concentration ratio of performances per venue, a trend towards 
greater concentration of live music performances in particular venues and in particular geographical 
areas in Melbourne is suggested. This will be extended upon in Chapter 8 (Spatial Analysis and 
Geovisualisation).  
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Figure 7.4.11 
Five-firm concentration ratio of performances per suburb, newspaper and street press samples, 
Melbourne 
 
Figure 7.4.12 
Five-firm concentration ratio of performances per suburb, newspaper and street press samples, 
Sydney 
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Finally, the five-firm concentration ratios of performances per band are considered. These ratios 
express the percentage of performances in each sample that were listed by the top five bands. 
Figure 7.4.13 shows the five-firm concentration ratios of performances per band in Melbourne. 
Newspaper and street press are shown as separate data series. 
Figure 7.4.14 shows the five-firm concentration ratios of performances per band in Sydney. 
Newspaper and street press are shown as separate data series. 
The details and summary statistics are listed in the Appendices in Table 7.4.13 (newspapers) and Table 
7.4.14 (street press).  
Unlike the concentration ratios of performances per venue and performances per suburb, the 
concentration ratios for performances per band showed decline over time, even in Melbourne.  
For Melbourne newspapers, the five-firm concentration ratio of performances per band was six per 
cent in 1983, and four per cent in 1993.  
For Melbourne street press, the five-firm concentration ratio of performances per band was five per 
cent in 1991, and two per cent in 2006 
For Sydney newspapers, the five-firm concentration ratio of performances per band was four per cent 
in 1983, four per cent again in 1993 (after a peak in 1988 of six per cent), and five per cent in 1996.  
For Sydney street press, the five-firm concentration ratio of performances per band was seven per 
cent in 1991, and three per cent in 2006.  
Thus Sydney newspapers 1981—1996 were the only source which showed anything other than steep, 
continuous decline on the five-firm concentration ratio of performances per band. This mirrors the 
downward trends in average performances per band, and standard deviations of performances per 
band, suggesting (again) that decline in performances per band was a continuous trend affecting most 
bands, especially through the 1990s and 2000s.  
Put more positively, these figures also indicate that performance opportunities were becoming more 
diverse: that is, more bands were involved in the live music scene, especially in Melbourne, even if the 
share of performances in particular locations was becoming less diverse.  
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Figure 7.4.13 
Five-firm concentration ratio of performances per band, newspaper and street press samples, 
Melbourne 
 
Figure 7.4.14 
Five-firm concentration ratio of performances per band, newspaper and street press samples, 
Sydney 
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7.4.3 DISCUSSION: DOES GROWTH OR DECLINE SHOW IN CONCENTRATION RATIOS? 
This section has changing ratios between the different elements of the available live music data: 
performance listings, venues, and bands. This was prompted by the uneven rates of growth seen in 
the basic totals presented in Section 7.2. From basic totals there was very little evidence of decline, 
but variations in the growth rates between performances, venues and bands suggested the possibility 
that different trends of growth and decline would be seen in changing ratios.  
Overall, the data presented in Section 7.4 has supported this supposition. In particular, decline in the 
average number of performance listed per band, and varying trends in venue concentration between 
Sydney and Melbourne, were evident. 
The average number of performances listed per band declined consistently, in both Sydney and 
Melbourne. The standard deviation of performances per band also declined over time. So, too, did 
the five-firm concentration ratio of performances per band. Hence, the declining average number of 
performances listed per band appears to have been a downward trend affecting all bands, in both 
cities, rather than reflecting a division between bands with many performances and bands with few 
performances.  
The average number of performances listed per venue showed different trends in Sydney and 
Melbourne, and (unlike performances per band) showed few signs of decline. 
In Melbourne, the average number of performances listed per venue grew steadily over time, 
particularly for street press listings (1986—2006). The standard deviation of performances listed per 
venue grew steeply over time. The five-firm concentration ratio of performances listed per venue 
increased over time to a peak in 2001, when 25 per cent of all performances listed in the Melbourne 
street press were located in one of the top five venues. Together, these results suggest that the 
increasing average of performances listed per venue in Melbourne was attributable to a divide 
developing between venues, with some “super venues” hosting an increasing share of live music 
performances. 
An increase in the concentration of Melbourne live music listings in particular suburbs was also noted: 
the five-firm concentration of performances listed per suburb increased steadily from 31 per cent of 
newspaper performance listings in 1981 to 62 per cent of street press performance listings in 2006. 
Hence, the location of live music performances in Melbourne became increasingly less diverse. But 
this does not appear to have been the case in Sydney. In Sydney, the five-firm concentration level of 
performances per venue peaked in 1991 (with 21 per cent of performances listed in the Sydney street 
press located in one of the top five venues), and declined until 2001. The average number of 
performances listed per venue in Sydney showed very little change over the entire time frame, in 
either newspapers or street press. Likewise, there was little change over time in the standard 
deviation of performances per venue in Sydney. These measures all suggest an absence of “super 
venues” in Sydney.  
All these measures suggest a changing dynamic in the relationship between bands and venues, and 
different “musical pathways” being available in Sydney and Melbourne. This can be explored 
qualitatively in Chapter 9 (musician interviews). 
In the meantime, the quantitative analyses presented thus far can contribute to an impression of 
changes in the live music scenes in Sydney and Melbourne across the study time frame: little evidence 
of aggregate decline, but evidence of change which might be felt like decline for some participants, 
and growth for others.  
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On average, bands in the 1990s and 2000s were much less likely to perform multiple times per week 
than in the 1980s. However, the diversity of bands increased: in the sense that the top bands had a 
decreasing share of the total performances. Concurrently, the location of live music performances in 
Melbourne became less diverse, while the location of live music performances in Sydney became more 
diverse. Whether this diversity of locations in Sydney felt like growth is another matter: it is possible 
that, combined with the decline in the average number of performances common to both cities, the 
diversity of Sydney venues felt like being “scattered to the wind” (Sydney musician Tim Freedman, 
discussed in Chapter 4, quoted in Carroll & Connell, 2000). 
By contrast, the relative lack of diversity in Melbourne may have felt more like a “hub” than being 
“scattered to the wind”, and contributed to more growth of bands in Melbourne. It is also possible 
that the definition of a “good” music scene was evolving during the 1990s, to mean “more diversity 
of bands, but less diversity of locations”. This would be consistent with the qualitative accounts of the 
Melbourne scene in the 1990s, as explored in Chapter 4. With concentration, however, comes 
dependence. The concentration of live performances in particular venues would be likely to 
exacerbate tension about live music as a competing land use. The peak of concentration in the 
Melbourne samples (2001) preceded tension about noise complaints (Tomazin, 2002), and the “Fair 
Go 4 Live Music” activism (Webb, 2003). 
A further possibility, in addition to venue concentration trends, is that overall growth in either Sydney 
or Melbourne was geographically uneven even for less dominant venues. This was suggested by the 
increasing five-firm concentration ratio of performances per suburb in Melbourne, which rose from 
31 per cent in 1981 to 62 per cent in 2006 (meaning that in 2006, 62 percent of Melbourne street 
press performances were listed in one of five suburbs). The same trend of increasing concentration in 
suburbs was not seen in Sydney. Since participants cannot be everywhere at once, uneven geographic 
trends are likely to make a big impression: either of growth or decline, depending on perspective. 
Geographic differences will be explored next in Chapter 8 (Spatial Analysis and Geovisualisation).  
 
Figure 7.4.15 
Music industry growth analogy from “Popular music: Concentration and diversity in the industry, 
1974–1980” (Rothenbuhler & Dimmick, 1982) 
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CHAPTER 8 – QUANTITATIVE RESULTS: SPATIAL ANALYSIS AND 
GEOVISUALISATIONS 
 
This chapter uses spatial statistical methods and geovisualisations to analyse patterns of clustering 
and dispersal in the live music data. It explores if the patterns of growth and decline, described in 
Chapter7, were also combined with geographic patterns of clustering and dispersal.  
First, in Section 8.1, spatial statistical methods are used to quantify patterns of clustering or dispersal. 
These results augment the preceding quantitative analyses by testing for statistical significance of 
spatial patterns.  
The use of spatial data is continued in Section 8.2 – Geovisualisations. Geovisualisation can 
communicate where patterns occurred. Different styles have respective advantages and 
disadvantages, discussed alongside the patterns they reveal. 
 8.1 SPATIAL ANALYSIS 
 
 
This section presents spatial statistical analyses of live music patterns. It is assumed that the spatial 
statistical methods will be less well known to readers than standard descriptive statistics in Chapter 
7. Hence, a broad introduction to spatial statistical methods is included, and each method includes an 
explanation for the spatial statistical method.  
The spatial analysis section is structured as follows: 
First, in Section 8.1.2, a discussion: What can spatial analysis add to understanding live music? This 
describes the limitations of relying on maps to assess clustering, and defines what “clustering” and 
“dispersal” could mean for live music. 
In Section 8.1.3, Average Nearest Neighbour results are presented. Average Nearest Neighbour is a 
simple global measure of point clustering. It indicates, on average, how near each point is to its nearest 
neighbouring point. In this subsection the Average Nearest Neighbour measure is applied to 
performance listings and to venues. 
In Section 8.1.4, indicators of Spatial Association are explored, using three complementary methods 
(Global Moran’s I, the General G Statistic, and Local Moran’s I). Indicators of spatial association can be 
used to assess the extent to which similar numeric values are located in patterns near or far from each 
other. In this subsection, they are applied to the number of performance listings per venue.  
Finally, in Section 8.1.5, results are presented for Ripley’s K multi-distance clustering analysis. Ripley’s 
K allows for clustering or dispersal to be measured at different distance thresholds. Ripley’s K also 
complements Average Nearest Neighbour results, by being less affected by outliers, and also makes it 
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possible to make comparisons between clustering patterns in Melbourne and Sydney with fewer 
complications from their respective sizes. 
All spatial statistical methods were applied in ArcGIS (a proprietary GIS program), using exactly the 
same set of performance listings and venue data as seen in Chapter 7. Bands, however, are not 
geocoded.  
The available data in gig listings influenced the choices of the most appropriate spatial statistical 
methods. The most important consideration was that all geodatabase outputs for use in ArcGIS were 
point datasets. Each point represents an individual “event” of live music found in different gig listings 
samples: either a venue or a live music performance.  
Other forms of clustering and dispersal in live music — most obviously, of audiences — are important 
but not able to be measured from gig listings, so are considered qualitatively in Chapter 9.  
 
8.1.2 DISCUSSION: WHAT CAN SPATIAL ANALYSIS ADD TO UNDERSTANDING LIVE MUSIC? 
 
 
Why Not Just Use Maps? 
 
Maps are excellent communicative tools, but they are not the only possible output for historical spatial 
data. Spatial statistical methods can be added to research with historical Geographic Information 
Systems to strengthen analysis and reduce reliance on map interpretation (Gregory, 2008). They make 
it possible to assess whether a spatial dataset is more clustered than one might expect for a random 
distribution, and they make it possible to assess whether one spatial dataset is more or less clustered 
than another.  
Before presenting spatial statistical methods for live music, it is helpful to consider the limitations of 
maps in developing knowledge of spatial patterns. Consider for example, two sets of maps. Figure 
8.1.1 shows live music venue locations in Melbourne in 1986 and 2006. Figure 8.1.2 shows live music 
venue locations in Sydney in 1986 and 2006.  
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Figure 8.1.1 
Melbourne venue maps: 1986 (left), 2006 (right) 
 
 
Figure 8.1.2 
Sydney venue maps: 1986 (left), 2006 (right) 
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These maps make it clear that live music venues are not, and were not, evenly distributed across 
Melbourne or Sydney. They convey — validly — that live music is both spatially uneven and subject to 
change. But beyond this, maps become more limited as analytical tools.  
The maps suggest that some areas became more clustered than others between 1986 and 2006. The 
south west of Sydney, for example, appears to have more venues in 2006, and the CBD appears to be 
less clustered than in 1986. In Melbourne, the CBD and inner north appears more clustered in 2006, 
and venues in the inner east appear to have dispersed. 
But it is difficult to describe clustering patterns — and even more difficult to quantify them — from 
these maps alone. This is because:  
- The points are difficult to count, and distances are difficult to measure, so comparisons to a 
random distribution are not practicable. 
- The choice of map scale can impact greatly on perceptions of clustering. A wider zoom — for 
example, 1:400,000 — would mean that all maps would appear to be equally, and drastically, 
clustered. At a closer scale, the venues would appear more dispersed. 
- Changing symbol size would also impact the interpretation of clustering: larger symbols would 
appear more clustered, and smaller symbols would appear less clustered.  
- Regardless of scale and symbology, when interpreting maps the human tendency is 
interpolate patterns whether or not they exist: a phenomenon known as the “clustering 
illusion” (Gilovich, 2008). 
- In this map style, all venues appear alike and it is not possible to see whether there are 
underlying attribute patterns such as similar venues clustering together. 
- It is particularly difficult to make comparisons. Which maps are more clustered?  
Spatial statistical methods make it possible to answer whether the datasets presented in the maps 
actually are clustered, or just appear to be clustered because of map-making choices of scale and 
symbology, combined with the “clustering illusion” added by the viewer. They also make it possible to 
compare clustering in different datasets. 
Spatial statistical methods are particularly useful for historical spatial data on live music, when — from 
the maps above — live music venues in both Melbourne and Sydney appear to have been clustered 
to some extent across the study time frame. It is unlikely to be a case of simply saying that one map 
is clustered and that the other is not.  
Overall, spatial statistical methods make it possible to keep maps as communication tools, but not rely 
on them to interpret clustering and dispersal. However, spatial statistical methods introduce many 
choices, as well as multiple outputs and perspectives. It is perhaps for this reason that map styles 
similar to those shown above — depicting distributions of creative “firm” locations, set at a single 
scale — are often the point at which the existence or otherwise of creative clusters are debated 
(Harvey, Hawkins, & Thomas, 2012; Moeller, 2013; Tironi, 2012).  
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8.1.2.1 What Can “clustering” Mean for Live Music?  
 
There are multiple spatial statistical methods available with which to measure clustering and dispersal, 
and multiple choices available within each. The number of methodological choices serves to 
emphasise that clustering and dispersal can refer to different phenomena, many of which can be 
present simultaneously, just like growth and decline. 
With the available live music data from the geodatabase, clustering or dispersal could refer to any or 
all of: 
1. Proximity of live music venues 
Clustered = Venues tending to locate near each other. 
Dispersed = Venues tending to locate far from each other. 
2. Proximity of live music performances 
Clustered = Live music performances tending to occur near each other, and/or in the same 
venue. 
Dispersed = Live music performances tending to occur far from each other.  
3. Attribute clustering: proximity of similarly sized venues 
Clustered = Venues with similar numbers of live music performances tending to locate near 
each other. 
Dispersed = Venues with similar numbers of live music performances tending to locate far from 
each other.  
These patterns can all return statistically significant results for clustering or dispersal, but not 
necessarily at the same time. This will depend on the spatial statistical method used. 
Section 8.1.3, Section 8.1.4 and Section 8.1.5 present three differing methods, beginning with Average 
Nearest Neighbour. While these methods can potentially seem quite abstracted from live music they 
can add context to the qualitative accounts of live music in Chapter 4 and Chapter 9. Clustering and 
dispersal can be obscured in non-spatial statistics, but are likely to impact on the experiences of live 
music scene participants, with particular implications for the visibility of live music.  
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8.1.3 AVERAGE NEAREST NEIGHBOUR 
Average Nearest Neighbour is a simple measure of point clustering. It indicates, on average, how near 
each point is to its nearest neighbouring point. Smaller Average Nearest Neighbour values indicate 
that the pointdataset is more clustered (on average), larger Average Nearest Neighbour values 
indicate that the point dataset is less clustered (on average).  
Average Nearest Neighbour also provides a test against spatial randomness. The observed Average 
Nearest Neighbour results can be compared against the results to be expected for a random 
distribution of points within the same given area. The P value indicates the probability of the observed 
Average Nearest Neighbour value occurring in a random distribution in the same area.  
The general Average Nearest Neighbour formulae are shown below in Figure 8.1.3.1, followed by a 
brief description of how the results formulae were generated with the geodatabase outputs. 
 
 
Figure 8.1.3.1  
Average Nearest Neighbour formula (Esri, 2014a) 
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To generate results with the geodatabase outputs, a custom script was written to loop through each 
sample, call the ArcGIS Average Nearest Neighbour function, and write the respective results to a text 
file. The key part of the script is shown in the Appendices to Section 8.1. The enclosing area against 
which to test for spatial randomness was set to either Greater Melbourne or Greater Sydney, 
according to the source name for each sample. The unit of measurement for the Average Nearest 
Neighbour results in ArcGIS is determined by the coordinate system. In this case, the units defaulted 
to metres as a result of using Map Grid of Australia.  
The script generated Average Nearest Neighbour results for: 
- All performance listings (treating each sample as a separate point dataset) 
- All venue samples (treating each sample as a separate point dataset) 
The key outputs values retained for each sample were:  
- Observed nearest neighbour value 
- P (probability) score 
 
Since the Average Nearest Neighbour function did not account for uneven population distributions 
within cities, the P value (probability of observed value occurring randomly) was retained as a basic 
check for clustering significance, while the greater interest value lay in making comparisons of 
observed Average Nearest Neighbour values. Growth or decline in these values over time could 
indicate trends in live music points becoming closer together, or further apart, on average, in each 
respective city.  
Looking first at the Average Nearest Neighbour results for performance listings, Figure 8.1.3.2 shows 
the observed Average Nearest Neighbour values for performances listed in Melbourne, and Figure 
8.1.3.3 shows the same figures for Sydney.  
Details of Average Nearest Neighbour results for performance listings are shown in two tables in the 
Appendices (Table 8.1.3.1 for newspapers, Table 8.1.3.2 for street press). These tables show observed 
values, expected values, and P values for each sample.  
For each sample, in each source, the P (probability) value for performance listings was 0. This means 
that the performance listing distributions were all significantly more clustered than a random 
distribution of points could possibly be within the same area (Greater Melbourne or Greater Sydney, 
respectively). Again, this result was not surprising, given that the function did not account for uneven 
population distributions within each city, but the P results did provide the basic confirmation that the 
performance listing distributions were significantly clustered. The greater interest value lies in the 
changing values of the observed Nearest Neighbour across different years in each city. These observed 
values changed over time, and showed different trends in Sydney and Melbourne, which became 
more and less clustered, respectively. 
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In Melbourne newspapers, the observed Average Nearest Neighbour value for performance listings 
showed a downward trend, from 328m in 1983 to 227m in 1993 (-101m in 10 years). There were 
fluctuations, including a high of 347m in 1987.  
In Sydney newspapers, the observed Average Nearest Neighbour value for performance listings 
showed an upward trend, from 243m in 1983 to 402m in 1993 (+159m in 10 years). There were 
fluctuations in this trend, with a low in 1987 (the same year in which Melbourne experienced a high), 
but compared to Melbourne the trend was more consistent, and upward instead of downward.  
In Melbourne street press, the observed Average Nearest Neighbour value for performance listings 
trended strongly downwards, from 306m in 1991 to 90m in 2006 (-216m in 15 years).  
In Sydney street press, the observed Average Nearest Neighbour value for performance listings 
trended upward, from 290m to 1991 and 354m in 2006 (+64m in 15 years).  
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Figure 8.1.3.2 
Observed Average Nearest Neighbour results for performance listings in Melbourne 
 
 
Figure 8.1.3.3 
Observed Average Nearest Neighbour results for performance listings in Sydney 
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In summary, these results indicate that: 
On average, Melbourne performance listings became closer together over time. 
On average, Sydney performance listings became further apart over time.  
The downward pattern in observed Average Nearest Neighbour values for performance listings in 
Melbourne is, in part, influenced by the total number of points (since the number of points is part of 
the denominator in the formula). For example, 1986 was a low point for total performance listings in 
Melbourne, but shows as a high point for Average Nearest Neighbour value. In 2006, there were a 
great number of performances listed in the street press (816), and a low observed Average Nearest 
Neighbour value. However, the greater number of performances listed each year in Melbourne could 
— hypothetically — be located anywhere within Greater Melbourne. Instead, the values in 
Melbourne behaved as if they were hemmed in, with an absence of spatial expansion to match the 
increasing totals of live music performances.  
Furthermore, the Sydney nearest neighbour values for performance listings showed opposite trends 
than for Melbourne, even though the total Sydney performance listings increased in the street press 
1986—2006 and showed little change in newspapers 1981-1996.The observed Average Nearest 
Neighbour values in Sydney did not behave as if they were hemmed in. The observed Average 
Nearest Neighbour value in Sydney performance listings trended upward in both newspapers and 
street press, indicating that, on average, live music performances listed in Sydney became further 
apart over time. Whether this translated to a perception of expansion for participants will be explored 
in Chapter 9 (Musician Interviews) — it is possible that a greater distance between performance 
locations could contribute to a perception of decline, through lack of a visible scene.  
Before moving to results for venues, it should be noted that Average Nearest Neighbour values for 
performance listings are likely to be strongly influenced by performances in the same venue (for which 
the nearest neighbour of points sharing a venue will be 0m). This will not affect results for venues, 
shown next. Running the process again for venues provides a check on whether the trends seen in 
Average Nearest Neighbour values for performance listings are artefacts of some venues (particularly 
in Melbourne) hosting an increasingly large share of performances (as shown in Section 8.4).  
Looking next at the Average Nearest Neighbour results for venues, Figure 8.1.3.5 shows the observed 
Average Nearest Neighbour values for venues in Melbourne, and Figure 8.1.3.6 shows same figures 
for Sydney. Details of Average Nearest Neighbour results for venues are shown in two tables in the 
Appendices to Section 8.1 (Table 8.1.3.3 for newspapers, Table 8.1.3.4 for street press).  
For each sample, in each source, the P (probability) value for venues was 0.0, just as for performance 
listings.  
Again, this probability result was not surprising, and provided only a basic check for significant 
clustering. The greater interest lies in trends for observed Average Nearest Neighbour values for 
venues in respective cities.  
The observed Average Nearest Neighbour values for venues showed similar long-term trends to those 
for performance listings (that is, becoming closer together in Melbourne and further apart in Sydney), 
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but with higher absolute values. The higher absolute values occur because there are fewer total 
venues than total performance listings, and because venue results are not influenced by performances 
within the same venue. 
In Melbourne newspapers, the Average Nearest Neighbour value for venues was 1616m in 1983 and 
1132m in 1993 (-484m in 10 years). There were few fluctuations in an otherwise steady downward 
trend, with venues becoming closer together on average each year.  
In Sydney newspapers, the Average Nearest Neighbour value for venues trended steadily upwards, 
particularly from the late 1980s. The observed value was 1390m in 1983 and 1547m in 1993 (+157m 
in 10 years). 
In Melbourne street press, the Average Nearest Neighbour value for venues also trended downward. 
The observed value was 1836m in 1991 and 1128m in 2006 (-708m in 15 years). 
In Sydney street press, the Average Nearest Neighbour value for performance listings was 1430m in 
1991 and 1778m in 2006 (+348m in 15 years). 
The similarity in trends (if not absolute values) between observed Average Nearest Neighbour values 
for venues and for performance listings, respectively, suggest that the clustering seen over time in 
Melbourne, and the dispersal over time seen in Sydney, were not solely artefacts of variations in the 
number of performances per venue. 
They confirm the trend toward live music becoming closer together, on average, in Melbourne, and 
live music becoming further apart, on average, in Sydney, but with less variation and less absolute 
change than for the distribution of performances. This latter point emphasises that venues with very 
large numbers of performances (as noted in Section 8.4) were influential in the geographical 
distribution of live music performances. But, in light of the similar trends between performance listing 
and venue results, they are not the only factor: Melbourne and Sydney are showing different 
geographic trends.  
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Figure 8.1.3.4 
Observed Average Nearest Neighbour results for venues in Melbourne 
 
 
Figure 8.1.3.5 
Observed Average Nearest Neighbour results for venues in Sydney 
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Before proceeding to the next spatial statistical method (attribute clustering), some notes on the 
limitations of Average Nearest Neighbour are included. 
Average Nearest Neighbour is able to quickly and efficiently communicate clustering trends across a 
study area, but it is unable to account for clustering which varies across the study area. Naturally, a 
single average measure will be strongly influenced by very high and very low individual values, and 
different patterns can average out to appear similar. For example, a mix of similar distance values (e.g. 
all venues located 200m from each other), or a mix of very large and very small distance values (e.g. 
some venues located 300m and other located 50m from each other), will average out similarly. This is 
analogous to the influence of a single very high priced property on average property prices (and hence, 
the tendency to report median prices instead). 
Although the results have all used fixed enclosing areas (Greater Melbourne or Greater Sydney), 
relatively isolated venues within these city areas can potentially exert a strong influence on Average 
Nearest Neighbour results. 
As an example, Figure 8.1.3.7 shows venues from Sydney street press (Drum Media) in 2001. Some 
venues are located at the edge of Greater Sydney, including Wyong and Bargo, which are nearly 100km 
from the Sydney CBD. The influence of greater distances like this should be kept in mind when 
interpreting Average Nearest Neighbour results: while they are accurate, they also may also increase 
the observed Average Nearest Neighbour values in Greater Sydney even if there are no changes in the 
inner city. The single figure can refer to different phenomena. Lower average nearest neighbour values 
in Greater Sydney may mean that inner city venues thinned out, or that there were more venues at 
the edge of Greater Sydney (perhaps reflecting expansion of residential development), or both. In any 
event, the Sydney venues were not as “hemmed in” as in Melbourne.  
Ripley’s K multi-distance cluster analysis (included in Section 8.1.5) is able to describe different 
clustering patterns within the same bounding area, without averaging results. Of course, the trade-off 
is that more results are generated, thus becoming a challenge to interpret with multiple time frames. 
It is helpful to have started with Average Nearest Neighbour results, as these have generated a 
relatively small set of numerical values, pointing, albeit broadly, towards basic geographical 
differences in live music patterns in Melbourne and Sydney.  
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Figure 8.1.3.6 
Example of isolated venues which can influence Average Nearest Neighbour results 
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8.1.4 SPATIAL ASSOCIATION: DO VENUES OF A FEATHER FLOCK TOGETHER? 
 
Indicators of spatial association can be used to examine whether numeric values in an area exhibit 
spatial patterns. They can be used to identify overriding patterns in an area (e.g. large values tending 
to be located far from each other), or, alternatively, to find anomalous values which stand out from 
the majority (e.g. a crime hotspot).  
Two popular methods for measuring spatial association are Moran’s I, developed in the 1950s (Moran, 
1950), and the G statistic, developed in the 1990s (Getis & Ord, 1992; Ord & Getis, 1995). However, 
other methods for measuring spatial association have been developed, as well as refinements to 
Moran’s I and the G statistic which continue in recent research (for example: Assuncao & Reis, 1999; 
Jackson, Huang, Xie, & Tiwari, 2010; Tiefelsdorf & Boots, 1997).  
Both Moran’s I and G statistic return: 
- An Index value (an observed value describing the similarity of neighbouring values to each 
other, for which the calculations vary according to the algorithm) 
- A Z value (a standard deviation value, indicating where the observed Index value would sit in 
relation to a hypothetical random distribution of Index values) 
For both Moran’s I and the G statistic, the Z value represents standard deviations: indicating where 
the observed Index value would sit in relation to a random distribution of Index values in the same 
area. This allows a P value to be calculated, describing the probability of the observed Index value 
occurring at random. See Figure 8.1.4.1. If the P value is considered statistically significant, then (and 
only then) the magnitude and direction of the Z value can be interpreted for information on patterns 
of association.  
While the P value has the same meaning in both methods, the Z values of Moran’s I and the G statistic, 
respectively, describe subtly different patterns. For this reason, the developers of the G statistic 
recommend that both statistics be used (Getis & Ord, 1992).  
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Figure 8.1.4.1  
Explanation of Z and P values in spatial statistics (Esri, 2016) 
 
Moran’s I can describe if similar values are closer together (positive Z value), or if similar values are 
further apart (negative Z value). See Figure 8.1.4.2. 
 
Figure 8.1.4.2  
Example of patterns described by Moran’s I (Esri, 2014c) 
 
The G statistic can describe if high values are closer together (positive Z value), or if low values are 
closer together (negative Z value). See Figure 8.1.4.3. 
 
Figure 8.1.4.3  
Example of patterns described by the G statistic (Esri, 2015) 
The definitions of “similar numbers” and “closer” or “further” are relative to each dataset: the 
methods take account of the variation in the attribute, the size of the study area, and the number of 
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features, comparing this to how the same set of values could be distributed randomly in the same 
area.  
Both Moran’s I and the G statistic require a numeric attribute in input data. The only numeric attribute 
directly available from the gig listings geodatabase is the number of performance listings per venue. 
In each respective venue sample, busy venues will have a high value for this attribute (for example, a 
venue named “Candy’s Apartment” had 30 performances listed in the Drum Media 2006 sample), and 
less busy venues will have lower values (for example, Bargo Bowling Club had one performance listed 
in the Drum Media 2001 sample). There will, however, not be any venues with zero performance 
listings, as only active venues appear in each sample.  
Used in this way, spatial association methods (Moran’s I or the G statistic) can test whether live 
music venues with similar numbers of live music performances tend to be closer together, further 
apart, or apparently at random. 
Moran’s I and the G statistic both have global and local applications, which use the same respective 
algorithms, but for different purposes. Global applications of spatial association describe patterns in 
the whole of a spatial dataset. They return a single set of Index, Z and P values for each spatial dataset. 
The global application of Moran’s I is referred to as Global Moran’s I. The global application of the G 
statistic is referred to as the General G statistic. 
Local applications of spatial association describe the attribute clustering characteristics of all 
individual input objects, returning many Index, Z and P values, for each spatial dataset. They are 
referred to collectively as LISA (Local Indicators of Spatial Association). LISA applications were made 
possible by advances in computerised mapping, which enabled repeated calculation of spatial 
association values, and graphic representation of these results. LISA applications can help to identify 
outlier objects and hot spots which do not follow broader patterns. Importantly for this chapter, they 
can also help to understand the origins of global attribute clustering results: “the decomposition of 
global indicators, such as Moran's I, into the contribution of each observation” (Anselin, 1995).  
The local application of Moran’s I is referred to as Anselin Local Moran’s I. The local application of the 
G statistic is referred to as the Getis-Ord Gi* statistic. Presented below are the results for Global 
Moran’s I, the General G statistic, and Anselin Local Moran’s I, for live music performances per venue. 
The first two methods (Global Moran’s I, General G) are global. They return a single set of Index, Z and 
P values for each sample. These are followed by a LISA application (Local Moran’s I), for which the 
primary use is to help explain the global results with maps. 
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8.1.4.1 Global Moran’s I 
 
The first spatial association method used is Global Moran’s I. The general formula of Moran’s I are 
shown below in Figure 8.1.4.3. Used with live music performances per venue, Global Moran’s I results 
will indicate whether similar venues hosting similar amounts of live music tended to be found closer 
together, or further apart, or apparently at random, for each sample.  
 
Figure 8.1.4.4  
Moran’s I formulae (Esri, 2014c) 
 
To generate Global Moran’s I results with the historical geodatabase, the ArcGIS “Spatial 
Autocorrelation (Moran’s I)” function was used for each separate sample of venues, with performance 
listing count as the input attribute. An example input screen is shown in the Appendices to Chapter 8.  
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The full set of Index, Z and P results for Global Moran’s I are shown in two tables in the Appendices to 
Section 8.1. Table 8.1.4.1 shows Global Moran’s I results from newspaper samples. Each sample has 
an Index, Z, and P value. Table 8.1.4.2 shows Global Moran’s I results from street press samples.  
In both tables, statistically significant samples are highlighted. These are a minority, as the Global 
Moran’s I tables show the great majority of samples — 31 of a total of 37 — are not statistically 
significant. This indicates no apparent attribute clustering pattern for the majority of samples. 
So few significant results can be initially surprising, given that every sample, in every source, yielded 
significant results from Average Nearest Neighbour (Section 8.2.3). This is because Global Moran’s I 
describes clustering and dispersal patterns for live music which will not necessarily occur concurrently 
with proximity. 
Significant Global Moran’s I results, either for clustering or dispersal, were the exception rather than 
the rule, suggesting that, more often than not, live music venues were located near venues with a 
mix of live music activity levels, in both Sydney and Melbourne. While venues may have been close 
together, and increasingly closer in Melbourne, they only rarely exhibited patterns in the amount of 
live music they presented. 
There were some exceptions to this overriding pattern of heterogeneity. The six samples with 
significant Global Moran’s I results were: 
- Melbourne newspaper 1981 (Z = -2.276) 
- Melbourne newspaper 1984 (Z = -2.684) 
- Melbourne newspaper 1985 (Z = -3.117) 
- Melbourne newspaper 1987 (Z = +1.837) 
- Sydney newspaper 1993 (Z = +1.888) 
- Sydney street press 2006 (Z = +2.796) 
 
Remembering that the Z scores correspond to standard deviations on a hypothetical random 
distribution of Moran’s Index values in the same area, these significant Z results can be distilled into 
two main themes. 
Firstly, Melbourne transitioned from a period of attribute dispersal in the early 1980s (1981, 1984, 
and 1985 newspaper samples), to a brief period of attribute clustering (1987 newspaper sample), and 
thereafter returned no significant results for Global Moran’s I, in either source, through the 1990s and 
2000s. Significant negative Z values with Global Moran’s I can indicate underlying patterns of spatial 
competitiveness: similarly sized values which “repel” each other. Hence, the significant negative Z 
values in the early 1980s Melbourne may be concurrent with the existence of circuits, wherein 
similarly sized venues were more likely to be found far from each other, than close to each other.  
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After one sample with a Z value indicating attribute clustering (1987), Melbourne samples showed no 
significant Global Moran’s I results again, through the 1990s and 2000s. In Section 8.4 (Ratios) it was 
noted that in the same time frame live music performances showed increasing concentration in 
particular Melbourne venues (25 per cent of performances listed in the 2001 street press sample were 
in one of five venues). While these venues may well have been literally in competition with each other, 
they were no longer spatially arranged as such. Instead, through the 1990s and 2000s, Melbourne 
venues with many performances tended to be surrounded by venues with a mix of performance 
numbers. This suggests a transition: from competitive dispersal of venues hosting similar levels of live 
music, through to clustering, through to apparent randomness, with all levels of live music activity 
neighbouring each other. Whichever competitive patterns shaped the attribute dispersal in 
Melbourne in the early 1980s, were later overridden.  
Secondly, Sydney in 2006 showed an opposite pattern (attribute clustering). The 2006 Sydney street 
press sample returned a very high, positive Z value. This indicates that in Sydney in 2006, neighbouring 
venues tended to host similar amounts of live music: an unusual, homogenous scenario in the wider 
sample pool, and a contrast to Melbourne results. The likelihood of this occurring in Sydney, rather 
than Melbourne, was higher given the absence of “super venues” in Sydney. As identified in Section 
7.4, Sydney did not exhibit the trend toward increasing concentration in particular venues. Hence, 
there would be fewer outlier venues — already suggesting less variety in the number of performances 
per venue (although, conversely, more diversity in the number of different places where live music 
performances occurred). The Global Moran’s I result indicates that this similarity of venue activity was, 
by 2006, also spatial: neighbouring venues tended, above all, to show a similar level of live music 
activity as their neighbours. 
The appearance of these patterns in map form will be shown below in Anselin Local Moran’s I. But 
first, a second global spatial association measure (General G statistic) is presented, which can 
complement the results to Global Moran’s I. 
 
8.1.4.2 General G Statistic 
 
The General G statistic is a second global measure of spatial association, which can describe different 
patterns to Global Moran’s I.  
The formulae for the General G statistic are shown below in Figure 8.1.4.4. Like Global Moran’s I, this 
returns an Index, Z and P value, which describe the probability of the observed distribution of a given 
attribute occurring randomly. However, the Z values are interpreted differently. In General G statistic 
results, a significant positive Z score indicates that high values cluster together, and a significant 
negative Z means that low values cluster together. 
Used with live music performances per venue, General G statistic results will indicate whether venues 
hosting many performances tended to be located near each other (positive Z), or whether venues 
hosting few performances tended to be located near each other (negative Z).  
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Figure 8.1.4.5 
General G statistic formulae (Esri, 2015) 
 
The full set of Index, Z and P results for the General G statistic are shown in two tables in the 
Appendices to Section 8.1. Table 8.1.4.3 shows General G statistic results from newspaper samples. 
Table 8.1.4.4 shows General G statistic results from street press samples.  
Just as for Global Moran’s I, statistically significant samples are highlighted. Significant samples are an 
even smaller minority for the General G statistic than for Global Moran’s, with 34 of a total of 37 
samples not statistically significant.  
The three samples with significant Global Moran’s I results were: 
- Melbourne newspaper 1987 (Z =3.914) 
- Sydney newspaper 1990 (Z = 3.014) 
- Sydney street press 2006 (Z = 4.162) 
The results for General G are similar but not identical to those for Global Moran’s I, with even fewer 
significant results. The early 1980s Melbourne samples which were identified as significantly dispersed 
in Global Moran’s I (1981, 1984, 1985), did not return significant results with the General G statistic. 
This is because attribute dispersal is not detected by General G, only like-with-like tendencies (high 
with high, or low with low).  
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These results re-affirm Sydney street press 2006 as an unusual sample, with a significant amount of 
attribute clustering for performances per venue. The positive Z value for General G indicates that the 
attribute clustering was for high values: venues with many performances (relative to Sydney 2006) 
were found together at this time.  
There were no significant General G results in Melbourne from the late 1980s through to the 2000s. 
The General G results indicate that, through the study time frame, venues with high numbers of 
performances only very occasionally located together to a significant extent (Melbourne 1987, Sydney 
1990 and 2006), and that venues with few performances were never located together to a significant 
extent.  
However, the outputs from the geodatabase do not contain zeros — the venue points represent 
“events” rather than permanent locations. It is conceivable that different results would be found when 
incorporating venues with no live music at all.  
Since there are so few significant results, and because detailed point data is available from the 
geodatabase, it is not necessary to look closer at attribute clustering (detailed variations of attribute 
clustering when finer detail is not available). But next, a local indicator of spatial association — Local 
Moran’s I — helps to clarify what attribute clustering and attribute dispersal looks like in map form 
for live music performances per venue. 
 
8.1.4.3 Local Moran’s I 
 
Local Moran’s I applies the Moran’s I formulae (Figure 8.1.4.3) to each individual object in a spatial 
dataset. The Index, Z and P values indicate how similar each object is to its neighbour, and the odds 
of this occurring randomly. These similarities contribute cumulatively to Global Moran’s I results. 
Individual Local Moran’s I maps can show where attribute clustering occurs most or least in each city, 
rather than describing these patterns in aggregate. 
Local Moran’s I results were generated in ArcGIS using the “Cluster and Outlier Analysis (Anselin Local 
Moran’s I)” tool, with performance listings per venue as the input attribute. An example screenshot is 
shown in the Appendices to Chapter 8. This generated a spatial dataset for each sample, in which each 
venue was assigned an Index, Z and P value, and classified as either clusters (high-high or low-low), 
outliers (low-high or high-low), or not significantly clustered. 
Summaries of the Anselin Local Moran’s I classifications are shown in two tables in the Appendices to 
Section 8.1. These tables describe the percentage of venues in each sample classified as clusters, 
outliers, or not significantly clustered, respectively. Table 8.1.4.5 shows the classifications for 
newspapers. Table 8.1.4.6 shows the classifications for street press.  
The majority of venues, in each sample, were classed as not significantly clustered. However, the 
percentage of not significantly clustered venues tended to be higher in Melbourne: an average of 91 
per cent of venues in Melbourne, and 85 per cent of venues in Sydney. 
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Relatedly, Sydney samples tended to show a higher proportion of venues classed as high-high clusters, 
than in Melbourne: an average of 10 per cent of venues in Sydney, and six per cent of venues in 
Melbourne.  
This suggests that a tendency towards attribute clustering was a feature of Sydney live music, more 
so than in Melbourne. However, clustering would be likely to only occur in particular areas of Sydney, 
since significant global results were still rare in the study time frame.  
Four example maps of Anselin Local Moran’s I classifications are shown in the pages below. These help 
to understand the types of patterns that global attribute association methods can and cannot 
describe. 
- Figure 8.1.4.5 shows Anselin Local Moran’s I results for the Melbourne 1984 newspaper 
sample. This sample had returned a significant attribute dispersal result for Global Moran’s I. 
The map shows what this attribute dispersal looked like – not necessarily venues at great 
distances from each other, but venues with relatively high numbers of performances in a 
variety of suburbs.  
- Figure 8.1.4.6 shows Anselin Local Moran’s I results for the Melbourne 2006 street press 
sample. This sample did not return a significant result for Global Moran’s I. The map shows 
very obviously clustered venues in some suburbs, and venues with very high performance 
numbers, but an absence of attribute clustering. 
- Figure 8.1.4.7 shows Anselin Local Moran’s I results for the Sydney 1983 newspaper sample. 
This sample did not return a significant result for Global Moran’s I. The map shows some areas 
of attribute clustering within parts of the inner city, though these were not a sufficiently large 
part of the sample to return a significant result for Global Moran’s I. 
- Figure 8.1.4.8 shows Anselin Local Moran’s I results for the Sydney 2006 newspaper sample. 
This sample returned a significant result for Global Moran’s I. The map shows strong attribute 
clustering in the inner city.  
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Figure 8.1.4.6 
Melbourne 1984, newspaper sample, Local Moran’s I results for performances by venue. 
Labels show number of performances at each venue in this sample. 
 
This sample returned a significant attribute dispersal result for Global Moran’s I. The Anselin Local Moran’s I map show that there were some neighbouring venues 
with similarly high numbers of performances (red), but in most cases these venues with high numbers of performance listings were relatively isolated from each 
other in different parts of the city. 
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Figure 8.1.4.7 
Melbourne 2006, street press sample, Local Moran’s I results for performances by venue. 
Labels show number of performances at each venue in this sample. 
 
This sample did not produce a significant Global Moran’s I result. However, an absence of attribute clustering or dispersal did not mean that other types of 
clustering were not occurring: venues were obviously clustered in particular suburbs, and some venues had very high performance numbers. But these were not in 
a wide variety of places, and were surrounded by venues with many different performance counts: some high, some low. Overall, a tendency toward “super 
venues” and, concurrently, towards clustering in particular suburbs, made attribute clustering unlikely. 
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Figure 8.1.4.8 
Sydney 1983, street press sample, Local Moran’s I results for performances by venue. 
Labels show number of performances at each venue, in this sample. 
 
This sample did not produce a significant Global Moran’s I result. However, attribute clustering can be seen in parts of the inner city, with many neighbouring 
venues hosting high numbers of performances (relative to the sample). These clustered venues were not a sufficiently large part of the sample to bring a significant 
global attribute clustering result, but a tendency towards attribute clustering in inner city Sydney was already evident. 
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Figure 8.1.4.9 
Sydney 2006, street press sample, Local Moran’s I results for performances by venue. 
Labels show number of performances at each venue, in this sample. 
 
This sample returned a significant attribute clustering result for Global Moran’s I. Attribute clustering is very visible in this map. Venues in the city and the inner 
west hosted similarly high performance counts (all shown in red). These were relatively high numbers: some individual venues in the Melbourne 2006 sample 
hosted many more performances than any of these. Though there was less obvious venue clustering in particular suburbs than in Melbourne at the same time, and 
no “super venues”, but the similarity of venue size contributed to a significant attribute clustering result. There were few “tall poppies”, nor “shrinking violets”, in 
inner city Sydney in this sample. Instead, a logic of “not too much, and not too little” appears to have prevailed.
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In summary, the unique insights that different spatial association methods (Global Moran’s I, General 
G statistic, and Anselin Local Moran’s I) have brought to the gig listings data are:  
1. Venues only very rarely showed significant patterns in the number of live music performances 
they hosted, even when they became closer together over time.  
2. Sydney music venues tended to show more similarity to their neighbours, than in Melbourne.  
3. In particular, inner city Sydney music venues in 2006 hosted very similar numbers of 
performances. There were few neighbouring venues with greatly different numbers of 
performances, either small or large. Instead, a homogenous “not too much, not too little” 
pattern appears to have prevailed.  
4. Melbourne transitioned from attribute dispersal in the early 1980s, wherein venues with large 
numbers of performances were located at significantly large distances from each other, 
through to apparent randomness in the 1990s and 2000s. While venues in the 1990s and 
2000s may have been literally in competition with each other, they were no longer spatially 
arranged as such.  
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8.1.5 RIPLEY’S K MULTI-DISTANCE CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
 
Ripleys’ K multi-distance cluster analysis enables measurement of clustering levels at different 
distance thresholds. The results can describe features which are clustered within short distances but 
random or dispersed over large distances. 
The Ripley’s K formula is shown below in Figure 8.1.5.1 .The K value is in part a function of how many 
neighbouring points are found for each point in a dataset, within the given distance threshold: e.g. 
how many instances there were of points within 1km of each other. This is calculated iteratively, so 
that the output for each dataset is a table with multiple rows. Each row contains an observed K value, 
the expected K value (for a hypothetical random distribution), and the difference between the 
observed and expected values, for the given distance threshold. The difference value describes 
clustering or dispersal in comparison to a hypothetical random distribution, at that distance.22 
Other applications of Ripley’s K analysis include crime data (Johnson, 2010), and plant distributions 
(Haase, 1995). These subjects are often are clustered within short distances but exhibit very different 
clustering patterns at larger distances. In these cases, clustering is not an either/or question, but 
qualified by distance.  
By definition, Ripley’s K generates multiple clustering results. This is helpful for clustering analysis 
because clustering measures will not be averaged out across the whole study area. The threshold units 
are chosen by the user, and should suit the subject.  
Outliers will have less effect on Ripley’s K results than in Average Nearest Neighbour. In addition, it is 
easier to make direct comparisons between different datasets, with less effect from different 
bounding areas. But there are more results to include and to communicate. There is no single number, 
and the results cannot be meaningfully represented in a map. 
A common strategy for presenting Ripley’s K results is a Cartesian graph, with distance thresholds on 
the X axis, and expected and observed values on the Y axis.  
 
                                                 
22 A recommendable novice introduction for Ripley’s K is available at: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPyJwYqyBuI 
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Figure 8.1.5.1 
Ripley’s K formula (Esri, 2014b) 
To generate results for the live music data, a custom script was written for ArcGIS to loop through 
each sample point dataset of performances and write the results to separate files. Distance thresholds 
of 1000m were used for simplicity, and because this distance suited live music: generally smaller than 
suburbs, but not trivially small. The key piece of code is shown in the Appendices to Chapter 8.  
The script generated multiple output files: one per sample year and source. These could be formatted 
into Cartesian graphs.  
Figure 8.1.5.2 visualises the input and output formats. Multiple files are output, each of which can be 
visualised on a Cartesian graph. The thick blue line shows the difference between the observed and 
expected values (i.e. clustering). 
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Figure 8.1.5.2 
Example outputs from Ripley’s K function 
 
With so many results, the focus of the presentation was directed towards the difference between 
observed and expected K results in different samples. Detailed results for Ripley’s K are shown in four 
tables in the Appendices to Section 8.1. These tables list the differences between observed and 
expected values at respective distance thresholds 1km through to 40km:  
- Table 8.1.5.1 lists the results in Melbourne newspapers 
- Table 8.1.5.2 lists the results for Melbourne street press 
- Table 8.1.5.3 lists the results for Sydney newspapers.  
- Table 8.1.5.4 lists the results for Sydney street press.  
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Each of these tables contains multiple values, for multiple years. The 10km distance threshold rows 
have colour shading added from lowest to highest values — i.e. highlighting the years within each city 
and source which showed the most clustering at this distance threshold. Different trends over time 
between Melbourne and Sydney are seen in these tables: peaking in Sydney newspapers in the late 
1980s, in Sydney street press in 1996, but continued clustering in Melbourne newspapers, and a peak 
in Melbourne street press in 2001.  
The same data from the tables can be presented visually. This is challenging — as there are multiple 
years and multiple distance thresholds — but a succinct impression of relative clustering levels can be 
conveyed with overlaid data series for different years. The next set of images present Cartesian 
graphs, one per city and source, with the Ripley’s K clustering values for different years overlaid 
together, with comments below each image:  
- Figure 8.1.5.3 shows a composite of Melbourne newspaper Ripley’s K clustering values  
- Figure 8.1.5.4 shows a composite of Sydney newspaper Ripley’s K clustering values  
- Figure 8.1.5.5 shows a composite of Melbourne street press Ripley’s K clustering values  
- Figure 8.1.5.6 shows a composite of Sydney street press Ripley’s K clustering values.  
These images convey the overarching shape of clustering patterns in each city and source. While it is 
not strictly accurate to refer to Ripley’s K values being more or less clustered – since there are multiple 
values involved — overall patterns can be observed. In particular, sharper clustering patterns in 
Melbourne, and different peak years for Sydney and Melbourne, are visible.  
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Figure 8.1.5.3 
Ripley’s K clustering, Melbourne newspapers 1981-1996 
This image presents Ripley’s K clustering levels in Melbourne newspaper performance listings, at successive distance thresholds (horizontal axis), in respective years 1981—1996 (different colours). Note the more “spiky” clustering 
pattern than in Sydney newspapers (below), and year-on-year in increase in clustering from 1981 through to the last newspaper sample, in 1996.This composite graph suggests that Melbourne live music was very clustered within short 
distances (under 10km), but much less clustered at longer distances — an “in or out” pattern. This appears to have increased throughout the 1980s and early 1990s. Note that Melbourne street press patterns (1986—2006) are shown 
later, in Figure 8.1.5.5 — where it can be seen that the overall increase in clustering continues through to 2001. 
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Figure 8.1.5.4 
Ripley’s K clustering, Sydney newspapers 1983-1996 
This image presents Ripley’s K clustering levels in Sydney newspaper performance listings, at successive distance thresholds (horizontal axis), in respective years 1983—1996 (different colours). Note the less spiky pattern than for 
Melbourne newspapers — clustering peaks at distances of approximately 8km, but stays similarly clustered until thresholds of over 25km. There suggests less of an “in or out” scenario than in Melbourne. The most clustered pattern is 
seen in 1988, while the last newspaper sample (1996) is the least clustered. Note that Sydney street press patterns (1986-2006) are shown later, in Figure 8.1.5.6 — where it can be seen that the overall decline in clustering continues 
through to 2001. 
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Figure 8.1.5.5 
Ripley’s K clustering, Melbourne street press 1986-2006 
This image presents Ripley’s K clustering levels in Melbourne street press performance listings, at successive distance thresholds (horizontal axis), in respective years 1986—2006 (different colours). While all years exhibit strong 
clustering up to distance thresholds of approximately 10km — with rapid drop in clustering at longer distances, thus suggesting a sharp “in or out” clustering pattern as for newspaper samples – the overall peak is seen in 2001. 2006, 
the last sample, is less clustered overall, but is still very clustered at shorter distance thresholds of 1km-2km. This suggests a possible segmentation, or “islands” after a peak of consolidation in 2001.  
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Figure 8.1.5.6 
Ripley’s K clustering, Sydney street press 1986-2006 
This image presents Ripley’s K clustering levels in Sydney street press performance listings, at successive distance thresholds (horizontal axis), in respective years 1986-2006 (different colours). Here, the overall decline in clustering after the 
late 1980s (seen in newspapers 1983-1996) continues from 1991 to 2001 (very minimal clustering). 2006 (the last sample) shows more clustering, particularly at short distances, and begins to take on a sharper / spikier pattern, similar to 
Melbourne images. This suggests that Sydney live music continued become less clustered through the 1990s, but by 2006 took on a slightly more “in or out” pattern, focused on a single area. 
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The composite Ripley’s K images convey clustering patterns which are broadly consistent with the 
Average Nearest Neighbour results from Section 8.1.3 – showing Melbourne live music becoming 
more clustered over time, and Sydney live music becoming more dispersed over time. But details are 
added through multiple distance thresholds.  
Just as for Average Nearest Neighbour, the Ripley’s K model does not account for population 
distributions in cities, so some significant clustering is to be expected. Change over time is of the 
greatest interest. However, Ripley’s K does allow for making more direct comparisons between 
Melbourne and Sydney. 
Overall, sharper clustering was apparent in Melbourne than in Sydney — more of an “in or out” 
pattern, with very strong clustering within 10km, and less clustering at greater distances. This pattern 
increased in sharpness through the 1980s and 1990s, and peaked in 2001. This is indicative of one 
broad centre of live music activity in Melbourne, which became more clustered through the 1980s 
and 1990s. 
In 2006 the Melbourne clustering pattern softened, except at very short distances. This suggests 
segmentation, perhaps into smaller islands of activity. Geovisualisations in Section 8.2 will help to 
clarify where these changes occurred. In Sydney, clustering patterns were still significant, but less 
sharp than those in Melbourne — the magnitude of different between observed and expected K 
values was lower overall, and between distance thresholds of approximately 10km to 25km Sydney 
clustering levels were steady, rather than declining rapidly. This suggests more than one centre of live 
music activity in Sydney. 
Ripley’s K clustering of live music performances listed in Sydney newspapers peaked in 1988 and 
declined thereafter. Ripley’s K clustering for live music performances listed in Sydney street press 
peaked in 1991, and declined until 2001 — a trend in direct contrast to Melbourne during the 1990s.  
In 2006, Ripley’s K clustering for live music performances listed Sydney street press increased, and 
also showed a more similar pattern to Melbourne: with sharper clustering at very short distance 
thresholds, and a greater decline at larger distances. This suggests that in 2006 Sydney live music was 
more consolidated in a single small area, than it was in the preceding decade. 
In summary: 
- Melbourne Ripley’s K clustering patterns for live music performances were shaper than those 
in Sydney: with an “in or out” clustering pattern. This pattern increased through the 1980s 
and 1990s, suggesting one broad centre of activity which became more dominant over time.  
- Melbourne and Sydney showed opposite clustering trends throughout the late 1980s and 
1990s, with Melbourne becoming more clustered overall, and Sydney less clustered overall.  
- However, in 2006, Sydney began to be more sharply clustered, like Melbourne. 
- Also in 2006, Melbourne patterns clustering was less strong at distance thresholds up to 10km, 
but still very strong clustering at short distance thresholds of 1km or 2km. This suggests a split 
by the end of the study time frame, into clusters rather than one broad cluster.  
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8.2 GEOVISUALISATIONS 
8.2.1 APPROACH TO PRESENTING GEOVISUALISATIONS 
This section makes further use of the spatial data in the geodatabase outputs, by presenting a series 
of geovisualisations of live music in Sydney and Melbourne. Different geovisualisation style can help 
to make visible the patterns of growth, decline, contraction and dispersal identified in the preceding 
sections. They can also illuminate new patterns which aggregate statistics can only hint at. Most 
importantly, they can provide information about where particular patterns occurred. Most 
geovisualisation styles presented are two dimensional maps with variations to symbol sizes and labels, 
but cartograms and three dimensional views are also explored. 
“Geovisualisation” refers to trying different approaches and techniques for representing spatial data, 
including but not limited to traditional, uniformly scaled maps (Dykes, MacEachren, & Kraak, 2005). 
The live music data from gig listings was able to be geovisualised through use of the coordinates in 
the venues table, and subsequent outputs, of the historical geodatabase described in Chapter 6. These 
coordinates have already been utilised in spatial statistical analysis (Section 8.1). In this section, they 
can be used to visually communicate patterns.  
Geovisualisation is not a single step. Instead, it is a process characterised by choices, all of which can 
exaggerate or downplay different aspects of the same data. It is not possible — or even necessary — 
to avoid these choices (Monmonier, 2014, p. 5). Accordingly, the different geovisualisations presented 
in this section use different choices of scale, projection, and symbolisation, to convey the same live 
music data in different ways. 
Most of the variations are in choices of symbolisation: varying the sizes, colours, and labels for symbols 
representing live music performances. But distortions of scale and projection are also explored with 
cartograms (polygons which are made larger or smaller based on attributes rather than physical size), 
and with three dimensional views (which do not fit to any single scale).  
Each geovisualisation style is presented in a different subsection, as follows:  
- Graduated Symbol Sizes 
- Graduated Label Sizes 
- Point Density Maps 
- 3D Visualisations 
- choropleths of Performances by Suburb 
- Cartograms of Performances by Local Government Area 
 
Each geovisualisation style includes: 
- A description of how the geovisualisation style was produced. 
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- A set of images, with comments. 
- An assessment of which patterns of growth, decline, clustering or dispersal are made visible 
by the geovisualisation style. 
Limiting the number of images for each style was a practical necessity, as 37 potential snapshots of 
live music samples in different cities, years, and sources, were available23. An example image from the 
start, middle, and end of the study time frame are used most often. Some additional images are 
included in the Appendices to Chapter 8, particularly for the more effective styles. 
Limiting the number of scales was another practical necessity. Comparisons between different two 
dimensional maps required matching scales, but since some patterns could be completely obscured 
by particular scales, a compromise was to include both a city-wide (1:250,000) and inner-city 
(1:70,000) map wherever possible.  
 
8.2.2 Graduated Symbol Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
This geovisualisation style uses graduated symbol sizes of performances per venue. The venues in each 
sample were classified into groups according to their respective counts of performance listings, and 
each group was assigned symbols. Larger symbols represent venues with more performance listings, 
and smaller symbols represent venues with fewer performance listings.  
The graduated symbol styles were produced in ArcGIS as per the example in Figure 8.2.2.1. Choices 
were required for the number of symbol classes, the ranges of values to include in each symbol class, 
and the size and colour of symbol for each class. All these choices impacted on the apparent clustering 
levels.  
For this style, a decision was made to use the same number of classes, ranges of values, and symbol 
sizes and colours, across the whole study time frame. This means that the symbol sizes represent the 
same ranges maps, so maps in different years but at the same scale can be compared visually. 
However, variations within each symbol class (such as much larger values in the largest symbol group), 
are not visible. 
 
                                                 
23 37 potential snapshot combinations: The Age 1981, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 
1992, 1993, 1994, 1996. Beat 1986, 1991, 1996, 2001, 2006. Sydney Morning Herald 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 
1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1996. On The Street 1986. Drum Media 1991, 1996, 2001, 
2006. 
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Figure 8.2.2.1 Example of implementing graduated symbol sizes in ArcGIS 
 
The images included below, with comments, are:  
- Melbourne 1983 
- Melbourne 1996 
- Melbourne 2006 
- Sydney 1983 
- Sydney 1996 
- Sydney 2006 
 
Also included in the Appendices to Chapter 8 are: 
- Melbourne 1986 
- Sydney 1986 
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Figure 8.2.2.2 
Graduated Symbol Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Melbourne 1983, newspaper sample (The Age) 
 
In this geovisualisation style for the 1983 sample, Melbourne live music appears less clustered and inner-city focused than in 1996 and 2006 (see below). Nonetheless, there are still many symbols crowding the inner city. Particular inner city suburbs 
stand out: Fitzroy/Collingwood, Richmond, Prahran/South Yarra, St Kilda. In addition to these inner areas, the city-wide map (left) shows many venues with many performances further out from the city: stretching to north west, north east, south east. 
These venues appear to be more dispersed and evenly placed than those in the inner suburbs. However, some areas are less well represented: the pattern is dispersed but also directional, stretching north-west to south-east. 
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Figure 8.2.2.4 
Graduated Symbol Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Melbourne 1996, street press sample (Beat) 
 
Here, the same geovisualisation style and scales are seen as for 1983 (above), but the visible live music patterns in Melbourne in 1996 show some shifts. The same basic pattern of inner city clustering and outer suburban dispersal is seen, but the 
balance appears to have shifted concertedly to the inner suburbs, and particularly to the inner north (Fitzroy/Collingwood). While Figure 8.2.2.2 a dispersed but directional pattern out of the CBD, these maps show a more compact, filled-in pattern, 
with symbols crowding each other out at the city-wide scale. Outer suburban venues are still present, but relatively small and dispersed. 
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Figure 8.2.2.5 
Graduated Symbol Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Melbourne 2006 street press sample (Beat) 
These two maps show the last available sample for Melbourne (2006)with graduated symbols. In comparison to preceding Melbourne maps in this style (1983, 1996, above), inner city clustering is even more conspicuous, but so too is a split between 
the inner north and inner south. Symbols for venues in the CBD, Fitzroy, and Collingwood crowd each other to the point of being conjoined. This effect is exaggerated at a city-wide scale, and it can be difficult to see any other pattern than a clustered 
city and relatively sparse suburbs. Nonetheless, at a closer scale more fine grained patterns can be seen: the inner east (Richmond, Prahran, South Yarra, Prahran) have visibly declined, leaving two segmented clusters to the north and south of the 
inner city, with only one large venue between them. A drift north can also be seen: Brunswick and Northcote are more populated than in 1996. 
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Figure 8.2.2.6 
Graduated Symbol Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Sydney 1983, newspaper sample (Sydney Morning Herald) 
 
These two maps show the first available sample for Sydney (1983), with graduated symbols depicting the number of performances per venue. There are similarities to the equivalent 1983 Melbourne maps, with an inner city cluster but also a very 
noticeable outer suburban presence. However, there appears to be an even greater representation of outer suburban venues than in Melbourne in the same year. A ring of larger venues (i.e. venues with many performances) can be seen all around 
the edges of the city, in every direction. The pattern is less directional than in Melbourne, and forms rings around the city. The inner city map on the right shows many relatively busy venues in the CBD, Surry Hills, and Darlinghurst, but, in comparison 
to 1996 and 2006 (see below), little activity in Newtown and Marrickville. 
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Figure 8.2.2.8 
Graduated Symbol Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Sydney 1996, street press sample (Drum Media) 
 
In these two maps, showing graduated symbols for Sydney in 1996, some similarities and differences can be observed in comparison to the equivalent 1983 Sydney, as well as to the equivalent 1996 Melbourne maps. Like Melbourne, the relative 
representation of outer suburban venues has visibly declined from 1983 to 1997 — an inner city cluster AND a ring of outer suburban venues was seen in 1983, this has now shifted to a relatively small and sparse symbols in the outer suburbs. 
However, the concurrent level of inner city clustering is not so conspicuous as in Melbourne in 1996. The inner city venues appear to have stretched along lines to the west and south west. In addition, more outer suburban venues remain than in 
Melbourne, particularly to the west. Newtown (inner western suburb) is noticeably more clustered than in 1983. 
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Figure 8.2.2.9 
Graduated Symbol Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Sydney 2006, street press sample (Drum Media) 
These two maps show the last available sample for Sydney (2006)with graduated symbols. In comparison to the equivalent 2006 Melbourne maps, the extent of inner city clustering is not as extreme, but clustering in the city and the inner west is very 
visible. In particular, the northern suburbs (both inner north shore, right through to the northern beaches) are much less represented than in preceding years. The line of venues to the west and south west of the city in 1996, now have more gaps. 
Surry Hills and Darlinghurst are more clustered than preceding years, while Newtown maintains a presence, albeit a less visible one. The middle of the CBD is sparse in comparison to preceding years – venues are seen only along the waterfront, and to 
the south of the CBD. 
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This first geovisualisation style — graduated symbol sizes of performances per venue — has helped to 
make visible some of the patterns noted in preceding statistics, in particular, greater clustering of 
venues and performances in Melbourne. They have also highlighted nuances which would not be 
possible without maps. There are other details, however, which are not conveyed in this relatively 
simple style.  
Graduated symbol maps tend to emphasise clustering above other patterns. It is not possible, for 
example, to see if the venues are the same in different years. The overlapping symbols without colour 
gradations tend to direct attention away from relatively sparse areas of each map. Nuances in 
clustering are not as effectively conveyed.  
Advantages of graduated symbol size style: 
- Able to quickly communicate the fact that live music is uneven, and becoming more uneven.  
- Minimal explanation required: venues are represented with stylised symbols to convey a 
message, but are still shown in their address point locations. 
- Comparison is possible across different years and cities, as the symbols have the same 
meaning (on the proviso that the same symbol classes are used). 
- Effective at a small scale, conveying a single message (clustering!) without too much detail. 
 
Disadvantages of graduated symbol size style: 
- At a smaller (city-wide) scale, the symbols in busy areas crowd each other out. Once symbols 
begin to overlap, a message of clustering is conveyed without room for other nuances within 
different areas.  
- Clustering tends to be over-emphasised: the “clustering illusion” (wherein map viewers tend 
to look for patterns in points, whether or not they are significant) is encouraged by blank 
space in some areas, and large, crowded symbols in others. This conveys an either/or 
clustering message.  
- Unevenness between venues is flattened out by classification into symbol size groups: venues 
with a significantly higher number of performances will not stand out, as they will simply be 
grouped in the largest symbol size, and/or overlapped by other symbols.  
- The venues are not named and there is a minimum of contextual information. For this reason, 
once the basic patterns are identified, the maps hold minimal interest value, particularly at a 
large scale.  
 
New patterns made visible by graduated symbol size style: 
- This first set of geovisualisations helps to convey what could only be guessed at from 
preceding statistics: that live music is spatially uneven, and changing over time.  
- They highlight where, in each particular suburb, live music was more concentrated: stand-out 
suburbs included Fitzroy, Collingwood, and St Kilda in Melbourne, and Surry Hills and 
Newtown in Sydney. 
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- The overriding pattern of de-suburbanisation is very visible, particularly in Melbourne.  
- Sydney did show inner city clustering, just not to the same extent as Melbourne. 
- In Sydney, increased inner-city clustering was seen, but this was tempered by the continued 
presence of venues in some outer suburban areas.  
- In addition, in Sydney, dispersed venues were stretched along lines out from the CBD, more 
so than in Melbourne. 
- Segmentation is evident in inner city Melbourne by 2006: a gap between the inner north and 
inner south.  
- In Sydney the northern suburbs showed the most decline. The outer west maintained a 
presence (albeit smaller) across the time frame.  
- A drift to the north was also evident in Melbourne in 2006: Brunswick and Northcote had 
more visible venues in this year. However, Fitzroy and Collingwood were still busy suburbs in 
this year. 
 
 
 
8.2.3 Graduated Label Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
This geovisualisation style extends upon the graduated symbol style shown above, but also includes 
graduated labels for venue names. This adds venue names to the maps (rather than just symbols), and 
the text sizes also conveys relative number of performances per venue. The graduated label style was 
produced in ArcGIS as per the example in Figure 8.2.3.1. The label sizes were based on the same 
classifications used for graduated symbols.  
 
Figure 8.2.3.1 
Example of implementing graduated label sizes in ArcGIS 
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The images included below, with comments, are:  
- Melbourne 1983 
- Melbourne 1996 
- Melbourne 2006 
- Sydney 1983 
- Sydney 1996 
- Sydney 2006 
 
The graduated label style is particularly effective at conveying change over time — with each map 
looking quite different to the other (as per the discussion below). For this reason there are more maps 
included in the Appendices to Section 8.2, as they can be cross-referenced with interview material. 
The images in the Appendices are: 
- Melbourne 1986 
- Melbourne 1991 
- Melbourne 2001 
- Sydney 1986 
- Sydney 1991 
- Sydney 2001 
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Figure 8.2.3.2 
Graduated Label Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Melbourne 1983, newspaper sample (The Age) 
 
These two maps show Melbourne (1983) with graduated symbols and graduated venue name labels. The labels add detail to the graduated symbol maps seen earlier — a more complicated level of detail, but one which can be cross-referenced to 
qualitative data. Some venue names from the Chapter 4 literature on Australian popular music can be seen: the Tote (Collingwood, the catalyst for the Save Live Australian Music rally), and Oz Rock venues the Village Green, and Bombay Rock, folk 
venues the Green Man and One-C-One (Beavis, 1980), the Seaview Ballroom, featured in post punk literature (Riley, 1992; San Miguel, 2011) and Venue and Esplanade Hotel, subjects of activism in the 1990s and 2000s (Shaw, 1999). The types of 
venues can also be inferred from labels: most are hotels, but there are some nightclubs and taverns, universities and sport clubs. 
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Figure 8.2.3.5 
Graduated Label Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Melbourne 1996, street press sample (Beat) 
 
Here, graduated venues and labels are shown for Melbourne in 1996. Like in the preceding 1983 maps, labels are a complicated and busy visual addition at the small scale (left), but at a larger (inner city) scale are useful for adding 
recognisablerecognisable links to qualitative accounts: the Punters Club was a well-known independent 1990s Fitzroy venue (Schaefer, 2014; Schwartz, 1996), and the Empress Hotel was named in noise complaints in the early 2000s (Tijs, 2002). Some 
venues from the 1983 maps are seen again — the Esplanade Hotel, and the Tote (albeit crowded out by many neighbours). But overall, in comparison to the 1983 maps (and the additional maps in the Appendices), an overriding message bought by 
this style is of changing venues. Most venue names are different to those in 1983 and 2006, even if the suburbs are similar. 
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Figure 8.2.3.7 
Graduated Label Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Melbourne 2006, street press sample (Beat) 
These maps show the last sample for Melbourne (2006), with graduated venue symbols and labels. As per the 1996 map, a message of venues changing over time is more obvious: few of the venues are the same as in 1996, or 1983, even if the 
suburbs are similar. There are notable exceptions: the Esplanade Hotel and Tote Hotel, both the subject of lobbying. The very large number of performances in particular venues in Melbourne does stand out more with the addition of labels: venues 
such as the Esplanade, Tote, and Revolver Upstairs stand out even though they have many close neighbours. The Corner Hotel also stands out as an isolated large venue in the new gap between Fitzroy and St Kilda.  
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Figure 8.2.3.8 
Graduated Label Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Sydney 1983, newspaper sample (Sydney Morning Herald) 
 
These two maps show the first Sydney sample (1983) with graduated symbols and graduated venue name labels. Just as for Melbourne maps with this style, the venue labels add visual clutter at a small scale, but qualitative interest at a large scale, 
particularly with some background literature. The Royal Antler Hotel was strongly linked to Oz Rock band Midnight Oil(Milsom, Thomas, & Hawkes, 1986), the Sydney Trade Union Club was named in positive reflections on 1980s Sydney independent 
music(Blanchett & Upton, 2012; Walker, 1996), the Manzil Room was described humorously seedy Kings Cross venue (Casimir & Elder, 1997; Purcell, 2009), and the Caringbah Inn was named in Shane Homan’s research as one of the highest profit 
venues in the early 1980s, partly through unabashed flouting of licensing regulations(Homan, 2000). Some of the venue types can be inferred from names: there are many hotels, but also many sport clubs, wine bars, brasseries, and universities.   
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Figure 8.2.3.11 
Graduated Label Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Sydney 1996, street press sample (Drum Media) 
 
Here, graduated venues and labels are shown for Sydney in 1996. The inner city looks just as busy as in 1983, but the venue names are different: no wine bars can be seen in this sample. Venues which appear again are the Sandringham Hotel (much 
bigger here than in 1983), Selina’s (a large venue in Coogee), the Strawberry Hills Hotel (smaller than in 1983), Soup Plus and the Basement (both inner city jazz venues). The Café de Lane was described in a 1996 newspaper article as a relatively 
accessible jazz venue (Jordan, 1996). Other new venues can be seen, especially in the inner west and peripheries: the Iron Duke Hotel, the Cage, Forest Inn, Harp Hotel, and Annandale Hotel. These labels give names to the venue symbols radiating out 
to the west and south west from the inner city. 
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Figure 8.2.3.13 
Graduated Label Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Sydney 2006, street press sample (Drum Media) 
 
These maps show the last sample for Sydney (2006), with graduated venue symbols and labels. Some familiar names are seen from the 1996 map, but also many new names, and many absences. The Hopetoun Hotel symbol is considerably larger in 
2006 than in 1996, the Strawberry Hills Hotel is absent, the Harp Hotel is larger, and the Sandringham Hotel is smaller. The Cat and Fiddle (Balmain) and the University of NSW have been present throughout the different years. The Mars Hills Hotel in 
Parramatta, setting for many participant interviews conducted for Chapter 9, can be seen in the far west. More RSLs, Leagues Clubs, sports clubs, yacht clubs, can be seen in this Sydney sample than in preceding years, although these are small symbols 
(i.e. they were active in live music, but did not host as many performances as other venues).
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This geovisualisation style has tended to emphasise clustering, just as for graduated symbol sizes 
alone, but this is tempered by the additional information from venue labels. The labels make the maps 
considerably more cluttered, particularly for the small scale maps, but they also add layers of 
qualitative information. More than one story can be traced across these maps. The venue names link 
to literature on Australian music history, and will also be seen again in the participant interview 
material in Chapter 9. The different names in each map also make clear that even if particular parts of 
each city consistently contained live music across the study time frame, only very rarely were the 
venues the same.  
 
Advantages of graduated label style: 
- Added qualitative interest value: venue names can spark recognition for viewers familiar with 
the scene, and/or or be cross-referenced to participant accounts. 
- Conveys more than just a story about clustering. Many different details can be picked out, and 
traced over time. 
- Able to offset the flattening effect of having graduated symbol sized in clustered areas: venues 
with many performances will stand out even if they have many neighbours.  
- Conveys change over time, and instability in venues: even if there is increased clustering in 
certain areas, they are not always the same venues.  
- Strong interest value for larger scale maps.  
 
Disadvantages of graduated label style: 
- Too clustered and complicated for conveying a single message, particularly at a smaller (city-
wide) scale.  
- Venue names will not necessarily be of interest to viewers not familiar with the live music 
scene. Hence, the detail can be distracting and not convey a clear message. 
 
New patterns made visible by graduated label style: 
- The instability of the live scene is more visible. Few venues are the same, even if clustering 
remained and/or increased in particular areas across the study time frame. 
- Some venues are unusual for actually being present in multiple maps: The Esplanade and Tote 
in Melbourne; the Cat and Fiddle and University of NSW in Sydney.  
- Different types of venues can be inferred from names: hotels predominate, but there are 
more wine bars and clubs in Sydney.  
- In addition, in Sydney in 2006, more RSL and leagues clubs could be seen than in previous 
years, although these hosted fewer performances than other types. 
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8.2.4 POINT DENSITY MAPS OF PERFORMANCE LISTINGS 
 
This geovisualisation style generates grid maps (i.e. rasters24) representing the density of live music 
performances across each city. Areas which are within a short distance of live music performances will 
appear darker; and will appear even darker when they are within a short distance of many different 
live music performances.  
The point density maps were produced in ArcGIS with the “Point Density” tool, as per the example in 
Figure 8.2.4.1. Point density maps require a “neighbourhood” to be defined —an area in which points 
are considered to be near to each other. In this case, neighbourhoods were defined as circles of 840m 
radius (84 x 10m cells). After first experimenting with a 2000m neighbourhood definition, a final set 
of maps was generated with an 840m neighbourhood definition, following reader feedback. The new 
neighbourhood distance maps depict concentrations of short walking distances to live music: at an 
estimated average walking speed, a 10 minute walk equates to 840m.  
Density maps using 840m neighbourhoods can be interpreted with references to qualitative 
descriptions of live music scene participation: in particular, the positive qualitative descriptions about 
walking to and from music venues (in both Chapter 4 literature, and Chapter 9 interviews). A trade-
off, however, is that the 840m distance tends to emphasise inner-city concentration. The definition of 
“local venue” is likely to include a wider search radius for participants in outer suburban areas, but 
this is downplayed with a walking-distance radius. 
After ArcGIS produced each map grid (one per performance listings sample), a colour ramp was 
applied to the grid values. In the resulting maps, the darker parts of each image represent areas within 
a 2km catchment of live music performances. Particularly dark areas fall within catchments of many 
performances.  
                                                 
24 “Raster” is a common term in GIS but this chapter does not assume high levels of familiarity with GIS for 
readers, so “grid maps” is used. Raster maps convey a single theme in a continuous colour grid.  
See: http://webhelp.esri.com/arcgisdesktop/9.2/index.cfm?TopicName=What_is_raster_data? 
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Figure 8.2.4.1  
Example of implementing point density maps in ArcGIS 
A grid is generated with 200 x 10m cells around each performance listing point (top), then the 
resulting grid is represented with a colour ramp. 
 
The point density map images included below, with comments, are:  
- Melbourne 1983 
- Melbourne 1996 
- Melbourne 2006 
- Sydney 1983 
- Sydney 1996 
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- Sydney 2006 
Also included in the Appendices to Chapter 8 are: 
- Melbourne 1986 
- Sydney 1986 
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Figure 8.2.4.2 
Point Density Maps of Performance Listings 
Melbourne 1983, newspaper sample (The Age) 
These maps show point density distributions of live music performances for Melbourne in 1983. Areas with a high density of live music performances are darkest – Fitzroy and Collingwood stand out strongly, but also St Kilda, and an arc of dense live 
music activity can be seen around the CBD from Fitzroy to St Kilda. There are also dense areas suburbs circling the city (Essendon, Armadale, Preston, Sandringham,etc.). The arbitrary choice of neighbourhood area (circles of 2000m) is most evident in 
the outer suburbs, which appear as circles, while inner city areas are able to convey multiple overlaps and thus highlight the most active areas in each suburb. 
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Figure 8.2.4.4 
Point Density Maps of Performance Listings 
Melbourne 1996, street press sample (Beat) 
 
These maps show point density of live music performances in Melbourne in 1996. This is a much more (even dramatically more) inner-city focused pattern than for the same style in 1983. The outer suburban circles have dropped off entirely, leaving a 
sparse white background. The most dense area of live music activity, by far, is in Fitzroy and Collingwood. South Melbourne is noticeably less dense than in 1983, but the arc of live music density stretching from Fitzroy, through St Kilda (via Richmond 
and Prahran), still remains, albeit lighter than in 1983. 
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Figure 8.2.4.5 
Point Density Maps of Performance Listings 
Melbourne 2006, street press sample (Beat) 
 
These maps show point density of live music in Melbourne for the last street press sample (2006). Here, dense live music activity in Fitzroy and Collingwood remains but is less dramatic, as there is a visible spread of live music into the northern 
suburbs of Brunswick and Northcote. The CBD also has a more visible density of live music than in preceding years. The split between the inner north and St Kilda is very visible — giving the appearance that live music activity in Melbourne is splitting 
in two, leaving St Kilda relatively disconnected, and a greater share of activity in the north. 
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Figure 8.2.4.6 
Point Density Maps of Performance Listings 
Sydney 1983, newspaper sample (Sydney Morning Herald) 
 
These maps show point density distributions of live music performances for the first newspaper sample in Sydney (1983). Here, a suburban circuit for Sydney live music is very visible, and also stands out as being evenly distributed – areas of live music 
density are seen all around the city, both at middle distances and larger distances from the CBD. The most concentrated area of live music density, however, is emphatically in the CBD and Darlinghurst. Some of the issues of applying neighbourhood 
density are more evident in Sydney — the neighbourhood radius stretches, in some cases, over water (e.g. to the Balmain peninsula).
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Figure 8.2.4.8 
Point Density Maps of Performance Listings 
Sydney 1996, street press sample (Drum Media) 
 
These maps show point density distributions of live music in Sydney in 1996. Here, areas of live music density in outer suburban areas are noticeably depleted in comparison to 1983. But areas in the outer west retain a presence, and a new 
stretch of live music density to the south west of the CBD, through Camperdown to Newtown is also evident. These images help to contextualise the Average Nearest Neighbour and Ripley’s K results: outer suburban venues did not disappear 
but become more isolated from each other, and CBD live music activity stretched south west to Newtown. 
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Figure 8.2.4.9 
Point Density Maps of Performance Listings 
Sydney 2006, street press sample (Drum Media) 
 
These maps show point density of live music in Sydney for the last street press sample (2006). Here, the density of live music activity around Newtown and Camperdown appears to have declined in comparison to 1996, while the most dense 
areas of live music activity are in the CBD and Surry Hills.
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This geovisualisation style has conveyed patterns of live music in grid form, with areas with the 
greatest concentration of live music appearing in darker colours. The images help to convey nuances 
in clustering patterns within Melbourne and Sydney. However, the radius “neighbourhood” 
definitions can produce distractingly uniform circle shapes which can seem at odds with depicting 
lived experiences. 
 
Advantages of Point Density maps: 
- Able to convey clustering patterns without different symbols crowding each other out. Hence, 
crowded areas do not have overlapping symbols but appear as darker colours. 
- The range of colours means that clustering patterns are conveyed with greater nuance. 
Variations in clustering patterns can attract attention, in addition to broad inner city / 
suburban patterns.  
- Effective at conveying dispersal, particularly outside core areas, as visual attention is not 
always drawn to one area by contrasting colours (as in graduated symbols). 
- Clustering patterns can be conveyed at both small and large scales.  
- The choice of 840m radius (approximately a 10 minute walk) helps to complement qualitative 
descriptions of walking to and from venues (e.g. in Fitzroy and Newtown).  
 
Disadvantages of Point Density style: 
- A choice of neighbourhood radius size is necessary, but creates distractingly smooth circles, 
especially in the outer suburbs where there is little overlap between venues.  
- There are no venue labels or venue address points, so the maps can seem abstracted and 
difficult to interpret without additional information.  
- It is not clear (as it was with graduated labels) that the venues changed over time, even when 
some areas of each city persistently contained live music. The inner city in Sydney, and the 
Fitzroy/Collingwood area in Melbourne appear nearly identical in each map, even though 
many venue names changed.  
 
New patterns made visible by Point Density maps: 
- The patterns presented in Average Nearest Neighbour and Ripley’s K (Section 8.1.3 and 8.1.5) 
can be placed in context.  
- Sydney in 1983 had a visible suburban circuit: few areas were more than 2km from live music. 
In Sydney in 1996, live music in outer suburban areas remained, but had thinned out so that 
the remaining areas were much more isolated from each other. In addition, in 1996 in Sydney 
dense areas of live music activity stretched from the CBD south west to Newtown. These help 
understand the decreasing Average Nearest Neighbour patterns in Sydney, and the 
decreasing Ripley’s K clustering.  
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- By 2006 in Sydney, however, the density of live music between Newtown and the CBD had 
declined, and the greatest density was in the CBD itself and in Surry Hills. This fits with the 
sharper clustering pattern seen in Ripley’s K clustering for Sydney in 2006.  
- De-suburbanisation of live music in Melbourne is highly visible in these maps, particularly in 
the stark contrast between 1983 and 1996 maps. In contrast to Sydney, there were no isolated 
suburban areas of dense activity remaining. 
- Fitzroy and Collingwood persistently stood out as being the most dense live music areas in 
Melbourne. 
- St Kilda maintained a presence as an area of dense activity. But by 2006 a “continental drift” 
was apparent, with the arc of live music activity between Fitzroy and St Kilda thinning out, and 
density appearing instead in the northern suburbs of Brunswick and Northcote. This helps to 
better understand the Ripley’s K distribution for Melbourne in this year: very clustering at 
short distances, but splitting off at greater distances.  
 
Kernel Density Maps 
A second set of density geovisualisations is presented in the Appendices to Section 8.2.4. These maps 
use kernel density, an alternative method for representing density, with similar but not identical 
outputs to the point density maps described above. Rather than basing the grid colours on totals 
within regularly spaced neighbourhoods, the kernel density method uses searches drawn around each 
individual point in the dataset. The resulting maps exhibit less of the distractingly smooth, circular 
effects seen in the point density maps above. They are included in the Appendices for brevity, given 
their similarity to the point density maps, but they do present an effective method for conveying 
nuances in live music density.  
The kernel density maps were generated with a search radius of 840m. An example of generating 
input is shown in the Appendices in Figure 8.4.10. The resulting maps are particularly effective at 
1:70,000 scale maps, especically for depicting the patterns of both concentration and fragmentation 
small live music areas in inner suburbs of each city. The gradual split between St Kilda and Fitzroy 
between 1986 and 2006 is vividly depicted in these maps. Given that the search radiuses represent 
short walks, the patterns over time seen in these suburbs can be imagined in terms of some live music 
areas seeming less connected and less accessible to each other. Other celebrated hubs, such as Fitzroy 
and Newtown, show strong concentrations, particularly in the 1990s. 
The kernel density maps included in the Appendices are: 
- Melbourne 1983 
- Melbourne 1986 
- Melbourne 1996 
- Melbourne 2006 
- Sydney 1983 
- Sydney 1986 
- Sydney 1996 
- Sydney 2006 
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8.2.5 3D VISUALISATIONS OF PERFORMANCE LISTINGS BY VENUE 
This geovisualisation style moves away from two dimensional maps into three dimensional 
visualisations. Three dimensional scenes were produced in ArcScene, a visualisation application in the 
ArcGIS software suite. The “Extrusion” option was applied to venues in ArcScene, as per the example 
in Figure 8.2.5.1.With three dimensions, it was possible for the venues to appear proportionally as tall 
as they were busy, as the symbols would not crowd each other out in two dimensions. 
The images below use the same viewpoint for each city in different years. There is no single scale — 
objects further away from the viewpoint will appear smaller and closer together. 
 
 
Figure 8.2.5.1 
Example of generating an extrusion for venue performance counts in ArcScene 
 
The 3D images included below are:  
- Melbourne 1983 
- Melbourne 1996 
- Melbourne 2006 
- Sydney 1983 
- Sydney 1996 
- Sydney 2006 
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Also included in the Appendices to Section 8.2 are: 
- Melbourne 1986 
- Melbourne 1991 
- Melbourne 2001 
- Sydney 1986 
- Sydney 1991 
- Sydney 2001 
 
Note that the grey lines in each image are Australian Bureau of Statistics mesh blocks, which are of 
approximately even populations and can give a sense of the underlying cityscape for each map. 
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Figure 8.2.5.2 
3D Visualisation of Performance Listings by Venue 
Melbourne 1983, newspaper sample (The Age) 
 
 
Figure 8.2.5.5 
3D Visualisation of Performance Listings by Venue 
Melbourne 1996, street press sample (Beat) 
 
 
Figure 8.2.5.7 
3D Visualisation of Performance Listings by Venue 
Melbourne 2006, street press sample (Beat) 
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Figure 8.2.5.8 
3D Visualisation of Performance Listings by Venue 
Sydney 1983, newspaper sample (Sydney Morning Herald) 
 
 
Figure 8.2.5.11 
3D Visualisation of Performance Listings by Venue 
Sydney 1996, street press sample (Drum Media) 
 
Figure 8.2.5.13 
3D Visualisation of Performance Listings by Venue 
Sydney 2006, street press sample (Drum Media) 
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This three dimensional geovisualisation style helps to make visible the considerable variations in the 
number of performances at different venues, particularly in Melbourne. The unevenness is able to be 
seen proportionally without the flattening effect of using incremental symbol classes. 
The spatial association results for Melbourne and Sydney (Section 8.1.4), and concentration ratios 
(Section 7.4) can be understood with reference to these images. By 2006, some venues in Melbourne 
can be seen towering over others — these are the venues hosting a significantly large amount of 
performances. Growth is evident in Sydney but the uneven and “spiky” effect is less pronounced than 
in Melbourne.  
 
Advantages of 3D visualisation style: 
- Able to convey unevenness between amounts of live music between different venues and 
different years.  
- The images “look like” views of the city, rather than the distracting circle patterns of point 
density maps.  
- Venues with more performance listings can be depicted as being proportionally taller, without 
crowding each other out. The extent of difference between attributes is made visible rather 
than flattened out. 
 
Disadvantages of 3D visualisation style: 
- There is no single scale, so the choice of view point will strongly influence the message 
conveyed. 
- Background venues will appear smaller and closer together.  
- It is difficult to add contextual labels (e.g. suburbs), and impossible to make measurements. 
 
New patterns made visible by 3D visualisation style: 
- Different patterns between Melbourne and Sydney for performance per venue were 
described in spatial association results (Section 8.1.4). The maps help to establish the location 
of the venues with much larger numbers of performances: namely, in St Kilda and Fitzroy, 
where “tall” venues are surrounded by other venues of varying sizes. Only one tall venue (the 
Corner Hotel, in Richmond) sits on its own. 
- The 2006 Sydney image help to visualise the increasing concentration of busier venues in and 
around the CBD. In contrast to Melbourne, large and small venues are not mixed together. 
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8.2.6 CHOROPLETHS OF PERFORMANCE LISTINGS BY SUBURB 
 
Choropleths depict variation of an attribute through assigning graduated colours to polygons based 
on attributes. The polygons are often administrative boundaries, such as states or Census collection 
— districts. Choropleths are a popular thematic map style — for example, the “red state, blue state” 
election maps — but do incur a number of distortions from aggregation (Ell & Gregory, 2005; Wainer, 
2010). However, their use and popularity is understandable given that in many cases polygon 
attributes are the best available spatial data, and choropleths are a relatively simple and effective 
style to communicate spatial patterns. This said, the particular effects of using choropleths should be 
kept in mind (as discussed below).  
To generate choropleth maps for live music data, counts of performances for each sample were 
assigned to suburbs as per the example in Figure 8.2.6.1. The “natural breaks” option was used for 
classifying objects in each sample, rather than applying the same classifications for the entire study 
time frame (as in Section 8.2.2 – Graduated Symbols). Hence, the colours represent relatively high 
levels of live music activity in different suburbs, in each city and year.  
On the understanding that viewers would not necessarily recognise suburb shapes, graduated labels 
were also applied, using the same symbol classes as the colour ramps. Hence, suburbs with the most 
live music in each sample will appear as darkest red, with the largest labels.  
 
Figure 8.2.6.1  
Example of producing suburb choropleths in ArcGIS. Performance listing totals are assigned to 
suburbs (left), and the suburb polygons are represented with a colour ramp (right). 
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Figure 8.2.6.2 
Choropleths of Performance Listings by Suburb 
Melbourne 1983, newspaper sample (The Age) 
 
These are the first Melbourne chroropleths (1983), and as such present an opportunity to become familiar with the style. Note that the colour ranges are shaded relative to the sample year, not the entire time frame — they depict relatively 
how much live music was located in each suburb.In comparison to later years in Melbourne, in this year there is less conspicuous clustering in the suburbs of Fitzroy and St Kilda. Activity is spread through several inner city suburbs in the inner 
north and inner east: e.g. Collingwood, Richmond, South Yarra, Armadale, St Kilda. Suburbs at a middle distance from the city — like Essendon, Preston, Mulgrave, and Beaumaris, also stand out.  
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Figure 8.2.6.4 
Choropleths of Performance Listings by Suburb 
Melbourne 1996, street press sample (Beat) 
In these 1996 Melbourne choropleths, some suburbs have turned which had stood out in 1983 are now much less visible (Kew, Essendon, Preston), others are more prominent (Collingwood, St Kilda, Fitzroy), and some simply diminish. Again, 
it should be noted that these are relative colour shades — looking at the legend shows that the numerical range for the darkest colour shade is much higher than that for 1983. Hence, the suburbs with the most performances in this year were 
not only hosting more performances than other suburbs in this year, but also more than any suburbs in 1983.  
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Figure 8.2.6.5 
Choropleths of Performance Listings by Suburb 
Melbourne 2006, street press sample (Beat) 
 
In these final Melbourne choropleths (2006), a hollowing out in the inner city can be seen and named along suburb lines (although, of course, the effect is exaggerated by the Modifiable Aerial Unit Problem). Richmond is less prominent, and 
South Yarra and Port Melbourne have turned blank, as has Armadale (previously a prominent suburb). Meanwhile, the “northward drift” can be seen to Brunswick and Northcote. Fitzroy, St Kilda and Collingwood are still, however, prominent 
live music suburbs, in spite of their small physical size. Again, the extent of concentration in the darkest shaded suburbs is higher again in comparison to 1996 .   
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Figure 8.2.6.6 
Choropleths of Performance Listings by Suburb 
Sydney 1983, newspaper sample (Sydney Morning Herald) 
 
In these first Sydney choropleths (1983) a great number of suburbs are visible – indeed, there are a great number of suburbs in Greater Sydney, and many of them hosted some live music in this year. Sydney (CBD) hosted the largest 
proportion of performances in this year, as in other years (below). But there are a great number of other suburb names featuring live music in different parts of Greater Sydney, interspersed with suburbs left blank. This pattern is in part a 
result of the choropleth map style — which tends to imply dramatic differences between borders. Nonetheless, it is helpful to name more of the suburbs seen in previous map styles.  
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Figure 8.2.6.8 
Choropleths of Performance Listings by Suburb 
Sydney 1996, newspaper sample (Sydney Morning Herald) 
 
In these 1996 Sydney choropleths some suburbs can be seen coming into prominence in comparison to 1983 (Glebe, Newtown, Annandale, Surry Hills), others have fallen blank (Mosman, Mona Vale), and others are persistent if not dominant 
(Parramatta, Caringbah). Some outer suburbs are still prominent, to a greater extent than the same map style in Melbourne in 1996. However, note from the legend that the top suburb counts are still similar to those in 1983 – prominent 
suburbs in this map represent a similar level of activity to those in Sydney in 1983.   
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Figure 8.2.6.9 
Choropleths of Performance Listings by Suburb 
Sydney 2006, street press sample (Drum Media) 
 
In these final choropleths for Sydney (2006), suburbs in the inner north shore have visibly declined, particularly in comparison to the 1983 choropleths (above). Meanwhile, the CBD and immediate surrounds are prominent: suburbs such as 
Surry Hills, Darlinghurst, Potts Point, and Newtown stand out. Parramatta still retains activity, but there is a gap between Parramatta and the inner city. Note that the top colour shading group (28-59 performances per suburb) has not changed 
dramatically in Sydney across the entire study time frame. This contrasts with Melbourne trends. 
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Choropleths can be an effective and popular geovisualisation style, but are strongly affected by the 
Modifiable Aerial Unit Problem. In this application, this means that the boundaries of suburbs 
influence the results as much as the distribution of live music. Patterns can be overstated or 
understated, depending on where the boundaries of suburbs are located and whether points fall on 
either side. 
Nonetheless, the maps communicate well to new readers, particularly at large scale. The suburb 
names can be recognisable to live music scene participants and to readers with some familiarity with 
each city. Like graduated venue labels (shown earlier), different stories can be traced across the maps, 
by seeing some suburbs grow or decline over successive years. 
As such, the choropleths can convey a narrative of broad change over time.  
 
Advantages of choropleths:  
- Suburb names are familiar to readers with some knowledge of each city.  
- As particular suburbs became more or less prominent, drop off the map entirely, this can 
provide a broad spatial narrative which conveys change over time, but without too much 
detail. 
- Many of these suburb names will appear in quotes from music scene participants in Chapter 
9, so the maps can be useful for navigating qualitative data, in spite of the quirks of 
choropleths (as noted below).  
 
Disadvantages suburb choropleths:  
- The use of single colour across polygons (in this case, suburbs) implies continuity. Venue 
points are often in only one part of a suburb, but choropleths will not convey this.  
- Choropleths also imply abrupt and dramatic changes across boundaries. For example, 
Newtown stands out much more than neighbouring suburbs, even those within walking 
distance (e.g. Enmore). In practice, the difference for access to live music in these respective 
suburbs is likely to have been felt much less than is implied in this style.  
- Labels work well at a large scale and provide interest value and reference points, but are 
much but are much too cluttered at small scale (just as for venue labels, shown earlier).  
- In this particular application of choropleths, the colour shading groups were applied relative 
to each sample. Hence, the difference between samples is not conveyed effectively: in 
particular, the fact that the suburbs which stand out most in Melbourne in 2006, were 
hosting twice as many performances as those in Sydney, is not obvious without reading the 
legend. 
- By aggregating to polygons, the instability of venues is understated. Suburbs which are 
persistently present in the choropleths imply that live music has changed little in these 
areas, whereas maps of venue names showed many changes.  
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New patterns made visible by suburb choropleths 
- Choropleths of live music by suburb help to name the suburbs hosting more or less live music 
performances. This can provide a useful reference point for qualitative accounts in both 
Chapter 4 and Chapter 9. 
- Some suburbs became more prominent over the study time frame, some were persistent, and 
others become less prominent over time.  
- In Melbourne, suburbs persistently hosting larger numbers of live music performances 
included Melbourne (CBD), Fitzroy, St Kilda, and Collingwood.  
- Fitzroy and St Kilda, in particular, become more prominent over the study time frame.  
- In Melbourne, suburbs seen to decline in live music numbers over time included: Port 
Melbourne, Richmond, Essendon, South Yarra, and Armadale.  
- In Sydney, persistently present suburbs included Sydney (CBD), Surry Hills, Parramatta, and, 
to a lesser extent, Balmain, Coogee and Manly.  
- Newtown grew in prominence over the study time frame, while Glebe became more 
prominent and then declined.  
- The suburbs on inner north shore of Sydney (Mosman, North Sydney) became less and less 
prominent over time.  
- Suburbs to the south of the Sydney CBD became very prominent in 2006: including 
Haymarket, Surry Hills, Camperdown. 
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8.2.7 CARTOGRAMS 
 
In this final geovisualisation style, purposeful distortions of projection are explored with cartograms 
of performances by local government area. Cartograms are distorted maps in which polygons are 
made larger or smaller based on an attribute, rather than physical size. Ideally, cartograms can convey 
when some an attribute is proportionally under-represented or over-represented, irrespective of their 
physical size.  
Cartograms work best when the original geographic boundaries are already familiar to readers, such 
as state or country boundaries. An example is shown below in Figure 8.2.7.1, with country boundaries 
distorted to show resource use.  
 
 
Figure 8.2.7.1 
Example cartogram 
Note that cartograms are effective when the original boundaries are familiar to readers, such as 
country and state boundaries . 
Source: http://pthbb.org/natural/footprint/ 
 
To produce cartograms from the available live music data, current (2016) Local Government Areas 
were used. These administrative areas are larger than suburbs, but smaller than Greater Melbourne 
or Greater Sydney. Hence, they can broadly divide each city into component polygons.  
In spite of their utility for choropleths (above), suburb polygons were not an ideal dataset for 
cartograms in this case. The number of suburbs in both Greater Melbourne and Greater Sydney, 
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meant that most suburb shapes look very similar to original boundaries. In addition, cartograms 
require a large amount of processing time. 
Cartograms were produced by first aggregating live music performance counts to current Local 
Government Areas in ArcGIS, then sending the outputs through a specialty Cartogram Wizard 
(ScapeToad), as per the example in Figure 8.2.7.2.  
 
Figure 8.2.7.2 
Example of generating cartograms with Scape Toad 
In order to provide a reference point for the purposeful distortions introduced in cartograms by Local 
Government Area, each cartogram is shown alongside a choropleth map of live music performances 
by Local Government Area. Hence, the same polygons can be seen before and after distortion. The 
Local Government Areas with the most live music performances, relative to each sample, will appear 
larger than their physical size.  
Cartograms of live music performances by Local Government Area, with accompanying choropleths 
for reference, are included below for: 
- Melbourne 1983 
- Melbourne 2006 
- Sydney 1983 
- Sydney 2006 
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Figure 8.2.7.3 
Melbourne 1983, newspaper sample (The Age) 
Choropleth of Performance Listings by Local Government Area (left) 
Cartogram of Performance Listings by Local Government Area (right)  
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Figure 8.2.7.4 
Melbourne 2006, street press sample (Beat) 
Choropleth of Performance Listings by Local Government Area (left) 
Cartogram of Performance Listings by Local Government Area (right)  
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Figure 8.2.7.5 
Sydney 1983, newspaper sample (Sydney Morning Herald) 
Choropleth of Performance Listings by Local Government Area (left) 
Cartogram of Performance Listings by Local Government Area (right)  
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Figure 8.2.7.6 
Sydney2006, street press sample (Sydney Morning Herald) 
Choropleth of Performance Listings by Local Government Area (left) 
Cartogram of Performance Listings by Local Government Area (right) 
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This final geovisualisation style (cartograms) has shown purposeful distortions of areas, conveying relative 
numbers of live music performance counts in 1983 and 2006, respectively. Cartograms convey broad patterns 
in a novel way, although they are strongly affected by the Modifiable Aerial Unit Problem and are more 
effective when readers are familiar with the shape of the map objects being distorted (which in the case of 
Local Government Areas, is not necessarily the case).  
 
Advantages of cartograms:  
- Able to quickly and emphatically convey the overall spatial unevenness of live music distribution, and 
to convey very broad changes over time.  
- Areas with much more live music are proportionally larger rather than being grouped with other 
values. Instead of the flattening effect of using graduated colours or graduated symbols, the 
disproportionate amount of activity in some areas stands out.  
- More map data can be fitted in a small image than with a conventional accurate scale: some of the 
Local Government Areas shown in these cartograms are at the edge of Greater Melbourne or Greater 
Sydney, respectively, and were not visible in other map scales used earlier. For example, Mornington 
Peninsula.  
 
Disadvantages of cartograms:  
- Cartograms distort objects purposefully and as such it is not possible to use them for making 
measurements or direct comparisons. They can only convey an overall message of unevenness, but 
cannot facilitate more specific quantitative comparisons.  
- The modifiable aerial unit impacts significantly on the message conveyed (just as for choropleths, 
although arguably, the effect is greater here as differences between areas are emphasised even 
more).  
- In this application of cartograms, readers are not necessarily familiar with Local Government Area 
boundaries, and cartograms are more effective when they present distortions of areas which are 
familiar.  
- The current (2016) Local Government Area boundaries have been used, but these had no real 
relevance in 1983, as a great number of the boundaries and names for these administrative areas 
changed during the 1990s. Hence, the use of Local Government Areas helps to convey broad changes 
but cannot be meaningfully used in reporting without making clear that they are only used for 
comparisons (for example, Yarra City Council did not exist in 1983).  
 
New patterns made visible by Local Government Area cartograms: 
- The cartograms help to emphasise that the bulk of live music activity took place in the central business 
districts of both Melbourne and Sydney, at both the start and end of the study time frame. However, 
it is the areas around the central business districts that change the most: some grow in prominence, 
otherwise shrink dramatically.  
- In Melbourne, Local Government Areas which grew in prominence between 1983 and 2006 (in 
addition to City of Melbourne), were Yarra and Moreland and to a lesser extent, Darebin, Mornington 
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Peninsula, and Yarra Ranges. These cover areas in the inner north and north of the city, as well as 
areas on the periphery of the city (on the coast and in the mountains, respectively. 
- In Sydney, Local Government Areas which grew in prominence between 1983 and 2006 (in addition 
to City of Sydney) were Marrickville and Randwick. Leichhardt remained essentially unchanged in 
terms of the proportion of live music performances in 1983 and 2006, as did Parramatta.  
- Most of the Local Government Areas to the northwest of Sydney shrank in prominence dramatically: 
a hollowing out can be seen through Willoughby, Ryde, and Hornsby.  
- In addition, hollowing out of live music can be seen between Leichhardt and Parramatta: a noticeable 
gap in live music at the edge of the inner west, rather than a gradual dispersal. 
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8.2.8 DISCUSSION: WHICH PATTERNS SHOW IN GEOVISUALISATIONS? 
 
First and foremost, these geovisualisations have conveyed that live music data, and the nature of change seen 
within this data, is spatially uneven. Large areas of both Melbourne and Sydney remain “off the map.” Other 
areas can be seen coming in and out of prominence over the study time frame.  
Different geovisualisations have helped to convey these patterns visually, and in some cases, to name them: 
either with suburb names, venue names, or Local Government Areas. Many of these venue and suburb names 
will be referred to in live music scene participant interviews, so that the geovisualisations can provide a 
reference point. 
The geovisualisations suggest a general trend toward clustering and de-suburbanisation, particularly in 
Melbourne. However, differing map symbols and scales can exaggerate or downplay levels of clustering. The 
inclusion of multiple geovisualisation styles — still, only a small proportion of the available choices — reduces 
reliance on interpreting trends from a single style, and also emphasises that there is no single trend of 
clustering or dispersal. Rather, these trends exist concurrently.  
All styles of geovisualisation of live music data conveyed spatial unevenness, and change over time. Decline of 
live music in outer suburban areas, and concurrent inner city clustering, was apparent in almost all styles. In 
addition, dispersal from areas that were not necessarily further from the city was also visible: the inner north 
shore of Sydney, and the inner east of Melbourne, both were seen to decline in prominence across the study 
time frame. Broadly speaking, these are higher income / lower socioeconomic disadvantage areas of each city.  
The key themes emphasised by geovisualisation are:  
- Concurrent clustering and dispersal. 
- Disproportionate clustering in Melbourne. 
- Particular areas that persistently host live music. 
- Other areas which have declined, even when they are not far from growth areas: “hollowing out”.  
- Instability of venue names, even if some areas persistently host live music. 
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CHAPTER 9 – PARTICIPANT INTERVIEWS  9.1 PARTICIPANT INTERVIEWS: A DIFFERENT SCALE 
 
This chapter describes interviews with live music scene participants, and the insights they brought to 
assessing and understanding the quantitative analysis of gig listings data (as described in Chapter 7 
and Chapter 8). Interviews were conducted in two groups: live music organisers (n=12) and musicians 
(n=40), respectively. 
The aim of qualitative interviews was to provide insights into the ways in which live music changes 
are experienced at an everyday level, from the perspective of those involved in live music. Musicians 
are witnesses and contributors to the events represented in the historical geodatabase, having 
performed at gigs like those placed in the gig listings at the time.  
A key assumption of seeking the perspective of musicians is that their experiences of negotiating and 
undertaking live music performances, provides some insight into the broader conditions that enable 
and constrain the live music scene more broadly. Interviews offered scope to explore musicians’ 
experiences of live music performance in the study period, and in doing so provide some insights to 
the patterns observed in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.  
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 9.2 CONDUCTING AND ANALYSING INTERVIEWS 
 
 
9.2.1 PILOT INTERVIEW GROUP (LIVE MUSIC ORGANISERS) 
 
The first group of interviews comprised live music organisers (n=12). These interviews were conducted as a 
pilot, early in the research project. Part of the first group of interviews helped to assess the gig listing 
publications (as described in Chapter 5). The remainder of the interview comprised open-ended questions on 
whether the participants had observed change over time in live music, and whether they had noted any 
differences between Sydney and Melbourne.  
9.2.2 SECOND GROUP (MUSICIANS) 
 
The second group of interviews comprised musicians (n=40) who had each performed live music in public 
more than 10 times, while living in either Melbourne or Sydney at any time within the study time frame. These 
participants had direct experience with live music in the time frames and cities in the historical geodatabase.  
The aim of the second round interviews was to establish the ways musicians active in the Sydney and 
Melbourne music scene in the study time frame had experienced those scenes. The full question schedule for 
second round interviews, with prompts and instructions, is included in the Appendices to Chapter 9.  
The second group of interviews were divided into three parts:  
Part A:  Background questions about you and your music scene 
Part B: Making a map of your music scene 
Part C: Interpretation of maps of live music over time 
In Part A, participants were asked to describe the music scene they were most involved in (by city, place and 
approximate years). Participants were then prompted about the factors shaping their involvement in those 
scenes including how they started playing live music, how they organised this, whether they had moved from 
elsewhere, whether they had observed differences between Sydney and Melbourne, whether they had used 
a booking agency, and whether they had had their music played on radio. It was anticipated that these 
questions would reveal participants’ reflections of their accessibility to, and changes in the scene over time, 
and factors which impacted on musicians at an individual level.  
In Part B of the interview, in order to help trigger participants’ memories of these scenes, they were invited 
to draw a mental map of this scene, or, if finding this too challenging, to consider a list of venues they may 
have played at (produced from the geodatabase). Part B presented participants with early geovisualisation 
outputs showing venue distributions in different years, to further aid reflection on the music scenes.  
Participants for the second round of interviews were required to have performed live music on at least 10 
occasions, in either Sydney or Melbourne, at any stage during the study time frame. However, participants 
were not required to have been paid for live music, or to still be involved in live music at the time of the 
interview.  
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Participants were sourced through “invitation to participate in research” notices placed at music venues (list 
venues) and on the research project blog (website ad). The advertisement is shown in the Appendices to 
Chapter 9. Further participants were recommended through snowballing. All but two interviews (conducted 
by phone) were conducted in-person. The average length of interviews was 60 minutes though interviews 
ranged in length from 30 minutes to 100 minutes. All interviews were conducted between February and 
September in 2014 in locations chosen by participants (at home or in cafes). Interviews were recorded (audio) 
and transcribed. The interviews were coded in qualitative research software NVIVO.  
 
 
9.2.3 SAMPLES 
 
A summary of the characteristics of the participants in the pilot group of interviews (live music organisers) is 
shown in Table 9.1. Some of these live music organisers were also musicians and had moved into different 
roles such as operating a venue, becoming a booking agent, or working for a government department with 
interests in live music. Others had been involved in live music without having taken on performing roles.  
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Table 9.1 
Summary of pilot interview group participant characteristics (live music organisers) 
Number Role Main City Year Started Gender 
Organiser #1 Musician, tour manager, venue 
operator 
Melbourne 1980 Male 
Organiser #2 Band booker, book author Melbourne 1978 Female 
Organiser #3 Runs post punk tribute website, ran 
CD packaging business 
Sydney 1979 Male 
Organiser #4 Record label executive, music 
business adviser 
Melbourne and 
Sydney 
1978 Male 
Organiser #5 Musician, journalist, record store 
owner 
Melbourne 1964 Male 
Organiser #6 Journalist, roadie Melbourne 1970 Male 
Organiser #7 Musician, booking agent Melbourne 1993 Male 
Organiser #8 Assistant to international tour 
promoter 
Melbourne 2003 Female 
Organiser #9 Journalist Melbourne and 
Sydney 
1978 Male 
Organiser #10 Musician, arts administrator Sydney 1988 Male 
Organiser #11 Musician (electronic dance music), 
arts administrator 
Sydney 1988 Male 
Organiser #12 Journalist, book author Melbourne and 
Sydney 
1989 Male 
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A summary of the characteristics of the second group of interviews (musicians) is shown in Table 9.2. The 
listings in Table 9.2 are arranged by broad era groupings of when musicians were most active in live music, 
rather than by chronological interview number. These are divided into the eras of: Era 1 – early 1980s; Era 2 – 
late 1980s / early 1990s; Era 3 – late 1990s / early 2000s; Era 4 – mid-2000s.  
This table arrangement helps to highlight broad patterns in the data — that some participant attributes were 
common across the study time frame (e.g. whether they were played on community radio, tendency to move 
cities), while others were skewed towards the 1980s (booking agencies, record deals, national radio).  
While the musicians’ stories did not follow rigid patterns, it was evident that some aspects of live music 
organisation changed from being relatively common, to being unusual, over the course of the study time 
frame.  
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Table 9.2 
Summary of second interview group participant characteristics (musicians) 
Order by main era of involvement in live music  
Number Main Era Main City Gender Moved 
cities? 
Moved 
cities 
twice? 
Record 
deal? 
Used 
Booking 
Agency? 
Performed 
at Festivals? 
Played on 
Local 
Radio? 
Played on 
National 
Radio? 
Other Roles in Music Main Genre/s 
Musician #19 Era 1 - early 1980s Melbourne Male       YES       Roadie Rock 
Musician #25 Era 1 - early 1980s Melbourne Male     YES YES YES YES YES   Post punk 
Musician #28 Era 1 - early 1980s Melbourne Male     YES YES YES YES YES   Rock, rockabilly 
Musician #8 Era 1 - early 1980s Melbourne and Sydney Male YES YES YES YES   YES     Jazz 
Musician #3 Era 2 - late 1980s / early 1990s Melbourne Male YES   YES     YES     Indie rock 
Musician #32 Era 2 - late 1980s / early 1990s Sydney Male YES YES YES   YES YES YES Record label owner, sound 
person 
Indie rock 
Musician #33 Era 2 - late 1980s / early 1990s Sydney Female YES   YES YES YES YES YES Songwriter Indie rock 
Musician #34 Era 2 - late 1980s / early 1990s Sydney Female YES   YES YES   YES     Indie rock 
Musician #36 Era 2 - late 1980s / early 1990s Sydney Male YES     YES   YES   Documentary maker Folk 
Musician #38 Era 2 - late 1980s / early 1990s Sydney Male         YES YES YES   Folk 
Musician #39 Era 2 - late 1980s / early 1990s Sydney Male     YES     YES YES   Hard rock 
Musician #4 Era 2 - late 1980s / early 1990s Melbourne Male           YES     Rock 
Musician #40 Era 2 - late 1980s / early 1990s Melbourne and Sydney Female YES YES     YES YES   Event organiser Folk 
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Number Main Era Main City Gender Moved 
cities? 
Moved 
cities 
twice? 
Record 
deal? 
Used 
Booking 
Agency? 
Performed 
at Festivals? 
Played on 
Local 
Radio? 
Played on 
National 
Radio? 
Other Roles in Music Main Genre/s 
Musician #6 Era 2 - late 1980s / early 1990s Melbourne Male           YES     Punk, hard rock 
Musician #9 Era 2 - late 1980s / early 1990s Melbourne and Sydney Male YES YES YES YES   YES YES   Jazz, rock 
Musician #2 Era 3 - late 1990s / early 2000s Melbourne Male         YES YES     Folk rock, gypsy jazz 
Musician #1 Era 3 - late 1990s / early 2000s Melbourne Male         YES YES YES   Folk rock 
Musician #11 Era 3 - late 1990s / early 2000s Melbourne Female         YES YES   Music teacher, choir 
leader 
Folk, experimental 
Musician #13 Era 3 - late 1990s / early 2000s Melbourne Male         YES       Prog rock, world 
Musician #14 Era 3 - late 1990s / early 2000s Melbourne Male YES       YES YES     Indie rock 
Musician #15 Era 3 - late 1990s / early 2000s Melbourne Female YES       YES     Choir leader Folk, world music 
Musician #17 Era 3 - late 1990s / early 2000s Melbourne Female YES       YES YES   Music teacher Folk, gothic 
Musician #18 Era 3 - late 1990s / early 2000s Melbourne Male YES   YES     YES YES Sound person Folk, experimental 
Musician #21 Era 3 - late 1990s / early 2000s Melbourne and Sydney Male YES         YES     Folk rock 
Musician #22 Era 3 - late 1990s / early 2000s Sydney Male           YES     Metal, folk 
Musician #23 Era 3 - late 1990s / early 2000s Sydney Female         YES       Folk 
Musician #30 Era 3 - late 1990s / early 2000s Melbourne Male           YES     Post rock 
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Number Main Era Main City Gender Moved 
cities? 
Moved 
cities 
twice? 
Record 
deal? 
Used 
Booking 
Agency? 
Performed 
at Festivals? 
Played on 
Local 
Radio? 
Played on 
National 
Radio? 
Other Roles in Music Main Genre/s 
Musician #31 Era 3 - late 1990s / early 2000s Sydney Male YES         YES     Punk 
Musician #37 Era 3 - late 1990s / early 2000s Melbourne Male           YES   Sound person Post rock 
Musician #5 Era 3 - late 1990s / early 2000s Melbourne Female YES         YES     Hard rock 
Musician #7 Era 3 - late 1990s / early 2000s Melbourne Female YES             Music teacher Jazz, rock 
Musician #20 Era 4 - mid-2000s Melbourne Female           YES     Rock, folk 
Musician #10 Era 4 - mid-2000s Melbourne Male YES               Folk 
Musician #12 Era 4 - mid-2000s Melbourne Male YES       YES YES     Prog rock, folk 
Musician #16 Era 4 - mid-2000s Melbourne Female         YES YES   Booker for small venue Folk 
Musician #26 Era 4 - mid-2000s Sydney Female                 Folk 
Musician #27 Era 4 - mid-2000s Sydney Male               Open mic organiser Folk rock 
Musician #29 Era 4 - mid-2000s Melbourne Female YES             Sound person Rock 
Musician #35 Era 4 - mid-2000s Sydney Male YES  YES             Punk 
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9.2.4 CODING PROCESS 
 
Interviews were transcribed and uploaded into NVIVO for coding. A coding framework was developed 
to analyse transcripts according to participants’ reflections and perceptions of the music scenes they 
were involved in. Comments were coded according to two broad categories: 
i) Comments relating to patterns of concentration, dispersal or clustering;  
ii) Comments relating to factors shaping those patterns.  
The more detailed coding framework underlying the two parent codes was developed iteratively 
based on key themes emerging in the data. These have been distilled into a set of patterns, and 
factors, discussed in Section 9.3 and Section 9.4, respectively. 
 9.3 PARTICIPANTS’ PERCEPTIONS OF QUANTITATIVE PATTERNS IN LIVE MUSIC 
 
Participants tended to describe live music scenes and change over time in terms of the visibility or 
clustering of venues, frequency of gigs and dispersal. These patterns broadly matched the themes in 
Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, such as: 
- Observations about outer suburban venues playing a diminishing role in live music from the 
late 1980s onwards; 
- A preponderance of references to inner city venues and inner suburbs in the 1990s and 2000s 
(particularly in Melbourne); 
- References to clustering and concentration in venues in Melbourne in the 1990s (with high 
levels of activity in particular venues, such as The Tote, Arthouse, and Punters Club);  
- References to dispersal and lack of concentration in Sydney (e.g. the lack of an obvious 
dominant venue, sharing space with poker machines, difficulty finding other musicians);  
- Direct and indirect references to bands performing less often. 
 
In describing patterns, respondents referred to clustering of venues, dispersal of venues, frequency of 
gigs and numbers of bands. These are discussed in turn below. 
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9.3.1 CLUSTERING OF VENUES 
 
Participants first described patterns in live music scenes in terms of the clustering of venues. The gold 
standard “measurement” for clustering used by participants was whether or not venues were close 
enough to walk to from their homes, or to walk to from another nearby venue25. Walkability was 
associated with a relative lack of stress in finding gigs, audiences, and other musicians; it was 
eminently suited to musicians organising their own shows, and to audiences keen for an informal, 
social night out. 
As summed up by the following respondents referring to Melbourne and Sydney in the late 1980s and 
1990s, the strength of the scene at that time was based on being able to walk ‘across the road’ or a 
‘couple of blocks’: 
- “The beauty of the Punters and the Evelyn was they were across the road from each other… 
in between a break in the band, you’d go across the road and go to the Punters, and then go 
back to the Evelyn. And that was a really great thing. And the Royal Derby was just down on 
the corner.” (Organiser #12, referring to Melbourne in the late 1980s and early 1990s) 
- “Initially all my crew lived within a couple of blocks of the Rob Roy. We literally used to drink 
at the Laundry every day and we played there a bit as well. We were totally on the streets of 
Fitzroy every single day.” (Musician #18, referring to Melbourne in the late 1990s, after having 
moved from Perth) 
- “We used to go out and just wander into a pub and check out who was playing, that’s what 
the word punter meant, ‘let’s check out what’s going on’. And then four hours later you realise 
that you were really smashed and stagger home having made several friends.” (Organiser #10, 
referring to Sydney in the late 1980s and early 1990s) 
“It had to do with the social networks I suppose, and just people we knew. And you lived 
nearby and it was easy to go to a pub and arrange things, just walk there. It was just to do 
with how close you were. And it seemed to be so that people who came to see the band often 
lived around there too.” (Musician #36, referring to Sydney in the mid-1980s) 
 
Moments of easy proximity applied to particular places and times: Carlton in the 1970s; Richmond in 
the late 1980s; Fitzroy in the late 1980s and early 1990s; Newtown and Glebe in the late 1980s. More 
recently, musicians did not expect to live near to venues, but proximity still figured in that enticing 
audiences to far-flung venues was difficult without an extra push: 
- “There was a venue up the road, which was actually an awesome venue. No one would go 
there… I think it was just that the venues that tend to do the best are in the buzz zones. You 
can’t have a venue in the middle of nowhere with nothing else that’s going at night and expect 
people to rock up.” (Musician #13, referring to a venue in Preston, Melbourne, late 2000s) 
                                                 
25 This is with the exception of some participants referring to the 1970s, when drink- driving to suburban 
venues was relatively acceptable and thus created a sense of proximity even over larger distances, as 
discussed later in this chapter. 
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In addition to spatial proximity, participants regarded healthy scenes as those where a range of venues 
appropriate to different levels of exposure and experience were co-located. Some venues were good 
for starting out, others were more prestigious and needed to be worked towards. Getting at a gig at 
the Northcote Social Club, for example, was a coup, but also a serious affair for which it was important 
to gather a large enough audience.  
Some participants fondly remembered venues that were both accessible and prestigious. This 
combination was rare. The Punters Club (Fitzroy, 1990s) achieved this, as did the Arthouse (Carlton, 
1990s and 2000s): 
- “There was one time we played a show at the Arthouse, which had a very laissez faire attitude 
toward booking. We turned up, we thought we had a show, and they said, ‘no there’s no show 
today’. And we said, can we play anyway? And they were like, ‘yeh fuck it’. So we played 
anyway… We weren’t even supposed to be there, but they let us play. At least the Arthouse 
did. But that’s shut, it’s gone.” (Musician #30 referring to late 1990s Melbourne) 
 
A number of venues were remembered for being humorously accessible in Melbourne: Joey’s in St 
Kilda (1990s, a bar run by “a dodgy dude”), The Barleycorn in Collingwood (1990s and 2000s, for which 
participants needed only to answer an advertisement in the street press to “call Dianne” and get a 
gig), and IDGAFF in Abbotsford (2000s). Bar 303 was remembered for offering accessible but not too 
seedy place to play beginner’s shows, next door to the more prestigious Northcote Social Club.  
The types of commercial venues where it was possible to find a “crack in the wall” in Sydney (musician 
#27 referring to late 2000s Sydney), were not so fondly remembered as the assorted bars and pubs of 
Melbourne. Some were intercepted by unfriendly characters who insisted on taking a cut of shows: 
- “He is his own agency. If you get a gig on your own terms… He will appear at the door, go to 
the barman and say ‘I’m a booking agent, you owe me 50 bucks for this act’, regardless of 
whether you know him or not… he’s a major part of the music scene in Sydney. And everyone 
will have a run in with him. Nobody likes him but people who work with him are people who 
don’t know the scene. They want to get in.” (Musician 40, referring to Sydney, early 2000s and 
present day) 
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9.3.2 DISPERSAL OF VENUES 
 
Participants referred to dispersal of venues in two ways: references to live music have been more 
dispersed, overall, through the existence of suburban circuits in the 1980s; and references to dispersal 
of live music from particular areas.  
Several live music organisers commented specifically that outer suburban venues had been popular 
during the early 1980s, so that live music was more dispersed in aggregate in comparison to recent 
years. The suburban circuit was described in past tense: although some participants had heard that 
live music was still present in outer suburban pubs, it simply was not the high profile part of the music 
industry that it has been in the early 1980s. Previously, inner city and suburban activity had operated 
concurrently, if not in harmony. This appears to have been a temporary state of affairs facilitated by 
a fortuitous overlap of factors from media, liquor licensing, recording costs and booking agents, which 
helped to open up a circuit in the 1970s, before contracting (quietly and without fanfare) in the 1990s:  
- “My first big gigs were those beer barns. The Village Green [Mulgrave], the Ferntree Gully 
Hotel, the Manhattan in Ringwood, also the 21st century in Frankston… Looking back, it really 
was the dying days of pub rock… I think by then the shift was certainly to more of an inner city 
scene. A lot of those beer barns still do a number of gigs, but not to the same level as what it 
was back then.” (Organiser #12, referring to outer suburban venues in Melbourne, late 1980s) 
- “They used to be all up and down the Pacific Highway. There were great venues, but nothing 
there now that I would go to. Midnight Oil used to be huge at the Royal Antler at Narrabeen. 
We used to see them for years. The Royal Antler is still there, but it’s now just a drinking pub. 
They might have a guitarist playing on Sunday afternoon, but nothing more than that.” 
(Organiser #3, referring to Sydney venues on the suburban northern beaches) 
- “Up until 20 years ago, the touring circuit in Melbourne was all suburban pub-based. Hotels 
like the Matthew Flinders Hotel [Chadstone] and the Croxton Park [Thornbury], and the 
Prospect Hill Hotel [Kew] and then the Pier [Frankston]. This pub stage circuit, you know, 
bands from Men At Work to Australian Crawl to Models, to all of these bands, Hunters and 
Collectors. They were all normal people that wanted to see them play, then there were spots 
at the venues. So they would just tour endlessly.” (Organiser #7, referring to early 1980s 
Melbourne) 
 
Participants referring to inner city Sydney suburbs in the late 1990s felt that venues, and other 
musicians, were increasingly hard to find, in comparison to Melbourne and to Sydney in previous 
years:  
- “At that point it was getting a bit sad in Sydney because a lot of the venues were closing 
down… It was a bit weird. Everything was turning into brassieres and restaurants… All the 
venues that were good venues were just going… I was from Melbourne, and I joined a band 
that was from Sydney. I moved up there to play with them. And then we all moved to 
Melbourne because the scene in Melbourne was so much better.” (Musician #9, referring to 
Sydney in the early 1990s) 
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- “I think Sydney was starting to change at that point, musically. At that point we appreciated 
what we had in Melbourne. We noticed that the music scene was kind of quietening down 
there. I got a feeling about that when I was up there. I haven’t actually been back to Sydney 
since. It wasn’t very inspiring. ” (Musician #7, referring to tour of Sydney in 1997) 
- “Sydney changed, Newtown changed rapidly. Every venue shut down, essentially, or discarded 
music in favour of pokies. The whole landscape changed. So to actually play was a horrible, 
horrible experience. It was like you were getting yelled at by the venue for putting your gear 
in the wrong place.” (Musician #21, referring to Sydney in the late 1990s and early 2000s) 
 
It is worth noting at this point that participants also noted an increase in informal live music activity 
in Sydney in the 2000s, with many semi-legal venues developing in industrial buildings further from 
the city. This is discussed later in this chapter. This increase in informal venues would likely contribute 
to decreasing visibility of live music in inner city Sydney. 
 
9.3.3 FREQUENCY OF GIGS 
 
In addition to the location of venues, participants described patterns of live music in terms of the 
frequency of gigs for musicians. Evidence of decline in the frequency of gigs was found in two ways: 
either in direct contrasts made by participants who had been active across several decades; or 
implicitly, by more recent participants who simply did not realise that playing gigs meant anything 
other than setting up occasional shows (not more than one a week, normally fewer), with significant 
publicity work either side.  
In accounts of both Sydney and Melbourne, participants recall playing regularly in the 1970s and 
1980s, multiple times per week, and sometimes at two places in one night, without having any 
particular qualifications: 
- “We could barely play but at the start we played three gigs a week… It was incredibly good.” 
(Musician #28, referring to mid-1970s Melbourne) 
- “Often two nights, three nights a week, and you might do a support and then some other 
shows. Even twice in the evening was not unheard of. And we had some residencies too, 
sometimes. So for a while we played a lot.” (Musician #38, referring to mid-1980s Sydney) 
- “Maybe a Monday off or something, but most nights of the week we’d be playing.” (Musician 
#25, referring to early 1980s Melbourne) 
 
Over the study time frame, however, participants observed that it was uncommon for musicians now 
to perform so frequently, and felt that, in addition, musicians had to be well-known and/or able to 
assure the venue operators they could bring a sufficient crowd in order to book a show. Some older 
participants noted this downward trend affecting younger musicians: 
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- “It’s a really different world now in terms of gigging. I think you have to be somebody to gig 
now.” (Musician #34, contrasting late 1980s Sydney with present day) 
- “You could just get a gig really easily in those days. Like 1980s. It seemed to me you could get 
a gig. Then it got really hard, like the late 1990s.” (Musician active late 1980s and early 1990s 
Sydney) 
 
One manifestation of the decreasing frequency of gigs per band was the phenomenon of venues 
increasingly insisting that musicians not perform anywhere else in the weeks either side of a scheduled 
performance. Musicians who had been active for several decades noticed this shift, as this had not 
previously been taboo: 
- “It’s got to the stage where a venue won't like it if someone's played two weeks around that 
show. I remember the last Hopetoun booker wouldn't like it if you played a gig the week 
before. But they're worried. In the 80s you'd be playing four nights a week. When we first 
moved to Sydney, we played four or five nights a week.” (Musician #32, contrasting present 
day Sydney with mid-1980s Sydney) 
 
While participants who had been active in the 1980s had observed long-term change in frequency of 
gigs, musicians who began performing live music in the 1990s and 2000s had adapted to new 
organisational norms. Now, the onus was on musicians to bring support bands and create a ‘bill’, 
asking for a date well in advance of playing, and providing assurances to venue owners that they could 
bring a sufficient crowd: 
- “We just approached a venue with a lineup of some other bands that you’d like to play with 
and try and see if you can secure a date, if they can give you something. I guess that’s basically 
how it’s generally done.” (Musician #13, referring to early 2000s Melbourne) 
- “I really like that process of ringing a venue and booking straight through the venue and maybe 
getting a bill of your own. So getting your friends or bands that you like to play with you, so 
you’ve got a night.” (Musician #11, referring to late 1990s Melbourne) 
- “It was a matter of getting that accepted by the owners because the owners wanted people 
to come not just bands to play. So if they hadn’t proven themselves to be able to bring people 
to events in either that venue or in other venues then they weren’t willing to take the risk on 
them.” (Musician #16, referring to late 2000s Melbourne) 
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9.3.4 NUMBER OF BANDS 
 
While some musicians directly observed that the norms of performance frequency had changed over 
time (from several times per week, to infrequent and heavily promoted shows), one participant in 
particular — a booking agent — was in a position to observe that the number of bands had increased. 
To this participant, this was not a positive contribution to live music. 
He attributed the number of bands to the drop in recording and equipment costs which had begun in 
the late 1980s. The participant believed this resulted in an oversupply of musicians — “5000 bands in 
Melbourne” — that was exploited by many venues, who pressured bands to bring friends and family 
to a few shows (“they’re gonna have three gigs”) rather than building up long-term relationships with 
bands and audiences:  
- “The thing is, making a record is so easy, therefore everybody thinks they can start a band. And 
so if everyone thinks they can start a band they do start a band. Probably every band’s going 
to have three gigs. They’re going to have a single launch, single launch, album launch, and then 
obscurity… There’s probably 5000 bands in Melbourne, and each of these 5000 bands has three 
records…The venues know that they’re going to pull punters. They’ve got full houses but pretty 
much shithouse bands.” (Booking agent, referring to Melbourne, present day) 
Other participants simply referred obliquely to an awareness that there were many bands “out there”, 
and that it was sometimes necessary to compete for shows and for audiences. While some 
participants referred to a lack of venues, none referred to a lack of bands.  
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9.4 PARTICIPANTS’ PERCEPTIONS OF FACTORS LARGELY INTERNAL TO THE 
MUSIC SCENE 
 
So far, we have seen that participant accounts of the changes in live music scenes broadly matched 
key elements of the quantitative analysis: references to a decline in the number of gigs per band, 
common to both Sydney and Melbourne; references to dispersal in inner city Sydney; references to a 
more prominent suburban circuit in the 1980s and increasing clustering in Melbourne in the 1990s.  
In addition, interviews with live music participants contributed to understanding the factors affecting 
the location of live music. These factors were manifold and overlapping, and in some cases were a 
response to, and a perpetuation of, quantifiable patterns. The migration of musicians to Melbourne 
was a prominent example of this, discussed in more detail below.  
Factors could nonetheless be broadly be divided into i) factors largely internal to the music scene, 
and ii) external factors (such as poker machines and gentrification) that exacerbated internal factors 
and changes already underway. 
Focusing first on internal factors, participants mentioned seven principle factors that are nominally 
internal to the live music sector: that is, occurring irrespective of competing uses of space, or 
legislative frameworks. These are discussed in detail below. 
 
9.4.1 DECLINING ACCESS TO MUSIC SCENE INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
It was evident from interviews that a certain amount of access to wider music scene infrastructure 
was required for musicians to perform at greater distances and/or to larger audiences: while it was 
possible, and increasingly common, for musicians to work on their own and to fund their own 
activities, all the participants who had achieved the “next level” of success also named additional 
factors beyond their own personal organisational efforts, such as:  
1. Booking agents, managers, or record companies with a financial interest in particular 
performers; and/or 
2. Exposure from television or radio; and/or 
3. Opportunities to perform with prominent bands who already had access to the above two 
factors; and/or 
4. Support crews with a personal interest in promoting and organising live music for particular 
performers.  
 
Such factors can be broadly regarded as music scene infrastructure, giving access to wider scales of 
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operation, beyond musicians’ individual organisational capacities. When musicians had less access to 
such infrastructure, they tended to perform less often and to cluster around particular venues. 
Increasingly, this was the default scenario rather than a specific choice to be independent.  
From the late 1980s onwards, much of the infrastructure named above was subject to a process of 
restructuring, often independently of each other, but ultimately impacting on live music venues. In 
particular: 
- Recording music became continually cheaper, so musicians were less likely to be in debt for 
recording but also less likely to have an organisation with a vested interest in organising tours 
for them;  
- Booking agencies changed, from managing stables of both established and new bands, to 
becoming either boutique services available only for high profile bands, or venue-focused 
agencies with an interest in building up the reputation of particular venues; 
- Media outlets changed. Countdown television show stopped broadcasting in 1987 and in 
Sydney, Triple J nationalised from 1990 onward. However, Melbourne community radio 
remained unchanged. 
- Personnel required for live shows reduced as ‘roadies’ became less common, so that the work 
of musicians became more individualised.  
 
Some of these factors are described in more detail below, but it is important to take note at the outset 
that concurrent processes of restructuring — rather than a single factor — served to eventually hollow 
out the middle rungs of the wider music scene infrastructure. This had both positive and negative 
impacts for live music scene participants, as well as impacting on patterns of growth, decline, 
clustering and dispersal in live music.  
Over the study time frame, music performance became more accessible (both recorded and live 
music), but the importance of venues increased, in lieu of access to other infrastructure. When various 
external factors posed threats to prominent venues in the early 2000s, these intersected with 
concurrent changes in the music industry to produce a heightened awareness of what was at stake.  
 
9.4.2 REDUCED RECORDING COSTS 
 
All the musicians interviewed had engaged in both performing live music and recording their own 
music, but the relationship between the two types of music production changed over the study time 
frame. The increasing do-it-yourself nature of recording correlated with greater organisation and 
promotion of live music by musicians, and in turn correlated with less push from (often intertwined) 
booking agents and recording companies. 
Participants referred to the costs of recording being very high in the 1980s, and contrasted this with 
the fact that technological change had made self-recording routine by the late 2000s, thus diminishing 
the role of recording companies. This is consistent with the wider literature on the “mp3 crisis” (Hracs, 
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2012; Leyshon, 2009). In addition, reproduction and distribution of recordings became cheaper over 
the study time frame, first with tapes (late 1980s), CDs (1990s), then mp3s (2000s). For the most part, 
participants saw these changes as positive, but some drawbacks for musicians and for the wider music 
scene were also noted. 
Based on participants’ comments from various stages of the study time frame, the shift of recording 
can be roughly summarised as: 
- In the early 1980s recording was very expensive, costing tens of thousands of dollars for an 
album, even without adjusting for inflation. Home recording was very rare. Bands would record 
low quality demos at hired studios in order to apply to booking agencies, but it was difficult to 
mass produce recordings for distribution as cassette tapes were not yet in wide use and 
minimum runs for vinyl pressing were around 5000 units. The high costs of recording and 
pressing vinyl albums were negotiated through “record deals” (i.e. loans) with record 
companies, often linked to booking agencies. Only fiercely independent musicians operated 
outside this system. 
- In the late 1980s home recording was achievable for pioneering musicians through the use of 
Tascam four tracks, but still relatively expensive (several thousand dollars) and low quality. 
Distribution was cheaper, albeit low quality, with cassette tapes. Mainstream album recording 
was still very expensive (hundreds of thousands of dollars in some worst-case scenarios, but 
obviously not for all musicians). At this point, “independent music” did not refer to completely 
do-it-yourself recording, but to working outside the major record companies. 
- In the 1990s quality home recording became possible for pioneering musicians through the 
use of Protools software, but this was still not normative, as it still incurred extra time and 
costs. Many musicians hired studios using their own money, but a record deal was still 
preferable and increased sophistication of recording studios meant that albums could be very 
expensive (one participant quoted a cost of $50,000 for her album in this time frame). 
Distribution of albums was cheaper with Compact Discs. Independent record labels enjoying a 
period of prominence in this time frame, although these were also being absorbed into multi-
national record labels during the course of the decade.  
- In the 2000s home recording become the norm rather than the exception. Distribution with 
CDs was common until the mid-2000s, when mp3s and online distribution became more 
common. Garageband recording and mixing software available in 2004, later shipping for free 
with Apple computers. Overheads for recording were very low, but costs for promoting 
recordings very high, and almost certainly higher than the cost of recording.  
 
When describing these changes, participants highlighted how expensive recording could be in an era 
often otherwise thought of as the “good old days”, emphasising that successful music careers often 
involved high levels of debt and entanglement with recording contracts: 
- “Everyone talks about how successful the Models were, but very few people remember that 
James Freud’s solo record cost half a million bucks in the mid-1980s… The Uncanny X-Men 
were probably $400,000 or $500,000 in debt after their second record came out, in the early 
1980s... So then you fast forward through, say in the 1990s, recording’s become a lot cheaper 
and indie labels. That’s where it starts, the indie labels.” (Organiser #7, referring to early 1980s 
Melbourne) 
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- “It wasn’t as though you could go and record at home then. If you wanted to get a good 
recording you maybe had a Tascam Four Track at home, and you could make shitty records on 
it. They were expensive back then. But it’s not like you could go and get a Mac laptop for a 
thousand bucks, knock the software off from somewhere and do something. We used to record 
at different studios…” (Musician #9, referring to late 1980s Melbourne) 
 
For musicians in the 1980s who recorded on their own (Musician #32), or distributed on their own 
(Musician #38), this was a great novelty, and a source of inspiration and social contacts. Musician #32 
produced an album with his home Four Track which later achieved some notoriety. Over the study 
time frame, technological change meant that self-funded or at-home recordings became more and 
more routine. Musicians who were most active in music at the time when recording almost always 
involved debt, observed this change with interest. One musician was happy that record companies 
“didn’t have the power over musicians anymore”, but also wondered if it might affect touring circuits: 
- “Back in the 80s and the 90s it cost a lot to record, and mix. By the time we did our last record 
it cost $50,000...I think that change from record company power to musician power is hugely 
different… Protools is a recording technique that EMI [major record label] doesn’t need to be 
involved in. Bands started taking their power back. And I guess then touring becomes a whole 
different ball game.” (Musician #34, active late 1980s / early 1990s Sydney) 
 
With declining recording costs, some participants felt that this led to greater power for distributors 
(particularly online platforms). For example, Musician #38, a long time participant in live music who 
had happily flouted the norms of record labels in the early 1980s, was positive about some changes 
for musicians, but was also wary of a “regression”, with bands giving away recordings to compete for 
live performance opportunities: 
- “We are moving back…to that model that it was in the 1950s and early 1960s where it was 
completely owned and controlled by multinational corporations. And I think we’re pretty 
much back there again now. Acts give away their albums. I used to sell the CDs at the gigs and 
make money out of it. But now people basically give away their albums as wealth leaders in 
the hope that it’ll make them famous enough to get gigs.” (Musician #38, active since the 
1980s and commenting upon the present day) 
 
A further flow-on from changes to recorded music was felt in the demise of many independent record 
stores in Sydney by the late 1990s. In the late 1980s and early 1990s several inner city record stores 
had also functioned as visible hubs for music scene participants — functioning as both labels, record 
stores, and promoters for local and touring bands. For example, the stores for Phantom, Waterfront, 
Half a Cow, and Red Eye Records. These Sydney stores were described as “an aerial for us in the pre-
internet days” (Organiser #10, referring to late 1980s Sydney). During the 1990s many of these record 
labels were absorbed into multi-national record companies, and by 2000 the physical stores had 
closed. This is likely to have impacted on the perceptions of Sydney seeming “sad” and hard to find in 
this time frame.  
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9.4.3 BOOKING AGENCY CHANGES 
 
An internal factor connected to restructuring and to the growing inner city focus of live music was 
identified in the changing roles of booking agents. Booking agents were a prominent feature of the 
accounts of participants who were active in live music, in both Sydney and Melbourne, in the 1980s. 
As pointed out by one participant in relation to booking agency Premier Artists (also referred to as 
Premier-Harbour, see Chapter 4), agents were skilled at arranging touring circuits for established and 
support bands in both the inner city and the suburbs:  
- “Premier, all through Premier Artists. My boss…had every band, every band. You name it, Frank 
was right at the heart of it. He had these little touring circuits going on, and it was easy for him, 
he’d make one phone call to one person who would put a string of dates together and would 
get really good money.” (Organiser #7, Referring to Melbourne, late 1970s and early 1980s) 
 
The ‘string of dates’ referred to above, arranged by agents such as Premier, often had flow-on effects 
for other less-established bands who were able to form part of a touring hierarchy starting off as 
support bands in suburban circuits:  
- “Premier Harbour…had all the large acts, Hunters and Collectors, Divinyls, and any of the larger 
Australian bands that would come through. So the littler bands would all have to hang off the 
back of that, and you would get support gigs. It was good because you were sort of getting 
exposure, but it was crap because you’d have to basically be roadies for them and load the PAs 
in and out.” (Musician #9, referring to mid-1980s, Melbourne) 
 
Booking agents therefore played an important role in connecting bands, venues and audiences, even 
when they were motivated by personal profit and, by many accounts, not particularly friendly. 
Participants referred to the agents as often being brash and difficult personalities: but they were 
skilled at providing a geographical push. One participant was signed with Mushroom Records and, by 
association, with Premier Artists, and as such his touring circuit was wider than when he had 
performed with friends: 
- “We played everywhere. We did the ’burbs.Everywhere that you will have listed we would’ve 
done because…we signed with Mushroom, so you had to go with Premier and Harbour. So 
we went everywhere on that circuit, everywhere you could go.” (Musician #28, referring to 
late 1970s and early 1980s, based in Melbourne but touring nationally)  
 
Over the study time frame, however, booking agents started to play a different role in live music. With 
venues taking a greater interest in investing in live music (for instance through acquiring sound 
systems, see below) or venue owners taking an explicit interest in live music26, agencies restructured 
                                                 
26 Certainly in the early 1980s, even the hippest of independent music venues were not run as venues by the 
pub owners: For example, the Kingston; the Ballroom; The Station Hotel. At this stage (early 1980s) an 
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and reorganised spatially. By the late 1990s, booking agencies were either attached to particular 
venues, or concentrating their efforts only on the top-tier, established artists. Smaller bands no longer 
had a connection to booking agencies.  
However, it is important to note that booking agents did not disappear. What appears to have changed 
is the relationship of booking agencies to musicians, and the geography of their operations. Two 
participants expressed admiration for the “Way Over There” group, for example. “Way Over There” 
organised live music at several high profile Melbourne venues during the 2000s, having originated 
with the work of band booker Richard Moffatt from the Punters Club (Fitzroy) in the 1990s. 
Participants did not call this a booking agency, but its work was very effective in acting as an agent, of 
sorts, for cultivating well-regarded live music venues such as the Corner Hotel and Northcote Social 
Club: 
- “You look at the Way Over There group who run their venues. They obviously have a lot of 
dedicated staff and a lot of processes and PA’s and good writers and all of that. And you 
compare that to a lot of places that just don’t, for whatever reason, make that investment…It’s 
just so clear that they have very well defined processes in place, getting shows up and running.” 
(Musician #18, referring to Melbourne, late 1990s to present day) 
 
The influence, albeit changed focus, of booking agents was also apparent in accounts of the St Kilda 
Festival. This had started as a community based music festival in the late 1980s, but had grown in 
stature over time so that one musician felt it was difficult for musicians to perform there without 
representation from “up there agents”:  
- “The St Kilda Festival isn’t anywhere near as accessible as it used to be. The only thing you can 
apply to play at is some poxy little stage… It just became this thing where they decide, it’s all 
behind closed doors. It’s the council but it’s all done through agents.” (Musician #13, referring 
to present day Melbourne) 
 
Thus, booking agents could be seen to have shifted from operating “books” of bands, with “strings of 
dates” through the suburbs in the 1980s, to actors and organisations with having an interest either 
only in bands who were already very well established, or in particular venues. One effect of this was 
that, in many cases, venues became more well-known than the bands playing within them. 
 
9.4.4 MEDIA CHANGES 
 
A further factor put forward in interviews as contributing to changes in live music distribution; and in 
particular the divergent pathways of Sydney and Melbourne, was the role of the media. Exposure 
                                                 
alternative venue was a regular pub which was open to letting musicians take over rooms on a regular basis: at 
this stage the financial payouts for pub owners, with very minimal overheads, were often substantial. 
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through media forms (e.g. television, radio, and to a much lesser extent, the internet), all offered the 
potential (if not the reality) to drastically increase musicians’ spatial reach.  
 
9.4.4.1 Television: Countdown 
  
Focusing first on the national television program, Countdown, participants highlighted the importance 
of this program in building large and dispersed audiences for Australian music. Countdown was seen 
as a gatekeeper of Australian rock and pop music, and when the national television program (first 
broadcast in 1974) ended in 1987 it was seen by participants to impact upon the viability of suburban 
touring circuits.  
Countdown is also described in wider literature as an influential gatekeeper (Duffield, 2009; Stratton, 
2006). Performances on this Sunday evening program helped to propel some bands into household 
name status. In addition, participants indicated that Countdown was a factor in live music growth, 
because it served to familiaris large and dispersed audiences with local musicians, thus opening up a 
wider range of venues to hosting live music. Booking agencies, in particular, were able to tap into the 
opportunities provided by exposure on Countdown: 
- “Countdown was massively important, it was such a ritual for people. Everybody watched 
Countdown… You get on Countdown and then all of a sudden the touring circuit opens up to 
you. Beforehand you might be a support band that supports Australian Crawl here, there and 
everywhere, and then all of a sudden you get on Countdown and these venues go, ‘well, we 
saw you on Countdown, we want to book you for some shows’.” (Organiser #7, referring to 
Melbourne early 1980s) 
 
Conversely, the end of Countdown was regarded as a factor in making dispersed suburban touring 
circuits less viable in the 1990s: 
- “I think the finishing of Countdown was really significant… It gave a face to musicians…you 
knew what the rock stars looked like, you knew what they sounded like, and it was exciting… 
You’d go to the Village Green [Mulgrave – eastern suburbs Melbourne], there’d be 800 people 
there, like I’d be going to see bands like Mondo Rock, the Angels, Dragon... I hadn’t really 
discovered Triple R, and so they were my first big gig going experiences… Countdown finished 
in 1987, I’ve got no doubt that really impacted on those sort of gigs.” (Organiser #12, referring 
to Melbourne in the late 1980s) 
 
Shortly after the end of Countdown, another iconic music television program began broadcasting: 
Rage, an all-night music video program on ABC. But this produced different audience behaviours and 
a different relationship to live music:  
- “By 1987 Rage came in, on Friday nights…that was a whole different culture, because you really 
had to go out and want to watch it and search for it…then by the 1990s, you had Video Hits, 
you had Sounds on Channel 7 and Beat Box on Channel 2. It did become fragmented. And it did 
make it harder to promote things.” (Organiser #4, referring to national media in late 1980s and 
1990s)  
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9.4.4.2 Radio 
 
Community radio was important in both Sydney and Melbourne live music scenes, even though it has 
experienced greater continuity in Melbourne. The persistent presence of community radio stations in 
Melbourne since the mid-1970s was seen by participants as an important component of the resilience 
of the Melbourne music scene in comparison to Sydney. Community radio was valued by the great 
majority of participants as an important element in maintaining musicians’ exposure, and connection 
to audiences and other musicians, at a local scale. However, the presence of community radio in 
Sydney and Melbourne differed.  
In Sydney, participants noted the significance of government-funded youth radio station Double J. This 
broadcast in the Sydney area from 1975 to 1989. They also valued the more recent community radio 
platform FBi radio, which began broadcasting in 2004. Despite the contribution these stations made 
to the local scene, the 1990s was a period of great change for community radio in Sydney. In October 
1989 the planned national expansion and restructuring of Double J began. By 1996, the station 
(renamed Triple J when it moved to FM dial) was broadcasting across all of Australia (Wilson, 2014). 
In August 1990 many of the existing staff were replaced and play listing was introduced — referred to 
as a “purge” (Austin, 2005). With the transition from a local, to a national network, Triple J became 
very influential and helped some Australian bands (including The Whitlams, quoted elsewhere in this 
thesis) to achieve a high profile and expanded touring reach. However, participants felt that it was not 
accessible to many local bands to the same extent as Double J had been in the 1980s: 
- “Triple J brought back some painful memories. I know the rest of Australia won but we lost big 
time. I was in a band at the time. It felt like the tap was turned off...” (Organiser #10, referring 
to Sydney, contrast between 1980s and 1990s) 
 
Thus, nationalisation had made the scale of operations for Triple J larger, but diminished its presence 
in the local Sydney music scene. This provided a point of contrast with Melbourne, where community 
radio stations such as RRR and PBS continued to operate largely unchanged through the study time 
frame:  
- “Triple J going national, we lost our identify a little bit, Sydney. That was ours, and then we lost 
it. You guys always had Triple R, and Triple R’s still going strong.” (Musician #34, Referring to: 
Sydney, 1980s) 
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Figure 9.1 
Letter to Drum Media regarding changes to Triple J radio, 1991 
 
Participants also felt that the Sydney scene had been boosted by the entrance of FBi Radio, with its 
policy of playing 50 per cent Sydney music. Participants commented positively on FBi Radio, but noted 
that the gap between Double J and FBi may have impacted on the music scene:  
- “We’re very lucky in Melbourne to have Triple R, and PBS, and 3CR… I think Sydney probably 
had that with Double J, and they lost it. I think it was a really big deal. What was there at the 
time, they had Triple R but probably even in some ways a better version because it was 
government funded…when it went national, they lost it, having to share it everyone else, and 
it wasn’t replaced. They have FBi now, which I think is really good, but that came later. It really 
stalled the scene.” (Organiser #12, referring to Sydney, contrast between 1980s and 1990s) 
 
Community radio was novel for being basically unchanged since the 1970s. Participants felt, however, 
that its power had increased. While music became more fragmented, the single channel of radio 
became more powerful. People who worked (as volunteers) in community radio in Melbourne were 
noted for being consistently interested in live music, and intertwined with the live music community: 
playing local music, having musicians as guests, promoting shows, and so forth. Participants felt the 
power of community radio in expanding their operations, with community as a powerful piece of local 
infrastructure:  
- “We did a demo which we gave to…people that we thought would like it on Triple R. For some 
reason they liked it and we got played fairly regularly. From there we went on from doing 
Wednesday nights at the Tote — which is fine — to other venues in Melbourne at the time. I 
guess once they know who you are and they know that you’re getting played on radio they 
assume a certain level of popularity, or a certain level of notoriety at the very least, which then 
hopefully brings a certain amount of people through the door. So you can play at better 
venues.” (Musician #30, referring to late 1990s Melbourne) 
- “I think the most important thing that we did, that got our music out there, was getting in 
touch with PBS and Triple R. Talking to them and going on their shows and talking to the DJs 
and playing live occasionally. We met other musicians that way too. We never had any luck 
with Triple J. It’s just that they’re a bigger organisation.” (Musician #1, referring to early 2000s 
Melbourne) 
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9.4.4.3 The Internet 
 
Of course, participants active in the mid-2000s also worked with internet-based media. One 
participant referred to 2006 as her “year of internet” (Musician #40). For the most part, for the 
participants in this study, this formed an ongoing, tedious and above all isolating administrative task. 
Internet promotion, always done by individuals, rarely bore fruit, especially in comparison to other 
forms of promotion such as community radio or personal contacts:  
- “We’ve got Bandcamp, Facebook, and a website, but I haven’t paid the web hosting so the 
website’s down. When I wanted the website we spent a bunch of money last year on getting 
it all revamped and up and happening, but I don’t know if I can keep doing things like that.” 
(Musician #13, referring to late 2000s Melbourne) 
 
9.4.5 OWNERSHIP OF PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS 
 
Participants often noted who was in charge at the Public Address System (PA). Participants also noted 
that changes in ownership of public address systems (PAs) flowed through to spatial patterns in live 
music. Over the study time frame, public address systems became more fixed in place, as described 
below.  
In the 1980s it was common for public address systems to be moved from venue to venue as required. 
Common scenarios were to either: a) have PAs in venues overseen by individual owners who then 
operated the system and charged bands to use it, or b) for bands to hire a PA and travel with it to gigs. 
The latter scenario involved road crew (‘roadies’), and support bands: all tasked with the important 
task of moving these cumbersome boxes. One participant recounted his work as a roady in the early 
1980s, employed full-time by a band:  
- “I used to cart the PA around. In the 80s the band I worked with was with Premier Artists. I 
worked for [the band] full-time. So I had the truck with all the backline, the whole PA system, 
the whole lighting rig. It was all in the truck and we just took it to the venue, set it all up, I 
mixed the gigs, then we pulled it all down at the end of the night, packed it in the truck and 
drove it all home… It was about four gigs a week… ‘Cause venues didn’t have in-house systems 
back in those days.” (Musician #19, former roadie, referring to the early 1980s, Melbourne) 
Later in the 1980s, PAs became smaller and — significantly — became more attached to particular 
venues. Pubs began to have systems installed, and the systems were less often “carted” from venue 
to venue. In particular, a company named Johnson Audio began installing public address systems in 
pubs in the late 1980s, first in Sydney and then in Melbourne: 
- “Bruce Johnson was the man who started installing PA systems. I think it was around about 
1985. He started putting systems in in New South Wales, not so much in Melbourne. But then 
it crept down to Melbourne. Johnson Audio. They would put a PA in and they would maintain 
the equipment. They would supply all the speakers, they would supply the mixing console, they 
would supply all the microphones and DIs and cables. They still do it.” (Musician #19, former 
roadie, referring to: 1980s through to 2000s) 
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One result of this was that live music clustered around those venues noted for having good public 
address systems, rather than (as in earlier years) PAs travelling with musicians, and road crew. In turn, 
this contributed to lack of spatial expansion, and to the prominence of particular inner city venues. 
Many participants replied that their favourite venues were those with good in-house systems. The 
role of ‘roadies’ was largely obsolete by the 1990s. However, skill with sound systems was still useful. 
Four of the musicians interviewed often worked operating PA systems: being the “sound person” 
could be a source of continual work. Ownership of a PA is significant, and has ramifications for venues 
and for personal connections. By contrast, in later years the informal, do-it-yourself venues were 
characterised by the absence of a “proper” public address system:  
- “Mostly just like singing into an amp. Which you could really ever hear. You know, running a 
generator. We played at an abandoned house which was actually next door to where someone 
was living so we just ran an extension cord.” (Musician #35, referring to do-it-yourself punk 
gigs in the early 2000s Melbourne and Sydney) 
 
9.4.6 INDIVIDUALISATION AND SOCIAL TIES 
 
One pattern evident in quantitative analysis was that there were an increasing number of bands 
performing in both Sydney and Melbourne across the study time frame, combined with a counter 
tendency for bands to perform with less frequency. The qualitative interviews suggested that this 
pattern reflected the increasingly individualised responsibilities of musicians to ensure a satisfactory 
audience turnout, and to spend less time performing, and more time on organisation and promotion. 
While these tasks were always necessary, over the study time frame they became more individualised. 
In turn, this influenced the ratios of bands to venues, and also influenced clustering patterns, as 
musicians were more able to attract sufficient audiences when performing at venues which were well-
known or, at the least, close to other venues. 
At the nexus of commercial and social worlds, live music performances were subject to competing 
interests which did not always harmonise. As outlined below, “pay to play” and “door deal” practices 
could place strain on the social ties between musicians, audiences, and venues, even if they were 
more profitable in the short term.  
 
9.4.6.1 Pay to Play 
 
The phrase ‘pay to play’ resonates with the experiences of musicians over the study time frame. It 
refers to the phenomenon of musicians performing live music at a net financial loss. Pay to play is not 
a new term, and in fact formed the title a collection of interviews with Australian musicians, published 
in 1986 (Milsom, Thomas, & Hawkes, 1986).  
However, over the study time frame, the specifics of pay to play changed. Participants active in the 
music scene in the 1980s suggested that earlier forms of “pay to play” involved musicians playing 
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often, and being paid, but running at a net loss due to the overheads from sound equipment, 
management fees, and road crew: 
- “I just got exhausted by then because I just thought ‘Fuck, we earn so much money but we’ve 
only got so much to live off’’. We had a manager and then we had probably a six man crew. 
The booking agency and manager or whatever always got paid on the top… I don’t even 
remember ever getting a sheet that told me what we made or lost, ever. I have no recall of it 
and I’d say that’s fairly typical.” (Musician #21, referring to early 1980s Melbourne)  
 
During the 1990s, these kinds of overheads eased as more investment was made directly by venues 
in sound systems and, concurrently, musicians were less likely to be in debt to recording companies. 
However, as large audiences were not assured, pressure increased on bands to be personally 
responsible for bringing audiences to venues. Although any live music scene without an audience 
would not be viable, the intensity with which this was enforced increased over the study time frame.  
The more modern form of “pay to play” — where musicians compete for the chance to perform and 
bring audiences to a venue — reflected and reinforced many changes in live music. It tended to a) 
eventually steer musicians and audiences away from the scene, b) create a hierarchy of venues which 
were more or less pleasant to play in, and c) mean that a great number of gigs and bands congregated 
in particular venues that, even if they could not literally pay musicians, could offer other 
compensations (such as prestige, friendliness, or exposure).  
“Door deals” were regarded by participants as a marker of pay to play practices, even if, in theory, the 
idea seemed fair: these payment scenarios involved charging audiences a fee at the door, so that 
venues did not pay bands directly but bands were still not (again, in theory) forfeiting payment for the 
opportunity to play. The scenario would work well for bands that were already well known, and 
seemed to offer a good compromise for venue operators with costs to cover, and bands starting out. 
In practice tended to strain social ties between audiences and bands. One participant had developed 
a particular theory that door deals precipitated decline:  
- “I have a theory…that as soon as you start charging at the door and making the drinks 
expensive it’s game over. It might take a year or two, but that’s exactly what happened at the 
Hopetoun. I’m willing to bet that that was a part of the problem… It became a choice thing go 
to the front door and it was like $8.00 dollars or something, then they would ask you which 
band you were there to see, so it just started to become a little uh. As the business model 
declined in success they became more — again, this is a theory — aggressive towards the 
patrons and the bands about blaming them for the problem. The experience became so off-
putting that it sliced its own throat.” (Musician #11 referring to Sydney, late 2000s) 
 
For this reason he had lamented the closure of the Lansdowne Hotel, in Chippendale (inner city 
Sydney) more than others. The “bar deal” they offered — wherein musicians took very small cut of 
the bar sales — invariably paid little for “low level bands”, but at least spared the social strain of 
needing to entice audiences past the door. Audiences, too, were often happier with this arrangement. 
A Melbourne musician also commented that gigs tended to be less stressful, for musicians and 
audiences alike, with payment arrangements that did not involve door deals: 
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- “I actually like doing free entry shows. Because people just casually turn up, and that’s great. 
If they want to leave and go and do anything then come back they can do that, because they 
haven’t paid $6.00 to get in or whatever.” (Musician #30 referring to Melbourne in the early 
2000s). 
 
9.4.6.2 Sydney: Underground Social Capital 
 
While participants from both Sydney and Melbourne recognised changing dynamics of venues and 
bands, some Melbourne venues were nonetheless seen to offer greater sociability and a welcoming 
atmosphere for live music, which compensated for low or no payment. In Sydney, by contrast, 
participants indicated that commercial venues offered fewer compensations of this kind. Instead, a 
persistent image put forward in interviews was that the experience of Sydney live music was 
unwelcoming in commercial spaces:  
- “We went up to support Smog, driving all the way for the one show, and the Hopetoun [Hotel, 
in inner city Sydney] were running their clock on the wall ten minutes fast …That was just 
always the feeling in Sydney, it was just always a bit wrong. There was often that disconnect 
with people you were dealing with.” (Musician #21, referring to the contrast between Sydney 
and Melbourne in the late 1990s) 
 
One live music organiser, in his recent role as an arts administrator with a federal government agency, 
noted “stark” differences in the ways Sydney and Melbourne live music scene participants interacted 
with each other: 
- “In Melbourne, they mostly all knew each other even though they came from different parts 
of the sector…there was a strong sense that they saw themselves as part of the Melbourne 
music community. In Sydney most of them hadn’t met each other, the conversation was much 
more about money than community and it was not very respectful of either each other.” 
(Organiser #10, referring to the contrast between Sydney and Melbourne music scene 
participants, present day) 
 
In Melbourne, social capital from music scene participants appeared to sit more comfortably within 
overtly commercial venues. Venues which were committed to live music, and to a sound system, 
tended to offer bands greater support in what was essentially a not-for-profit industry.  
Commercial music venues in Sydney seemed, on the whole, less able and less likely to offer a friendly 
environment for live music. A confluence of factors are likely to have contributed to this: diminished 
community radio in Sydney in the 1990s, higher liquor licensing fees, higher property prices, brewery 
chain activities, and the particulars of poker machine expansion in Sydney which meant that musicians 
often shared space with machines, all conspired to give Sydney music venues a hard edge. 
A corollary to this was there was greater interest in informal (or illegal) venues operating outside the 
commercial sphere in Sydney, in particular in warehouses and galleries around the suburb of 
Marrickville, where performances were run in a not-for-profit way and not publicisedpublicised 
widely. Participants indicated that this phenomenon also occurred in Melbourne, but not to the same 
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extent. One musician was familiar with the do-it-yourself warehouse scene as an insider, having lived 
for a time in the “Maggotville” warehouse in Marrickville: one of several collective residences which 
also hosted live music27. He knew of comparable venues in Melbourne, but felt that informal venues 
were a factor in Sydney more than Melbourne:  
- “Definitely more so in Sydney than in Melbourne. I mean, there was always the Pink Palace28. 
But in Melbourne there was always places to play, like pubs. At the Arthouse every weekend, 
pretty much every day of the week, there would just be awesome gigs.” (Musician #35, 
contrasting Sydney and Melbourne in the late 2000s) 
 
When asked if there was an equivalent to the Arthouse in Sydney, the participant emphasised 
differences in sociability: 
- “[Sigh]. You could maybe argue that the Annandale was. But the Arthouse wasn't just a venue, 
it was a real, social pub. It had a way more family vibe to it. In the sense that there was a punk 
family, that if they weren't living upstairs29 would just actually be in there every night anyway. 
Whereas the Annandale in terms of the music would be probably equivalent, but never had 
that same kind of atmosphere about it.” (Musician #35, referring to Sydney late 2000s) 
 
Informal venues were, by definition, less visible: in some ways this was precisely their appeal, both to 
audiences and musicians. Participants indicated that the main drawback of informal venues was their 
impermanence: “I hate to say it, but they’re pop-ups” (Organiser #10, referring to Sydney present 
day). This was reiterated by a musician from Melbourne, who toured Sydney in the late 2000s and 
enjoyed and admired the informal venues, but felt that they were ephemeral:  
- “Sydney’s like that. There’s a certain formality to it. But you can just make shit happen as well. 
And I think they have to, because of the rigidness of how the main venues work. So I think the 
warehouse show, and the scene where venues pop up and six months later they’re gone, is a 
big deal. You should play there, it’s awesome. And then it was gone. Places like that open and 
then just disappear. I don’t know, maybe the cops find out.” (Musician #30, referring to touring 
in Sydney late 2000s) 
 
9.4.6.3 Festivals: an Alternative (Temporary) Scene 
 
It is worth noting here that many participants discussed the increasing importance of the festival 
circuit in the 1990s and 2000s. Festivals emerged as a high profile live music phenomenon in the early 
                                                 
27“Maggotville” was a warehouse used as a residence by artists, musicians, and other punk enthusiasts, in the 
suburb of Marrickville, Sydney. It functioned as both a venue and an (illegal) residence for many people. It closed 
(although, legally speaking, it had never been open) when the tenants were evicted in 2009. See: 
www.cyclicdefrost.com/2010/09/sydney’s-unlicensed-venues-by-alyssa-critchley/  
28 The Pink Palace was a warehouse/punk venue in Northcote, Melbourne which closed in the late 2000s. See: 
Overell, R. (2009). "The Pink Palace, policy and power: Home-making practices and gentrification in Northcote." 
Continuum 23(5): 681-695. 
29 As well as being a pub and music venue, The Arthouse Hotel had residences upstairs.  
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1990s, after over a decade of relative obscurity. One participant had moved successfully into festivals 
after the pub he had performed at regularly was closed and he felt that brewery chain policies had 
begun to make venues less friendly in Sydney:  
- “The independent music scene had to find different places to go… There were many people 
where the timing was right for them to walk away from the pubs and to walk into the festival 
market.” (Musician #38, referring to early 1990s Sydney) 
 
Festivals could be seen to circumvent many of the factors impacting on both audiences and musicians. 
They offered a vacation, of sorts, from housing affordability problems (since audiences and musicians 
could all be located within easy walking distance of each other, if only for a weekend), and from “pay 
to play” pressures (since festival organisers put a large amount of collective effort into ensuring a 
sufficient turnout for the whole event, and tended to pay musicians guarantees rather than door 
deals).  
At the time of interviews (2014), festivals were regarded as the most desirable — if not the most 
attainable — performance opportunity, offering a contrasting, equal and opposite scene to inner city 
venues: 
- “We just stopped playing in the city and concentrated entirely on festivals… I think festivals are 
good because they expose you to people who would never have even seen or heard of you, 
rather than just trying to hammer people to come through a door in the hope that they’re 
going to bring some friends.” (Musician #13, referring to early 2000s Melbourne) 
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9.4.7  MIGRATION OF MUSICIANS: A SELF-REPLICATING FACTOR 
 
Migration of musicians was both a response to, and a cause of, quantifiable spatial patterns. Both 
Sydney and Melbourne were destinations for interstate or rural-urban migrants interested in music. 
A great number of the participants (see Table 9.2) had moved to the city in which they had performed 
live music. Once moved, however, musicians tended not to move again. Some participants noted the 
phenomenon of rock bands moving to Sydney throughout the 1980s from Queensland, Adelaide, and 
Perth, as well as a strong contingent of Canberra musicians who were associated with small record 
stores/labels.  
In Melbourne, migration by musicians was more common in the 1990s and 2000s. This city had a more 
visible live music scene, with prominent venues as well as accessible small bars. One participant 
described his band purposefully moving to Melbourne in the early 1990s, because Sydney was “a bit 
sad” (Musician #9). Another describing leaving Sydney in the early 2000s and being surprised at being 
offered a rider (complimentary drink) once in Melbourne: 
- “To actually play [in Sydney] was a horrible, horrible experience. It was like you were getting 
yelled at by the venue for putting your gear in the wrong place. You weren’t getting any money. 
You weren’t getting any drink tickets. There was just absolutely no sense at all that you were 
appreciated. So when we first got to Melbourne, the first thing I noticed was that you got a 
rider [a drink for musicians]. Which was huge. I was just like — I can’t believe this. The attitude 
to music was really positive, people wanted to do it and wanted to hear it and be involved. 
Whereas in Sydney, even a tiny band would act like they were commercially driven: that’s all 
they knew.” (Musician #21, referring to contrasting Sydney and Melbourne, early 2000s).  
 
Regardless of the city, once moved, musicians tended not to move again (see Table 9.2). Moving to a 
new city and establishing social ties were a big investment. By the 1990s, musicians were unlikely to 
have a booking agent-cum-record company with a vested interest in their movements. Their prospects 
for success — or at the least, enjoyment — often realistically lay in connecting with other musicians:  
- “By the time we moved, this was probably a lot to do with our age and headspace, but one of 
the things was it felt like a lot of people wanted to leave Perth, and that everyone chose and 
wanted to be in Melbourne. There’s a different sense of ownership, you don’t talk about 
leaving Melbourne, people don’t. It’s just a thing that people moved to here, you didn’t move 
away from it.” (Musician #18, referring to Melbourne, late 1990s) 
 
Musicians who had moved from Canberra to Sydney felt as strongly about not leaving: they lamented 
changes to their music scene, but not to the extent that they would move again, e.g. “I’m a Sydney 
girl now” (Musician #34).  
In an interesting twist, media could serve to promote not just musicians but venues. The recently 
nationalised Triple J helped participants in Perth to repeatedly hear of bands playing at the Punters 
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Club, a venue in Melbourne. This served to create an idea of Melbourne as an exciting place for live 
music.  
 
 
9.5 PARTICIPANTS’ PERCEPTIONS OF FACTORS LARGELY EXTERNAL TO THE 
MUSIC SCENE 
 
Section 9.4 established that changes in music scene infrastructure impacted on patterns in live music. 
Data from participant interviews indicated that factors such as reduced recording costs; ownership 
and personnel for public address systems; booking agency changes; media changes; and migration of 
musicians have all shaped inter-city and intra-city distribution patterns for live music. 
The hollowed out structure of music scenes by the early 2000s placed pressure on venues to support 
music scenes, in lieu of other infrastructure. But these venues did not exist in isolation. In addition to 
these factors which are largely internal to the music scene, from the late 1980s a set of overlapping 
external factors served to — coincidentally, but effectively — undermine the viability of previous live 
music structures, with spatially uneven results.  
 
9.5.1 NOISE COMPLAINTS 
 
One external constraint on live music scene activity identified by participants (and in wider literature) 
was the phenomenon of noise complaints. In this context, noise complaints refer to residents near to 
live music venues asking for less live music, or for structural changes to limit audibility, or for 
restrictions to decibel levels. Noise complaints emerged in interviews as a more recent phenomenon. 
There were no stories of noise complaints in the 1980s — even from participants who were directly 
involved in running venues. In fact they expressed incredulity at the concept:  
- “Never. Never one. I think it was just there wasn’t that much residential really close to the 
Ballroom [St Kilda]. When I ran the Mount Erica [Prahran]… There were residents around there 
but we never got any complaints. Today people complain at everything and they’ve got into 
that American sort of head space. They’re not as relaxed as people were back then.” (Organiser 
#5, referring to contrast between Melbourne in late 1970s and early 1980s, and present day) 
 
- “There were no noise complaints, because there weren’t any idiots from Mitcham moving in 
and we had real inner city people.” (Organiser #2, referring to Melbourne, contrast between 
1970s and present day) 
 
The earliest account of noise complaints came from Organiser #1, who worked as a musician in the 
1970s and 1980s, and went on to run the Standard Hotel in Fitzroy in the 1990s. He felt that, in this 
case, noise complaints were kept under control by keeping a good rapport with neighbours. More 
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conspicuous impacts of noise complaints emerged in the late 1990s. Visible effects of noise complaints 
often manifested in the arrival of ominous equipment — namely, decibel metres attached to public 
address systems, which would cut out when volumes reached a set level. These devices were installed 
at both the Wesley Anne in Northcote, and the Dan O’Connell Hotel in Carlton, in response to noise 
complaints. These devices were seen by participants as distracting and unwelcoming: 
- “The Wesley Ann was my favourite venue when I moved to Northcote… After they got noise 
complaints, they put in the first ever power isolating metre. The first time I played there, and 
had my amp cut out, I was like — I am never playing here again voluntarily.” (Musician #14, 
referring to Melbourne in 2000s). 
 
Noise complaints also impacted in Sydney, and added to a feeling of live music being not an everyday 
part of life: 
- “It was a huge thing in Sydney all the time I was there. At Glebe we had to finish at 11 or 10 or 
some ridiculous time because it’s a built-up suburban area now. Whereas originally it was 
never the case. You have to be quiet leaving, and all those sorts of things.” (Musician #40, 
referring to Sydney, early 2000s).  
 
Over the study period, noise complaints became more common, and participants came to regard them 
as part and parcel of the urban change unfolding in the background of the music scene. Its effects 
were felt in the internal layouts of venues — with noise metres, and/or the greater partitioning of live 
music rooms. The Sandringham Hotel in Newtown, for example, once had a live music stage in close 
proximity to both the bar and street, with no partitioning of sound. This was remembered fondly by 
participants for encouraging an informal atmosphere. In addition, it was possible to hear the music 
without being old enough to enter the licensed presences. In contrast, when the “Sando Two” (that 
is, the same hotel but with new management) opened in the 2000s, the band room was upstairs and 
heavily partitioned. This contained a better sound system and stage, but to participants it felt more 
cut-off and tended to promote an unsubtle pay-to-play model.  
The effects of noise were also felt in uncertainty for venue operators, likely to have motivated them 
to engage in short term strategies. One participant offered the hypothesis that noise complaints only 
became more common when live music became less a part of everyday life, and therefore stood out 
more:  
- “I think suddenly there were fewer venues and fewer gigs, so the ones that do happen now, 
they stand out… Or if you saw someone smoking now it would really stand out, you’d be like 
‘oh my god you can’t smoke here’.” (Organiser #12, referring to Melbourne, contrast between 
1980s and present day) 
 
One of the positive unintended effects of noise complaints and decibel restrictions was a change in 
music programming choices for venues, who became, out of necessity, more open to booking quiet 
music such as folk music styles. The Empress was a prominent example.  
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Noise complaints can be seen as a near perfect example of an external factor affecting the location of 
live music: literally, someone outside the venue, asking that the music be turned down. The timing of 
noise complaints, impacting in the early 2000s just when wider music industry changes were placing 
more dependence of live music venues in lieu of infrastructure, was unfortunate.  
In Melbourne in particular, where prominent venues helped to provide a visible music scene attractive 
to musicians working in increasingly individualised ways, their exposure to external pressures like 
noise complaints was likely to be more keenly felt. The peak of concentration in Melbourne in 2001, 
as described in Chapter 7, preceded public tension about noise complaints (Tomazin, 2002) and the 
Fair Go 4 Live Music campaign. In Sydney, the partitioning and containment of music from venues 
added to the sense of dispersal, even if live music venues were still active.  
 
9.5.2 POKER MACHINES 
 
A second external factor cited as shaping the nature of the live music scenes in Sydney and Melbourne 
were poker machines. The legislative history of poker machines has differed at the state level, 
between New South Wales and Victoria (McMillen et al., 1999). Both states increased the spread of 
pokies during the 1990s, but in different ways. In New South Wales, poker machines were legal in 
clubs from 1956. They were made available for pubs in addition to clubs in April 1997 after extensive 
lobbying from hoteliers (Gibson & Homan, 2004). In Victoria, poker machines were not legal in either 
clubs or pubs until July 1992. Encounters with poker machines varied significantly for musicians in 
Sydney and Melbourne, reflecting their different legislative histories, and particularly for those after 
active later in the 1990s.  
Many participants felt that the attraction of installing poker machines for venue owners and operators 
was that they were easier and more profitable in comparison to the efforts and uncertainty of 
organisingorganising live music. As such, poker machines comprised a competing use of space for live 
music. In Sydney, the competition for space was described on a room-by-room basis, with pokies and 
live music existing uncomfortably within the same pubs. One participant described the impact on 
morale for musicians not daring to ask for the machine volumes to be turned down, another had little 
sympathy for the Annandale Hotel, because it “had frigging pokies”. This closely scaled competition 
could be linked to an erosion of social capital for the venue operators, with the participant speculating 
that this was perhaps why music scene participants in Sydney had not turned out to support venues 
to the same degree as in Melbourne. 
Participants who were active in Sydney in the 1980s noted the later arrival of pokies in pubs, but did 
not personally feel strongly about them: one participant described first hearing The Whitlams song 
“Blow Up The Pokies” (1999), and wondering if other people would feel strongly enough about pokies 
for the song to be a hit (it was). By contrast, musician #21, having started his involvement with live 
music in Sydney in the late 1990s, recounted the negative feelings of competing for space with poker 
machines, which added to a feeling of being unwelcome. For Musician #35, an unapologetic convert 
to the underground scene in Sydney, the pokies were one of many pieces of evidence that surface 
venues were incorrigibly bad: “The Annandale were always complete bastards. Everyone I know was 
like 'fuck that place, fuck that guy’.”  
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Musician #36, having enjoyed his time in live music in the 1980s (though, as he noted, not necessarily 
having seen it as a thriving scene at the time), saw pokies as one of several signs to move on, and the 
slow end of an era in Sydney:  
- “I’ve always felt in retrospect we were at the tail end of what they call the “golden era” of rock 
in Australia. The venues were just starting to change and something was different. People were 
changing their behaviour, poker machines were coming in, Breathalyser. I don’t ever 
remember people saying, “wow this is a healthy scene, this is fantastic.” They still complained. 
But if you compare it to what happened afterwards, it was incredibly healthy…” (Musician #36, 
referring to late 1980s Sydney) 
 
Another participant in Sydney thought that pokies were particularly problematic for rock music, with 
its traditional association with pubs, whereas electronic dance music, festivals, and illegal venues were 
unscathed.  
- “Having my parallel life in a rock band and in a club act, the poker machines are squeezing out 
rock bands. This is a special problem for rock music, it’s killing rock music. The clubs where we 
play [electronic music] and illegal parties and festivals, no such problem. Our problem is more 
with the police…” (Organiser #11, referring to Sydney present day)  
 
In Melbourne, the competition was described as a pub-by-pub basis, which impacted on suburban 
circuits in the early 1990s but thereafter was easier to ignore. Venues in Melbourne became “pokies 
pubs”, or stayed as live music venues, but there were no references to the phenomenon of live music 
awkwardly sharing space with pokies in the same venues (as in Sydney). Participants noted that many 
former large venues in the suburbs became pokies pubs, and thereafter effectively exited the live 
music scene:  
- “I didn’t see them really make a difference. The places that were going to have them, already 
had them… I didn’t see venues closing and then putting in pokie machines, it was more that 
they were closing them and putting up flats.” (Musician #13, referring to early 2000s 
Melbourne) 
- “The pokies only affected the beer barns, the suburban venues… The pokies weren’t like in 
Sydney where the Annandale had frigging pokies. One of the great venues of all time, the 
Annandale had pokies. The Tote’s never had pokies, there’s never been a reliance on pokies 
because a pokie license is very difficult to get in Melbourne…So our music venues were largely 
untouched and unaffected by the pokies.” (Organiser #7, referring to contrast between 
Melbourne and Sydney, early 1990s to present day) 
 
When visiting Sydney on tour, one Melbourne musician found that music and pokies sharing the same 
pub was a strange experience: 
- “We played at the Sando, which was a legendary venue, but then turned into a complete piece 
of shit. We played upstairs, but it was really quiet because the bands couldn’t upset the people 
playing pokies downstairs. I’m serious. I’m not making this up. In the quiet bits the [pinging 
noise] from the pokies was actually louder than us. So that was a pretty sad show. And I heard 
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all about the Sando, like back in the 1980s and 1990s.” (Musician #30, from Melbourne, 
referring to tours in Sydney early 2000s) 
 
A musician who was active in Sydney had adapted to this, ruefully, noting that live music competed 
with pokies “all the time, to the extent that my friend, who is a live music goddess, has a pokies 
machine for a ring tone” (Musician #40, referring to early 2000s Sydney).  
Overall, competing for space within music venues (as in Sydney) tended to contribute to a stressful 
live music experience, and to direct attention towards informal and underground venues, or towards 
other cities. Meanwhile, the phenomenon of “pokies pubs” in Melbourne served to finalise the decline 
of suburban touring circuits: one participant noted with bemusement that the Matthew Flinders 
Hotel, where he had played often in the 1980s, now had the highest rate of earnings per poker 
machine in the state (Musician #25).  
Amidst this, poker machines could be seen to exhibit the ability to move into locations and stay there: 
an ability which was, for the most part, increasingly unachievable for live music scene participants, as 
described in the next section.  
 
9.5.3 PROPERTY PRICES 
 
Property prices and the additional impacts of gentrification loomed in many interviews. Affordable 
inner city housing was linked both explicitly and implicitly with thriving live music scenes. Importantly, 
increased property prices were noted for affecting music in a three-fold way: musicians, audiences, 
and venues, discussed in turn below.  
 
9.5.3.1 Property Prices and Musicians 
 
Many participants commented positively on the environment created when music scene participants 
(particularly young people) were able to live cheaply and in proximity to each other. A common 
participant observation regarding housing costs was simply a contrast between how much music 
scene participants didn’t worry about this in the past, compared to the housing challenges faced by 
younger people today: 
- “That’s how it started, we were around the inner city, we lived around Carlton…I can remember 
because the dole was $8.00 and I had a room in Elgin Street and it was a $6.00 room and it 
might have been $3.00 kitty. You’d just go and have fried rice at Melbourne University every 
day for 20 cents… It’s bizarre when I think about it that you could do that then. That’s why I 
think it’s so much harder now because it’s just so expensive to live.” (Musician #28, referring 
to late 1970s Melbourne) 
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9.5.3.2 Property Prices and Audiences 
 
Likewise, audiences for live music became as unlikely to be living near venues as the musicians 
themselves as housing prices in inner city areas increased. This was seen to bring about the opposite 
set of conditions to the walkability described earlier in this chapter:  
- “House prices were kind of high but rents were low. Whereas now, house prices are high and 
rents are high… In Richmond, I was paying very little rent, I could just walk to those gigs. So I 
would go to these gigs. And there were a lot of young people like me, who were into music, 
into drinking, whatever it may be. They would go to the gigs. Whereas now, if the rent’s really 
high, that sort of gentrification or whatever, it might still be young people but they’ve got 
executive type jobs, serious jobs. And making a lot of money, and paying their rents or buying 
their houses. But they’re working serious jobs, so they’re probably not going to go to these 
gigs.” (Organiser #12, contrasting the late 1980s and present day in Melbourne) 
 
9.5.3.3 Property Prices and Venues 
 
A theme in the interviews was that property price increases had a three-fold influence: on the 
musicians, the audiences, and finally on the venues. For venues, property rises were seen to increase 
the likelihood of noise complaints from neighbouring residents, as residents became more invested in 
the value of their property and more enabled to utilise amenity legislation (Homan 2000). The link 
between gentrification and noise complaints has been established in other literature (Coslovich & 
Donovan, 2003; Gibson & Homan, 2004; Homan, 2000; Leight, 2013; Lobato, 2006).  
In addition the property prices of the actual venues were higher. One participant felt that venues in 
Sydney became more corporatised in the late 1980s, pricing out “Mum and Dad” landlords (a theme 
that Musician #38 reflected on extensively). Further, high property prices increasing the overheads of 
running a venue reduced the likelihood of owners with an interest in live music being able to purchase 
a pub venue. Music scene participants who had run live music events within venues they did not own 
were in a much less secure position. Organiser #1 —who had been a musician in the 1980s — was able 
to own a music venue in the 1990s and consequently was less inclined to stop live music immediately 
when he encountered noise complaints. By contrast, Bruce Milne, who rented the Tote hotel in the 
2000s, closed operation when he encountered difficulties because he could not keep up rent 
payments (as described in Section 4.9.3).  
One participant noted that Sydney housing costs increased before Melbourne, and thought that this 
contributed to musicians moving to Melbourne. Another participant noted that “the squats in 
Woolloomooloo” in the 1980s may have been significant for sustaining an inner city Sydney music 
scene in spite of high rents. Inner Sydney artist-run squats are referred to in other literature (Knowles, 
2008), and the Sydney “underground” motif continues through to recent years (Kaufman, 2009). The 
appropriation of real estate in legal and semi-legal ways — an extreme example of seeking affordable 
inner city rent where this is otherwise unavailable — has an association with the informal venues 
described above.  
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Participants referred to affordable inner city housing for young people, and implied that affordable 
housing in and of itself did not provide the impetus for live music. Rather, they were referring to 
affordable inner city housing which made it possible for young adults to live near each other and near 
to venues often without a secure full-time job (for example, Organiser #2, Musician #28).  
 
9.5.4 UNIVERSITY STUDENT UNIONS 
 
Some musicians saw universities as part of the infrastructure supporting live music scenes, playing a 
role which had been prominent in the 1970s and 1980s but which was seen to have quietly declined 
in recent years. Universities were seen to provide a critical mass of young people in one place, often 
paid bands to perform at lunchtime shows (through student union entertainment officers), and hosted 
“battle of the bands” competitions. This was true in both Sydney and Melbourne. 
Several participants noted that live music at universities was no longer a common practice, and 
hypothesised that the end of compulsory student unionism in the early 2000s had discouraged this: 
- “The Whitlam government was in, so it was the end of the flourishing period where there was 
lots of arts funding and there was university unions who were very strong… There was so many 
unions and colleges, we probably played a lunch hour at one of them every week for two years 
at least… It had a lot to do with the fact that there were college entertainment officers.” 
(Musician #28 referring to early 1980s, Melbourne) 
-  “We’d play a Friday lunchtime gig at Melbourne Uni, Swinburne, Prahran Tech, Caulfield Tech, 
Monash, La Trobe, we’d do a lot of those kind of Union gigs, which have just gone by the by. 
Really, does anyone do them anymore?” (Musician #25, referring to early 1980s Melbourne) 
- “The student fees used to pay for entertainment, and once they got rid of that, bands didn’t 
play at universities anymore.” (Musician #34, contrasting present day to early 1990s Sydney) 
 
Two of the interviewed musicians had started in live music by winning university “battle of the bands” 
competitions: Musician #4 at La Trobe University (Melbourne) in the early 1990s, and Musician #36 at 
the Sydney Institute of Technology in the mid-1980s. Both moved from these competitions to a longer 
interest in music: 
- “The student union put this thing on. We just had the silliest act, almost, because we had a dog 
at that point too and it barked and we did a country sort of thing. That was the start of the 
band. We romped home with the victory in that talent quest. And then we began to play a bit 
more seriously.” (Musician #36, referring to mid-1980s Sydney) 
Other musicians met their band mates and became involved in live music for the first time through 
social events at universities. Musician #14 started an open mic event for which Deakin University 
provided space and a public address system. He met his future band mates through these ongoing, 
low-pressure events. Musician #23 became involved in folk music at Macquarie University in the 1990s 
and was invited often to perform at student union shows and various fundraisers.  
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Hence, universities and associated social events could be seen to provide low-pressure opportunities 
to attend and to perform at live music events, outside of the licensed venue circuit. Although never a 
dominant component of live music, they nonetheless added at extra component to the wider network 
of venues, and were unlikely to place pressure on bands to “pay to play”.  
Changes to university administration — coincidentally occurring at similar times to other music 
industry restructuring and land-use pressure on licensed venues — added an extra amount of 
dependence on licensed venues. The diminished presence of live music at universities could be seen 
to operate in two directions with regards to the changing status of live music: on the one hand, other 
forms of entertainment (most notably, recorded dance music) responded to the interests of young 
people. On the other hand, since many participants had only found an interest in live music through 
opportunities at universities, its diminished presence could play an active reinforcing role. 
 
9.5.5  ALCOHOL AND LIQUOR LICENSING 
 
As a final note, the subject of alcohol and its regulation is now almost inextricably tied to live music in 
Australian cities. This has been well-documented by Homan (e.g. 2000, 2003) and by planning 
academics (Burke & Schmidt 2010; Wardle 2009). The particular effects were uneven between Sydney 
and Melbourne. In Sydney, participants felt that extremely high liquor licensing costs (up to $50,000 
per year) had made venues less friendly to music and more inclined to try alternative revenue streams 
in the same venue (such as poker machines).  
Provisions for small bar licenses in New South Wales were not introduced until the late 2000s, outside 
the study time frame. Participants did feel that this provision of opportunity for small bars had helped 
opportunities for music. In Melbourne, major legislative changes to liquor licensing in the late 1980s 
substantially reduced the cost and other entry barriers to liquor licensing, and thus to small venues. 
This added to the ecosystem of venues within Melbourne — with both large venues and small venues 
dabbling in live music. This can be seen in the geovisualisations and in the analyses in Chapter 8. 
Nonetheless venues in close proximity to each other were more likely to be successful, as it was easier 
to attract audiences. However liquor licensing changes reduced the uncertainty and risks to starting 
music ventures. These changes were also well suited to the music industry restructuring underway in 
the 1990s.  
Given the importance of liquor licensing to live music, participants were sensitive to changes but were 
also aware that the government bodies making these changes were unlikely to be live music scene 
participants. For example, regarding more recent licensing changes that had sparked the Save Live 
Australian Music rally, “obviously the people who proposed these bills don’t go to gigs” (Musician 
#13).  
Alcohol regulations continue to have an effect to the present day. A more distant memory voiced by 
older participants was of a time when it had been socially (and quasi-legally) acceptable to drink and 
drive to suburban venues. Two participants specifically named the arrival of active enforcement of 
drink-driving legislation through random breath testing as a factor in live music decline. 
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Unsurprisingly, they did not suggest that drink-driving should be allowed, but they noted that car-
dependent venues, which were rendered nearly untenable in a short period of time. 
- “We all drove. That’s why all that breathalyser stuff has killed the rock and roll scene. Because 
you couldn’t get around. Oh we were all good drink-drivers, we all thought we were… That was 
the thing you’d have to get around, because there were so many venues.” (Organiser #4, 
referring to Melbourne in the 1970s) 
- “Drink-driving laws really impacted. I think it would’ve been becoming quite serious late 80s. 
And the problem with those sorts of venues, you really had to drive there, because they 
weren’t well served by public transport. And if they kind of were, you then wouldn’t be able to 
get home. You’d be stranded, so someone had to drive. And it is unthinkable now [to drink and 
drive], so no doubt when they started really enforcing drink-driving laws, that really impacted.” 
(Organiser #12, referring to Melbourne, late 1980s) 
 
In New South Wales, widespread random breath testing was introduced in December 1982 (see: 
Homel, 1994). In Victoria, random breath tests were technically possible from 1976, but not 
accompanied by an active push until 1989, with the rollout of “booze buses” and the infamous “if you 
drink then drive you’re a bloody idiot” advertisements (see: Moloney, 1995). Hence, it is likely that 
the participant was referring to 1989 as “when they started really enforcing drink-driving.” 
Ultimately, drink-driving was seen to have formed part of a suite of internal and external factors 
working — mostly coincidentally, but impeccably timed nonetheless — to restructure previous norms 
of live music. The push to outer suburbs provided by Countdown, booking agents, and record labels, 
was falling away at the same time that participants were less likely to travel to distant venues.  
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 9.9 CONCLUSIONS TO CHAPTER 9 
 
This chapter has described interviews with live music scene participants, and the insights they brought 
to understanding and assessing the quantitative analysis of gig listings data. The participants had 
direct experience with live music in the time frames and cities covered by the historical geodatabase. 
Due to their learnt knowledge of locations and issues shaping local music scenes, participants were 
able to generate new evidence regarding factors affecting the location of live music. 
Participants identified experiences which were broadly consistent with the quantitative analyses and 
geovisualisations from the geodatabase presented in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. They described the 
qualitative experiences of quantitative, spatially uneven change. Together, their insights into the 
combined effects of internal and external factors in the music scene highlight themes that can be 
broadly summarised as follows.  
 
9.9.1 Restructuring: A Long(er) Way to the Top 
 
From the late 1980s onward, various components of music scene infrastructure were restructuring 
concurrently: recording music became continually cheaper, so musicians were less likely to be in debt 
for recording but also less likely to be linked to organisations; booking agents segued from pushing 
established and new bands through the suburbs, to working exclusively with only high profile artists 
or high profile venues; media outlets, too, were restructuring, with Triple J radio nationalising in 
Sydney, and the end of the Countdown television show in 1987. Concurrently, of course, the norms of 
entertainment were changing, often led by technology: home entertainment systems and dance 
music fractured the critical mass of live music events.  
A certain amount of “push” — from a booking agent, manager, media exposure, or a record company 
— was required for musicians to perform at greater distances and to larger audiences. While some 
degree of self-promotion had always been necessary, this increased over the study time frame. Global 
agglomeration of the music industry impacted on independent music businesses (including 
independent record stores in Sydney), leaving a hollowed out organisational structure at the end of 
the 1990s which was highly individualised. The changes bought both positive and negative outcomes: 
increasing opportunities for more diverse performers, and a decrease in debt, but also increased 
pressures and responsibilities to ensure a satisfactory flow of audiences to venues. With live music 
situated at the juncture of social and commercial interests, this sometimes produced strain. In turn, 
such forms of restructuring tended to promote skewed ratios of musicians to venues and to increased 
clustering in some areas and dispersal in others.  
  
9.9.2 Increasing Individualisation 
 
Participant interviews indicated that live music became increasingly informal and do-it-yourself for 
musicians from the 1980s through to the 2000s, but that audiences were increasingly able to choose 
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other forms of entertainment. This affected the spatial dynamics of live music. It was increasingly up 
to musicians to push themselves to venues, and to pull audiences to higher profile venues who had 
invested in live music. The experiences of musicians were both a response to, and a contributor to, 
changes in live music. In the absence of other push factors, musicians tended instead to play in 
particular venues, which offered the best compromise between accessibility and opportunity.  
 
9.9.3 External Factors Exacerbating Internal Pressure 
 
Restructuring meant that by the early 2000s, live music had become highly dependent on live music 
venues. Venues were, in turn, subject to external pressures. In Sydney, several participants felt that 
the live music scene had turned particularly harsh at around the time of the Sydney Olympics in 2000. 
This is when music industry restructuring, record store closures, property prices, and noise complaints 
converged. In addition, at that point liquor licensing fees in Sydney were still very high. Poker machines 
were seen to shadow the viability of live music.  
In combination with factors largely internal to the music industry, external pressures from competing 
uses of urban space helped to exacerbate pressure and to induce a feeling of immobility. Property 
prices impacted on multiple levels by increasing stress and fragmenting social ties for musicians, 
audiences, and venues. 
The interviews highlighted that pressures on venues have often exacerbated the increasing 
individualisation and lack of support for what ought to be an enjoyable activity (even if the question 
of whether it should be a paying activity is undecided). Concerns about venues have often been 
channelled into a narrative of venue closure and external threats. 
Threats which were distinct and obviously external, and of concern to venue operators, were able to 
set off a group reaction in ways that other factors could not. They were also more likely to instigate 
an organised and effective response in Melbourne, with more musicians, a more visible scene, and 
less ambivalence towards formal venues.  
 
9.9.4 Bunkering Down in the Right Place 
 
For a variety of reasons, Sydney was a more difficult city in which to weather the changes wrought by 
music industry restructuring. Increased costs of living, Triple J nationalisation, and the introduction of 
poker machines within live music venues were timed very badly for live music participants in Sydney. 
While the Sydney music scene had enjoyed some benefits from links to global recorded music 
companies, these links became less useful by the late 1990s. Social ties were more important, but 
harder to find. Poker machines within venues fragmented social ties. The exception was in informal 
venues, which gave an incentive for people to work together, but which tended to open and close in 
short succession. 
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In Melbourne, high levels of concentration in particular venues, such as the Tote, Punters Club, and 
Esplanade Hotel, increased the visibility of the live music scene. The liberalisation of liquor licensing 
in 1988 made small bars more common as venues, well suited to musicians starting out. This 
motivated further migration from interstate musicians, who often stayed on. However, the increased 
concentration of the majority of gigs in particular venues increased anxiety from external pressures. 
Within each city, certain suburbs recurred frequently in the interviews — Newtown, Fitzroy, 
Marrickville. Others were never mentioned. This reinforced the fact that musicians followed pathways 
of others before them — into ‘bunkers’ of sorts (or, put more positively, ‘hubs’), where live music was 
more normative. True to Ruth Finnegan’s (1989) descriptions of music making, musicians rarely began 
entirely new locations on their own, and instead moved along pathways within the wider music scene, 
leaving spatial evidence of overlapping social processes. 
Before moving to the Conclusions in Chapter 10, some examples of maps drawn by musicians during 
interviews are shown, alongside a geovisualisation of gig listings – reinforcing the spatial overlap 
between the geodatabase of gig listings, and the experiences of participants. Figure 9.2 shows a 
geovisualisation of gig listings from the Melbourne street press in 2001. Figure 9.3 and Figure 9.4 show 
maps drawn by musicians who were active in Melbourne in a similar era. Common ground (or “musical 
pathways”) can be seen in all the maps: many of the same venues appear in all three sources. But each 
map adds a different perspective. The geovisualisation of gig listings data is able to include many more 
venues than either musician, without contradicting either of them. Many of the venue names can be 
found throughout Chapter 9 and Chapter 4. In addition, Figure 9.4 shows the effects of having a “push” 
(in this case, receiving extensive community radio support), translating to an extended spatial reach.  
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Figure 9.2 
Graduated label map for Melbourne street press gig listings in 2001. 
The gig listings geovisualisation overlaps with, and adds context to, the musicians’ maps seen in 
Figure 9.3 and Figure 9.4. Also note the visible clustering into particular areas and particular venues 
in Melbourne in this era, just prior to a flurry of activity regarding the status of live music venues as a 
competing land use. 
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Figure 9.3 
Example map of Melbourne venues drawn by Musician #1 (active late 1990s / early 2000s) 
Note the overlap between this map and Figure 9.2 (a geovisualisation of gig listings), and Figure 9.4 
(a map drawn by a different musician active in the same era).  
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Figure 9.4 
Example map of Melbourne venues drawn by Musician #30 (active in late 1990s / early 2000s) 
This map shares many common venues with both Figure 9.2 and Figure 9.3. Note, however, that this 
musician received significant support from community radio and hence had an extra “push” through 
the available venues. 
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CHAPTER 10 – SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
 
 
“It seems I moved from the country at the very worst time 
Noise restrictions were coming in and the music venues were falling in line 
I moved in next door to the Empress with cheeky idea 
That I could avoid the cover charges, and paying for over the counter beer, but 
This neighbourhood’s not noisy enough, no 
This neighbourhood’s not noisy enough.” 
 
- Lyrics to “This Neighbourhood’s Not Noisy Enough”, Melbourne musician30, 2008   
10.1  SUMMARY  
This research project has analysed patterns of growth, decline, clustering and dispersal of live music 
in two Australian cities, Sydney and Melbourne, between the early 1980s and mid-2000s. During this 
time frame the apparent decline of Australian live music venues gained profile as a matter of 
community concern and public policy. The vulnerability of live music venues to external forces 
including noise complaints and liquor licensing became a particular focus of concern by the early 
2000s.  
To better understand this period of change in live music, the research methodology combined 
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and interviews with music scene participants. The project 
developed a novel historical geodatabase of live music dates and locations, making it possible to 
quantify and geovisualise patterns in live music over time. Interviews with live music scene 
participants helped generate new evidence regarding factors influencing patterns in the location of 
live music.  
The historical geodatabase was built incrementally to adapt to the format of the historical data. Its 
structure maintains a one-to-one relationship to primary sources from different publications, thus 
allowing for quality checks, but can produce normalised outputs that make it possible to separately 
analyse patterns in live music venues, performances, and bands. Outputs from the geodatabase 
facilitated the quantitative analysis and geovisualisation of live music data over the study time frame 
in Sydney and Melbourne.  
An important concern was that quantitative analysis ought to be developed with reference to, and 
informed by, the everyday realities of live music scenes. The quantitative analysis was combined with 
interviews with music scene participants (live music organisers and musicians). Through their learnt 
knowledge of locations and issues, participants generated new insights into factors influencing the 
patterns of live music found in the quantitative results.  
                                                 
30 Merry Prain, 2008, www.youtube.com/watch?v=gO83vpmcVUg 
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The research project demonstrated the use of historical GIS, in combination with interviews, as an 
effective methodological approach for better understanding cultural industries. It formed a practical 
example of applied social research with GIS, taking inspiration from previous research that has 
leveraged GIS for “representing the spatiality of social processes, for facilitating critical thinking 
throughout the entire research process, and for building theory that is grounded in both quantitative 
and qualitative data” (Kwan & Knigge, 2006, p. 2001). 
The research questions were: 
Research Question 1 
What are the key patterns of growth, contraction, clustering and dispersal of live music in 
Sydney and Melbourne from 1981 to 2006? 
Research Question 2 
What are the key factors shaping the concentration and dispersal of live music in Sydney and 
Melbourne from 1981 to 2006? 
Research Question 3 
What are the existing sources for live music performances in Australia? 
Research Question 4 
How can different geovisualisations add to understanding of live music? 
 
The thesis proceeded as follows: 
In Chapter 1, the background and outline of the research project were established.  
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 introduced three sets of literature which do not often overlap but which could 
work together to further understand patterns in live music. 
Chapter 2 introduced diverse literature connecting music and place. This helped to set accounts of 
live music in Melbourne and Sydney within a broader context. Music is both a cultural and economic 
entity and has come to the attention of researchers for different reasons. 
Chapter 3 introduced literature of GIS in social research. The methodologies described in Chapter 3 
were very influential on the approach taken to live music for this research. Such research has 
emphasised that GIS can facilitate mixed methods research and support critical thinking about social 
processes. Chapter 3 also emphasised that working with GIS and historical data means working with 
data which is not collected for research, and which is often imperfect and incomplete.  
Chapter 4 traced currently available evidence of growth and decline of Australian popular music over 
several decades, with a focus on the status of live music in Sydney and Melbourne. Particularly since 
the early 2000s, live music scene participants have expressed concern about venue closures.  
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Chapter 5 set out the basic components for the mixed methods approach applied in this thesis, 
showing how GIS and interviews would be integrated.  
Chapter 6 described the development of the historical geodatabase of live music data. This 
geodatabase ultimately incorporated over 20,000 live music listings and over 2500 geocoded venues, 
sourced from different archived publications.  
Chapters 7 and 8 presented and analysed quantitative results produced via the historical geodatabase. 
The chapters were divided into non-spatial and spatial approaches. 
Chapter 7 presented descriptive statistics of growth and decline in different measures of live music 
activity — bands, performers, and venues — and the ratios between these. It compared trends 
between the two cities over time and between two key data sources (newspapers and street press).  
Chapter 8 extended the quantitative analysis by leveraging the spatial data available in the 
geodatabase outputs, producing a set of spatial and geovisual analyses of patterns of clustering and 
dispersal in live music activity.  
In Chapter 9, participant interviews were described. Interviews with people who were active in the 
live music scene during the study time frame in Sydney and Melbourne helped to explore factors 
shaping patterns in the distribution of live music. These included factors internal and external to the 
music industry. 
 10.2  CONCLUSIONS 
 
10.2.1 WHAT ARE THE EXISTING SOURCES FOR LIVE MUSIC PERFORMANCES IN AUSTRALIA? 
 
Establishing data sources for Australian live music was an important but complex step in the research 
process. The details of investigating sources were described in Chapter 6. There was no single source 
with which to describe growth and decline, clustering and dispersal in live music in Sydney and 
Melbourne between 1981 and 2006. After investigating two main potential sources, gig listings and 
APRA Live Performance Returns, gig listings were ultimately decided upon as the main source for the 
historical geodatabase. Other potential sources of Australian live music data were also described.  
Gig listings are publicly available listings of upcoming live music performances. Their accessibility, 
longevity, and inclusion of dates and locations, meant that gig listings could be used to identify 
patterns in a flexible sampling frame. However, gig listings also presented practical challenges, 
including the fact that no single publication contained continual coverage across the time frame and 
that there was no digitisation of earlier sources.  
In addition to categorizing the details of the different gig listing publications, a hierarchy was 
established regarding the fitness for purpose of these publications for the research questions. This 
was informed by feedback from the first group of live music scene participant interviews, and by 
investigation of the features of the individual publications. Preference was given to publications that 
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were publicly available, which were used by music scene participants, included a dedicated gig guide 
page, enabled long-term comparisons, and which had a roughly comparable equivalent in Sydney or 
Melbourne at the time.  
A substantial part of the research project comprised the development of a historical geodatabase. The 
geodatabase was built to leverage the spatial and temporal data embedded in the historical live music 
performance listings sourced from the selected archived publications. It was built incrementally to 
adapt to the format of the different historical data. The structure maintains a one-to-one relationship 
to primary sources from different publications, but can produce normalised outputs that allow live 
music venues, performances, and bands to be analysed separately.  
In Chapter 7, the two main sources of gig listings — street press and newspaper listings – were 
compared. The analysis showed that the street press listed an increasing proportion of venues 
than newspapers from the mid 1980s to mid 1990s. The lag was shorter for the Sydney street 
press, as the first street press publication in Sydney (On The Street, 1982) began publishing several 
years before the first street press publication in Melbourne (Beat, 1986). 
 
10.2.2 WHAT ARE THE KEY PATTERNS? 
 
Using outputs from the historic geodatabase, the thesis examined quantitative patterns of growth, 
decline, clustering, and dispersal in music activity. These were described in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. 
It found little quantitative evidence of aggregate decline in live music venues, performances, or bands. 
The quantitative analysis showed the number of live music performances increasing over the study 
time frame in both Sydney and Melbourne, but with more growth in Melbourne. In both cities, the 
number of venues did not decline, but also did not keep pace with the number of live music 
performances. The number of bands increased in both cities, but more so in Melbourne.  
From the basic aggregate totals there was very little evidence of decline, but variations in the growth 
rates between performances, venues and bands suggested the possibility that different trends of 
growth and decline would be seen in changing ratios. The analysis supported this idea. The number of 
performances per band declined consistently. Patterns in performances per venue showed differences 
between cities, with greater concentration into particular venues in Melbourne, and greater 
homogeneity in Sydney.  
On average, bands in the 1990s and 2000s were much less likely to perform multiple times per week 
than in the 1980s. However, the diversity of bands increased: in the sense that the top bands had a 
decreasing share of the total performances. The standard deviation of performances per band also 
declined over time. So, too, did the five-firm concentration ratio of performances per band. This 
indicated that the declining average number of performances listed per band was a downward trend 
affecting the majority of bands, in both cities. 
Varying trends in venue concentration between Sydney and Melbourne were evident. The average 
number of performances listed per venue showed different trends in Sydney and Melbourne, and 
(unlike performances per band) showed few signs of decline. 
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In Melbourne, the average number of performances listed per venue grew steadily over time, 
particularly for street press listings (1986—2006). The standard deviation of performances listed per 
venue grew steeply over time. The five-firm concentration ratio of performances listed per venue 
increased over time to a peak in 2001, when 25 per cent of all performances listed in the Melbourne 
street press were located in one of the top five venues. Together, these results suggested that the 
increasing average of performances listed per venue in Melbourne was attributable to a divide 
developing between venues, with some ‘super venues’ emerging. 
An increase in the concentration of Melbourne live music listings in particular suburbs was also noted. 
Over the study period, the location of live music performances in Melbourne became increasingly less 
diverse. But this did not appear to have been the case in Sydney. In Sydney, the five-firm concentration 
level of performances per venue peaked in 1991, and declined until 2001. The average number of 
performances listed per venue in Sydney showed little change over the entire time frame. There was 
little change over time in the standard deviation of performances per venue in Sydney. These 
measures all suggested an absence of ‘super venues’ in Sydney.  
Overall, Melbourne and Sydney showed opposite clustering trends throughout the late 1980s and 
1990s, with Melbourne becoming more clustered overall, and Sydney less clustered overall. However, 
in 2006, Sydney began to be more sharply clustered, like Melbourne. Melbourne live music clustering 
patterns were sharper than those in Sydney; with a “northward drift” and with activity growing 
disproportionately in small areas and in high profile venues.  
 
10.2.3 HOW CAN DIFFERENT GEOVISUALISATIONS ADD TO UNDERSTANDING OF LIVE 
MUSIC? 
 
The research project deployed a selection of statistical and geovisualiation techniques. These were 
presented in Chapter 8. Spatial statistical methods augmented quantitative analyses by testing for 
statistical significance of spatial patterns. Geovisualisation helped to communicate where live music 
patterns occurred in Sydney and Melbourne. 
Different geovisualisation styles have respective advantages and disadvantages, and are always 
affected by choices of scale, symbolisation, and projection. Accordingly, the thesis applied a set of six 
geovisualisation styles for the live music data, namely: graduated symbol sizes; graduated label sizes; 
point density maps; 3D visualisations of performances per venue; choropleths by suburb; and 
cartograms by Local Government Area. These different geovisualisations conveyed that live music 
data, and the nature of change seen within this data, is spatially uneven. Large areas of both 
Melbourne and Sydney remained “off the map.” Other areas could be seen coming in and out of 
prominence over the study time frame.  
The geovisualisations suggested a general trend toward clustering and de-suburbanisation, 
particularly in Melbourne. Decline of live music in outer suburban areas, and concurrent inner city 
clustering, was apparent in almost all geovisualisation styles. However, the inclusion of multiple 
geovisualisation styles — while only presenting a small proportion of the many available choices — 
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reduced reliance on interpreting trends from a single style, and also emphasised that there was no 
single trend. Rather, these trends exist concurrently.  
The key themes identified through geovisualisations included: concurrent clustering and dispersal; 
disproportionate clustering in Melbourne; some areas that persistently hosted live music; other areas 
which declined, even when they were not far from growth areas (i.e. “hollowing out”, particularly on 
the inner north shore of Sydney, and the inner eastern suburbs of Melbourne); and changing venues, 
even if some areas continuously hosted live music.  
 
10.2.4 WHAT ARE THE KEY FACTORS? 
 
Interviews with people active in the music scene over the study time frame in Sydney and Melbourne 
explored possible factors shaping patterns in the distribution of live music identified in quantitative 
analyses and geovisualisations. Interview data was presented in Chapter 9. 
Existing research into live music in Australian cities has emphasised the role that urban development 
and gentrification in music venue closures. The qualitative analysis presented in this thesis adds 
context to this research by suggesting that, while patterns of change were influenced by external 
factors, above all these factors served to exacerbate tensions within the live music industry that were 
already underway. Factors largely external to the music scene, but impacting in this way, included: i) 
noise complaints; ii) poker machines introduced to Sydney hotels in 1997; iii) property prices (with a 
threefold impact on audiences, musicians, and venues); iv) drink-driving enforcement. Overlapping 
external factors served to — coincidentally, but effectively — undermine the viability of previous live 
music structures, encouraging inner city clustering and producing different outcomes between 
Melbourne and Sydney.  
In addition, factors internal to the music industry identified in interviews included: i) declining access 
to music scene infrastructures (including media, managers, agents and record companies) which 
would previously have increased the ‘push’ or ‘reach’ of bands beyond friends and family; ii) a 
reduction in recording costs meaning fewer formal ties to record companies, booking agents,and 
suburban touring circuits; iii) an associated redirection of booking agents toward top-tier, established 
artists; iv) the growing prominence of particular venues as public address systems were installed 
permanently in venues; and v) the interstate migration of musicians to cities, with Sydney attracting 
migrants in the 1980s and Melbourne attracting migrants in the 1990s and 2000s. A confluence of 
factors made Melbourne a more appealing location for musicians as the wider music scene 
restructured. In particular, greater visibility and sociability in commercial venues helped to 
compensate for other forms of decline. In Sydney, factors such as poker machines in pubs helped to 
produce ambivalence about commercial venues and direct interest to informal venues.  
A key overall finding of the thesis is that the restructuring of traditional music scene infrastructure can 
be seen to intersect with both technological changes in music production, and with external processes 
of urban change. Rather than an aggregate decline in music performances or venues, the thesis argues 
that music scenes in Sydney and Melbourne over the 1980s to mid-2000s became increasingly 
characterised by informality and reliance on social capital, contributing to a sense of decline. The 
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hollowed out structure of music scenes by the early 2000s placed pressure on venues to support music 
scenes in lieu of other infrastructure, at the same time that they were facing greater pressure from 
land use conflicts (noise complaints, property prices).  
Musicians, who operated on an increasingly do-it-yourself basis, relied more on venues in lieu of 
access to other infrastructure (such as agents, media, or record companies). Much of the 
infrastructure active in the 1980s had not been particularly fair to musicians, and hence was not 
immediately missed. However, in the absence of other push factors replacing them, social contacts 
and proximity were increasingly important to musicians, and some locations emerged as being better 
suited than others for adapting to the changed conditions.  
In Melbourne particularly, top venues accounted for a greater share of performances. The prominence 
of such venues helped to provide a visible music scene attractive to musicians working in increasingly 
individualised ways, but also meant their exposure to external pressures and potential closures was 
more keenly felt. For example, the peak of concentration in the Melbourne samples (2001) preceded 
tension about noise complaints (Tomazin, 2002), and the “Fair Go 4 Live Music” activism (Webb, 
2003). Meanwhile, it is likely that the lack of key ‘super venues’ in Sydney, in combination with the 
decline of independent records stores (previous hubs of Sydney music activity) and the presence of 
poker machines within music venues, felt like being “scattered to the wind” (Sydney musician Tim 
Freedman, quoted in Carroll & Connell, 2000). The experience of sharing venues with poker machines, 
increased Sydney musicians’ ambivalence about formal venues, and increased their inclination to 
participate in informal, do-it-yourself performances which were less visible but more sociable. 
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10.3 CONTRIBUTIONS TO RESEARCH 
 
10.3.1 GIS in Social Research 
 
The primary contribution of this research is in in the combination of methods (mixed methods GIS and 
historical GIS) to the subject of live music. It is a cross disciplinary project with novel outputs that can 
engage with music scene participants and inform current policy discussions and decisions. The 
research also harnesses a rich data source of live music performances — “gig listings” — that have 
been underutilised to date.  
The thesis adds to the relatively sparse set of implemented examples of combining GIS and cultural 
studies, which Gibson et al. (2010) describe as being low in uptake in spite of the potential benefits. 
Combining digital technology with social research, it also joins the broader, burgeoning field of digital 
humanities (Schreibman, Siemens et al., 2008, Berry 2011).  
The research process has served as a working example of how GIS can act as a “catalyst” for combining 
quantitative and qualitative data (Brown & Knopp, 2008: Gibson, Brennan-Horley et al., 2010), “glue” 
(Knigge & Cope, 2009). But it has also confirmed that, while the insights are novel, the challenges are 
real. The description of building the historical geodatabase does not conceal the complexity of 
handling historical spatial data and the risks of becoming “lost in space” (Gordon, 2011).  
 
10.3.2 Music and Geography 
 
In a broader sense, the research contributes to work which explores the relationship of popular music 
to geography (Cohen, 1991; Connell & Gibson, 2003; Bennett, 2004; Whiteley, Bennett et al., 2004; 
Krims, 2007; Cohen, 2012). Detailed examples of local music scenes are highly valued in this area of 
research (Finnegan, 1989; Cohen, 1991; McLeay, 1994; Shank, 1994; Mitchell, 1997). So, too, are 
descriptions of music scene decline and long-term change, as these are comparatively rare (Shank, 
1994; Anderson, 2009). 
With existing research tending to focus either on large scale national trends, or on fine-grained 
ethnographic studies, the dynamics of growth and decline of live music scenes over time at the urban 
or metropolitan scale have been relatively poorly understood. This thesis developed an understanding 
of long-term change in live music in two cities over time; and in so doing demonstrated a new 
geodatabase whose content and design can be applied to additional research in music at this scale. 
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10.3.3 Live Music in Australian Cities 
 
This research provides an intra-city, inter-city and long-term perspective to a contemporary policy 
issue. Live music is embroiled in contestations over uses of urban space (Homan, 2003; Gibson & 
Homan, 2004: Shaw, 2005; Lobato, 2006; Burke & Schmidt, 2009; Homan, 2010; Burke & Schmidt, 
2012, Shaw, 2013). Live music scene participants have expressed concern about live music decline, 
particularly venue closures (Button, 2004; Purcell, 2009; Levin, 2010; van der Dungen, 2012; Walker, 
2012). Detailed reports on live music have periodically been funded by government agencies in 
response to concerns about decline (Ausmusic, 1994; Carbines, 2003; Johnson & Homan, 2003) or 
hopes for economic and social gains (Flew, 2001; Homan & Newton, 2010; City of Sydney, 2013; 
Parramatta Road Live Music Zone Taskforce, 2014).  
However, these different sources of live music commentary can be difficult to synthesise, as they 
describe live music as both booming (Arts Victoria & Deloitte Access Economics, 2011; Ernst & Young, 
2011, Music Victoria, 2012, Ross, 2013) and declining (Salmon, 2011; Newstead, 2013; Doman, 2014).  
This thesis has added to the understanding of patterns of long-term change in Australian live music, 
providing important geographical, historical, and human context for existing accounts. This 
contributes to policy discussions and decisions around live music. In addition, the range of identified 
gig listing publications detailed in Chapter 6 and in the Appendices to Chapter 6 provide a resource 
for potential further research on Australian live music.  
 
10.3.4 A Historical Geodatabase of Gig Listings in Melbourne and Sydney 
 
A substantial part of the research project comprised the development of the historical geodatabase, 
leveraging the spatial and temporal data embedded in historical live music performance listings (‘gig 
listings’) sourced from archived publications in Sydney and Melbourne. This geodatabase ultimately 
incorporates over 20,000 live music listings and over 2500 geocoded venues. The geodatabase 
structure allows further for further research on aspects of live music in Sydney and Melbourne over 
the study period. In addition, the geodatabase structure allows for the integration of additional 
primary data in response to future research interests.  
 
10.3.5 Creative Cities, Creative Workers 
 
Ethnographic research on creative workers has pointed to increased casualization and antagonism 
(McRobbie, 2004; Rogers, 2008; Umney & Kretsos, 2013; Umney & Kretsos, 2015). There are also more 
positive accounts of musicians leveraging technology and personal networks (Gallan, 2012; Hracs, 
2012; Tironi, 2012). Whether positive or negative, creative cities and creative workers are subjects of 
research which are often at odds. In bringing mixed methods GIS to analysis of creative workers, the 
research has been inspired by pioneering work from the University of Wollongong (Brennan-Horley & 
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Gibson, 2009; Gibson et al., 2010). It extended on this by incorporating historical data (thus engaging 
with experiences of change over time) and with a geocoded point dataset (thus enabling greater 
possibilities for cluster analysis). The thesis research has demonstrated different ways in which 
growth, decline and clustering can be manifested in a creative industry. Connecting this to qualitative 
data helped understand how growth and clustering can also be felt by participants as aggregate 
decline.  
 10.4  LIMITATIONS 
 
The research has a number of limitations to which place caveats on the findings. These include:  
 
10.4.1 Sampling Frame 
 
The methodology for leveraging historical data was time intensive. As such, the sampling frame was 
made small to cover enough of the study time frame. There is much scope to include more data and 
to confirm if the patterns are consistent in a wider sampling frame: particularly in gap years for street 
press, and in different seasons for each year. 
 
10.4.2 Publicly Listed Gigs 
 
The quantitative data includes only publicly listed live music performances. Wedding functions, 
religious music, private parties, underground venues, and so forth, were discussed by participants but 
only sometimes included in gig listings. At the very least, building a geodatabase provided a robust 
frame around which to conduct interviews. But public listings could not possibly capture all variations 
of live music.  
 
10.4.3 Interview Participants 
 
For the most part, the participants presented a mix of organisers and musicians from the middle rungs 
of the live music scene. They had been personally involved in live music, and in many cases made a 
living from this, but were not from the top tier of the industry, nor entirely on the outside (given that, 
to participate, they needed to have performed in public several times). Hence they present a “view 
from the middle” rather than a “view from the top” or a “view from outside”, the live music scene.  
 
10.4.4 Focus on Greater Melbourne and Greater Sydney 
 
All quantitative analysis cropped data to the Australian Bureau of Statistics 2011 definitions of Greater 
Melbourne or Greater Sydney. It is possible that the patterns and factors in different cities, and rural 
and regional areas would be different to those identified within these areas. 
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10.4.5 Undercounting Festivals 
 
Festivals are seasonal by nature, often staged only once per year. In addition, they are also often 
staged in regional areas, outside Greater Melbourne and Greater Sydney, while still advertising to a 
metropolitan audience. While they are connected to the live music scenes in Melbourne and Sydney 
and described in the interviews, festivals were rarely included in the quantitative analysis, either 
because they were located outside Greater Melbourne or Greater Sydney, or because they were not 
staged within the relatively small windows offered by the sampling frame.  
 
10.5 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
 
10.5.1 Quantitative Audience Data 
 
Audience numbers and venue capacity are important features of the live music scene. These were a 
key part of interviews but not made available in gig listings data. Data collection on audience sizes and 
venue capacity, in a historical GIS format, would add much to understanding of music scenes. From 
this, similar quantitative analyses could be applied, particularly with spatial association: for example, 
checking whether or not large audiences cluster together. 
 
10.5.2 Geovisualisation Styles 
 
The development of geovisualisation styles that include multiple attributes, multiple scales, and 
change over time in one map, rather than many different maps, would be worth exploring. For 
example, visualising multiple attributes and change over time in one image (Davidson, 2011; Davidson, 
Arrowsmith & Verhoeven, 2011). An interactive map in which viewers could zoom in and out to 
particular areas, scroll through different attributes, and adjust time frames, would address some of 
the limitations of the geovisualisations. 
 
10.5.3 Widening the Sample Frame 
 
Building the historical geodatabase from scratch imposed practical limits on the amount of primary 
gig listings data collected and processed. There is scope for expanding the input data to cover a wider 
range of years, sources, and samples. Achieving this with older data would be more realistic by using 
text scanning tools or additional human resources. Accessing more recent web gig listings would not 
require text scanning, but would require building relationships with the custodians of data from 
companies such as The Music and The Brag. There would be value in widening the data to include 
other geographical areas — particularly Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth, Australian cities which have 
also experienced both successes and disappointments with local live music scenes (Ballico, 2011; 
Brabazon, 2005; Elbourne, 2013; MacLennan, 2009; Rogers, 2008; Stafford, 2013). An alternative, 
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smaller sampling frame would be to focus on festivals, which have recently attracted attention for 
being in decline (Newstead, 2013, 2014).  
 
10.5.4 Linking to Other Music Industry Data 
 
The digitisation and normalisation of past editions of the Australasian Music Industry Directory would 
enable linking to music industry information not contained in gig listings: for example, to include 
booking agencies and the musicians on their rosters in different years. Linking to databases of 
performers and their recordings, such as the Inner City Sound website, or the Who's Who of Australian 
Rock books, would enable linking to performer information only rarely contained in gig listings: such 
as genre, and individual band members.  
 
10.5.5 Comparing to Other Variables 
 
The interpretation of results would be enriched by integration with other spatial datasets, for example 
population distributions; poker machine locations; and property prices. Modelling of the statistical 
relationships between live music and these factors would yield further understanding of the 
relationships and potential causalities between live music and other urban change.  
 
10.5.6 Other Industries 
 
The methodological approach used in this thesis could be applied to other creative industries with 
public event listings: for example, film or theatre. A comparable methodological approach could also 
be applied to other restructuring industries more broadly, to better understand how decline and 
growth can be felt at different scales and by different participants. In this sense, the findings in this 
project might be explored further within labour and employment studies.  
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10.6  CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
This thesis has developed and applied a novel mixed methods approach to add to understanding of 
the nature of change in live music in two Australian cities, and the factors influencing this. It has 
identified patterns of restructuring and individualisation, rather than aggregate decline, which can 
contribute to the understanding of concerns about live music. While the research has limitations the 
methods and approaches developed build the opportunity to extend and refine this approach in future 
research into both live music scenes, and into other industries or activities experiencing change.  
This thesis began with a description of rallies and campaigns about the fate of live music venues in 
Australian cities, including the famous Collingwood Tote Hotel. Since the early 2000s, music scene 
participants in Australian cities have shown increased literacy in the web of policy issues relating to 
saving live music. This reflects a concern among music scene participants and lobbyists that live music 
venues are under threat from competing land uses.  
Rather than an aggregate decline in music performances or venues; this thesis has argued that music 
scenes in Sydney and Melbourne have become increasingly characterised by informality, inequality, 
and reliance on social capital — becoming essentially a not-for-profit and do-it-yourself activity. It has 
argued that the hollowed out structure of music scenes by the early 2000s placed additional pressure 
on live music venues, in lieu of access to other infrastructure for musicians such as media exposure or 
booking agencies. These kinds of changes have attracted less acknowledgement and concern than the 
more visible losses of buildings.  
Hence this thesis has provided extra context to concerns about key live music venues like the Tote. 
The next time we hear of campaigns about venue threats, it bears remembering that venue losses are 
real, and that the concerns of participants are well-grounded, but also that there is also a longer story 
behind them.  
The loss of a venue represents not just the specific venue (its building or its name), but a further shift 
in the incremental opportunities available to be connected to live music and to the people and places 
that support it.  
In closing, a quote from a well-known Australian musician provides an example of these overlapping 
trends. Dave Faulkner of the Hoodoo Gurus recalled the importance of small, networked opportunities 
to building his music career in Sydney in the 1980s: from small venues to small record labels and 
through to national exposure, a small step at a time. A migrant from Perth, his story contains many of 
the elements we have seen in this thesis.  
He also recognised the spatial unevenness and personal impacts of live music decline:  
- “Live music has been good to me... A little pub in Surry Hills became our home base and from 
there we launched ourselves onto the world. We started building a following, got offers to 
open for bigger bands, and then started to be asked back as headliners. A small independent 
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record label signed us up, to the bemusement of most of the music industry. We won over 
audiences one gig at a time. All we ever needed was a place to play and someone to play to. 
But without the stepping stones of those early gigs our career would have been over before it 
started. Even back then we could see that things were changing. For bands just starting out, 
gigs were scarcer and times were tougher.” 
Dave Faulkner, “Save the Sticky Carpet: a Plea for Live Music”, Sydney Morning Herald, July 4th 
2013.  
 
Below, in Figure 10.1, it is possible to see a gig listing for the Hoodoo Gurus as one row among many 
in a page of archived gig listings from 1983. Figure 10.2 presents a geovisualisation of the same edition 
of gig listings.  
These different data forms remind us that the restructuring of live music has been spatially uneven, 
and both made up of, and experienced by, people. Geographic Information Systems in combination 
with personal interviews have provided one way to better understand the paradox that live music 
scenes can and do simultaneously grow and decline. This can be found in archived records, in maps, 
and in people. Live music is dead — long live live music.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 10.1 
Hoodoo Gurus (quoted above), as one of many archived gig listings, Sydney Morning 
Herald, August 1983 
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Figure 10.2 
Geovisualisation (graduated venue labels) of archived gig listings, Sydney Morning Herald, August 
1983 
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LIST OF PRESENTATIONS, PUBLICATIONS AND MEDIA COVERAGE 
 
Presentations 
 
December 2015: Kinomatics Symposium 
Sarah Taylor (2015), “A long way to the shops, but a short walk home”, Kinomatics 
Symposium “Culture…Data, Meaning”, 4 December 2015, Deakin University Melbourne City 
Centre, Melbourne 
 
October 2015: Public Lecture at State Library of NSW 
Sarah Taylor (2015). “Sydney Live Music: Dead or Alive?”, public lecture at the State Library 
of New South Wales, part of the What a Life! Rock photography by Tony Mott exhibition 
Full video at: http://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/what-life-talks 
 
July 2015: Australian Geographers Conference 
Sarah Taylor (2015). “Musical and mappable: Using GIS to understand change in live music 
scenes comprising paid and unpaid musicians”, Institute of Australian Geographers 
Conference, 1-3 July 2015, Australian National University, Canberra 
 
December 2014: Geospatial Science Research Symposium (GSR_3) 
Sarah Taylor, Colin Arrowsmith and Nicole Cook (2014). “‘A band on every corner’: Using 
historical GIS to describe changes in the Sydney and Melbourne live music scenes”, 
Proceedings of the Geospatial Science Research 3 Symposium (GSR_3), December 1 2014, 
School of Mathematical and Geospatial Science, RMIT University, Melbourne 
 
December 2014 – IASPM-ANZ Conference 
International Association for the Study of Popular Music – Australia / New Zealand 
Conference 
IASPM-ANZ (International Association for the Study of Popular Music – Australia / New 
Zealand) 2012 Conference, University of Tasmania, Hobart, 5-7 December 2012 
 
April 2012 – AAG Annual Meeting 
Association of American Geographers Annual Meeting, Los Angeles, April 9-13 2013 
 
 
Published Online Articles 
 
February 2015: Cordite Poetry Review 
Sarah Taylor (2015). “Lost Venues, Long Nights: An Introduction to Historical Maps of Live 
Music in Sydney and Melbourne”, Cordite Poetry Review, February 1st 2015 
http://cordite.org.au/essays/lost-venues-long-nights/ 
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Media Coverage 
 
February 2016: quote in The Guardian 
Evershed, Nick (2016) “Analysis shows Sydney’s lockout laws led to 40% drop in live gig 
revenue.” The Guardian. February 19 2016.  
 
February 2015: Interview for 774 ABC Melbourne 
Simon Leo Brown (2015). “Sydney and Melbourne’s live music scenes are changing, 
researcher says.” 774 ABC Melbourne, February 13 2015  
www.abc.net.au/news/2015-02-12/the-changing-face-of-melbourne-and-sydney-live-music-
scenes/6072620 
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 APPENDICES TO SECTION 6.3 
 
The following library catalogues and online repositories were searched:  
1. State Library of Victoria www.slv.vic.gov.au 
2. State Library of NSW www.sl.nsw.gov.au 
3. National Library of Australia www.nla.gov.au 
4. Trove www.trove.nla.com.au 
An online repository for historical data administered by the National Library of Australia. 
Includes metadata on items from different Australian libraries. Trove also includes full 
texts but this component is focused on newspapers up until the 1950s and hence falls 
largely outside the scope of this project.  
5. Council of Australian University Libraries www.caul.edu.au/about-caul/caullist/university-
libraries 
6. La Trobe Melbourne Media Map http://tlweb.latrobe.edu.au/humanities/mmm/ 
Described as “[a] directory of Melbourne’s media industries products, providers and 
regulators.” This site closed in 2012 but the contents were archived for this research.  
7. Sydney Morning Herald online archives www.archives.smh.com.au 
Every addition of the Sydney Morning Herald 1955-1995. Administered by Fairfax Media 
and accessible through the State Library of Victoria website 
 
 5 
DETAILS OF LIBRARY HOLDINGS FOR GIG LISTINGS 
 
More details about Individual gig listing sources are listed in the following pages.  
One table is included per publication and page.  
Some publication tables run over two pages. Publications are listed in approximately chronological order with 
regards to the first year of publication and/or use for gig listings.  
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Publication Name Go-Set 
Location Melbourne 
Years Published 1966 – 1974 
Frequency Weekly 
Type Music newspaper 
Publisher Go-set Publications  
Place Published Malvern, VIC 
Dedicated Gig Guide? Yes 
Library Notes 1. State Library of Victoria, microfilm 
Near complete coverage 
Vol. 1., No. 1 (Feb. 2, 1966) – Aug. 3 1974; Aug. 24 1974 
Microfilm in Periodicals room. No booking required. Can scan direct to USB. 
General Notes Reliable and popular but precedes study time frame for this project. 
Music and pop culture newspaper. "The teen and twenties newspaper" 
Demise of Go-Set was followed by Juke and RAM, both founded by Go-Set staff 
members (Anthony O'Grady and Ed Nimmervoll) 
All Go-Set listings have been processed by Alex Gionfriddo for TUGG. 
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Publication Name The Age (gig guide) 
Location Melbourne 
Years Published 1977 - present (but decreasing in size) 
Frequency Weekly 
Type Section of broadsheet newspaper 
Publisher Fairfax Media 
Place Published Melbourne, VIC 
Dedicated Gig Guide? Yes 
Library Notes 1. State Library of Victoria, microfilm 
Complete coverage 
1970s (at least since 1978, possibly earlier) - 2008 
Microfilm in Periodicals room. 
 No booking required. Can scan direct to USB. 
General Notes Free listings for gigs during the week, part of Friday entertainment liftout first named 
Weekender (1977-1984) and then Entertainment Guide (EG) from 1985. 
Participant interviews indicate that it was used widely in the early 80s. Particularly 
reliable 1981-1986 when TAGGclosed and Beat not yet in operation.  
Useful for consistent formatting, coverage of multiple years, and comparable 
format/purpose to Sydney Morning Herald.  
During the 1990s the Street Press became more common for free gig listings by bands, 
and the Age became less of a general guide than a boutique/older/well publicised 
guide.  
(Continued)  
By way of example, I remember my band once appeared in the Age gig guide in 2006. 
This was flattering and a great novelty, but not a common occurance. This is consistent 
with interview feedback. Hence the Age gig guide can be contrasted with use of Beat 
and Inpress in Melbourne in the 2000s.  
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Publication Name Juke 
Location Melbourne 
Years Published 1975 – 1994 
Frequency Weekly 
Type Music newspaper 
Publisher Thomas W. Williams and Associates 
Place Published Melbourne, VIC 
Dedicated Gig Guide? Yes 
Library Notes 1. State Library of Victoria, microfilm 
Complete coverage 
Issue no. 1 (May 14, 1975)-no. 959 (Feb. 1994) 
Microfilm in Periodicals room. 
 No booking required. Can scan direct to USB. 
General Notes Melbourne music newspaper formed after demise of Go-Set. 
More mainstream/rock focus.  
Interstate listings added by 1980s, and in theory it was a national newspaper. But still 
Melbourne focused. 
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Publication Name RAM (Rock Australia Magazine) 
Location Sydney 
Years Published 1975 – 1989 
Frequency Fortnightly 
Type Music newspaper 
Publisher Soundtracks Publishing Pty Ltd 
Place Published Darlinghurst, NSW 
Dedicated Gig Guide? Unknown 
Library Notes 1. State Library of Victoria, Heritage Collection 
Coverage 1975-1981, nothing after this 
No. 1 (8 Mar. 1975)- No. 168 (18 Sep. 1981) 
Booking required for viewing in Heritage Collection. Bound originals. No scanning or 
photocopying, need to take digital photos. 
2. State Library of NSW 
General Notes Coverage 1975-1980, scattered editions after this 
No.1 (Mar.8, 1975)-no.143 (Sept.19, 1980); no.171 (Oct.30, 1981); No.204 (Feb.18, 
1983)-no.350 (Mar.8, 1989) 
Sydney competitor to Juke. 
Like Juke, RAM was also formed after demise of Go-Set. 
Not clear if includes a specific gig guide.  
Participant interviews indicate this was national in scope but Sydney-centric in focus. 
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Publication Name TAGG (The Alternative Gig Guide) 
Location Melbourne 
Years Published 1979 - 1981 
Frequency Fortnightly 
Type Music newspaper 
Publisher Pacholli (Mick) 
Place Published Windsor, VIC 
Dedicated Gig Guide? Yes 
Library Notes 1. State Library of Victoria, general collection 
Coverage 1979-1981, nothing either side 
no. 3 (July 1979) – August 1981 
Bound originals. Send request for use within library. Can photocopy or take digital 
photos. 
General Notes Popular and reliable gig listings publication for Melbourne, for short period in the late 
70s and early 80s.  
A5 booklet sold in record stores, etc. One might assume that they were more inner-city 
than the Age listings because of this, but it definitely includes outer suburban listings. 
The 1981 edition includes a Sydney section of the gig guide, but it is still Melbourne 
focused overall.  
Still not clear if a separate Sydney TAGG exists. There is a single edition mentioned as 
being on display at the Powerhouse, Sydney, but no full collection. 
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Publication Name Sydney Morning Herald (gig guide) 
Location Sydney 
Years Published September 1982 - present (but decreasing in size) 
Frequency Weekly 
Type Section of broadsheet newspaper 
Publisher Fairfax Media 
Place Published Sydney, NSW 
Dedicated Gig Guide? Yes 
Library Notes 1. Fairfax online archive 
Accessible via the State Library of Victoria login, or by subscription 
Coverage September 1982-February 1995 
Online archive covers Sydney Morning Herald 1955 to February 1995 but gig guide 
only appears from September 17th 1982. Can save pages directly to PDF, though some 
resultant formatting is unpredictable.  
2. State Library of Victoria, microfilm in storage 
Coverage September 1982 - present 
Can view as microfilm in periodicals room but need to send request to retrieve from 
onsite storage. Can scan direct to USB. Takes longer than the online archive but covers 
after 1995 and PDF save format is more predictable than online.  
General Notes Free listings for gigs during the week, part of the Friday entertainment section 
(Metro).  
No sign of Metro before September 17th 1982 so to the best of my knowledge this is 
when Metro and the dedicated gig guide starts.  
(Continued) 
Similar format to Age Weekender/EG gig listings, except starting later, only in 1982. 
Possibly not as comprehensive as the Age in the early 1980s due to concurrent 
existence of street press (On The Street) in Sydney, which in Melbourne did not occur 
until 1986.  
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Publication Name On The Street (OTS) 
Location Sydney 
Years Published 1982 – 1996 
Frequency Weekly 
Type Street Press 
Publisher On The Street 
Place Published Sydney, NSW 
Dedicated Gig Guide? No 
Library Notes 1. State Library of NSW 
Full coverage 1986-1996, but no early editions 
284 (7th May 1986)-issue 827 (11th Dec. 1996) 
Bound originals. Send request for use within Mitchell Library. No scanning or 
photocopying, so need to take digital photos. 
2. Some 1983 editions at Murdoch University 
General Notes One of the first Australian street press publications (preceded only by Time Off, 
Brisbane, 1976). Popular in Sydney in 1980s.  
All staff quit and formed Drum Media in 1990, though On The Street continued with 
different staff until 1996.  
Does NOT include a dedicated gig guide. I have scanned and data entered 1986 and 
1991 editions using just the advertisements. There are many of them, and they are 
good for descriptions, but are difficult to use for maps in the long-term.  
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Publication Name Beat 
Location Melbourne 
Years Published 1986 - present 
Frequency Weekly 
Type Street Press 
Publisher Furst Media 
Place Published Richmond, VIC 
Dedicated Gig Guide? Yes from 1990 
Library Notes 1. State Library of Victoria, Heritage Collection 
Complete coverage. Listed in three catalogue parts.  
Part 1: Issue no. 1 (30th July 1986)-no. 149 (5th July, 1989) 
Part 2: Issue 150 (July 12, 1989)-issue #698 (22nd Mar. 2000) 
Part 3: Issue #699 (29th Mar. 2000) -  
Booking required for viewing in Heritage Collection. Bound originals. No scanning or 
photocopying, so need to take digital photos. 
General Notes Dominant street press in Melbourne.  
Early format (1986) does not include dedicated gig guide, just collections of 
advertisements comparable to On The Street at that time.  
By 1990 a dedicated gig guide appears. This becomes more representative during the 
1990s and takes over from the Age.  
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Publication Name Inpress 
Location Melbourne 
Years Published 1991 – 2013 (continues to present, rebranded as The Music, from August 2013) 
Frequency Weekly 
Type Street Press 
Publisher Dharma Media 
Place Published Port Melbourne, VIC 
Dedicated Gig Guide? Yes 
Library Notes 1. National Library of Australia 
Very small coverage 2007-2008 
Issue 954-1015 (2007:Feb.:07 - 2008:Apr.:16 
2. NOT at State Library of Victoria 
General Notes Ongoing competitor to Beat in Melbourne.  
Used frequently in 1990s and early 2000s. Genuine competition between the two 
publications, but with Beat remaining larger.  
But NOT archived at libraries so for my research its contents is basically moot for this 
peak period, even though it would be hypothetically useful.  
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Publication Name Drum Media 
Location Sydney 
Years Published 1990 – 2013 (continues to present, rebranded as The Music, from August 2013) 
Frequency Weekly 
Type Street Press 
Publisher The Drum Media Pty Ltd 1990-2006; Street Press Australia (formerly Dharma Media) 
2006 - present 
Place Published Potts Point, NSW 
Dedicated Gig Guide? Yes 
Library Notes 1. State Library of NSW 
Near complete coverage 
Issue no. 3 (1990)- Issue no.1172 (2013) 
Not held: No. 990 (Jan. 2010); no. 1041 (Dec. 2010); no. 1091-1092 (Dec. 2011); 1093-
1094 (Jan. 2012) 
Bound originals. Send request for use within Mitchell Library. No scanning or 
photocopying, so need to take digital photos. 
General Notes Sydney’s dominant street 1990 - 2013. Started by disgruntled employees of On The 
Street.  
Acquired by Dharma Media (same as Inpress Melbourne) 2006.  
Good coverage at State Library of NSW. 
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Publication Name The Brag 
Location Sydney 
Years Published 2003 - Present 
Frequency Weekly 
Type Street Press (mostly online) 
Publisher Furst Media 
Place Published Chippendale, NSW 
Dedicated Gig Guide? Yes 
Library Notes State Library of NSW 
Near complete coverage 
2. Online at www.thebrag.com 
Keeps historical listings (The Music does not), starting from July 2013. Also separates by 
genre. First date which seems genuinely populated is July 28th 2013. 
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Publication Name The Music (Sydney) 
Location Sydney 
Years Published August 2013 - present 
Frequency Weekly 
Type Street Press (mostly online) 
Publisher Street Press Australia Pty Ltd 
Place Published Strawberry Hills, NSW 
Dedicated Gig Guide? Yes 
Library Notes 1. State Library of NSW
Near complete coverage 
2. Online at www.themusic.com
Does not keep historical listings. 
I have obtained a full year (2014) of data through work with City of Sydney. 
General Notes Good for current Sydney data, especially when accessed online at the time of 
publication. Already digitised.  
More recent manifestation of street press though, and mostly outside study time frame 
for this thesis.  
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FEEDBACK ON GIG LISTINGS FROM FIRST GROUP OF INTERVIEWS 
 
Table 6.3.4 
Colour-coded representation of responses to gig listing publications from the first group of participants 
 
Numbers and colours depict positive responses to Gig Listing Sources, grouped by Era, based on First Round Interviews. 
“Yes” and “maybe” answers are weighted at 1 and 0.5, respectively. 
* = Publications which were nationally available but viewed by participants as being focused on particular cities
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Table 6.3.7 
Examples of gig listing subheading names 
Publication Year Subheadings 
TAGG 1980 Country 
Jazz/Acoustic 
Rock 
The Age 1984 Acoustic 
Country 
Folk 
Jazz 
Rock 
1994 Acoustic & Folk 
Country 
Jazz 
Rhythm and Blues 
Rock 
World Music 
Drum Media 1991 In Town This Week 
Jazz 
Rock 
2001 In Town This Week 
Gig Guide 
Beat 1996 Country/Blues/Jazz 
Rock/Pop 
2006 Jazz/World Music 
Rock/Pop 
Acoustic/Country/Blues/Folk 
Touring – International 
Touring – National 
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 APPENDICES TO SECTION 6.4 
 
Further Processing Details 
 
Image Capture and Storage 
 
Image capture was the first step in bringing an individual edition of a publication into the 
geodatabase. The image format varied according to library storage: digital photos of 
hardcopies (all street press), PDFs of whole pages from microfiche (Juke, The Age, and later 
editions of the Sydney Morning Herald), or PDFs of page sections from an online archive 
(earlier editions of the Sydney Morning Herald).  
Images needed to be of high resolution to facilitate reading for data entry. This meant large 
image storage requirements. Keeping the scanned images and the geodatabase records 
together was not strictly necessary. The images were needed for data entry and then for 
checks, but thereafter accessed only occasionally. However, keeping a traceable link to the 
original image, to enable checking, was important.  
Hence, scanned images were stored on Dropbox (a cloud application), and separated by 
year, publication name, and edition. The edition-specific approach to storage was a 
practical way to keep track of a rapidly growing number of similar-looking image files. They 
could be traced when necessary but did not add to the bulk of the historical geodatabase.  
 
Data Entry 
 
The scanned gig listing images were processed one edition at a time,  
Data entry was implemented with one Excel file per edition. 
Processing gig listings one edition at a time was a key manageability strategy. Data entry 
was completed for each edition in a separate Excel file, matched to venue coordinates (see 
below), then imported to the Access database. 
After basic data entry was complete in each Excel file, additional processing occurred before 
importing to the Access database. This covered:  
- Date formatting (all records needed a numeric date, even if this was not directly 
supplied) 
- Venue matching checks (checking localities, extra checks on duplicate venue names, 
checking coordinates by opening in ArcGIS) 
- Addition of new venues as required (editions needed to be geocoded to 95  percent or 
higher; see below, Geocoding) 
- Data entry checks with the primary source printouts (the rows in Excel needed to match 
one-to-one with the rows in the original printouts) 
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After this, the edition could be imported to the Access database. Each Excel data entry file 
was archived. 
Re-running the Access database scripts for Performance Listings (accessible via the home 
page), would compile the new data into the output tables.  
When a newly completed set of data entry has been imported, one per edition, this becomes 
a new table and is assigned a naming prefix (“tbl_GigListing”). Only when the performance 
listings script is run again will the new data be included. 
Conversely, gig listings tables can be excluded from the outputs by removing the prescribed 
prefix and running the performance listings script again.  
In practice, exclusion of tables was very common, as the output for quantitative analysis 
was refined further and further to comprise only comparable small samples in individual 
years.  
In practice, also, outputs were always separated by publication name.  
 
Geocoding 
 
The Venues table in the Access database is the central repository of geographic coordinates. 
Joining to this table enabled tables to be represented geographically. The Venues table, in 
and of itself, was not used for producing maps. It simply stockpiled venues as they appeared 
– any venue which appears in gig listings was added as a new venue.  
New venues were identified during data entry.  
Geographic coordinates were gathered from Google Earth after researching venue locations. 
See example image below. A street address match was considered sufficient. A minority of 
matches were made to approximate street address.  
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Example of gathering coordinates from Google Earth.  
Note that this is a simpler case, in which the building is still present. 
 
Hotels were easiest to locate, as these tended to maintain a permanent building even if 
owners changed. Bars and nightclubs were more transitory and tended to require further 
searching. In cases where the address was not immediately apparent, looking through 
advertisements in gig listings publications was the first strategy. After this, the literature 
review was searched. Finally, searching online could help to bring up address information.  
No venues had a duplicate name and locality, but some venue names were dangerously 
common, such as “Royal Hotel”. Hence, paying attention to locality names was the primary 
means to keep a check on this.  
The VenueID field was comprised partly of Locality names, making suspect matches easier 
to notice. Duplicate names were also flagged with a Duplicate_Name field, and were given 
extra attention at the end of data entry. 
Other complexity derived from text matching. Simple variations like prefixes (e.g. “The 
Tote” vs. “Tote”), or reordering (e.g. “East Brunswick Hotel” vs “Brunswick East”) were 
problems for the text-based venue name lookup, although easy to intervene with manually. 
Checks at the end of data entry were the most important mechanism for dealing with this.  
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Some locality s were not consistently defined, particularly in New South Wales. The most 
persistent locality issue was with “Kings Cross” – this is not an official locality, but is used 
frequently in vernacular descriptions of venue locations.  
Another geocoding complexity derived from venues changing names or using aliases. Some 
venues used different names for their band rooms. For example, “Feathers” band room at 
the Crows Nest Hotel. An alias field helped to keep track of these. When aliases were used 
frequently, they were added as separate venues with duplicate coordinates.  
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Key Code for Updating Performance Listings Table 
 
This Visual Basic code (used within a wider code base in the Access database) underpins the processing for building normalised “performance listing” outputs from non-normalised gig listings.  
It pulls apart gig listings into one or more performance listing records.  
 
Private Function populate_PerformanceListingsTable(currentGigTableNames As typeGigTableNames, db As Database) As Integer 
 
On Error GoToErr_Handler 
 
   Dim rsInput As Recordset 
Dim qdInput As QueryDef 
    Dim rsOuptut As Recordset 
    Dim tbOutput As TableDef 
Dim recordCount As Integer 
     
Dim strAllPerformers As String 
    Dim strCurrentPerformer As String 
    Dim intBillingOrder As Integer 
 
    recordCount = 0 
    
    
If (CheckQueryExists(currentGigTableNames.strGigListing_UnionName, db)) Then 
 
Set qdInput = db.QueryDefs(currentGigTableNames.strGigListing_UnionName) 
Set rsInput = qdInput.OpenRecordset() 
 
If (checkTableExists(currentGigTableNames.strPerformanceListings_TableName, db)) Then 
 
Set tbOutput = db.TableDefs(currentGigTableNames.strPerformanceListings_TableName) 
  Set rsOutput = tbOutput.OpenRecordset() 
 
If Not (rsInput.BOFAndrsInput.EOF) Then 
   
rsInput.MoveFirst 
 
  Do While Not rsInput.EOF 
 
     If (Len(rsInput.Fields("GigListing_Band_Headline")) > 0) Then 
 
      strAllPerformers = rsInput.Fields("GigListing_Band_Headline") & ";" 
 
     If (Len(Trim(rsInput.Fields("GigListing_Bands_Other"))) > 0) Then 
       strAllPerformers = strAllPerformers&rsInput.Fields("GigListing_Bands_Other") & ";" 
      End If 
  
intBillingOrder = 1 
 
      Do While (InStr(strAllPerformers, ";") > 0) 
       
recordCount = recordCount + 1    
strCurrentPerformer = Left(strAllPerformers, InStr(strAllPerformers, ";") - 1)    
strAllPerformers = Trim(Right(strAllPerformers, Len(strAllPerformers) - Len(strCurrentPerformer) - 1))    
strCurrentPerformer = Trim(strCurrentPerformer) 
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' avoid zero length strings for performer names     
If (Len(strCurrentPerformer) > 0) Then 
 
With rsOutput                  
.AddNew 
!GigListing_PerformerName = strCurrentPerformer 
!GigListing_PerformerID = createFilteredString(strCurrentPerformer)                                     
!GigListing_Date_NUMERIC = rsInput.Fields("GigListing_Date_NUMERIC")                                     
!GigListing_Performer_BillingOrder = intBillingOrder 
!GigListing_PublicationName = rsInput.Fields("GigListing_PublicationName")                                     
!GigListing_PublicationEditionName = rsInput.Fields("GigListing_PublicationEditionName")                                     
!GigListing_Year = rsInput.Fields("GigListing_Year")                                     
!GigListing_Section = rsInput.Fields("GigListing_Section")                                     
!GigListing_VENUE_Name = rsInput.Fields("GigListing_VENUE_Name")                                     
   !GigListing_Venue_ID = rsInput.Fields("GigListing_Venue_ID")                                     
 
                                   .Update 
         .Bookmark = .LastModified    
End With    
   End If  
intBillingOrder = intBillingOrder + 1  
   Loop 
     End If    
rsInput.MoveNext 
    Loop 
   End If 
End If 
  
rsInput.Close 
rsOutput.Close 
End If 
 
Debug.Print "Total Gig Listings by Performer" + recordCount 
 
If (recordCount> 0) Then 
DoCmd.OpenTablestrPerformanceListings_TableName 
End If 
 
populate_PerformanceListingsTable = recordCount 
 
Exit_Handler: 
Set rsOutput = Nothing 
Set rsInput = Nothing 
Exit Function 
 
Err_Handler: 
populate_PerformanceListingsTable = 0 
Resume Exit_Handler 
 
End Function 
 
 
Private Function createFilteredString(strInputString As String) As String 
 
On Error GoToErr_Handler 
 
Dim strOutputString As String 
 
strNewString = strInputString 
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strNewString = UCase(Trim(strNewString)) 
      
If (Left(strNewString, Len("THE ")) = "THE ") Then 
strNewString = Right(strNewString, Len(strNewString) - Len("THE ")) 
     End If 
 
strNewString = Replace(strNewString, ".", "") 
strNewString = Replace(strNewString, "?", "") 
strNewString = Replace(strNewString, "!", "") 
strNewString = Replace(strNewString, " ", "_") 
strNewString = Replace(strNewString, "'", "") 
strNewString = Replace(strNewString, "&", "AND") 
strNewString = Replace(strNewString, "-", "") 
strNewString = Replace(strNewString, "__", "_") 
 
createFilteredString = strNewString 
 
Exit_Handler: 
Exit Function 
 
Err_Handler: 
createFilteredString = "" 
Resume Exit_Handler 
 
End Function 
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APPENDICES TO SECTION 7.1 
 
 
Table 7.1.1 
Outputs from historical geodatabase used in analysis 
Venues Venues are any unique location which appears in a gig listing. They are geocoded 
to street addresses. 
Venues only appear for a given sample if they are named in a gig listing. 
Performance 
Listings 
Performance listings are any unique combination of venue, band, and date which 
appears in a gig listing. They are geocoded to venue locations. 
Performance listings might also be referred to as “gigs” for individual bands. 
Bands Bands are any unique performer name which appears in a gig listing. 
The term “band” is used rather than “performer”, simply to avoid terms like 
“performances per performer”. 
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Table 7.1.2 
Sampling frame for years and publications used in analysis 
One sample = one complete edition of gig listings 
Publication Type Melbourne Sydney 
Newspaper The Age 
1981, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 
1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 
1996 
Sydney Morning Herald 
1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 
1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1996 
Street press Beat 
1986, 1991,1996,2001, 2006 
On The Street 
1986 
Drum Media 
1991, 1996, 2001, 2006 
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APPENDICES TO SECTION 7.2 
 
  
Table 7.2.1 
Totals in each sample: PERFORMANCE LISTINGS 
Newspapers (1981-1996) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Performance Listing Count Edition Name Performance Listing Count 
1981 Age1981August7 360 -  
1982 -  -  
1983 Age1983August5 360 SMH1983August5 540 
1984 Age1984August3 445 SMH1984August3 426 
1985 Age1985August2 372 SMH1985August2 504 
1986 Age1986August8 321 SMH1986August1 481 
1987 Age1987August7 358 SMH1987August7 528 
1988 Age1988August5 437 SMH1988August19 456 
1989 Age1989August4 460 SMH1989August4 475 
1990 Age1990August3 528 SMH1990August3 474 
1991 Age1991August2 484 SMH1991August2 509 
1992 Age1992August7 542 SMH1992August7 528 
1993 Age1993August6 600 SMH1993August6 485 
1994 Age1994August5 549 SMH1994August4 465 
1995 -  -  
1996 Age1996August2 554 SMH1996August2 402 
 Min 321 Min 402 
 Max 600 Max 540 
 Average 455 Average 483 
 St. Dev 90 St. Dev 40 
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Table 7.2.2 
Totals in each sample: VENUES 
Newspapers (1981-1996) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Venue Count Edition Name Venue Count 
1981 Age1981August7 143 -   
1982 -   -   
1983 Age1983August5 120 SMH1983August5 188 
1984 Age1984August3 137 SMH1984August3 143 
1985 Age1985August2 130 SMH1985August2 179 
1986 Age1986August8 106 SMH1986August1 164 
1987 Age1987August7 128 SMH1987August7 192 
1988 Age1988August5 148 SMH1988August19 164 
1989 Age1989August4 163 SMH1989August4 171 
1990 Age1990August3 180 SMH1990August3 162 
1991 Age1991August2 164 SMH1991August2 182 
1992 Age1992August7 187 SMH1992August7 187 
1993 Age1993August6 190 SMH1993August6 195 
1994 Age1994August5 176 SMH1994August4 200 
1995 -   -   
1996 Age1996August2 164 SMH1996August2 178 
 
 Min 106 Min 143 
 Max 190 Max 200 
 Average 153 Average 177 
 St. Dev 26 St. Dev 16 
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Table 7.2.3 
Totals in each sample: BANDS 
Newspapers (1981-1996) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Performer Count Edition Name Performer Count 
1981 Age1981August7 231 -   
1982 -   -   
1983 Age1983August5 264 SMH1983August5 373 
1984 Age1984August3 292 SMH1984August3 320 
1985 Age1985August2 270 SMH1985August2 337 
1986 Age1986August8 254 SMH1986August1 315 
1987 Age1987August7 260 SMH1987August7 387 
1988 Age1988August5 324 SMH1988August19 337 
1989 Age1989August4 333 SMH1989August4 352 
1990 Age1990August3 383 SMH1990August3 354 
1991 Age1991August2 394 SMH1991August2 391 
1992 Age1992August7 408 SMH1992August7 414 
1993 Age1993August6 458 SMH1993August6 377 
1994 Age1994August5 429 SMH1994August4 352 
1995 -   -   
1996 Age1996August2 446 SMH1996August2 323 
  Min 231 Min 315 
 Max 458 Max 414 
 Average 339 Average 356 
 St. Dev 79 St. Dev 30 
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Table 7.2.4 
Totals in each sample: PERFORMANCE LISTINGS 
Street Press (1986-2006) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Performance Listing Count Edition Name Performance Listing Count 
1986 Beat1986August6 129 OnTheStreet1986August6 460 
1987 -   -   
1988 -   -   
1989 -   -   
1990 -   -   
1991 Beat1991August7 355 Drum1991August6 424 
1992 -   -   
1993 -   -   
1994 -   -   
1995 -   -   
1996 Beat1996August1 544 Drum1996August6 627 
1997 -   -   
1998 -   -   
1999 -   -   
2000 -   -   
2001 Beat2001August1 432 Drum2001August7 635 
2002 -   -   
2003 -   -   
2004 -   -   
2005 -   -   
2006 Beat2006August2 816 Drum2006August1 707 
 Min 129 Min 424 
 Max 816 Max 707 
 Average 455 Average 571 
 St. Dev 253 St. Dev 122 
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Table 7.2.5 
Totals in each sample: VENUES 
Street Press (1986-2006) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Venue Count Edition Name Venue Count 
1986 Beat1986August6 21 OnTheStreet1986August6 91 
1987 -   -   
1988 -   -   
1989 -   -   
1990 -   -   
1991 Beat1991August7 99 Drum1991August6 136 
1992 -   -   
1993 -   -   
1994 -   -   
1995 -   -   
1996 Beat1996August1 122 Drum1996August6 200 
1997 -   -   
1998 -   -   
1999 -   -   
2000 -   -   
2001 Beat2001August1 92 Drum2001August7 201 
2002 -   -   
2003 -   -   
2004 -   -   
2005 -   -   
2006 Beat2006August2 135 Drum2006August1 217 
 Min 21 Min 92 
 Max 135 Max 217 
 Average 94 Average 169 
 St. Dev 44 St. Dev 53 
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Table 7.2.6 
Totals in Each Sample: BANDS 
Street Press (1986-2006) 
 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Performer Count Edition Name Performer Count 
1986 Beat1986August6 86 OnTheStreet1986August6 279 
1987 -   -   
1988 -   -   
1989 -   -   
1990 -   -   
1991 Beat1991August7 277 Drum1991August6 305 
1992 -   -   
1993 -   -   
1994 -   -   
1995 -   -   
1996 Beat1996August1 438 Drum1996August6 484 
1997 -   -   
1998 -   -   
1999 -   -   
2000 -   -   
2001 Beat2001August1 362 Drum2001August7 510 
2002 -   -   
2003 -   -   
2004 -   -   
2005 -   -   
2006 Beat2006August2 645 Drum2006August1 587 
 Min 86 Min 279 
 Max 645 Max 587 
 Average 362 Average 433 
 St. Dev 206 St. Dev 134 
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APPENDICES TO SECTION 7.3 
 
 
Figure 7.3.11 Total bands in newspaper and street press, Melbourne, showing gap between 
sources 
 
Figure7.3.12 Total bands in newspaper and street press, Sydney, showing gap between sources
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Table 7.3.2 
Details of comparing venue counts in different sources: MELBOURNE 
YEAR City Source 1 Name Source 1 Type Source 2 Name Source 2 Type Venues ONLY in SOURCE 1 Venues ONLY in SOURCE 2 Venues in BOTH Sources Total Venues (both 
sources) 
1986 Melbourne The Age Newspaper Beat Street Press 89 4 17 110 
81% 4% 15% 
1991 Melbourne The Age Newspaper Beat Street Press 104 39 60 203 
51% 19% 30% 
1996 Melbourne The Age Newspaper Beat Street Press 78 36 86 200 
39% 18% 43% 
2001 Melbourne The Age Newspaper Beat Street Press 29 54 38 121 
24% 45% 31% 
2006 Melbourne The Age Newspaper Beat Street Press 55 58 77 190 
29% 31% 41% 
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Table 7.3.3 
Details of comparing venue counts in different sources: SYDNEY 
YEAR City Source 1 Name Source 1 Type Source 2 Type Source 2 Type Venues ONLY in SOURCE 1 Venues ONLY in SOURCE 2 Venues in BOTH Sources Total Venues (both 
sources) 
1986 Sydney Sydney Morning Herald Newspaper On The Street Street Press 95 23 69 187 
51% 12% 37% 
1991 Sydney Sydney Morning Herald Newspaper Drum Media and On The Street Street Press 82 57 100 239 
34% 24% 42% 
Sydney Morning Herald Newspaper Drum Media Street Press 86 47 88 221 
39% 21% 40% 
On The Street Street Press Drum Media Street Press 21 97 38 156 
13% 62% 24% 
1996 Sydney Sydney Morning Herald Newspaper Drum Media Street Press 70 91 109 270 
26% 34% 40% 
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APPENDICES TO SECTION 7.4 
 
  
Table 7.4.1 
Average Performances Listed Per Band 
Newspapers (1981-1996) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Average Performances Listed Per Band Edition Name Average Performances Listed Per Band 
1981 Age1981August7 1.55 -   
1982 -   -   
1983 Age1983August5 1.36 SMH1983August5 1.44 
1984 Age1984August3 1.52 SMH1984August3 1.33 
1985 Age1985August2 1.37 SMH1985August2 1.49 
1986 Age1986August8 1.26 SMH1986August1 1.53 
1987 Age1987August7 1.37 SMH1987August7 1.36 
1988 Age1988August5 1.34 SMH1988August19 1.35 
1989 Age1989August4 1.37 SMH1989August4 1.34 
1990 Age1990August3 1.36 SMH1990August3 1.34 
1991 Age1991August2 1.19 SMH1991August2 1.29 
1992 Age1992August7 1.30 SMH1992August7 1.27 
1993 Age1993August6 1.28 SMH1993August6 1.28 
1994 Age1994August5 1.23 SMH1994August4 1.32 
1995 -   -   
1996 Age1996August2 1.20 SMH1996August2 1.24 
  Min 1.19 Min 1.24 
 Max 1.55 Max 1.53 
 Average 1.34 Average 1.35 
 St. Dev 0.10 St. Dev 0.09 
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Table 7.4.2 
Average Performances Listed Per Band 
Street Press (1986-2006) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Average Performances Listed Per Band Edition Name Average Performances Listed Per Band 
1986 Beat1986August6 1.27 OnTheStreet1986August6 1.55 
1987 -   -   
1988 -   -   
1989 -   -   
1990 -   -   
1991 Beat1991August7 1.26 Drum1991August6 1.39 
1992 -   -   
1993 -   -   
1994 -   -   
1995 -   -   
1996 Beat1996August1 1.22 Drum1996August6 1.28 
1997 -   -   
1998 -   -   
1999 -   -   
2000 -   -   
2001 Beat2001August1 1.11 Drum2001August7 1.16 
2002 -   -   
2003 -   -   
2004 -   -   
2005 -   -   
2006 Beat2006August2 1.12 Drum2006August1 1.17 
 Min 1.11 Min 1.16 
 Max 1.27 Max 1.55 
 Average 1.20 Average 1.31 
 St. Dev 0.07 St. Dev 0.16 
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Table 7.4.3 
Standard Deviation in Performances Listed Per Band 
Newspapers (1981-1996) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Standard Deviation Performances Listed 
Per Band 
Edition Name Standard Deviation Performances Listed 
Per Band 
1981 Age1981August7 0.90 -   
1982 -   -   
1983 Age1983August5 0.73 SMH1983August5 0.76 
1984 Age1984August3 0.85 SMH1984August3 0.66 
1985 Age1985August2 0.84 SMH1985August2 0.80 
1986 Age1986August8 0.59 SMH1986August1 0.89 
1987 Age1987August7 0.72 SMH1987August7 0.72 
1988 Age1988August5 0.73 SMH1988August19 0.81 
1989 Age1989August4 0.73 SMH1989August4 0.68 
1990 Age1990August3 0.74 SMH1990August3 0.68 
1991 Age1991August2 0.51 SMH1991August2 0.62 
1992 Age1992August7 0.63 SMH1992August7 0.57 
1993 Age1993August6 0.63 SMH1993August6 0.61 
1994 Age1994August5 0.63 SMH1994August4 0.65 
1995 -   -   
1996 Age1996August2 0.53 SMH1996August2 0.60 
  Min 0.51 Min 0.57 
 Max 0.90 Max 0.89 
 Average 0.70 Average 0.70 
 St. Dev 0.12 St. Dev 0.09 
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Table 7.4.4 
Standard Deviation in Performances Listed Per Band 
Street Press (1986-2006) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Standard Deviation Performances Listed 
Per Band 
Edition Name Standard Deviation Performances Listed 
Per Band 
1986 Beat1986August6 0.60 OnTheStreet1986August6 1.20 
1987 -   -   
1988 -   -   
1989 -   -   
1990 -   -   
1991 Beat1991August7 0.62 Drum1991August6 0.93 
1992 -   -   
1993 -   -   
1994 -   -   
1995 -   -   
1996 Beat1996August1 0.55 Drum1996August6 0.66 
1997 -   -   
1998 -   -   
1999 -   -   
2000 -   -   
2001 Beat2001August1 0.42 Drum2001August7 0.50 
2002 -   -   
2003 -   -   
2004 -   -   
2005 -   -   
2006 Beat2006August2 0.40 Drum2006August1 0.51 
 Min 0.40 Min 0.50 
 Max 0.62 Max 1.20 
 Average 0.52 Average 0.76 
 St. Dev 0.10 St. Dev 0.30 
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Table 7.4.5 
Average Performances Listed Per Venue 
Newspapers (1981-1996) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Average Number of Performances Listed 
per Venue  
Edition Name Average Number of Performances Listed 
per Venue  
1981 Age1981August7 2.52 -   
1982 -   -   
1983 Age1983August5 3.00 SMH1983August5 2.87 
1984 Age1984August3 3.25 SMH1984August3 2.98 
1985 Age1985August2 2.86 SMH1985August2 2.82 
1986 Age1986August8 3.03 SMH1986August1 2.93 
1987 Age1987August7 2.80 SMH1987August7 2.75 
1988 Age1988August5 2.95 SMH1988August19 2.78 
1989 Age1989August4 2.82 SMH1989August4 2.78 
1990 Age1990August3 2.93 SMH1990August3 2.93 
1991 Age1991August2 2.95 SMH1991August2 2.80 
1992 Age1992August7 2.90 SMH1992August7 2.82 
1993 Age1993August6 3.16 SMH1993August6 2.49 
1994 Age1994August5 3.12 SMH1994August4 2.33 
1995 -   -   
1996 Age1996August2 3.38 SMH1996August2 2.26 
  Min 2.52 Min 2.26 
 Max 3.38 Max 2.98 
 Average 2.98 Average 2.73 
 St. Dev 0.21 St. Dev 0.23 
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Table 7.4.6 
Average Performances Listed Per Venue 
Street Press (1986-2006) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Average Number of Performances Listed 
per Venue  
Edition Name Average Number of Performances Listed 
per Venue  
1986 Beat1986August6 6.14 OnTheStreet1986August6 5.01 
1987 -   -   
1988 -   -   
1989 -   -   
1990 -   -   
1991 Beat1991August7 3.59 Drum1991August6 3.12 
1992 -   -   
1993 -   -   
1994 -   -   
1995 -   -   
1996 Beat1996August1 4.46 Drum1996August6 3.14 
1997 -   -   
1998 -   -   
1999 -   -   
2000 -   -   
2001 Beat2001August1 4.70 Drum2001August7 3.16 
2002 -   -   
2003 -   -   
2004 -   -   
2005 -   -   
2006 Beat2006August2 6.04 Drum2006August1 3.26 
 Min 3.59 Min 3.12 
 Max 6.14 Max 5.01 
 Average 4.99 Average 3.54 
 St. Dev 1.09 St. Dev 0.83 
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Table 7.4.7 
Standard Deviation in Performances Listed Per Venue 
Newspapers (1981-1996) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Standard Deviation of Performances 
Listed per Venue  
Edition Name Standard Deviation of Performances 
Listed per Venue  
1981 Age1981August7 2.08 -   
1982 -   -   
1983 Age1983August5 2.53 SMH1983August5 2.43 
1984 Age1984August3 2.93 SMH1984August3 2.66 
1985 Age1985August2 2.59 SMH1985August2 2.60 
1986 Age1986August8 2.51 SMH1986August1 2.71 
1987 Age1987August7 2.47 SMH1987August7 2.14 
1988 Age1988August5 2.42 SMH1988August19 2.25 
1989 Age1989August4 2.62 SMH1989August4 2.67 
1990 Age1990August3 2.91 SMH1990August3 2.65 
1991 Age1991August2 3.24 SMH1991August2 2.69 
1992 Age1992August7 2.92 SMH1992August7 2.87 
1993 Age1993August6 3.50 SMH1993August6 2.57 
1994 Age1994August5 3.45 SMH1994August4 2.31 
1995 -   -   
1996 Age1996August2 4.46 SMH1996August2 2.47 
  Min 2.08 Min 2.14 
 Max 4.46 Max 2.87 
 Average 2.90 Average 2.54 
 St. Dev 0.61 St. Dev 0.21 
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Table 7.4.8 
Standard Deviation in Performances Listed Per Venue 
Street Press (1986-2006) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Standard Deviation of Performances 
Listed per Venue  
Edition Name Standard Deviation of Performances 
Listed per Venue  
1986 Beat1986August6 3.29 OnTheStreet1986August6 3.96 
1987 -   -   
1988 -   -   
1989 -   -   
1990 -   -   
1991 Beat1991August7 3.30 Drum1991August6 3.74 
1992 -   -   
1993 -   -   
1994 -   -   
1995 -   -   
1996 Beat1996August1 5.34 Drum1996August6 3.70 
1997 -   -   
1998 -   -   
1999 -   -   
2000 -   -   
2001 Beat2001August1 5.64 Drum2001August7 3.41 
2002 -   -   
2003 -   -   
2004 -   -   
2005 -   -   
2006 Beat2006August2 8.07 Drum2006August1 4.12 
 Min 3.29 Min 3.41 
 Max 8.07 Max 4.12 
 Average 5.13 Average 3.79 
 St. Dev 1.98 St. Dev 0.27 
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Table 7.4.9 
Five-firm Concentration Ratio:Top Five VENUES 
Newspapers (1981-1996) 
 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Percentage of Performances in Top Five 
Suburbs 
Edition Name Percentage of Performances in Top Five 
Suburbs 
1981 Age1981August7 13% -   
1982 -   -   
1983 Age1983August5 14% SMH1983August5 10% 
1984 Age1984August3 16% SMH1984August3 14% 
1985 Age1985August2 15% SMH1985August2 12% 
1986 Age1986August8 15% SMH1986August1 13% 
1987 Age1987August7 14% SMH1987August7 9% 
1988 Age1988August5 12% SMH1988August19 11% 
1989 Age1989August4 13% SMH1989August4 14% 
1990 Age1990August3 13% SMH1990August3 13% 
1991 Age1991August2 16% SMH1991August2 13% 
1992 Age1992August7 13% SMH1992August7 13% 
1993 Age1993August6 15% SMH1993August6 14% 
1994 Age1994August5 16% SMH1994August4 13% 
1995 -   -   
1996 Age1996August2 19% SMH1996August2 17% 
 Min 12% Min 9% 
 Max 19% Max 17% 
 Average 15% Average 13% 
 St. Dev 2% St. Dev 2% 
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Table 7.4.10 
Five-firm Concentration Ratio: Top Five VENUES 
Street Press (1986-2006) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Percentage of Performances in Top Five 
Suburbs 
Edition Name Percentage of Performances in Top Five 
Suburbs 
1986 Beat1986August6 40% OnTheStreet1986August6 17% 
1987 -   -   
1988 -   -   
1989 -   -   
1990 -   -   
1991 Beat1991August7 18% Drum1991August6 21% 
1992 -   -   
1993 -   -   
1994 -   -   
1995 -   -   
1996 Beat1996August1 21% Drum1996August6 15% 
1997 -   -   
1998 -   -   
1999 -   -   
2000 -   -   
2001 Beat2001August1 25% Drum2001August7 14% 
2002 -   -   
2003 -   -   
2004 -   -   
2005 -   -   
2006 Beat2006August2 22% Drum2006August1 15% 
 Min 18% Min 14% 
 Max 40% Max 21% 
 Average 25% Average 16% 
 St. Dev 9% St. Dev 3% 
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Table 7.4.11 
Five-firm Concentration Ratio: Top Five SUBURBS 
Newspapers (1981-1996) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Percentage of Performances in Top Five 
Suburbs 
Edition Name Percentage of Performances in Top Five 
Suburbs 
1981 Age1981August7 31% -  
1982 -  -  
1983 Age1983August5 39% SMH1983August5 28% 
1984 Age1984August3 41% SMH1984August3 36% 
1985 Age1985August2 45% SMH1985August2 29% 
1986 Age1986August8 45% SMH1986August1 30% 
1987 Age1987August7 45% SMH1987August7 30% 
1988 Age1988August5 44% SMH1988August19 31% 
1989 Age1989August4 46% SMH1989August4 26% 
1990 Age1990August3 47% SMH1990August3 30% 
1991 Age1991August2 49% SMH1991August2 27% 
1992 Age1992August7 50% SMH1992August7 25% 
1993 Age1993August6 52% SMH1993August6 27% 
1994 Age1994August5 53% SMH1994August4 24% 
1995 -  -  
1996 Age1996August2 50% SMH1996August2 25% 
 Min 31% Min 24% 
 Max 53% Max 36% 
 Average 45% Average 28% 
 St. Dev 6% St. Dev 3% 
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Table 7.4.12 
Five-firm Concentration Ratio: Top Five SUBURBS 
Street Press (1986-2006) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Percentage of Performances in Top Five 
Suburbs 
Edition Name Percentage of Performances in Top Five 
Suburbs 
1986 Beat1986August6 64% OnTheStreet1986August6 32% 
1987 -  -  
1988 -  -  
1989 -  -  
1990 -  -  
1991 Beat1991August7 57% Drum1991August6 35% 
1992 -  -  
1993 -  -  
1994 -  -  
1995 -  -  
1996 Beat1996August1 54% Drum1996August6 30% 
1997 -  -  
1998 -  -  
1999 -  -  
2000 -  -  
2001 Beat2001August1 58% Drum2001August7 21% 
2002 -  -  
2003 -  -  
2004 -  -  
2005 -  -  
2006 Beat2006August2 62% Drum2006August1 30% 
 Min 54% Min 21% 
 Max 64% Max 35% 
 Average 59% Average 30% 
 St. Dev 4% St. Dev 5% 
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Table 7.4.13 
Five-firm Concentration Ratio: Top Five BANDS 
Newspapers (1981-1996) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Percentage of Performances in Top Five 
Bands 
Edition Name Percentage of Performances in Top Five 
Bands 
1981 Age1981August7 7% -   
1982 -   -   
1983 Age1983August5 6% SMH1983August5 4% 
1984 Age1984August3 5% SMH1984August3 4% 
1985 Age1985August2 7% SMH1985August2 5% 
1986 Age1986August8 6% SMH1986August1 5% 
1987 Age1987August7 6% SMH1987August7 4% 
1988 Age1988August5 5% SMH1988August19 6% 
1989 Age1989August4 5% SMH1989August4 4% 
1990 Age1990August3 4% SMH1990August3 5% 
1991 Age1991August2 4% SMH1991August2 4% 
1992 Age1992August7 4% SMH1992August7 4% 
1993 Age1993August6 4% SMH1993August6 4% 
1994 Age1994August5 4% SMH1994August4 4% 
1995 -   -   
1996 Age1996August2 4% SMH1996August2 5% 
 Min 4% Min 4% 
 Max 7% Max 6% 
 Average 5% Average 5% 
 St. Dev 1% St. Dev 1% 
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Table 7.4.14 
Five-firm Concentration Ratio: Top Five BANDS 
Street Press (1986-2006) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Percentage of Performances in Top Five 
Bands 
Edition Name Percentage of Performances in Top Five 
Bands 
1986 -   OnTheStreet1986August6 9% 
1987 -   -   
1988 -   -   
1989 -   -   
1990 -   -   
1991 Beat1991August7 5% Drum1991August6 7% 
1992 -   -   
1993 -   -   
1994 -   -   
1995 -   -   
1996 Beat1996August1 4% Drum1996August6 4% 
1997 -   -   
1998 -   -   
1999 -   -   
2000 -   -   
2001 Beat2001August1 4% Drum2001August7 3% 
2002 -   -   
2003 -   -   
2004 -   -   
2005 -   -   
2006 Beat2006August2 2% Drum2006August1 3% 
 Min 2% Min 3% 
 Max 5% Max 9% 
 Average 4% Average 5% 
 St. Dev 1% St. Dev 3% 
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APPENDICES TO SECTION 8.1 
 
APPENDICES TO SECTION 8.1.3 (AVERAGE NEAREST NEIGHBOUR) 
 
 
Key section of code for generating Average Nearest Neighbour results in ArcGIS
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Table 8.1.3.1 
Average Nearest Neighbour: PERFORMANCE LISTINGS 
Newspapers (1981-1996) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Observed 
Average 
Nearest 
Neighbour 
(m) 
Expected ANN 
(Greater 
Melbourne) 
P Value Edition Name Observed 
Average 
Nearest 
Neighbour 
(m) 
Expected ANN 
(Greater 
Sydney) 
P Value 
1981 Age1981August7 342   0.00 -       
1982 -       -       
1983 Age1983August5 328 4562 0.00 SMH1983August5 243 4055 0.00 
1984 Age1984August3 212 4270 0.00 SMH1984August3 208 4650 0.00 
1985 Age1985August2 302 4383 0.00 SMH1985August2 219 4156 0.00 
1986 Age1986August8 398 4854 0.00 SMH1986August1 252 4342 0.00 
1987 Age1987August7 350 4417 0.00 SMH1987August7 278 4013 0.00 
1988 Age1988August5 218 4108 0.00 SMH1988August19 209 4342 0.00 
1989 Age1989August4 169 3914 0.00 SMH1989August4 269 4252 0.00 
1990 Age1990August3 264 3725 0.00 SMH1990August3 254 4369 0.00 
1991 Age1991August2 217 3902 0.00 SMH1991August2 315 4122 0.00 
1992 Age1992August7 192 3655 0.00 SMH1992August7 341 4066 0.00 
1993 Age1993August6 227 3626 0.00 SMH1993August6 402 3982 0.00 
1994 Age1994August5 197 3767 0.00 SMH1994August4 417 3932 0.00 
1995 -       -       
1996 Age1996August2 277 3902 0.00 SMH1996August2 441 4180   
 Min 169   Min 208   
 Max 398   Max 441   
 Average 264   Average 296   
 St. Dev 70   St. Dev 81   
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Table 8.1.3.2 
Average Nearest Neighbour: PERFORMANCE LISTINGS 
Street Press (1986-2006) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Observed Average 
Nearest Neighbour 
(m) 
Expected ANN 
(Greater 
Melbourne) 
P Value Edition Name Observed 
Average 
Nearest 
Neighbour (m) 
Expected ANN 
(Greater Sydney) 
P Value 
1986 Beat1986August6 13 10906   OnTheStreet1986August6 95 5829   
1987 -       -       
1988 -       -       
1989 -       -       
1990 -       -       
1991 Beat1991August7 306 5023 0.00 Drum1991August6 290 4768 0.00 
1992 -       -       
1993 -       -       
1994 -       -       
1995 -       -       
1996 Beat1996August1 126 4525 0.00 Drum1996August6 271 3932 0.00 
1997 -       -       
1998 -       -       
1999 -       -       
2000 -       -       
2001 Beat2001August1 173 5210 0.00 Drum2001August7 321 3922 0.00 
2002 -       -       
2003 -       -       
2004 -       -       
2005 -       -       
2006 Beat2006August2 90 4301 0.00 Drum2006August1 354 3775 0.00 
 Min 13   Min 95   
 Max 306   Max 354   
 Average 142   Average 266   
 St. Dev 109   St. Dev 101   
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Table 8.1.3.3 
Average Nearest Neighbour: VENUES 
Newspapers (1981-1996) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Observed Average Nearest 
Neighbour (m) 
Expected ANN 
(Greater 
Melbourne) 
P Value Edition Name Observed Average Nearest 
Neighbour (m) 
Expected ANN 
(Greater 
Sydney) 
P Value 
1981 Age1981August7 1779 4179 0.00 -       
1982 -     0.00 -       
1983 Age1983August5 1616 4562 0.00 SMH1983August5 1390 4055 0.00 
1984 Age1984August3 1383 4270 0.00 SMH1984August3 1366 4650 0.00 
1985 Age1985August2 1336 4383 0.00 SMH1985August2 1204 4156 0.00 
1986 Age1986August8 1871 4854 0.00 SMH1986August1 1417 4342 0.00 
1987 Age1987August7 1378 4417 0.00 SMH1987August7 1340 4013 0.00 
1988 Age1988August5 1264 4108 0.00 SMH1988August19 1189 4342 0.00 
1989 Age1989August4 1145 3914 0.00 SMH1989August4 1337 4252 0.00 
1990 Age1990August3 1092 3725 0.00 SMH1990August3 1303 4369 0.00 
1991 Age1991August2 1135 3902 0.00 SMH1991August2 1441 4122 0.00 
1992 Age1992August7 1063 3655 0.00 SMH1992August7 1466 4066 0.00 
1993 Age1993August6 1132 3626 0.00 SMH1993August6 1547 3982 0.00 
1994 Age1994August5 1087 3767 0.00 SMH1994August4 1566 3932 0.00 
1995 -       -       
1996 Age1996August2 1296 3902 0.00 SMH1996August2 1716 4180 0.00 
 Min 1063   Min 1189   
 Max 1871   Max 1716   
 Average 1327   Average 1406   
 St. Dev 261   St. Dev 146   
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Table 8.1.3.4 
Average Nearest Neighbour: VENUES 
Street Press (1986-2006) 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Observed Average Nearest 
Neighbour (m) 
Expected ANN 
(Greater 
Melbourne) 
P Value Edition Name Observed Average Nearest 
Neighbour (m) 
Expected ANN 
(Greater 
Sydney) 
P Value 
1986 Beat1986August6 2072 10906  OnTheStreet1986August6 1724 5829 0.00 
1987 -    -    
1988 -    -    
1989 -    -    
1990 -    -    
1991 Beat1991August7 1836 5023 0.00 Drum1991August6 1430 4768 0.00 
1992 -    -    
1993 -    -    
1994 -    -    
1995 -    -    
1996 Beat1996August1 1405 4525 0.00 Drum1996August6 1622 3932 0.00 
1997 -    -    
1998 -    -    
1999 -    -    
2000 -    -    
2001 Beat2001August1 1468 5210 0.00 Drum2001August7 1755 3922 0.00 
2002 -    -    
2003 -    -    
2004 -    -    
2005 -    -    
2006 Beat2006August2 1128 4301 0.00 Drum2006August1 1778 3775 0.00 
 Min 1128   Min 1430   
 Max 2072   Max 1778   
 Average 1582   Average 1662   
 St. Dev 373   St. Dev 143   
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APPENDICES TO SECTION 8.1.4 (SPATIAL ASSOCIATION) 
 
 
Example of Global Moran’s I settings used in ArcGIS. 
 
Example of Local Moran’s I settings used in ArcGIS. 
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Table 8.1.4.1 
Global Moran’s I: Performance Listings per Venue 
Newspapers (1981-1996) 
Significant results (90% confidence) highlighted: red = attribute clustering, blue = attribute dispersal 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Moran's Index Z-score P-value Edition Name Moran's Index Z-score P-value 
1981 Age1981August7 -0.765 -2.276 0.023 -    
1982 -    -    
1983 Age1983August5 0.036 0.394 0.694 SMH1983August5 0.193 0.634 0.526 
1984 Age1984August3 -0.896 -2.684 0.007 SMH1984August3 -0.360 -1.001 0.317 
1985 Age1985August2 -1.008 -3.117 0.002 SMH1985August2 -0.226 -0.662 0.508 
1986 Age1986August8 0.270 0.698 0.485 SMH1986August1 -0.188 -0.639 0.523 
1987 Age1987August7 0.609 1.837 0.066 SMH1987August7 -0.282 -1.108 0.268 
1988 Age1988August5 -0.421 -1.452 0.146 SMH1988August19 -0.016 -0.034 0.973 
1989 Age1989August4 0.080 0.346 0.730 SMH1989August4 0.038 0.154 0.877 
1990 Age1990August3 -0.141 -0.574 0.566 SMH1990August3 0.296 1.027 0.304 
1991 Age1991August2 0.156 0.724 0.469 SMH1991August2 -0.023 -0.068 0.945 
1992 Age1992August7 -0.038 0.578 0.563 SMH1992August7 -0.120 -0.409 0.683 
1993 Age1993August6 -0.038 -0.162 0.871 SMH1993August6 0.532 1.888 0.059 
1994 Age1994August5 -0.047 -0.174 0.861 SMH1994August4 -0.048 -0.192 0.848 
1995 -    -    
1996 Age1996August2 0.121 0.534 0.593 SMH1996August2 0.066 0.199 0.842 
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Table 8.1.4.2 
Global Moran’s I: Performance Listings per Venue 
Street Press (1986-2006) 
Significant results (90% confidence) highlighted: red = attribute clustering, blue = attribute dispersal 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name Moran's Index Z-score P-value Edition Name Moran's Index Z-score P-value 
1986 Beat1986August6 -0.082 -0.250 0.803 OnTheStreet1986August6 0.031 0.108 0.914 
1987 -    -    
1988 -    -    
1989 -    -    
1990 -    -    
1991 Beat1991August7 -0.179 -0.429 0.668 Drum1991August6 -0.222 -0.677 0.498 
1992 -    -    
1993 -    -    
1994 -    -    
1995 -    -    
1996 Beat1996August1 0.009 0.065 0.948 Drum1996August6 0.026 0.103 0.918 
1997 -    -    
1998 -    -    
1999 -    -    
2000 -    -    
2001 Beat2001August1 -0.052 -0.831 0.406 Drum2001August7 -0.066 -0.205 0.838 
2002 -    -    
2003 -    -    
2004 -    -    
2005 -    -    
2006 Beat2006August2 -0.038 0.198 0.843 Drum2006August1 0.665 2.796 0.005 
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Example of ArcGIS settings for General G statistics 
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 Table 8.1.4.3 
General G: Performance Listings per Venue 
Newspapers (1981-1996) 
Significant results (90% confidence) highlighted: red = large values cluster, blue = small values cluster  
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name General G 
Index 
Z-score P-value Edition Name General G 
Index 
Z-score P-value 
1981 Age1981August7 0.00036 0.682 0.495     
1982 -        
1983 Age1983August5 0.00027 0.781 0.435 SMH1983August5 0.0002 -0.500 0.617 
1984 Age1984August3 0.00038 0.334 0.738 SMH1984August3 0.0007 0.987 0.323 
1985 Age1985August2 0.00049 0.682 0.496 SMH1985August2 0.0004 0.263 0.792 
1986 Age1986August8 0.00031 -0.525 0.599 SMH1986August1 0.0006 -0.151 0.880 
1987 Age1987August7 0.00150 3.914 0.000 SMH1987August7 0.0007 0.001 0.231 
1988 Age1988August5 0.00059 0.166 0.868 SMH1988August19 0.0010 0.001 0.159 
1989 Age1989August4 0.00055 -0.181 0.857 SMH1989August4 0.0008 0.008 0.329 
1990 Age1990August3 0.00083 0.889 0.374 SMH1990August3 0.0013 3.014 0.003 
1991 Age1991August2 0.00038 0.373 0.709 SMH1991August2 0.0007 0.001 0.450 
1992 Age1992August7 0.00099 0.840 0.401 SMH1992August7 0.0003 0.001 0.873 
1993 Age1993August6 0.00084 0.602 0.547 SMH1993August6 0.0007 0.007 0.012 
1994 Age1994August5 0.00065 0.386 0.700 SMH1994August4 0.0002 0.000 0.836 
1995 -    -    
1996 Age1996August2 0.00176 1.425 0.154 SMH1996August2 0.0002 -0.130 0.896 
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 Table 8.1.4.4 
General G: Performance Listings per Venue 
Street Press (1986-2006) 
Significant results (90% confidence) highlighted: red = large values cluster, blue = small values cluster 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name General G Index Z-score P-value Edition Name General G Index Z-score P-value 
1986 Beat1986August6 0.0003 -0.230 0.818 OnTheStreet1986August
6 
0.0004 1.208 0.227 
1987 -    -    
1988 -    -    
1989 -    -    
1990 -    -    
1991 Beat1991August7 0.0006 -0.182 0.855 Drum1991August6 0.0008 -0.033 0.974 
1992 -    -    
1993 -    -    
1994 -    -    
1995 -    -    
1996 Beat1996August1 0.0008 -0.470 0.638 Drum1996August6 0.0004 0.192 0.848 
1997 -    -    
1998 -    -    
1999 -    -    
2000 -    -    
2001 Beat2001August1 0.0005 0.153 0.878 Drum2001August7 0.0002 0.423 0.672 
2002 -    -    
2003 -    -    
2004 -    -    
2005 -    -    
2006 Beat2006August2 0.0005 0.060 0.952 Drum2006August1 0.0007 4.162 0.000 
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Table 8.1.4.5 
Summary of Anselin Local Moran’s I Classifications (Performance Listings per Venue) 
Newspapers (1981-1996) 
Samples which returned significant Global Moran’s I results highlighted: red = attribute clustering, blue = attribute dispersal 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name % High-High Cluster 
Venues 
% Low-High Cluster 
Venues 
% High-Low Cluster 
Venues 
% Low-Low Cluster 
Venues 
% Not Significantly 
Clustered Venues 
Edition Name % High-High Cluster 
Venues 
% Low-High Cluster 
Venues 
% High-Low Cluster 
Venues 
% Low-Low Cluster 
Venues 
% Not Significantly 
Clustered Venues 
1981 Age1981August7 7.0% 3.5% 0.7% 0.0% 88.8% -      
1982 -      -      
1983 Age1983August5 5.1% 5.1% 0.0% 0.0% 89.8% SMH1983August5 8.7% 5.0% 1.2% 0.0% 85.1% 
1984 Age1984August3 4.5% 3.8% 1.5% 0.0% 90.2% SMH1984August3 11.9% 5.2% 0.7% 0.0% 82.1% 
1985 Age1985August2 4.7% 1.6% 0.8% 0.0% 93.0% SMH1985August2 7.5% 2.3% 1.7% 0.0% 88.5% 
1986 Age1986August8 1.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 98.1% SMH1986August1 9.0% 2.6% 0.6% 0.0% 87.7% 
1987 Age1987August7 7.0% 2.3% 0.0% 0.0% 90.6% SMH1987August7 7.7% 3.9% 0.0% 0.6% 87.8% 
1988 Age1988August5 7.5% 2.0% 0.7% 0.0% 89.8% SMH1988August19 12.3% 9.2% 0.0% 0.0% 78.5% 
1989 Age1989August4 8.1% 2.5% 0.0% 0.0% 89.4% SMH1989August4 9.5% 3.6% 0.6% 0.0% 86.4% 
1990 Age1990August3 8.9% 6.1% 0.0% 0.0% 85.0% SMH1990August3 9.6% 7.6% 0.0% 0.0% 82.8% 
1991 Age1991August2 10.1% 3.8% 1.3% 0.0% 84.8% SMH1991August2 6.3% 3.4% 0.0% 0.0% 90.2% 
1992 Age1992August7 5.4% 1.6% 0.0% 0.0% 92.9% SMH1992August7 10.9% 3.4% 1.1% 0.0% 84.6% 
1993 Age1993August6 5.9% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0% 93.6% SMH1993August6 10.3% 6.7% 0.0% 0.0% 83.1% 
1994 Age1994August5 8.5% 1.1% 0.0% 0.0% 90.3% SMH1994August4 5.0% 2.0% 1.0% 0.0% 92.0% 
1995 -      -      
1996 Age1996August2 9.1% 1.2% 0.0% 0.0% 89.6% SMH1996August2 8.5% 3.4% 0.0% 0.0% 88.1% 
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 Table 8.1.4.6 
Summary of Anselin Local Moran’s I Classifications (Performance Listings per Venue) 
Street Press (1986-2006) 
Samples which returned significant Global Moran’s I results highlighted: red = attribute clustering, blue = attribute dispersal 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name % High-High 
Cluster Venues 
% Low-High 
Cluster Venues 
% High-Low 
Cluster Venues 
% Low-Low Cluster 
Venues 
% Not Significantly 
Clustered Venues 
Edition Name % High-High 
Cluster Venues 
% Low-High 
Cluster Venues 
% High-Low 
Cluster Venues 
% Low-Low Cluster 
Venues 
% Not Significantly 
Clustered Venues 
1986 Beat1986August6 0.0% 0.0% 4.8% 0.0% 95.2% OnTheStreet1986August6 6.6% 2.2% 2.2% 0.0% 89.0% 
1987 -      -      
1988 -      -      
1989 -      -      
1990 -      -      
1991 Beat1991August7 7.4% 5.3% 0.0% 0.0% 87.4% Drum1991August6 7.4% 3.7% 0.0% 0.0% 88.9% 
1992 -      -      
1993 -      -      
1994 -      -      
1995 -      -      
1996 Beat1996August1 8.9% 0.9% 0.0% 0.0% 90.2% Drum1996August6 10.7% 4.2% 0.0% 0.0% 85.1% 
1997 -      -      
1998 -      -      
1999 -      -      
2000 -      -      
2001 Beat2001August1 0.0% 0.0% 1.2% 0.0% 98.8% Drum2001August7 9.2% 7.5% 0.6% 0.0% 82.7% 
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 Table 8.1.4.6 
Summary of Anselin Local Moran’s I Classifications (Performance Listings per Venue) 
Street Press (1986-2006) 
Samples which returned significant Global Moran’s I results highlighted: red = attribute clustering, blue = attribute dispersal 
 Melbourne Sydney 
YEAR Edition Name % High-High 
Cluster Venues 
% Low-High 
Cluster Venues 
% High-Low 
Cluster Venues 
% Low-Low Cluster 
Venues 
% Not Significantly 
Clustered Venues 
Edition Name % High-High 
Cluster Venues 
% Low-High 
Cluster Venues 
% High-Low 
Cluster Venues 
% Low-Low Cluster 
Venues 
% Not Significantly 
Clustered Venues 
2002 -      -      
2003 -      -      
2004 -      -      
2005 -      -      
2006 Beat2006August2 2.3% 0.8% 0.0% 0.0% 97.0% Drum2006August1 16.1% 9.7% 0.0% 0.0% 74.2% 
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APPENDICES TO SECTION 8.1.5 (RIPLEY’S K) 
 
 
 
Key section of code for generating Ripley’s K results in ArcGIS 
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Table 8.1.5.1 
Differences between Observed and Expected Values for Ripley’s K  
Melbourne Newspapers (1981-1996) 
Graded colour scale applied to 10km threshold values – blue (lowest), to red (highest) 
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Table 8.1.5.2 
Differences between Observed and Expected Values for Ripley’s K  
Melbourne Street Press (1986-2006) 
Graded colour scale applied to 10km threshold values – blue (lowest), to red (highest) 
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Table 8.1.5.3 
Differences between Observed and Expected Values for Ripley’s K  
Sydney newspapers 1983-1996 
Graded colour scale applied to 10km threshold values – blue (lowest), to red (highest) 
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Table 8.1.5.4 
Differences between Observed and Expected Values for Ripley’s K  
Sydney Street Press (1986-2006) 
Graded colour scale applied to 10km threshold values – blue (lowest), to red (highest) 
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APPENDICES TO SECTION 8.2 
 
APPENDICES FROM SECTION 8.2.2 (GRADUATED SYMBOLS) 
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Figure 8.2.2.3 
Graduated Symbol Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Melbourne 1986, newspaper sample (The Age) 
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Figure 8.2.2.7 
Graduated Symbol Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue. 
Sydney 1986, newspaper sample (Sydney Morning Herald) 
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APPENDICES FROM SECTION 8.2.3 (GRADUATED LABELS) 
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Figure 8.2.3.3 
Graduated Label Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue.  
Melbourne 1986, newspaper sample (The Age) 
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Figure 8.2.3.4 
Graduated Label Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Melbourne 1991, street press sample (Beat) 
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Figure 8.2.3.6 
Graduated Label Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Melbourne 2001,street press sample (Beat) 
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Figure 8.2.3.9 
Graduated Label Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Sydney 1986, newspaper sample (Sydney Morning Herald) 
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Figure 8.2.3.10 
Graduated Label Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Sydney 1991, street press sample (Drum Media) 
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Figure 8.2.3.12 
Graduated Label Sizes of Performance Listings by Venue 
Sydney 2001, street press sample (Drum Media) 
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APPENDICES FROM SECTION 8.2.4 (POINT DENSITY MAPS) 
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Figure 8.2.4.3 
Point Density Maps of Performance Listings 
Melbourne 1986, newspaper sample (The Age) 
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Figure 8.2.4.7 
Point Density Maps of Performance Listings 
Sydney 1986, newspaper sample (Sydney Morning Herald) 
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Figure 8.2.4.10 
Example of ArcGIS settings used to generate Kernel density maps. 
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Figure 8.2.4.11 
Kernel Density Maps of Performance Listings 
Melbourne, 1983, Newspaper sample (The Age) 
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Figure 8.2.4.12 
Kernel Density Maps of Performance Listings 
Melbourne, 1986, Newspaper sample (The Age) 
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Figure 8.2.4.13 
Kernel Density Maps of Performance Listings 
Melbourne, 1996, Street Press Sample (Beat) 
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Figure 8.2.4.14 
Kernel Density Maps of Performance Listings 
Melbourne, 2006, Street Press Sample (Beat) 
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Figure 8.2.4.15 
Kernel Density Maps of Performance Listings 
Sydney, 1983, Newspaper Sample (Sydney Morning Herald) 
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Figure 8.2.4.16 
Kernel Density Maps of Performance Listings 
Sydney, 1986, Newspaper Sample (Sydney Morning Herald) 
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Figure 8.2.4.17 
Kernel Density Maps of Performance Listings 
Sydney, 1996, Street Press Sample (Drum Media) 
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Figure 8.2.4.18 
Kernel Density Maps of Performance Listings 
Sydney, 2006, Street Press Sample (Drum Media) 
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APPENDICES FROM SECTION 8.2.5 (3D VISUALISATIONS) 
 
Figure 8.2.5.3 
3D Visualisation of Performance Listings by Venue 
Melbourne 1986, newspaper sample (The Age) 
 
 
Figure 8.2.5.4 
3D Visualisation of Performance Listings by Venue 
Melbourne 1991, street press sample (Beat) 
 
Figure 8.2.5.6 
3D Visualisation of Performance Listings by Venue 
Melbourne 2001, street press sample (Beat) 
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Figure 8.2.5.9 
3D Visualisation of Performance Listings by Venue 
Sydney 1986, newspaper sample (Sydney Morning Herald) 
 
Figure 8.2.5.10 
3D Visualisation of Performance Listings by Venue 
Sydney 1991, street press sample (Drum Media) 
 
Figure 8.2.5.12 
3D Visualisation of Performance Listings by Venue 
Sydney 2001, street press sample (Drum Media) 
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APPENDICES FROM SECTION 8.2.6 (CHOROPLETHS OF PERFORMANCE LISTINGS BY SUBURB) 
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Figure 8.2.6.3 
choropleths of Performance Listings by Suburb 
Melbourne 1986, newspaper sample (The Age) 
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Figure 8.2.6.7 
choropleths of Performance Listings by Suburb 
Sydney 1986, newspaper sample (Sydney Morning Herald) 
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APPENDICES TO CHAPTER 9 
 
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE – FIRST ROUND INTERVIEWS 
 
1. Based on your observations and experiences, what are the key factors shaping the 
concentration and dispersal of live music in Sydney and Melbourne from the 1980s to 
present? 
2. To what extent do you think migration of musicians (from overseas, interstate, or regional 
areas) has been a factor in the concentration and dispersal of live music in Sydney and 
Melbourne from the 1980s to present? 
3. What do you think are the key factors differentiating the live music scene in Sydney from 
that in Melbourne? 
4. This project will make use of publicly available gig listings to build a map of live music 
performances in Sydney and Melbourne. Please provide comment – where possible and to 
whichever degree of precision you are most comfortable with – in the following table of 
publications which will potentially be accessed for gig listings. The bottom of the table 
provides space for any other publicly available sources you think might be suitable. 
 
Publication 
Name 
Have you ever made use of this 
publication to: 
 
Which YEARS 
do you think 
the gig listings 
in this 
publication are 
most relevant 
to? 
Which PLACES 
do you think 
the gig listings 
in this 
publication 
are most 
relevant to? 
Any other 
comments? 
Advertise 
gigs? 
Attend 
gigs? 
Conduct 
research? 
 
Go-Set 
      
 
Juke 
      
 
RAM 
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TAGG Melbourne 
      
 
TAGG Sydney 
      
 
The Age  
(Weekender) 
      
 
The Age 
(Entertainment 
Guide) 
      
 
Sydney Morning 
Herald (Metro) 
      
 
Beat 
      
 
On The Street 
 
      
 
Inpress 
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Drum Media  
 
      
 
Other: 
 
      
 
Other: 
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE – SECOND ROUND INTERVIEWS 
 
PART A: Background questions about you and your music scene 
 
1. Can you describe how you got started performing live music? 
1.1.  Do you remember how you made the transition from playing at home to playing 
live?  
[Can you tell me about that?] 
 
2. Have you ever played live music in: 
1.1.  Sydney? 
1.2.  Melbourne? 
1.3.  Can you tell me about any differences between these experiences? 
 
3. Did you move there (i.e. Sydney and/or Melbourne) from elsewhere? 
1.1. Did you consider yourself a musician before moving? [Can you tell me about that?] 
 
4. How did you go about getting gigs? 
[Were there any other factors that you can think of that may have contributed to your ability to 
get these gigs?] 
4.1 Can you remember your worst gig? 
[Why was it bad? e.g. audience/payment/location/sound system/’buzz’]  
4.2.  Can you remember your best gig? 
Why was it good? e.g. audience/payment/location/sound system/’buzz’] 
4.3.  Is there anywhere you would have liked to have played but didn’t?  
[Why?] 
 
5. What do you think, if anything, contributes to a “buzz” at a particular music venue? 
 
5.1.  Or suburb/neighbourhood? 
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5.2.  Or city? 
 
6. Have you ever had your own music played on community radio stations or youth radio network 
JJJ/2JJ? 
7. Part of this project was shaped by my personal observation that I do not think I would have 
been a musician had I not lived in Melbourne. Do you feel that your musical experiences would 
have been different if you had lived somewhere else? [For example, Adelaide, Perth] 
8. Can you circle which decade you were most active as a musician?  
[1980s, 1990s, 2000’s, 2010s] 
1.1.  Which specific year/s do you think you were most active?  
 
PART B: Making a map of your music scene 
 
B1: Select city 
 
I have provided some pencils and two blank maps: one with an outline of Sydney, one with an 
outline of Melbourne, with some basic features marked in, including some old and existing venues 
marked as dots. 
These blank maps are for you to draw on to accompany your answers to the next set of questions. 
Please base your maps on the time frame we just talked about [when you were active as a musician]. 
The maps do not need to be geographically precise. You can draw or write whatever comes to mind 
while answering the questions. You can also use the venues already shown as dots to build up your 
map. You do not need to draw or write for every question. 
If you have been active as a musician in both Sydney and Melbourne, I will invite you to repeat the 
process for each city. If you have not, we can choose one city.  
 
9. Please select which of the city outlines you would like to use: 
Sydney; or 
 Melbourne; or  
 Both Sydney and Melbourne 
 
[Note for interviewer: The following questions in part B2 are applicable to each of Sydney and 
Melbourne, and are repeated if both cities are selected]. 
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B2: Questions with background map 
 
10. Taking the map as a starting point, can you mark in some venues you were playing at when you 
were active as a musician? Feel free to add new venues, and remember that I will be reading 
out some other venue names later to help jog your memory. 
 
11. Can you please also mark in any places you were living, and any other features of the city that 
were important to you [e.g. rehearsal place, public transport, local pub, work, study, etc.] 
 
12. In general, when you were active as a musician, how would you describe your tenure status 
(renting/buying/living with parents)?  
12.1.  Did this status change at any point in this time? 
 
13. What was your “day job” and/or study, if any? 
1.1. How do you think this affected your musical activities? 
 
14. This is a list of some music venue names found within old gig listings data for 
[Sydney/Melbourne].  
[Insert list of 10 music venue names derived from gig listings database – not yet complete] 
For each of these venues, can you: 
1.1. Indicate whether you ever played at the venue. [Can you mark in the location?];  
1.2. Mark the approximate location of the venue 
 
15. Do you think you played more often in the: 
1.1. Inner / outer suburbs? 
1.2. North / south of the city? 
1.3. Eastern / western suburbs? 
1.4. What do you think influenced this? 
 
16. Thinking about other performance spaces and style of performance: 
16.1.  Did you participate in any open mic nights? [Can you mark the main ones in?]  
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16.2.  Did you play in a cover band?  
[If yes, did you generally play in different places or suburbs for the covers band 
compared to original bands?] 
16.3.  Were these experiences with open mic nights or cover bands helpful/unhelpful to 
you as a musician? In what ways?  
[e.g. building up audience, performing and songwriting, technical and organisational 
skills] 
16.4.  Were there any ‘high status’ venues that you feel were over-rated?  
[Can you tell me why?] 
 
17. How did you advertise you own gigs? 
1.1. Did you ever make use of a booking agency? 
1.2. How effective were these approaches? 
 
[If using outline maps for both Sydney and Melbourne, repeat questions in B2 second city].  
 
PART C: Interpretation of maps of live music over time 
 
I will show you some printed maps built from old gig listings in Sydney and Melbourne. They show 
how the location of live music in Sydney and Melbourne has changed over time. 
18. What are the first things you notice about these maps? 
19. Do you see changes: 
1.1. Within Sydney? 
1.2. Within Melbourne?  
1.3. Between the two cities?  
20. If you do see changes, do you remember them occurring at the time? 
21. If you do see changes, how would you explain them? 
22. What do you think are the key contributing factors to the differences in live music opportunities 
between Sydney and Melbourne? 
[For example i) booking agencies, ii) radio stations iii) housing affordability iv) noise complaints 
iv) public transport iv) poker machines v) liquor licensing fees vi) employment opportunities in 
music industry or in general vi) trading regulations vii) security requirements). 
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR PARTICIPANTS  
INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH PROJECT  
 
Are you a musician who has lived and performed live music in Sydney or Melbourne at any time since the 
1980s?  
You are invited to participate in a research project exploring live music in Sydney and Melbourne through 
the use of maps.  
The project explores live music in Sydney and Melbourne. It will focus on the contrast between live music in 
Sydney and Melbourne since the 1980s, using maps as a central research tool to answer why the live music 
opportunities in these two cities appear to have changed.  
You can volunteer to participate in interviews for the project if you are, or have been, a musician who has 
lived in Sydney and/or Melbourne at any point since the 1980s, and you have participated in more than ten 
live music performances. The purpose of the interviews is to hear from musicians about their own 
experiences of live music in Sydney and Melbourne.  
 
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE SEE OUR PROJECT BLOG AT fromstkildatokingscross.wordpress.com  
 
If you agree to participate, you will be invited to participate in a face-to-face interview which will take 
approximately one hour. You will be asked to reflect on your involvement in the music scenes in Sydney and 
Melbourne.  
Questions will focus on: 
 
- Background questions about your experiences in the music scenes such as describing how you got started 
in performing live music. 
 
- Identifying venues and neighbourhoods in the music scenes you participated in, including the development 
of a basic hand-drawn map locating venues you were playing at when you were active as a musician. 
 
- Your interpretation and reflections of maps of live music over time, particularly what you think are the key 
contributing factors in the live music opportunities between Sydney and Melbourne. 
 
Whom should I contact for more information? 
Miss Sarah Taylor (student investigator) 
 
 
 
Dr Colin Arrowsmith (primary supervisor) 
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